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0 E C D 

In 1948, the United States offered Marshall Plan aid to Europe, 
provided the war-torn European countries worked together for their own 
recovery. This they did in the Organisation for European Economic 
Co-operation (OEEC). 

In 1960, Europe's fortunes had been restored; her standard of living 
was higher than ever before- On both sides of the Atlantic the 
interdependence of the industralised countries of the Western World was now 
widely recognised. Canada and the United States joined the European countries 
of the OEEC to create a new organisation, the Organisation for Economic 
Co-operation and Development. The Convention establishing the OECD was 
signed in Paris on 14th December 1960. 

Pursuant to article 1 of the Convention, which came into force on 30th 
September 1961, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and development 
shall promote policies designed: 

— to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment 
and a rising standard of living in Member countries, while 
maintaining financial stability, and this to contribute to the 
development of the world economy; 

— to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as 
non-member countries in the process of economic development; and 

— to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, 
non-discriminatory basis in accordance with international 
obligations. 

The original Signatories of the Convention were Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, Denmark, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Iceland, 
Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Turkey, the Unided Kingdom and the United States. The following 
countries acceded subsequently to the Convention (the dates are those on which 
the instruments of accession were deposited): Japan (28th April 1964), 
Finland (28th January 1969), Australia (7th June 1971) and New Zealand (29th 
May 1973). 

The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia takes part in certain work 
of the OECD (agreement of 28th October 1961). 
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N B A 

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) vas established on 20th April 
1972, replacing OECD's European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA, established on 
20th December 1957) on the adhesion of Japan as a full member. 

NEA now groups all the European Member countries of OECD and Australia, 
Canada, Japan and the United States. The Commission of the European 
Communities takes part in the work of the Agency. 

The primary objectives of NEA are to promote co-operation between its 
Member governments on the safety and regulatory aspects of nuclear 
development, and on assessing the future role of nuclear energy as a 
contributor to economic progress. 

This is achieved by: 

— encouraging harmonisation of governments' regulatory policies and 
practices in the nuclear field, with particular reference to the 
safety of nuclear installations, protection of man against ionising 
radiation and preservation of the environment, radioactive waste 
management, and nuclear third party liability and insurance; 

— keeping under review the technical and economic characteristics of 
nuclear power growth and of the nuclear fuel cycle, and assessing 
demand and supply for the different phases of the nuclear power to 
overall energy demand; 

— developing exchanges of scientific and technical information on 
nuclear energy, particulary through participation in common services; 

— setting up international research and development programmes and 
undertakings jointly organised and operated by OECD countries. 

In these and related tasks, NEA works in close collaboration with the 
International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, with which it has concluded a 
Co-operation Agreement, as well as with other international organisations 
in the nuclear field. 

* 



C S N I 

The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an 
international committee made up of scientists and engineers. It was set up in 
1973 to develop and coordinate the activities of the Nuclear Energy Agency 
concerning the technical aspects of the design, construction and operation of 
nuclear installations insofar as they affect the safety of such installations. 
The Committee's purpose is to foster international co-operation in nuclear 
safety amongst the OECD Member countries. 

CSNI constitutes a forum for the exchange of technical information and 
for collaboration between organisations which can contribute, from their 
respective backgrounds in research, development, engineering or regulation, to 
these activities and to the definition of its programme of work. It also 
reviews the state of knowledge on selected topics of nuclear safety technology 
and safety assessment, including operating experience. It initiates and 
conducts programmes identified by these reviews and assessments in order to 
overcome discrepancies, develop improvements and reach international consensus 
on technical issues of common interest. It promotes the coordination of work 
in different Member countries including the establishment of co-operative 
research projects and international standard problems, and assists in the 
feedback of the results to participating organisations. Full use is also made 
of traditional methods of co-operation, such as information exchanges, 
establishment of working groups, and organisation of conferences and 
specialist meeting. 

The greater part of CSNI's current programme of work is concerned with 
safety technology of water reactors. The principal areas covered are 
operating experience and the human factor, reactor coolant system behaviour, 
various aspects of reactor component integrity, the phenomenology of 
radioactive releases in reactor accidents and their confinement, containment 
performance, risk assessment, and severe accidents. The Committee also 
studies the safety of the fuel cycle, conducts periodic surveys of reactor 
safety research programmes- and operates an international mechanism for 
exchanging reports on nuclear power plant incidents. 

In implementing its programme CSNI establishes co-operative mechanisms 
with NEA's Committee on Nuclear Regulatory Activities (CNRA), responsible for 
the activities of the Agency concerning the regulation, licensing and 
inspection of nuclear installations with regard to safety. It also 
co-operates with NEA's Committee on Radiation Protection and Public Health and 
NEA's Radioactive Waste Management Committee on matters of common interest. 
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SUMMARY 

This State of the Art Report on In-vessel Core Degradation has 
been produced at the request of CSNI Principal Working Group 2. 
The objective of the report is to present to CSNI member 
countries the status of research and related information on in-
vessel degraded core behaviour in both Pressurised Water 
Reactors (PWR) and Boiling Water Reactors (BWR). 

Information on experiments, codes and comparisons of 
calculations with experiments up to January 1991 is summarised 
and reviewed. Integrated codes, which are wider in scope than 
just in-vessel core degradation are covered as well as 
specialist, degraded core codes. Implications for PWR and BWR 
plant calculations are considered. Conclusions and 
recommendations for research, plant calculations and further 
CSNI activity in this area are the subject of the final 
chapter. 

The emphasis of the report is on areas where substantial 
progress has been made in recent years based upon experimental 
data. Thus, there is an inherent bias towards early phase 
degraded core behaviour rather than late phase. The 
implications of the lack of data on late phase phenomena are, 
however, discussed. Certain areas have also been omitted in 
order to make the production of the report possible with the 
time and resources available. The most important of these are 
fission product release and transport, molten fuel-coolant 
interactions (particularly steam explosions) and thermal-
hydraulics (including natural circulation and debris bed dryout 
and rewet). It is recommended that CSNI consider commissioning 
reviews in these areas. 

A major conclusion of the report is that early phase core 
degradation is relatively well understood. However, codes need 
further development to bring them up to date with the 
experimental database, particularly to include low temperature 
liquefaction processes. These processes significantly affect 
early phase core degradation and their neglect could affect 
assessments of accident management actions (including 
recriticality in BWR severe accidents). 

The experimental database on late phase melt progression is 
much poorer than for early phase, leading to far greater 
uncertainties in calculations of late phase melt progression. 
No code has a reliable model of late phase melt progression. 
The best that can be done at present for plant applications is 
to carry out sensitivity calculations and use expert judgement 
to scope uncertainties. 

Well designed late phase melt progression experiments are 
needed, particularly in the area of crust and melt pool 
formation and stability (including the impact of water) and to 
address uncertainties in the mode of vessel failure. Scaling 
and 3-dimensional effects will need to be carefully considered. 
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Codes need to be developed so that they can at least calculate 
the main features of the TMI-2 end state, albeit within a 
framework that allows sensitivity and scoping calculations. 
The poor performance of codes in the CSNI TMI-2 code 
calculation exercise markedly reduces their credibility for 
late phase applications, particularly with operator 
intervention. 

Degraded core quench is not well understood or modelled. This 
is important in view of the potential for substantial hydrogen 
generation and core heatup during the addition of water to a 
degraded core. There are implications for accident management 
and risk assessment. Experiments and model development are 
strongly recommended. 

Current or planned CSNI International Standard Problems (ISPs) 
on early phase core degradation are strongly supported. CSNI 
should encourage experiments and code development for late 
phase melt progression and degraded core quench and carry out 
ISPs if suitable experiments become available. Expert meetings 
should be considered. CSNI should also consider producing a 
degraded core code validation matrix. Current ISPs and the 
review of experiments carried out in this report would provide 
a good starting point. The production of a comprehensive, 
qualified and assessible reference database of material 
properties and interactions should be considered. Finally, 
CSNI is recommended to revise this report in three or four 
years time to assess progress, particularly in those areas 
which have been highlighted here for further experiments or 
model development. 

(iv) 
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GLOSSARY 

Severe Accident: A reactor core accident which is more 
severe than a design basis accident and 
results in substantial damage to the core. 

Core Uncovery: The water mixture level in the reactor 
vessel falls below the top of the active 
fuel. 

Core Damage: The fuel assemblies are disfigured by 
mechanical fracturing, or by liquefaction 
due to material interactions or by 
melting. 

Core Melt: The reactor core overheats and this leads 
to substantial melting or liquefaction of 
the core material. 

Degraded Core: An advanced state of core damage in which 
the original fuel bundle geometry has been 
substantially lost. 

Early Phase: Refers to the initial stages of core 
damage, including clad oxidation and the 
melting and relocation of mainly metallic 
material. 

Late Phase: Refers to the stages of core degradation 
involving substantial melting and 
relocation of fuel materials including 
ceramics, including the transfer of 
materials to the lower vessel plenum and 
the containment if that occurs. 

(ix) 



1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 REPORT OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

This report provides to the CSNI member countries the status of 
research and related information on in-vessel degraded core 
behaviour in light water reactors. Both pressurised and 
boiling water reactor designs are considered in this survey. 
Emphasis is given to both experimental and analytical studies 
and this report highlights the areas in which there is common 
understanding among the member countries. In areas where 
diverging views are held, the underlying uncertainties are 
identified and discussed. Implications of the research results 
for various light water designs are discussed. Based on this 
status assessment, areas of future work by the task group of 
PWG-2 are suggested. 

There are two particular reasons to obtain a better 
understanding of in-vessel degraded core phenomena. First, for 
the purposes of accident management it is important to 
understand the progression of the accident and the potential 
impact of any proposed strategies. Second, for risk assessment 
it is important to be able to characterise the condition of the 
core debris as it relates to the various accident sequences 
that are being characterised in a risk assessment. For 
example, if core debris emerges from the reactor vessel, the 
quantity, temperature, physical and chemical composition, 
release rate, and discharge pressure all can affect the 
integrity of the containment and thus impact risk. It is also 
possible to challenge containment integrity with steam and 
hydrogen prior to, or without, vessel failure. 

This report concentrates on areas where substantial progress 
has been made in recent years based on experimental data. 
Thus, there is most coverage of areas where the most 
experiments have been carried out and the development of 
understanding and modelling has been most rapid. It was also 
decided to exclude fission product release and transport and 
fuel-coolant interactions. These are important specialist 
topics which are worthy of review but their inclusion here 
would have detracted from the main focus of the report and 
greatly expanded the amount of work and time needed. 
Experiments and models that are essentially thermal-hydraulic, 
such as natural circulation and debris bed dryout and rewet, 
have also been omitted or treated only lightly. The report 
covers documented material up to January 1991. Copious 
references are given to source documents so that readers may 
readily obtain more detail if required. Most are openly 
available. 

1.2 BACKGROUND 

Studies of in-vessel degraded core phenomena and their 
consequences date back to the earliest days of nuclear power, 
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more than thirty years ago. In 1957, the United States Atomic 
Energy Commission performed an assessment of the "Theoretical 
Possibilities and Consequences of Major Accidents in Large 
Nuclear Power Plants", WASH-74 0, which included fuel heat-up, 
chemical reactions, fuel-coolant interactions and fission 
product release from damaged fuel. This study relied on 
experimental information that was available at that time and 
also used expert judgement to obtain estimates of the 
consequences. 

Since the reactor licensing process in the U.S. and in most 
other countries that were developing nuclear power at that time 
did not require an assessment of the progression of an accident 
that would be associated with extensive damage to the core, 
little progress was made in this area of study through the 
1960s. It should be noted however that although the design 
basis accident analysis for the reactor core, vessel, and 
primary coolant system did not involve extensive core damage, 
the design basis accident for the containment system implied 
(by virtue of the radiological inventory that was placed into 
the containment) that extensive fuel damage had occurred. In 
addition, for the purposes of reactor siting, assumptions with 
regard to prescribed releases of radioactivity from containment 
were made. 

In the early 1970s, the "Reactor Safety Study", WASH-1400, was 
performed to obtain an assessment of risks posed by light water 
power reactors in the U.S. The study determined that the major 
contributor to risk came from accidents that involved extensive 
damage to the reactor core. In order to experience extensive 
core damage, multiple failures in the plant's safety systems, 
which are designed to mitigate the consequence of an initiating 
event, must occur in connection with an initial failure or 
challenge. In WASH-1400, it was determined that, in addition 
to large break loss of coolant accidents (without emergency 
core coolant make-up), small break accidents, station black-out 
events, and interfacing system loss of coolant accidents 
contributed to the risk profile for the plants examined. 
Following the failure of the plant's safety systems to respond 
to an accident initiator the core may not receive adequate 
cooling and therefore it will overheat. If this situation is 
not mitigated, the integrity of the vessel and then the 
containment building could be challenged. 

In order to calculate the thermodynamic and radiological 
challenges to the containment building, a computer model of the 
core meltdown process was developed for WASH-1400. This model, 
BOIL, later evolved into the core meltdown model for the MARCH 
code and then the Source Term Code Package (STCP). BOIL 
considers the heat-up and boiloff of the core coolant following 
accident events for which coolant inventory is not available to 
the core. The model also accounts for the metal-water reaction 
between the fuel cladding and steam. The heat and hydrogen gas 
that are produced from this reaction are also calculated. The 
relocation of fuel is specified parametrically, by the user. 
When the fuel slumps into the residual water in the lower head 
of the vessel, the potentially rapid exchange of energy between 
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the fuel and water is accounted for along with the additional 
chemical reactions between the metallic component of the 
slumped material and the steam. The MARCH code (and STCP) 
contains a failure model for the lower head of the reactor 
vessel which accounts for pressure loading due to steam and 
hydrogen, the dead weight of the core debris on the lower head, 
and the ablation of the lower head by the hot debris. 

The accident at the Three Mile Island, Unit 2 (TMI-2) reactor 
in 1979 provided direct experience and information with regard 
to in-vessel degradation of a reactor core in a light water 
power reactor. This event and the numerous follow-on studies 
of it during the last decade should be well known to the 
reader. In particular, CSNI has conducted an evaluation 
programme related to the TMI-2 accident. The TMI Analysis 
Exercise began in 1987 and aimed at benchmarking severe 
accident codes among 13 participants from twelve countries. 
The exercise helped to focus on the capabilities and 
limitations of those codes that were evaluated by this process. 
The preliminary results of this activity are summarised in a 
special issue of Nuclear Technology in 1989 and the final 
results will be issued as CSNI reports. 

The in-vessel aspects of the TMI-2 accident has been of great 
interest to workers in the area of degraded core phenomena. 
Several questions have been raised with regard to the mode of 
relocation of the core to the lower head and on the behavior of 
the core on the lower head. It is difficult at this time to 
determine which aspects of the in-vessel portion of this 
accident are highly specific to the events and condition of the 
accident and which aspects have more general implications to 
the studies of other accident conditions. Nevertheless, TMI-2 
remains a valuable source of information on degraded core 
phenomena. 

The accident at the Chernobyl-4 reactor in 1986, while taking 
place in a reactor of a different design than those in the OECD 
countries, led to the examination of the implications of that 
accident to other reactor types. For example, a class of 
accidents that are being evaluated in some countries are termed 
reactivity insertion events and involve an increase in 
reactivity as the initiating event. There is also the 
possibility of a return to criticality during certain BWR 
severe accidents. This is also being studied. 

Current trends in probabilistic risk assessment allow for the 
possibility that loss of core inventory does not imply large 
scale core damage. Recovery from core-vulnerable states is 
explicitly modelled in current PRAs and this helps to provide 
insight for accident management studies as well as serve as a 
focus for needed research on degraded core phenomena. 

In the years since TMI-2, severe accident studies and 
probabilistic risk assessment have been performed in several 
OECD member countries. For example, the German Risk Study 
(Phase B), the risk assessments for the 900 MWe and 1300 MWe 
French PWRs, the CAORSO PRA in Italy, the Beznau PRA in 
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Switzerland, PRAs for all plants in Sweden, several PRAs for 
BWRs and PWRs in Spain, and NUREG-1150 in the USA have been 
performed and a PSA is being carried out in the UK for the 
Sizewell-B PWR. With regard to in-vessel degraded core 
phenomena, NUREG-1150 concludes that many of the uncertain 
phenomena that have the potential to lead to early containment 
failure (e.g., high-pressure melt ejection, drywell shell 
attack, steam explosions, and hydrogen generation) are 
sensitive to the details of core melt progression, particularly 
the later stages of progression in which molten core material 
enters the lower head of the vessel. 

In addition, there are very active severe accident research 
programmes in most CSNI member countries. As a result of 
severe accident research some countries have taken regulatory 
action. For example in Sweden, following the TMI-2 .accident, 
government reguirements initiated the FILTRA and RAMA research 
programmes, which led to installation of systems for filtered 
venting and pressure release of containment and other 
mitigation systems in all Swedish LWRs by the end of 1988. In 
the US, USNRC has required all licencees to carry out 
Individual Plant Examinations (IPEs) for vulnerabilities to 
severe accidents. 

During the past decade much work has been done, both 
experimental and analytical, on in-vessel degraded core 
phenomena. Major experimental programmes have been undertaken, 
often with international planning and cooperation. Model and 
code developments have also progressed with emphasis on 
assessment against the experiments. In the following chapters, 
the current state-of-the-art in this field is reviewed. 

While the focus of this report is on information related to 
core degradation in LWR reactors, it is recognised that within 
member countries of OECD/CSNI there is also work in progress to 
provide similar information involving the phenomena associated 
with core degradation in other commercial power reactor 
systems, such as AGR, CANDU, ATR etc. A number of the 
phenomena dealt with in this report are generic to these other 
reactor systems, though the specific modes of accident 
progression and core degradation will be different. Components 
of the research conducted in support of these other systems are 
also relevant to the understanding of core degradation in LWR 
reactors. Some of this work has been referenced in this 
report. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT PHENOMENA 

2.1 BLOWDOWN AND BOILOFF 

During an accident in a Light Water Reactor (LWR), if coolant 
is lost and makeup fails, then the core will uncover, causing 
the fuel rods to heatup and fail. If a break occurs in the 
primary system piping, the high pressure will force the fluid 
to flow out of the reactor vessel. For a large break, the flow 
rate is very rapid and will be over in about a minute. 
Depending on the break location, the fluid leaving the break 
could be a two-phase or single-phase choked flow. For smaller 
pipe breaks, the flow rates would be much lower and the 
blowdown would be followed by water boiloff. In transient 
sequences (such as a station blackout), boiloff and the release 
of steam through the pressure relief valves results in loss of 
coolant inventory. Many complex fluid flow and heat transfer 
phenomena occur during the early phase of an accident. For 
example, a power/coolant mismatch could develop due to 
decreasing coolant flow rate or increasing power and cause film 
boiling heat transfer at the fuel cladding and a rapid increase 
of the fuel clad temperature. A detailed discussion of these 
phenomena is given in /2.1/. 

2.2 CORE HEATUP 

After the core is uncovered, heat transfer from the fuel rods 
to the steam is relatively low and the fuel temperature 
increases. This, in turn, leads to the oxidation of Zircaloy 
fuel cladding and hydrogen generation. High fuel temperatures, 
together with a reduced primary system pressure, can also lead 
to clad ballooning. Significant oxidation could cause 
embrittlement of the clad which could result in a localised 
rupture. On the other hand, significant ballooning could form 
a local blockage and reduce the quantity of steam available for 
further oxidation above the blockage. 

The oxidation of Zircaloy cladding is an exothermic process 
which becomes important at about 1300 K and contributes 
substantially to the heat-up of the core. The process involves 
the chemisorption of water molecules at the clad surface, 
subsequent decomposition of the water molecules, diffusion of 
oxygen in the growing oxide layer and release of hydrogen to 
the reactor vessel. The rate of oxidation is generally limited 
by the diffusion of oxygen through the oxide layer or by the 
quantity of steam available at the clad surface. A parabolic 
rate law is usually applied when the reaction rate is 
controlled by solid-state diffusion. In this law, the reaction 
rate increases with an Arrenhius temperature dependence and is 
inversely proportional to the oxide layer thickness. 
Furthermore, the oxidation reaction rate increases 
substantially at temperatures above 1855K due to a phase 
transformation in the Zr02, which changes from monoclinic to 
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tetragonal. Several empirical correlations are available to 
predict the solid-state diffusion limited oxidation rate. 

Steam starvation refers to the situation in which oxidation is 
limited by the supply of steam and the hydrogen to steam ratio 
is therefore high. Measured oxidation rates in environments 
with high hydrogen to steam ratios have been found to be 
significantly less than the oxidation rates measured in pure 
steam /2.2/. However, recent experiments by Prater and 
Courtright /2.3/ have demonstrated that hydrogen blanketing is 
negligible when compared with the rate limitation due to solid-
state diffusion for those conditions likely to occur during an 
accident in a LWR. 

The masses of stainless steel in the core region are about 3% 
and 6% of the core inventory, while the masses of Zircaloy are 
about 16% and 24% for PWRs and BWRs, respectively. Thus 
oxidation of stainless steel is another potential source of 
hydrogen generation. In addition, recent studies indicate that 
natural circulation in the primary system of PWRs, which are at 
high pressure, could result in high structure temperatures in 
the upper plenum, hot leg and surge lines /2.4/, /2.5/. Under 
these conditions, it is likely that oxidation of stainless 
steel could provide an additional source of hydrogen 
generation. Stainless steel/steam oxidation is a more 
complicated process than Zircaloy/steam oxidation. There are 
several components (Ni, Cr, and Fe) in the steel. The 
morphology and the chemical composition of the oxides formed 
are complex. However, experimental data have suggested that the 
parabolic rate law can also be applied to the solid-state 
diffusion limited stainless steel/steam reaction /2.6/. The 
rate of steel oxidation is small relative to the oxidation of 
Zircaloy at temperatures below 1400 K. At higher temperatures 
and near the steel melting point, the rate of steel oxidation 
exceeds that of Zircaloy. 

2.3 CORE MELT 

The composition of an LWR core is such that melting could occur 
in a variety of ways involving complex chemical reactions. The 
major components of a PWR core are U02 and Zircaloy, which make 
up about 78 Wt% and 16 Wt%, respectively. The remaining 
materials are primarily stainless steel, Inconel, Ag-In-Cd 
control rod material and A1203 used in the burnable poison 
rods. For a BWR core, the major components are U02 (68 Wt%) 
and Zircaloy (24 Wt%). Stainless steel and B4C control rod 
material comprise the remaining 8 Wt%. Hofmann et al. /2.7/ 
identified three distinct temperature regimes for melting and 
liquid phase formation during a severe accident for the heatup 
rates of 1 K/s or greater. These heatup rates are typical of 
severe accidents initiated from full power. Each temperature 
regime is characterised by different processes (Figure 2.1). 

The first temperature regime considered by Hofmann is between 
1473 K and 1673 K. Within this temperature regime, control 
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rods, burnable poison rods, and structural material can form 
low-temperature liquid phases /2.8/, /2.9/, /2.10/. These 
liquefied materials may relocate and form local blockages which 
could restrict flow and cause accelerated heatup of the core. 

In a PWR core, the main reactions are those between the 
Ag-In-Cd alloy (control rods), Zircaloy (guide tubes), and 
Inconel (spacer grids). The Ag-In-Cd alloy has a very low 
melting temperature (1073 K) and it is likely to be the first 
component to melt after core uncovery. Any failure of the 
control rod cladding will allow the molten Ag-In-Cd alloy to 
contact the Zircaloy guide tubes and even some of the Zircaloy 
cladding around the fuel rods. The Zircaloy can be chemically 
dissolved by the molten Ag-In-Cd alloy which could cause local 
damage in the core region well below the melting temperature of 
Zircaloy (approximately 2033 K) /2.8/. In addition, there 
could be contact between stainless steel cladding (control 
rods) and Zircaloy (guide tubes) and between the Inconel (space 
grids) and Zircaloy (fuel rods). The localised Zircaloy/ 
stainless steel (or Inconel) contact results in chemical 
interactions with the formation of liquid phases at relatively 
low temperatures. This early-melt formation at about 1473 K 
could initiate the melt progression within the fuel assembly at 
low temperatures as recognised in the CORA tests, where fuel 
rod bundles were heated up to complete meltdown /2.7/. Carlson 
and Cook /2.11/ have shown that the stainless steel/Zircaloy 
interaction is one of the major material reactions that 
occurred during the TMI-2 accident. 

In a BWR core, the control rods consist of boron carbide (B4C) 
pellets in stainless steel cladding; the control rods are 
located in a four-bladed stainless steel assembly. The major 
reaction in a BWR is between B4C and stainless steel. Hofmann 
et al., /2.9/ showed that the B4C control rods exhibit a strong 
reaction above 1523 K, which resulted in rapid liquefaction of 
the control rod material. Liquefaction occurred below the 
melting point of B4C (2623 K) and stainless steel (1723 K) due 
to eutectic interactions. The liquid B4C/stainless steel 
reaction products can also interact with the Zircaloy channel 
box. Interaction and liquefaction between B4C and Zircaloy 
occurs at about 1923 K, which is about 400 K higher than that 
of the B4C/stainless steel interaction. 

The second temperature regime considered by Hofmann is between 
2033 K and 2273 K. If the Zircaloy clad has not been oxidised, 
then it will melt at about 2033 K and relocate downward along 
the fuel rod. If a sufficient oxide layer has formed on the 
outside surface of the clad, then relocation of any molten 
Zircaloy on the inside will be prevented because the oxide 
layer will remain solid until the core reaches much higher 
temperatures (the melting point of ZrC>2 is 2973 K) , or until 
the oxide layer fails mechanically, or until the layer is 
dissolved by molten Zircaloy. Under these conditions, the 
molten Zircaloy will chemically dissolve part of the solid UO2 
pellet and ZrC-2 shell /2.12/. The result is chemical 
dissolution (i.e., liquefaction) of UO2 and ZrC>2 by the molten 
Zircaloy at about 1000 K below the melting points of UO2 and 
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ZrC>2. The molten (Zr, U, O) mixture and molten metallic 
Zircaloy flow downward in a "candling process" from the higher 
temperature regions of the core into the lower temperature 
region where they solidify. The relocation and solidification 
of the metallic and ceramic melts could form a blockage in the 
flow channels, which would inhibit flow and accelerate core 
damage. Since the mixture contains decay heat, remelting and 
solidification can occur repetitively as water boils-off and 
core meltdown proceeds. 

The third temperature regime is between 2873 K and 3123 K. If 
a reactor core ever reaches this high temperature regime, the 
remaining UO2, ZrC>2, and the (U, Zr) O2 solid solution will 
start to melt. This will lead to complete meltdown of all 
remaining core materials /2.7/. 

In summary, for a heatup rate of 1 K/s or larger, core meltdown 
processes have been characterised for three temperature 
regimes. Initial melting and relocation in a reactor core 
starts with the failure of control rods, guide tubes, and 
Inconel spacer grids at relatively low temperatures. Local 
damage caused by interactions with Zircaloy could also occur 
during this time period. Larger scale fuel damage occurs at 
higher temperatures after the metallic Zircaloy melts and 
dissolution of UO2 pellets and ZrC>2 occurs. At even higher 
temperatures, the Zr02 and UO2 melt, which leads to total core 
meltdown. 

For small core heatup rates less than 0.3 K/s, which is 
expected if the decay heat removal of a shutdown reactor fails, 
the above described second temperature regime (2033-2273 K) for 
extended liquid phase formation will not exist anymore. The 
Zircaloy cladding will be completely oxidised to ZrC>2 before 
reaching its melting point at about 2033 K. In addition, no 
temperature escalation will take place around 1500 K since at 
this temperature the oxide layer formed on the cladding outer 
surface has exceeded a critical thickness which results in a 
reduced oxidation reaction rate. From the accident management 
viewpoint, the different material behaviour at low heatup rates 
would provide more time for operators to stop the heatup of the 
reactor core before the core could reach the third temperature 
regime where all compounds and reaction products will melt 
down. 

Predicting hydrogen generation while the reactor core has an 
intact geometry is relatively straightforward (refer to Section 
2.2). However, after Zircaloy melting and relocation, fuel 
dissolution and the loss of core geometry, predicting hydrogen 
generation is subject to uncertainty. The uncertainty is 
associated with estimating the amount of Zircaloy metallic 
surface area available for oxidation and the effect of flow 
blockage. Data from several experimental programmes (see 
Chapter 3) have demonstrated that hydrogen generation continues 
after melting and relocation. The data suggest that there is 
no "cut-off" temperature for hydrogen generation as modelled in 
some computer codes. In fact, the data suggest that a 
significant amount of hydrogen could be generated after 
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Zircaloy melting and relocation. An accurate prediction of 
hydrogen generation at and beyond Zircaloy melting and 
relocation is therefore difficult and subject to uncertainty. 

It should be pointed out that quenching of a degraded hot fuel 
rod bundle could result in an extended Zircaloy oxidation by 
steam with localised melt formation and relocation. This 
extended oxidation would lead to a renewed rapid heatup and a 
strong hydrogen generation. The physical/chemical processes 
which result in the formation of new metallic surfaces, due to 
cracking of the highly embrittled materials, to which the steam 
has access are poorly understood and not yet modelled. 

2.4 DEBRIS RELOCATION 

After components in the core melt and liquefy, they begin to 
relocate. In addition, solid core constituents (e.g. fuel 
pellets) may lose their structural support or integrity and 
also relocate. The relocated liquid debris will solidify in 
the cooler regions of the core and could cause a flow blockage. 
This blockage reduces the local fluid flow and heat transfer, 
which in turn causes heatup and further damage to the materials 
remaining in the core. The gravity-driven movement of the 
liquefied mixture and its cooling (or solidification) in the 
cooler core regions involves many complex thermal-hydraulic 
phenomena. The velocity and layer thickness of the flowing 
mixture and the continued oxidation and chemical reactions are 
the major factors determining the relocation rate and 
solidification process. 

As part of a review of experiments on core-melt progression, 
Wright /2.13/ summarised the relocation behavior observed 
during early and late phase melt progression. Three separate 
and distinct material relocation processes were found to occur 
during melt progression involving metallic melts, ceramic 
melts, and solid ceramic debris. These material relocation 
processes also occur at different local temperatures and times 
during accident sequences. Melt relocation was found to occur 
mostly by noncoherent, noncoplanar rivulet flow. 

Data from the damaged TMI-2 reactor core provide relocation 
patterns applicable to PWRs subject to severe accidents. 
Relocation patterns based on core bore data have been described 
by Tolman, et al., /2.14/. Prior to the primary coolant pump 
transient, core damage appears to have been confined to the 
central region of the core, above the water level. The lower 
part of the damaged core comprises a layer of relocated 
liquefied cladding and UO2 (between fuel rods) above a 
solidified crust near the water level. The upper part of the 
damaged core contains high-temperature remnants of UO2 pellets 
and Zr02 cladding. After the reactor coolant pump transient, 
the damaged core has several distinct regions. The lower 
consolidated region comprises a molten pool surrounded by a 
crust. Above this region is a rubble bed consisting of 
shattered fuel pellets and oxidised cladding, which was caused 
during core reflood. The collapse of the shattered pellets and 
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cladding also formed a central void in the upper region of the 
core. 

Failure of the crust in the lower consolidated region would 
allow the molten interior to relocate into the lower region of 
the reactor vessel. Potential crust failure mechanisms are (l) 
thermal melt-through of the crust by natural convective heat 
transfer driven by decay heating, (2) thermal/mechanical stress 
failure due to temperature and pressure differences across the 
crust layer, and (3) eutectic interaction between the crust 
material and the interior material. In the TMI-2 accident, it 
has been suggested /2.13/ that melt-through caused crust 
failure at one side of the molten pool. 

Relocation of molten core debris into a water pool can involve 
a nonenergetic interaction (steam spike) or an energetic 
interaction (steam explosion). A steam spike can cause 
significant steam generation which can oxidise metals remaining 
in the core region and increase hydrogen generation. A steam 
explosion, however, has the potential to cause significant 
damage to the reactor vessel. It has also been suggested that 
steam explosions are capable of generating missiles which could 
threaten containment integrity. However, a steam explosion of 
sufficient magnitude to fail the containment is considered 
/2.4/ to be a low probability event. The probability of 
triggering a steam explosion is increased if the primary system 
is at low pressure. 

2.5 CORE DEBRIS INTERACTION IN LOWER PLENUM 

The design of the lower reactor vessel region strongly 
influences core debris interactions and the mode of lower head 
failure. In a PWR vessel, the lower internal structures 
consist of grid plates, which support the fuel assemblies and 
flow distributors, which regulate the core inlet flow. Both 
the grid plates and flow distributors have holes 4 cm to 20 cm 
in diameter. Core debris originating within the fuel 
assemblies will pass through these holes prior to entering the 
lower head. Many PWRs have bottom-entry instrument penetration 
nozzles, but some PWRs do not have any penetrations through the 
lower head. In a BWR design, the lower vessel contains more 
structure than a PWR vessel. Internal structures in a BWR are 
the shroud, shroud support, core support, fuel support, and 
control rod guide tubes. The core support plate is made of 
stainless steel and has about 550 holes 30 cm in diameter. 
BWRs have about 185 control rod drive mechanism assemblies and 
55 instrument guide tube penetrations through the lower head. 

These penetrations are held in place by Inconel-to-stainless 
steel welds at the inner surface of the lower head. 

Core debris relocation into the lower vessel may involve a 
coherent mixing of a large fraction of the core inventory with 
the residual water in the lower plenum. However, a rate-
limited relocation of the debris is more likely, starting with 
a local breach of a crust formed in the core region. In 
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addition, the presence of structures containing flow paths of 
varying sizes may intercept and redirect the melt forming 
streams or rivulets as suggested by the TMI-2 data. 

There are several key issues involved in core debris relocation 
as discussed below: 

1. Core debris/water interaction and transient pressurisation 
of the primary system. 

Because the core debris relocation may be rate-limited, 
the corium mass interacting with water is expected to be 
limited so that steam explosion energetics (if any) are 
likely to be relatively minor. In the absence of a steam 
explosion, a slower rate-limited relocation may increase 
the extent of oxidation as well as steam generation. The 
result would be pressurisation of the primary system. 
Oxidation of metals is expected to be higher if the water 
is saturated rather than subcooled. A higher steam volume 
fraction in a saturated water pool is expected to enhance 
oxidation. 

2. Core debris quenching rate and potential configuration in 
the lower plenum. 

In a PWR lower plenum with no penetrations, the quenching 
rate of molten fuel falling through a water pool is 
controlled by the heat transfer rate of the debris/water 
interaction. Experiments and analysis performed at 
Argonne National Laboratory /2.15/, /2.16/ have indicated 
that a molten jet in a water pool may breakup due to 
hydrodynamic instability. The breakup length depends on 
the initial jet and ambient water conditions. The breakup 
of the jet into droplets enhances heat transfer which may 
lead to solidification of the debris; this would, in turn, 
produce a particle bed on the bottom of the vessel. On 
the other hand, the droplets may not cool sufficiently to 
survive the impact with the bottom head, but collapse to 
create a molten pool with a certain fraction of frozen 
debris. The particle bed formed by this jet breakup 
process is expected to contain relatively larger particles 
and is likely to be coolable if sufficient water is 
present. However, if the interaction involves a steam 
explosion, then the particles would be relatively small 
and the resulting debris bed may not be coolable. 

3. Core debris/penetration interaction. 

In a lower plenum with a large number of penetration 
tubes, the molten fuel may flow preferentially in a film 
along the penetration tubes resulting in the failure of 
these tubes as discussed in the following section. 

2.6 LOWER HEAD FAILURE MODES 

Several potential modes of reactor vessel lower head failure 
have been identified for light water reactors. Each failure 
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mode is discussed in the following sections. The mode and 
timing of lower head failure during a severe accident has an 
important effect on subsequent phenomena that strongly 
influence containment performance, such as direct containment 
heating (DCH) /2.22/, /2.23/, melt-through of the containment 
shell for BWR Mark I containments, and corium/concrete 
interactions. 

2.6.1 Jet Impingement 

Ablation due to jet impingement is a potential cause of 
vessel failure. The erosion of steel structures by a high 
temperature jet is characterised by a rapid ablation rate 
at the stagnation point of impingement /2.17/ to /2.20/. 
The ablation rate would be considerably reduced by the 
formation of a crust layer of urania. Due to the presence 
of a large number of penetrations in some reactor designs 
and the potential for jet breakup in the water pool, it is 
unlikely that a molten jet will directly attack the lower 
vessel head. However, penetration tubes may fail if hit 
by the jet. Ablation due to direct jet impingement is a 
potential cause of early reactor vessel failure. 

2.6.2 Plugging And Failure Of Lower Head Penetrations 

With the presence of a large number of penetrations in the 
lower head of all BWRs and some PWRs, it is likely that 
the core debris will first attack the penetration tubes. 
Failure of the tubes could allow molten material to flow 
down the tubes and refreeze to form a crust along the tube 
wall. If the temperature of the core debris is high 
enough, melting or creep rupture of the tube walls may 
occur. Data from the TMI-2 vessel indicate that wall 
failure occurred in several instrument penetration tubes 
and many tubes were plugged by debris. In fact, some of 
the tubes were plugged in sections well outside the 
reactor vessel. 

The velocity of melt (driven by the system pressure and/or 
gravity) into the penetration tubes and the material 
properties of the melt were found /2.21/ to be the major 
factors determining the failure mechanism. A higher 
thermal conductivity melt of lower velocity is more likely 
to result in tube plugging. If a melt penetrates an 
instrumentation tube below the lower head, tube failure is 
more likely to occur. 

2.6.3 Ejection Of A Lower Head Penetration 

Core melt attack on a penetration tube and the sustained 
heating from accumulated debris may cause tube penetration 
weld failure. Weld failure under high system pressure may 
result in tube ejection. Reference /2.21/ postulates that 
the system pressure must also overcome the binding stress 
between the tube and the vessel head. The binding stress 
caused by differences in the thermal expansion 
coefficients of carbon steel (lower head) and Inconel or 
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stainless steel (penetration nozzle) may continue to hold 
the tube in the hole thus preventing ejection. Thus, the 
initial tube-to-vessel wall gap distance and tube-to-
vessel temperature difference become the controlling 
parameters for tube ejection. Tube ejection is unlikely 
if there is a large temperature difference between the 
tube and vessel wall. The potential for tube ejection 
increases if the temperature difference becomes smaller. 
Once the penetration tube is ejected, the high temperature 
melt will ablate the hole to a much larger diameter. 

2.6.4 Global Creep Rupture 

In a PWR with no penetration tubes attached to the lower 
head, a direct contact between the core debris and the 
lower head wall will cause a substantial heating of the 
lower head. The heating, in conjunction with the stress 
induced by elevated system pressure and/or the weight of 
the core debris, may lead to lower head failure by a 
global creep rupture. Depending on the debris 
configuration and coolability, the average vessel wall 
temperature rise is likely to be relatively slow. The 
time to vessel failure is related to the system pressure, 
vessel wall thickness, the sensible and decay heats of the 
core debris, and the contact between the core debris and 
vessel wall. A depressurised reactor vessel should reduce 
the potential for creep rupture-induced vessel failure. 

2.7 NATURAL CIRCULATION 

Natural circulation has been identified as an important 
phenomenon in PWRs (but not BWRs) during a severe accident, 
particularly when the primary system is maintained at high 
pressures /2.4/. There are three potential natural circulation 
flows in the reactor coolant system: in-vessel circulation, 
hot leg countercurrent flow including flow into the steam 
generator tubes, and flow through the coolant loops. There are 
two major effects of these flows: 

(a) to enhance energy transfer from the core region to other 
structures in the reactor coolant system; 

(b) to enhance steam flow in the core, thus holding down core 
temperatures, delaying core slump and increasing hydrogen 
generation. 

The energy removed from the core will heat up structures /2.5/ 
and, if the temperatures become sufficiently high, may result 
in failure of the pressure boundary. This failure could occur 
prior to breach of the reactor vessel head by the core debris. 
If failure of the pressure boundary occurs in the steam 
generator tubes, containment bypass through the steam lines 
occurs. If failure of the pressure boundary occurs early 
enough, the primary system could be depressurised sufficiently 
so that direct containment heating by the core debris that 
would be ejected following vessel failure is avoided. In 
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addition, high structural temperature caused by natural 
circulation may reduce fission product retention and thus cause 
more fission products to be released to the containment. 

Contrary to the above discussion of possible phenomena, the 
observed peak surface temperatures in the TMI-2 vessel upper 
plenum were far too low to indicate that significant natural 
circulation occurred during that accident. A satisfactory 
explanation of this aspect of the TMI-2 accident remains to be 
provided. Further information on the post-accident analysis 
the TMI-2 accident can be found in references /2.24/ and 
/2.25/. 

Due to the radial power gradient in a reactor core, superheated 
steam in the central core region is hotter and lighter than the 
steam in the peripheral region. The density gradient generates 
a natural circulation flow pattern. The denser vapour tends to 
flow downward and turns towards the core centre, replacing the 
hotter rising vapour. This rising vapour plume turns radially 
outward in the upper plenum region and becomes cooler by 
transferring heat to structures. The cooler steam then 
re-enters the core. The return flow path is affected by the 
reactor vessel design. For example, in the Westinghouse-type 
design, the cooler flow is likely to re-enter the core through 
the top of the peripheral fuel assemblies. In other designs, 
such as Babcock and Wilcox reactors, there is a large flow area 
in the core barrel-baffle annulus. For these designs, it is 
likely that the cooler flow will pass down the annulus and 
through the baffle into the core. As core uncovery continues 
and the liquid level drops, the recirculating flow extends 
further into the core. In-vessel natural circulation tends to 
bring steam from the upper plenum back to the core region. 
Therefore, it is less likely that clad oxidation will be 
limited by steam starvation. A steam-rich environment, 
together with a prolonged heatup at relatively low 
temperatures, may result in more extensive clad oxidation. 

Hot leg natural circulation is characterised by single-phase 
countercurrent flow in the hot leg between the reactor vessel 
and the steam generators. This natural circulation is affected 
by the steam generator design. The U-tube type steam generator 
is expected to have a much stronger natural circulation than 
the once-through type steam generator. For the U-tube design, 
superheated steam from the reactor vessel enters the top 
portion of the hot leg and flows toward the steam generator. 
In the inlet plenum of the steam generator, some of the flow 
mixes with the fluid while some enters the tubes, displacing 
the cooler steam. The displaced vapour is forced to enter the 
outlet plenum and re-enters other remaining parts of the steam 
generator tubes. The cooler vapour returns through the tubes 
to the inlet plenum. Again, some of this flow mixes in the 
inlet plenum, and some continues into the bottom portion of the 
hot leg and returns to the reactor vessel. Mixing in the steam 
generator inlet plenum is an important parameter that 
influences hot leg natural circulation flow. It reduces the 
temperature of the hot vapour entering the steam generator 
tubes and, therefore, limits the heat transfer in the steam 
generator tubes. This may help maintain the integrity of the 
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steam generator tubes. The above discussed natural circulation 
in the U-tube type steam generator is not expected in the once-
through type steam generator, because the water seal will 
prevent the flow from passing through the tubes. However, 
counter-current flow in the horizontal portion and the candy-
cane portion of the hot leg may still occur. 

Natural circulation flow through the coolant loops can occur 
only if the loop seals are cleared of liguid, and the core is 
uncovered to below the level of the downcomer. The flow is 
buoyancy-driven and one-dimensional with heat addition in the 
core region and heat removal in the steam generators and 
throughout the coolant loops. Because of the large elevation 
difference between the steam generators and core and the large 
temperature differences in the coolant loops, the resulting 
circulation flow is expected to be large enough to preclude 
in-vessel and hot leg natural circulation flows. The high flow 
rates and large heat sinks available have the potential to 
significantly slow core heatup and delay the core melt 
progression. 

2.8 EFFECT OF MELT PROGRESSION ON FISSION PRODUCTS 

Fission product release from damaged fuel and transport in the 
primary system are important for accidents involving early 
containment failure and containment bypass. In-vessel fission 
product release rate correlations are summarised in NUREG-0772 
/2.26/. These correlations (developed from limited test data) 
suggest that the release rate is a function of temperature 
only. Hobbins /2.27/, /2.28/ and Hunt /2.29/, /2.30/, /2.31/ 
have reported that the release of fission product, particularly 
volatile materials (noble gases, iodine, cesium, and 
ruthenium), during the core heatup phase is influenced by other 
factors, such as fuel oxidation and fuel burnup. The release 
rate increases with the increase of fuel oxidation and fuel 
burnup, due to enhanced atom mobility and fission product 
vapour mobility. For low irradiated fuel, there is high 
release during cooldown. Fission product release can also be 
increased by a burst release during reflooding. This release 
is attributed to grain boundary microcracking. On the other 
hand, fragmentation of fuel pellets into a debris bed has no 
significant effect on fission product release from the solid 
fuel 12.211. This is attributed to the fragment size (about 1 
mm) which is several orders of magnitude larger than the fuel 
grain size (about 10 /im) . Fuel liquefaction has a pronounced 
effect on the fission product release rate. Fuel liquefaction 
(i.e., dissolution of fuel pellet with molten Zircaloy) 
destroys the crystal structure of the U02 pellet so that the 
release of fission products is governed by the migration of 
atoms and bubbles in a liquid. This is a much faster process 
than diffusion in a solid. If a molten ceramic pool were to be 
formed in the core, most of the fission products in gaseous 
form would be released within a few minutes. 

One interesting feature of core melt progression and the 
formation of ceramic melts and metallic crusts is the trapping 
of low melting point materials in the core and their subsequent 
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interaction with higher temperature ceramic melts /2.27/. The 
interaction results in heating and vapourisation of the low 
melting point materials during the period of time that the 
ceramic melts exist. These vapours can condense into aerosols. 
The net result is the generation of aerosols over the same 
period of time that fission products are being released from 
the core. The overlapping of fission product release and 
aerosol generation permits physical and chemical interaction 
between fission product vapours and aerosols and the potential 
for fission product transport to be influenced by aerosol 
transport and deposition. 

The transport and deposition of the released materials in the 
reactor coolant system are primarily governed by gas flow 
rates, gas temperatures, structure surface temperatures, and 
system pressure. Natural circulation plays an important role 
in the transport and deposition processes in the reactor 
coolant system as described in the previous section. Deposited 
materials may revapourise depending on time-dependent flow and 
temperature conditions and their chemical forms. 
Revapourisation can be an important contributor to the off-site 
source term for accidents in which the containment fails late. 

2.9 EFFECT OF MELT PROGRESSION ON CRITICALITY 

As noted in Section 2.3 control rod material relocates at 
relatively low temperatures during the early phase of core 
degradation. High voidage and high temperatures in the core 
maintain high shutdown reactivity preventing fission power 
generation. Subseguent core degradation involving substantial 
loss of core geometry forming debris further reduces 
reactivity. Reflood, however, raises the possiblity that 
reactivity could increase both by reducing voidage and cooling 
the fuel. In a PWR, the use of borated water for reflood 
ensures that the core cannot return to critical. Unborated 
water is used in BWRs, however, raising the possibility of 
recriticality and renewed fission power generation. A 
conservative bounding analysis /2.32/ has concluded that there 
is a potential for recriticality in BWRs during certain low 
probability severe accidents but the recriticality event will 
most likely not generate a pressure pulse significant enough to 
fail the vessel. Instead, a quasi-steady power level less than 
20% of normal power (and probably not much more than 10% of 
normal power) is likely. A realistic (best estimate) 
assessment may reduce the likelihood of BWR's recriticality 
during reflood even further, but phenomenological and modelling 
uncertainties together with the lack of suitable analytical 
tools make such an assessment impractical at present. 

2.10 REACTIVITY INSERTION ACCIDENTS fRIA) 

As was noted in Chapter 1, the Chernobyl Accident gave rise to 
a renewed interest in RIA /2.33/, /2.34/, /2.35/. Reactivity 
accidents have been found /2.36/ to be relatively more 
important for BWRs than for PWRs. Nevertheless, at a recent 
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special session of the American Nuclear Society, papers /2.37/ 
were presented on both designs. The foregoing references 
discuss mostly the early phase of the RIA (fuel heat-up) and 
there is rather less literature on later phases (if any) of 
core degradation. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMMES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter reviews the major integral-scale experimental 
programmes performed, (or to be performed) to investigate the 
behaviour of PWR and BWR cores under extreme loss of cooling 
conditions. The accident at Three Mile Island - Unit 2, 
provided the initial impetus for these tests, the principal aim 
being to improve understanding on the behaviour of fuel rods, 
control rods and other materials present in the core, under 
high temperature, steam oxidizing conditions. 

Much of the information on early phase melt progression was 
obtained from the Severe Fuel Damage (SFD) tests in the Power 
Burst Facility (PBF) at the Idaho National Engineering 
Laboratory (INEL) /3.1/-/3.4/. Damaged Fuel (DF) tests were 
performed in the Annular Core Research Reactor (ACRR) at Sandia 
National Laboratories (SNL) /3.5/-/3.9/ and a follow on 
programme, the Melt Progression (MP) series, has recently 
started. The Full-Length High Temperature (FLHT) series of 
tests is being carried out in the National Research Universal 
(NRU) reactor at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories in Canada. 
The above programmes are sponsored by the United States Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (USNRC). 

The Loss Of Fluid Tests (LOFT) at INEL were designed to study 
PWR loss of coolant accident (LOCA) events /3.10/-/3.16/. 
Early tests were sponsored by USNRC, but from 1982, following 
an initiative from the US Department of Energy, the programme 
was sponsored via an international consortium operated through 
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD). The final tests in the series LP-FP-1 and LP-FP-2, 
were concerned with fission product release, and in the LP-FP-2 
test significant melt progression also occurred. 

In Europe, a Severe Fuel Damage (CSD) series of tests was 
performed in the PHEBUS reactor at Cadarache, France /3.17/, 
/3.18/. This will be followed by a series of Fission Product 
release tests, PHEBUS FP. OECD have chosen the PHEBUS SFD test 
B9+ for an 'International Standard Problem' comparison exercise 
(ISP-28). 

Out of pile, the ongoing CORA programme at 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) in the Federal Republic 
of Germany is the most significant series of tests to provide 
information on the behaviour of light water reactor (LWR) core 
materials (both PWR and BWR) under severe accident conditions 
(/3.19/-/3.24/). OECD have also chosen CORA-13 for an 'ISP' 
(ISP-31), in addition to the PHEBUS test above. 

This chapter also provides an overview on the Nuclear Safety 
Research Reactor (NSRR) experimental programme, sponsored by 
JAERI, which addresses fuel rod behaviour under Reactivity 
Initiated Accidents (RIA) conditions. An RIA is characterised 
by an abnormal increase in reactivity in the reactor core 
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caused by an unusual withdrawal of control rods or by a control 
rod ejection leading to a rapid reactor power and fuel 
temperature increase with potentially adverse effects on fuel 
rod integrity. 

Some other relevant experimental programmes are briefly 
mentioned. 

The NIELS out-of-pile single rod and small (3x3) bundle 
experiments, conducted prior to the CORA programme, were the 
first experiments performed world-wide concerning fuel rod 
behaviour under severe fuel damage conditions. They were 
initiated even before the TMI-2 accident and the NIELS results 
gave some information at that time on what might have happened 
during the accident /3.25/-/3.26/. 

There is a new experimental programme beginning at SNL, 
investigating BWR melt progression behaviour. The work is 
focused on determining whether BWR core melt progression 
proceeds in the manner that occurred in the TMI-2 accident or 
whether materials are transferred to the lower head more 
directly without a "suspended molten pool" stage. 

A review of experiments on fragmentation and particle size 
distribution in fuel-coolant mixing processes is also cited 
/3.27/. 

The above test programmes are providing a database on fuel 
damage for bundles with various numbers of fuel rods and 
control rods (from 1-100), of various lengths (from 0.5m to 
full length) and also including grids. Thermal-hydraulic 
conditions have been generally chosen to simulate the low flows 
associated with core boil-down, and to produce representative 
temperature excursion rates. Some tests have been quenched 
once the bundle is severely degraded, others, have been slow 
cooled. Future tests, e.g. CORA, are likely to concentrate on 
quenching issues. 

All the experiments discussed (with the exception of the ACRR-
MP series) are restricted to early phase melt down phenomena 
i.e. up to initial blockage formation. The single late phase 
experiment performed to date, ACRR-MP1, takes as its initial 
geometry a simulated blockage and aims to investigate 
subsequent melting behaviour. Other ACRR-MP experiments are 
planned. 

3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMMES 

3.2.1 PBF-SFD flNEL) 

3.2.1.1 Programme Objectives 

The specific technical objectives for the PBF-SFD series of 
experiments were to: 
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(a) investigate fuel rod damage following severe cladding 
oxidation, melt relocation, and fuel rod 
fragmentation; 

(b) measure the release rates, transport and deposition 
of fission products; 

(c) determine the magnitude and timing of hydrogen 
generation; 

(d) investigate the coolability of test bundles following 
various types of damage; 

(e) determine the behaviour of irradiated fuel rods 
compared with fresh fuel rods and to evaluate the 
effects of control rods. 

3.2.1.2 The Test Facility and Test Conduct 

The PBF reactor consists of a driver core designed for steady-
state or transient operation and a central flux region 
contained in an open tank reactor vessel. The SFD test 
assemblies were placed in this in-pile region. 

Four tests were carried out in the series during 1982-1985, 
Table 3.1, the SFD Scoping Test (SFD ST), SFD 1-1, SFD 1-3 and 
SFD 1-4. 32 unirradiated fuel rods were used for ST and 1-1, 
and 2 unirradiated and 26 irradiated Zircaloy clad fuel rods 
were used in 1-3 and 1-4. In 1-3, 4 Zircaloy clad guide tubes 
also were present, in 1-4, 4 similar guide tubes containing SS 
clad control rods were included. 

The fuel rods were 0.9m long and of representative 17 x 17 PWR 
design. The rods were arranged in a 6 x 6 square lattice, 
without the four corner rods. The rods were held in place by 
Inconel grid spacers. The test bundles were contained in an 
insulating zirconia shroud, sandwiched between inner and outer 
Zircaloy walls. The irradiated rods in 1-3 and 1-4 had average 
burnups of from 34.5 to 37.2 GWd/t. 

The rods were cooled by a measured coolant flow (water/argon) 
into the bundle (16 g/s in ST, 0.6 g/s in 1-1, 1-3 and 1-4), 
boiled away by fission heat to produce steam. An independent 
flow cooled the outer shroud. All tests were carried out at 7 
MPa system pressure. 

The test train was instrumented to measure fuel and control rod 
cladding and centreline temperatures, coolant temperatures, 
shroud temperatures, fuel and control rod internal pressure, 
and coolant flow rates and pressures. In addition a fission 
product and hydrogen measurement system was also included. 
Post Test Examination (PTE) included gross gamma scanning, 
neutron tomography and destructive sectioning. 
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Bundle leakage measurements, power calculation measurements and 
power ramps to establish fission product inventories were 
performed, prior to each test. In all the tests an equilibrium 
steam/water interface level was established near the bottom of 
the bundle, at the beginning of the high temperature 
transient. 

3.2.1.3 Summary of Experimental Results 

3.2.1.3.1 SFD ST. /3.1/ 

During the first 145 min of the high temperature transient, the 
bundle inlet flow was held constant, the power was ramped and 
the fuel temperatures climbed steadily to about 2100K. 
Ballooning occurred during this period. At this time the 
bundle inlet flow was reduced and a Zircaloy oxidation driven 
temperature excursion occurred during the final 5 minutes of 
the test. The transient was terminated by reactor scram and 
slow reflooding from the bottom of the bundle. 

PTE indicated that about 8% of the fuel and 5% of the Zircaloy 
relocated to the lower bundle. The maximum flow area reduction 
was between 6 and 11%. The most significant melt depletion 
occurred in the middle to upper elevations of the bundle. The 
uppermost region of the bundle consisted of debris, fragmented 
fuel and highly oxidized cladding segments. There was no 
evidence of quench-induced grain boundary shattering. The 
columns of rods containing the declad cracked fuel pellets 
remained standing. 

The quench produced significant hydrogen generation (PTE 
estimate 190 g compared with 113 g prior to quench) probably 
some hydrogen resulting from fuel oxidation. 

The ST steam flow was about 20 times greater than a 
prototypical boil-off rate. This is at the high end range for 
natural circulation flow rates. It should be noted also that 
such flows would possibly contain a significant percentage of 
hydrogen. 

3.2.1.3.2 SFD 1-1. 73.2/ 

The experiment was carried out at a similar pressure but with a 
more prototypical flow-rate compared with the Scoping Test. 
The bundle power was steadily increased for about 37 minutes 
during which time ballooning, cladding oxidation, and melt 
relocation occurred as the cladding temperatures climbed to 
about 2400K. An argon flush system was initiated after about 
53 minutes to cool the bundle. 

The PTE indicated that a large mass of previously molten 
Zircaloy cladding and U-Zr-0 accumulated at the bottom of the 
bundle in and about the lower spacer grid. The materials in 
the melt regions were almost completed oxidized. About 4% of 
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the fuel relocated. The most significant material depletion 
occurred in the lower one third of the bundle. The upper 
region of the bundle retained its rod like geometry, although 
in a highly oxidised state. 

Relocation of molten material did prevent oxidation in the 
upper bundle. Hydrogen generation continued during melt 
relocation despite significant flow blockage. A total of 70g 
of hydrogen were measured corresponding to about 30% of the 
available Zircaloy. Known limitations are that some reflux of 
water into the bundle occurred during the early phase of the 
high temperature transient due to condensation of steam on to 
an upper fall-back barrier. 

3.2.1.3.3 SFD 1-3. 73.3/ 

The intention was to produce a high temperature transient 
similar to that in test 1-1. However, at about 29 mins into 
the transient, there was a sudden failure of the shroud inner 
liner. As for 1-1, peak temperatures in the bundle exceeded 
24 00K but with a somewhat faster oxidation driven temperature 
excursion due to the presence of guide tubes in place of fuel 
rods. The bundle was cooled by fission power reduction and 
argon flush. 

Due to the high temperatures and material relocation a large 
ceramic melt blockage (-80%) formed in the lower bundle. Some 
molten material and fuel reached the lower plenum. Most of the 
spacer grid material melted and became part of the molten 
material. Localised fuel melting occurred over this region and 
this was the hottest portion of the bundle. Differences in 
fuel structure were observed with the irradiated fuel compared 
with ST and 1-1, characterised by lack of grain structure and 
very small rounded pores associated with fission products. 

A total of ~60g of hydrogen was measured, similar to the amount 
produced in 1-1. 

3.2.1.3.4 SFD 1-4. /3.4/ 

The high temperature transient conditions planned were similar 
to 1-1 and 1-3. However in addition to a nominal inlet water 
flow-rate similar to 1-1 and 1-3, argon was passed through the 
water to maintain flow to the collection system. As for the 1-
1 and 1-3 tests, peak temperatures exceeded 2400K as a 
consequence of the Zircaloy oxidation excursion. 

The three un-instrumented control rods are thought to have 
failed at -1700K, and the absorber material flowed down and out 
of the active fuel region. (The only instrumented control rod 
failed early because of pressurisation, probably due to water 
contamination). 

PTE revealed three characteristic molten material layers. Most 
of the material in the lowest layer consisted of control rod 
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materials. The middle layer was largely ceramic containing 
oxidised Zircaloy/SS associated with previously molten material 
which flowed round fuel rods, without significantly interacting 
with them. The upper layer consisted of a ceramic U-Zr-0 
mixture also containing some steel and absorber rod material. 
The material in these layers is thought to be associated with 
melt relocation at three different times in three different 
temperature ranges. 

A total of 185g of hydrogen was released, much greater than in 
1-1 or 1-3, consistent with oxidation of 68% of the available 
Zircaloy. It is thought this was due to additional steam flow 
to the bundle resulting from water entrainment in the argon gas 
flow, and implies that the 1-4 was either at higher temperature 
or a longer time at high temperature than 1-1 or 1-3. 

3.2.1.4 Discussion 

The PBF-SFD tests were the first fuel damage tests of their 
kind and made a significant contribution towards early 
understanding of degraded core phenomena. Because of this, 
they have provided a focus for model development, being less 
useful for independent code assessment. 

Since there were only four tests in the programme, there was 
only scope for limited parameter variation. Some conclusions 
on the effects of control rods have been possible by comparison 
with the three tests without control rod materials. Similarly 
some observations have been made on the differences between 
unirradiated and irradiated fuel. However a planned test (SFD 
1-2), to assess the effects of quench for a similar transient 
was not carried out, and although some useful information from 
the Scoping Test has been forthcoming, the test conditions were 
different and less prototypical. 

The PBF-SFD tests have certain limitations. Many of these are 
common to all small bundle tests. In particular these include 
unprototypical small radial scale. This is important not only 
from the point of view of melt relocation and blockage 
formation per se, but also from the point of view of 
eliminating multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulic effects which 
impact on melt progression. For similar reasons the PBF tests 
are mainly relevant for early phase melt progression 
phenomena. 

The principal advantages of the tests are that prototypical 
fuel rod and control rod materials have been used, including 
both unirradiated and irradiated fuel. The tests, being in-
pile and unlike out-of-pile, include the effects of internal 
heating in the fuel during melt relocation. 

The test objectives were largely achieved. All the tests had 
some unplanned features, which have complicated analysis, but 
these are unlikely to have substantially influenced many of the 
conclusions on gross melt progression behaviour, that have 
resulted from the tests. 
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3.2.2 ACRR-DF and MP fSNL) 

The four experiments in the DF series, now completed, examined 
the initial processes of fuel rod degradation and were 
performed in 1984. The MP series was initiated to investigate 
the later stages of fuel melt progression in degraded 
geometries. The first experiment, MP-1 was completed in 
November 1989. The test matrix is given in Table 3.2. 

3.2.2.1 Programme Objectives 

The technical objectives of the ACRR experimental program for 
the DF Series were to: 

a) investigate the heatup of LWR fuel rods and onset of 
cladding oxidation in an undercooled steam environment; 

b) characterise the generation rate of hydrogen resulting 
from cladding oxidation; 

c) visually observe the melting behaviour of the fuel 
materials and the release of aerosol from the test bundle; 

d) characterise the fuel damage processes in terms of type 
and degree of structural degradation, the mechanisms of 
melt formation and relocation and the nature of melt 
refreezing (blockage formation). 

LWR generic experiments (DF-1 and DF-2) as well as PWR specific 
(DF-3) and BWR specific (DF-4) test geometries were 
investigated. The effects of control materials on melt 
progression were examined by including prototypical components 
such as an Ag-In-Cd control rod in DF-3 and a B4C/Stainless 
steel control blade in DF-4. 

The technical objectives for the MP experiments are to: 

a) investigate the dynamics of fuel material melting in 
multi-component debris bed geometries; 

b) assess melt relocation behaviour in degraded geometries 
(debris and degraded rod) as influenced by gravity, 
capillary and viscous forces, and by thermal gradients; 

c) study the failure process for crusts that support molten 
pool regions; 

d) investigate the progression of melt into intact rod 
regions following failure of supportive crusts. 
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3.2.2.2 The Test Facility and Test Conduct 

The ACRR is a research reactor capable of pulsed, steady state, 
and transient operation. The facility provides a large (23cm 
diameter) dry central irradiation cavity into which experiments 
may be loaded. The active core height is 0.51m. 

The DF-Series experiments examined 0.5m long test bundles of 
from 9 to 14 fuel rods in a thermally insulated and pressurized 
test capsule. Dry inlet steam was injected into the bottom of 
the test bundle to provide controlled and measured steam flow 
conditions. Fission power supplied by neutronic coupling with 
the ACRR driver core simulated fission product decay power in 
the fresh test fuels. Bundle temperatures, steam flow rates 
and hydrogen generation rates were measured on-line and a 
quartz window situated near the top of the experiment capsule 
provided an end-on view of the fuel damage processes, including 
timing of major aerosol releases. Bundle temperatures (up to 
2600K) were measured during the experiment. 

The first two experiments, DF-1 and DF-2, were LWR generic 
tests examining Zircaloy clad fuel with an Inconel grid spacer 
in a 9 rod bundle. Test DF-3 examined PWR control rod 
behaviour by including an Ag-In-Cd control rod in place of the 
central rod in a 9 rod bundle, and test DF-4 examined BWR 
geometry by incorporating a Zircaloy-4 channel box structure 
and a B4C filled stainless steel control blade in a larger 14-
rod test bundle. These experiments were conducted through to 
blockage formation at the bottom of the test bundles, with some 
moderate loss of the initial geometry. 

The MP experiments address late phase melt progression in a 
multi-component debris bed geometry. Typically the debris 
region overlies a pre-formed metallic crust which is formed 
around a lower overlay of intact fuel rods. The upper debris 
region is composed principally of UO2 and ZrO£ fragments 
ranging in size from 1 - 5mm, but may also contain other 
components such as control materials and metallic structural 
components. Approximately 5kg of fuel rubble is initially 
present in a cylindrical bed measuring 8.9cm in diameter and 
15.2cm in height, packed with roughly a 50% void volume. The 
pre-formed crust region is a largely metallic composite of 
UO2, ZrC-2 and Zr, and may also contain numerous other control 
and structural components. Embedded within the 3.5cm thick 
pre-formed crust are 32 intact fuel rods that extend 
approximately 6cm below the bottom of the pre-formed crust. 

The conduct of the MP-1 experiment involved extensive melting 
and relocation of UO2 and ZrC>2 ceramic fuel materials leading 
to large changes in the debris region geometry and early 
termination of the test. Subsequent MP tests will examine 
extended ceramic melt progression into supportive crusts and 
intact underlying fuel rod regions. 
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3.2.2.3 Summary of Experimental Results 

3.2.2.3.1 DF-1 and DF-2 Early Phase Generic LWR Experiments 
/3.5/. /3.6/ 

The DF-1 and DF-2 experiments employed identical test bundles, 
9 Zircaloy clad UO2 fuel rods and an Inconel grid spacer, 
located in the lower half of the bundle. In DF-1, only about 4 
to 5% of the Zircaloy cladding had become oxidised before the 
onset of the autocatalytic oxidation transient. In DF-2, about 
15% to 20% of the cladding had become oxidised prior to the 
temperature transient. Both experiments used low pressure fuel 
rods (relative to the operating pressure). DF-1 used a system 
pressure of 0.34 MPa. DF-2 was conducted at 1.7 MPa. The 
steam flow supplied to the test bundle during the rapid 
oxidation period was 0.11 g/s/rod in DF-1 and 0.05g/s/rod in 
DF-2. 

The main factor affecting the behaviour of the two tests was 
the steam availability during the oxidation transient. Cladding 
oxidation in DF-2 led to generally thicker oxidised cladding 
remnants in comparison with DF-1. The thicker, more oxidised 
cladding encouraged channeling of molten metallic cladding 
between the exterior oxide layer and the UO2 pellets. In both 
tests very high oxidation driven heating rates occurred above 
temperatures of about 1700K. In both tests, steam-starved 
oxidation conditions were attained. 

As cladding temperatures exceeded the Zircaloy melting point, 
melt relocation occurred, resulting in accumulation of 
relocated material on or just above the lower Inconel grid 
spacer. Evidence of Zircaloy/Inconel interaction was found 
from the PTE but the influence of the grids on clad failure (if 
at all) is not clear since the blockages formed at the grid 
locations. 

The blockage region of DF-1 was more extensive than in DF-2. 
More fuel dissolution (70%) was observed locally just above the 
blockage region in DF-1 relative to DF-2 (20%). Hydrogen 
generation was not terminated due to the melting, draining and 
refreezing of the oxidising metallic materials. 

In both tests, the upper half of the test bundle was found to 
be composed of oxidized cladding remnants and distorted fuel 
pellet stacks. These were apparently stabilised by the 
intrusion of molten Zircaloy into the inter-pellet gaps. The 
stacks showed evidence of localised erosion, caused by rivulet 
flow of molten cladding preferentially along one side of the 
fuel pellet. The DF-1 lower test bundle was found to be 
completely oxidised due to the protracted availability of 
steam. 
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3.2.2.3.2 The DF-3 PWR Aq-In-Cd Control Rod Experiment 
/3.5/. /3.7/Ï 

In the DF-3 experiment, an Ag-In-Cd PWR type control rod was 
used as the centre rod in the 9-rod test bundle. The control 
material was encapsulated within a stainless steel tube, which 
in turn was enclosed within a vented Zircaloy guide tube. The 
goals of this test were to evaluate the influence of PWR 
control materials on the release of aerosols, upon the 
relocation and blockage formation behaviour, and upon Zircaloy 
oxidation behaviour. Steam flow was maintained at 0.07 g/s/rod 
and the heatup rate was about 1 K/s. 

At about 1800K, the temperature rise rate began to accelerate 
due to the onset of rapid oxidation. At this time, the already 
molten control rod alloy was released from the stainless steel 
tube allowing the material to relocate to the bottom of the 
test bundle. This may have been from simple melting of the 
stainless steel tube or alternatively, due to a eutectic 
failure induced by an interaction between the stainless steel 
tube and the Zircaloy guide tube at a lower elevation (lower 
temperature). Most of the control rod material relocated to 
the bottom of the test bundle, with some fraction of the 
material leaving the bottom. More material would probably have 
left except that a lower bundle grid plate prevented free 
transport out of the bundle. 

The control rod material accumulated below the region where 
molten cladding material had previously been found to 
accumulate in DF-1 and DF-2 (on or above the Inconel grid 
spacer). Very little interaction between the control rod 
materials and the other bundle components was observed. In the 
DF-3 experiment, there was less relocated cladding material 
compared with previous DF tests due to the earlier termination 
of the test. Similarly temperatures were also lower, ~2500K. 

3.2.2.3.3 The DF-4 BWR Control Blade/Channel Box Experiment 
/3.8/, /3.9/ 

The DF-4 experiment employed a larger 14-rod test bundle and 
included structures representative of the BWR Zircaloy fuel 
canister and the B4C filled stainless steel control blade. 
This test was conducted to examine the effects of the control 
blade and channel box structures upon melt progression. The 
operating pressure for this test was 0.68 MPa, the heat-up rate 
was nominally 1 K/s and the steam flow rate during the rapid 
oxidation transient period of the experiment was 0.44 g/s 
total, with 80% of this steam partitioned to flow through the 
fuel rod region and the remaining 20% to flow within the 
control blade region. 

The control blade structure lagged the fuel temperatures by 
only about 5OK after temperatures exceeded 1000K. As the 
blade temperature approached 1520K, a eutectic interaction 
between the stainless steel and the B4C in the control blade 
caused the blade structure to liquefy nearly 200K below the 
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stainless steel melting point (1700K). The liquefied blade 
material was observed to spill out into the channel box region 
and relocate down to the lower bundle regions. A subsequent 
dissolution interaction between the molten blade material and 
the adjacent Zircaloy channel box wall occurred. 

Just after the initial failure of the control blade, vigorous 
oxidation of the fuel cladding and the remaining channel box 
material led to rapid temperature increases followed by melting 
of the Zircaloy components. The relocating Zircaloy formed a 
large blockage region overlying the lower blade remnant and 
blade blockage region. As with previous DF experiments, the 
Zircaloy-rich upper blockage contained dissolved UO2 but was 
larger and more complete in extent due to the much larger total 
amount of Zircaloy available for blockage formation. 

The peak hydrogen generation rate was equivalent to full 
consumption of the inlet steam to the test bundle. Just after 
relocating molten Zircaloy was detected at the blockage region 
the hydrogen generation rate was observed to drop and remain at 
a value corresponding to about 70% conversion of the inlet 
steam. The drop was presumed to be due to diminished surface 
area and lower temperature of the relocated metallic materials. 
The perimeter of the lower Zircaloy-rich blockage continued to 
oxidise until the inlet steam to the test bundles was 
terminated. 

3.2.2.3.4 The MP-1 (Nov 1989) Late Phase Melt Progression 
Experiment 

A general description of the MP experiment capsule was given in 
Section 3.2.2.2. In the MP-1 test, control and structural 
materials were not included. Fission heating of the debris and 
other fueled regions was accomplished with a stepped heating 
history. This provided an overall heat-up rate of about 1 K/s 
with intermittent periods of prompt heating followed by periods 
of no heating. As the debris bed measured temperature exceeded 
2800K, evidence of melting was observed in the ceramic bed. 
The test was terminated when a limiting temperature was 
attained in the ceramic TI1O2 liner wall containing the already 
molten debris bed material. 

PTE indicated that some interfacial melting in the metallic 
crust may have occurred by the time that the test was 
terminated, but that the crust was largely undamaged. 
Significant melting occurred within the debris bed region, 
leading to a large void region in the top of the debris bed and 
a dense ceramic crust region in the lower half of the debris 
bed. The upper-most extent of the debris region appears to be 
stabilised and debris-like in texture although there may be 
some material loss from this region. The lower-most ceramic 
crust defined the lower extent of the debris melt relocation, 
which was about 1cm above the U-Zr-0 crust/debris bed 
interface. 
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Porous debris filled the small gap between the bottom of the 
upper ceramic crust and the top of the pre-formed ceramic 
crust. Complete post-test examination results are not 
available at the time of writing. Extended failure of the 
supportive crusts will be examined in MP-2. In addition, the 
MP-2 pre-formed crust will contain control and structural 
materials in addition to U, Zr and 0, based upon observations 
from the TMI-2 lower crust. At the time of writing, the date 
of the MP-2 test is scheduled for mid 1991. Further tests are 
also planned. 

3.2.2.4 Discussion 

The early phase DF experiments provide information on the 
initial fuel damage processes. Injecting dry steam into the 
test bundle inlet at a steady rate has the advantage of 
eliminating uncertainties associated with determining coolant 
boiling rates as in boil-down experiments. Nevertheless 
considerable uncertainty was initially encountered with both 
the steam flow rates and power generation in the DF-l 
experiment because of steam condensation and revaporisation 
within the pressurised test section. The problems were 
corrected in subsequent tests, and the uncertainties in DF-l 
were reduced considerably as a result of post-test examination. 

The DF experiments only provide information on a short section 
of fuel. Extrapolation to the full length scale of an actual 
reactor core must be performed cautiously. For example, 
relocation to the bottom of a short test bundle does not 
necessarily imply relocation of material to the bottom of a 
full length core. The DF-4 test is the first in-pile 
investigation of BWR control blade and channel box components 
performed. The DF experimental data are reasonably well 
characterised at this time. 

The MP late phase experiments are intended to provide 
information currently lacking on melt behaviour beyond the 
initial stages. They will provide information on (1) melt 
progression in multi-component degraded fuel geometries, (2) 
the attack and failure of crusts supporting molten fuel 
regions, and (3) the penetration of these released melts into 
intact fuel rod regions. These experiments will provide an 
additional database to that available from the TMI-2 accident. 

3.2.3 NRU-FLHT (PNL/AECLÏ 

Between 1985-1987, four full-length high temperature (FLHT-1, 
FLHT-2, FLHT-4 and FLHT-5) tests of the Coolant Boilaway and 
Damage Progression (CBDP) Programme were conducted by Pacific 
Northwest Laboratory (PNL) in the NRU reactor at AECL Chalk 
River using highly instrumented and insulated assemblies of 
full-length (3.7m) LWR fuel rods. The rods were subjected to 
coolant flow reductions while operating at low heat ratings. 
The consequent coolant boilaway, heatup of the exposed rods, 
and exothermic oxidation reaction of the hot Zircaloy cladding 
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with steam resulted in cladding melting, fuel liquefaction, 
material relocation, hydrogen evolution, and fission product 
release. An additional test (FLHT-6) is scheduled. 

3.2.3.1 Programme Objectives 

The objectives of the CBDP Programme are to: 

1) obtain well-characterised data for evaluating the effects 
of coolant boilaway and core damage progression in an 
LWR; 

2) investigate integral severe accident phenomena along a 
full-length bundle and under prototypic conditions to 
address important regulatory issues. 

The data are used to validate computer models for severe 
reactor accident behaviour and to confirm the validity of 
results obtained from separate effects tests sponsored by the 
USNRC at PNL and other laboratories. 

3.2.3.2 The Test Facility and Test Conduct 

The CBDP tests are designed to study severe accident conditions 
using full length fuel rods. The NRU reactor at Chalk River, 
Ontario, Canada has the required capabilities: 

1) for testing highly instrumented, 3.66m long bundles of 
fuel rods, up to 12 rods in a bundle, under thermal 
hydraulic conditions representative of contemporary LWRs; 

2) for achieving prototypic power densities and axial power 
distributions with fuels of commercial enrichment; 

3) for providing prototypic coolant mass fluxes at the 
fluid/vapour interface typical of the conditions in a TMI-
2 type boildown. 

The test trains for FLHT-1 to -5 comprised the following: 

1) either an 11 or 12 rod assembly of 3.7m long fuel rods; 

2) an insulating shroud surrounding the fuel rod assembly; 

3) a 2.5cm-ID 4m long effluent line, or "plenum", leading 
from the top of the assembly to a closure plug at the top 
of the reactor pressure tube; 

4) instrumentation for both the fuel rod assembly and 
insulating shroud. 

Primarily, differences among the FLHT-1 to -5 tests' trains 
were in the number of unirradiated and irradiated rods included 
and in the method for heating the plenum walls to prevent steam 
condensation. 
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The test trains were inserted in the NRU reactor in the 10.3 cm 
inside diameter pressure tube. This pressure tube was 
connected to a pressurised water circulating loop, which 
provided cooling to the outer boundary of the test train. A 
separate, once-through coolant system provided water to the 
fuel bundle region. The test train effluent initially 
consisted of water, then steam, and eventually hydrogen and 
radioactive fission products. 

The test train for FLHT-6 consists of 14 fuel rods, a channel 
box, and control blade surrounded by an insulating shroud. 
Seven fuel rods are positioned on each side of the 
symmetrically located channel box and a partial segment of a 
control blade is positioned asymmetrically within the channel 
box region. Two of the 14 fuel rods in the assembly are 
irradiated fuel. The remainder of the fuel rods are 
unirradiated but will be trace-irradiated prior to initiating 
the transient. The high burnup fuel rods are located on the 
same side of the channel box. The control blade is composed of 
compacted B4C powder contained in five stainless steel tubes. 
The tubes are enclosed in a stainless steel sheath with 
regularly spaced holes to permit the flow of water inside the 
blade as in a BWR. The control blade and the Zircaloy channel 
box that surrounds the control blade extend the full length of 
the fuel assembly. 

For FLHT-1 to -5, a 12-rod assembly of full-length rods was 
subjected to low coolant flow of -0.1 g/s/rod while operating 
at 23 or 30 kW, ie, at ~2% to 3% of normal commercial LWR rod 
fission power, to simulate decay heat. Exterior cooling for 
the shroud was provided by a recirculating pressurised water 
loop. The operating time following the onset of cladding melt 
temperatures (~2100K) was increased from test to test, starting 
with less than 1 min in FLHT-1 and reaching 60 min in FLHT-5. 

Other test variations included: 

1) the use of an irradiated PWR rod (FLHT-4 and -5); 

2) the time period of pretest full power bundle operation to 
"precondition" the fuel pellets; 

3) the addition of an actual (in FLHT-4) or simulated (in 
FLHT-5) gamma thermometer in place of one of the fuel rods 
in the 12 rod assembly. During the tests, cladding 
temperatures were monitored along the length of the fuel 
rod bundle using high temperature thermocouples; bundle 
inlet water flow and exit steam flow were measured with 
turbine flowmeters; the evolution of hydrogen was measured 
by several methods; and the release and transport of 
fission products were monitored by several gamma 
spectrometers. The Effluent Control Module on top of the 
reactor conducted the hot, pressurised, radioactive 
effluent past hydrogen meters and gamma spectrometers; it 
condensed the steam and maintained system pressure with a 
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pressure control valve and pressurised nitrogen 
injection. 

The FLHT test sequence includes up to five phases: 

1) pretest installation and checkout; 

2) commissioning and calibration procedures; 

3) preconditioning operation (FLHT-4 and -5 only); 

4) coolant boilaway/severe damage transient; 

5) post test examinations. 

3.2.3.3 Summary of Experimental Results 

The four FLHT tests performed to date have contributed data and 
insights unique to severe fuel damage (SFD) behaviour because 
of the dynamically changing coolant level with full length fuel 
and a constant fission power level. The latter replicates 
decay heat levels' parameters that lead to prototypic axial 
temperature profiles under coolant boilaway conditions and 
oxidation induced damage progression. Additionally, the later 
FLHT tests in the series were held for extended times (up to 1 
hr) under severe damage conditions, a length of time that 
exceeds that for any other SFD test. Together, these aspects 
of the FLHT tests allow for a unique assessment of a variety of 
SFD phenomena. 

All the FLHT tests conducted to date have resulted in extensive 
and severe fuel rod damage, with the severity and extent of the 
damage increasing with each subsequent test. Following the 
flow reduction that initiated the transient, the coolant boiled 
away, and the rods dried out and heated until an autocatalytic 
oxidation reaction began between the steam and the Zircaloy 
cladding. This oxidation reaction concentrated in a "burn 
front" of limited axial extent (<0.2m) that initially moved 
rapidly downward in the bundle, then traveled slowly upward. 
The high temperature portion of the FLHT-5 boilaway transient 
was deliberately extended to 60 min to permit the burn front to 
reach the top of the rods, which did occur. Within the burn 
front, peak temperatures exceeded the Zircaloy melt temperature 
by as much as 500K and significant fractions of gaseous and 
volatile fission products were released. The damage region was 
as much as 3m long, encompassing over 80% of the heated 
length. 

3.2.3.3.1 FLHT-1 

The key objective was to demonstrate that severe fuel damage 
tests on full length fuel bundles can be safely conducted in 
the NRU reactor. The results of FLHT-1 have been used to 
evaluate the effect of a simulated extended boilaway accident 
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and demonstrate that damage conditions can be achieved with a 
relatively small fraction of the fuel bundle uncovered. 

The FLHT-1 boilaway test is representative of a low power, low 
pressure (1.4 MPa) small break LOCA with a variable makeup 
rate. This variable makeup test is considered an "extended" 
boilaway, because the reduction in makeup rate is small and the 
coolant level decrease slow or "extended" in time. 

The difference between the excursion coolant level for the 
extended FLHT-1 boilaway and more rapid boilaways can be viewed 
as the difference between a "quasi-steady-state" and a 
transient approach to damage conditions. During FLHT-1, the 
level decreased from 2.9 to 2.1 m in 1300 s; quasi-steady-state 
axial temperature distributions were, therefore, expected 
because of the gradual level decrease. 

The test plan for FLHT-1 called for a gradual temperature 
increase to approximately 2150K. However, during the test, the 
fuel cladding began to rapidly oxidise, causing local bundle 
temperatures to rapidly increase from about 170OK to 2200K, at 
which time the test was terminated. Much of the Zircaloy 
cladding in the central region (axially) of the 3.7m long fuel 
bundle was heavily oxidised, and some Zircaloy melted. 

3.2.3.3.2 FLHT-2 

The highly instrumented fuel bundle used in FLHT-2 was operated 
at a constant fission power representative of decay heat levels 
(0.52kW/m rod) when the bundle coolant flow was reduced, 
causing a decrease in the bundle coolant liquid level. As the 
liquid level decreased, the uncovered fuel rods overheated, 
resulting in an autocatalytic oxidation reaction between the 
Zircaloy cladding and the steam coolant. As a result of the 
rapid oxidation, fuel rod cladding temperatures reached 2500K, 
causing severe damage. Test conditions were maintained for 4 
minutes after the initial autocatalytic reaction, allowing time 
for an assessment of severe fuel damage progression up to 400K 
beyond the Zircaloy melt temperature. 

A broad axial region over lm long was severely damaged from the 
oxidation as a result of the high temperatures achieved during 
the 4 min hold time. Although evidence of molten material 
relocation was observed several times during the transient, the 
relocated material remained near the high temperature zone, 
allowing for continued Zircaloy oxidation and hydrogen release. 
Material relocation was responsible for a temporary decrease in 
the hydrogen production. 

The material relocation that occurred early in the FLHT-2 test 
can be used to illustrate how material relocation can 
temporarily decrease hydrogen generation; but how also, in the 
absence of a complete flow blockage, hydrogen generation can 
continue. Note that the FLHT-2 test was terminated before the 
start of an upward burn. 
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3.2.3.3.3 FLHT-4 

As a result of the coolant boilaway and subsequent rod heatup 
during FLHT-4, an autocatalytic oxidation reaction between 
Zircaloy cladding and steam was established and maintained for 
30 min. Based on the hydrogen production during the test, it 
was concluded that for the conditions of the FLHT-4 test, the 
autocatalytic oxidation reaction was not abated by the 
occurrence of Zircaloy melting and associated relocation of 
fuel rod material and consequent flow blockage. Results for 
FLHT-4 illustrate the additional damage that results from 
longer times at higher temperatures. 

One aspect of full length damage progression with continued 
steam production in FLHT tests is the downward then upward 
progression of the oxidation burn front. Whereas only a 
downward progression occurred in FLHT-1 and -2 due to the 
relatively short test times both a downward and an upward 
progression occurred in the longer duration FLHT-4 and -5 
tests. 

3.2.3.3.4 FLHT-5 

The test fuel bundle in the experiment included 10 unirradiated 
PWR rods and 1 irradiated PWR rod. These rods were subjected 
to a very low coolant flow while operating at low fission 
power. This caused coolant boilaway, rod dryout and 
overheating, severe fuel rod damage, hydrogen generation, and 
fission product release. The test assembly and its effluent 
path were extensively instrumented to record temperatures, 
pressures, flow rates, hydrogen generation, and fission product 
release during the boilaway/heatup transient. 

Post-test visual examination of one side of the fuel bundle 
revealed no massive relocation and flow blockage. However, 
rundown of molten cladding was evident. Post-test gamma 
scanning of the upper plenum indicated significant iodine and 
cesium release and deposition. Both stack gas activity and 
online gamma spectrometer data indicated significant (-50%) 
release of noble fission gases. Results from FLHT-5 can be 
used to demonstrate the progression from the onset of rapid 
oxidation to complete consumption of the available Zircaloy. 
As with the FLHT-4 test, a downward and then upward burn front 
progression occurred. 

3.2.3.3.5 FLHT-6 

The objectives of the FLHT-6 BWR experiment are to obtain data 
on prototypic BWR control blade, channel box, and fuel material 
relocation phenomena under severe accident conditions for model 
assessment, hypothesis testing, reduction of late phase initial 
condition uncertainties, and increased understanding of the 
BWR-SFD behaviour observed in short-length tests. The test 
will be extensively instrumented with over 2 00 instruments to 
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measure pressure, temperature, flow and radionuclide release in 
real time during the test. The online data, in conjunction 
with the post-irradiation examinations, will be used to develop 
a comprehensive assessment of the control blade, channel box, 
and fuel bundle damage progression. 

3.2.3.4 Discussion 

The significant damage progression phenomena associated with 
these tests and their impact on key issues are summarised in 
the following. 

Effect of Coolant Boilaway 

Two types of coolant boilaway were evaluated by the FLHT 
programme: 

1) a rapid boilaway where the coolant level decrease to the 
steady state position occurred within 10 min as a result 
of the large step change decrease in the coolant makeup 
rate, and 

2) an extended (in time) boilaway where the coolant level 
decrease was gradual due to the slow reduction in the 
coolant makeup rate. 

The primary differences in the damage progression behaviour for 
the different types of coolant boilaways are: 

1) the coolant level at which rapid oxidation (oxidation 
excursion) takes place, and 

2) the mechanism responsible for the downward progression of 
the oxidation burn front. 

Due to the rapid coolant level decrease, the coolant level 
where the initial oxidation excursion occurs is considerably 
lower for the rapid boilaway tests. In these tests, the 
downward progression of the oxidation burn front is driven by 
the steepening axial temperature gradients. In the extended 
boilaway test, the downward progression of the oxidation burn 
front is driven by the coolant level decrease. Thus any 
operator actions that would limit the rate and amount of fuel 
uncovered by the coolant boilaway would help confine the amount 
of damage that would eventually occur. 

Oxidation-Induced Damage Progression 

The axial extent of the oxidation-induced damage was dependent 
on the test time at high temperature. In the longer duration 
FLHT tests, an upward progression of the oxidation burn front 
was noted following the downward burn. Whereas the downward 
burn was driven by the rapidly changing axial temperature 
profiles, the upward burn was driven by the complete 
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consumption of Zircaloy. As a result, the upward burn 
progressed at a slower rate, but occurred over a longer length 
of fuel. The bulk of the time at high temperature therefore 
took place during the upward burn. Because of the disrupted 
geometry and oxidation that took place during the downward 
burn, the oxidation accompanying the upward burn in this 
previously oxidised region was less intense. However, in the 
steam-starved upper elevations above the initial oxidation 
excursion, the oxidation within the burn front appeared as 
vigorous as the downward burn. Although there existed a steam 
cooled region just above the dryout front where temperatures 
remained below the oxidation excursion temperature and rapid 
oxidation did not take place, significant oxidation of the 
cladding took place, resulting in highly embrittled cladding. 
Thus essentially all of the exposed fuel cladding can be 
oxidised and damaged in a protracted coolant boilaway 
accident. 

Hydrogen Generation 

The results from the FLHT tests support the conclusion that 
hydrogen generation during severe accidents will 
continue, assuming a sufficient steam supply, until complete 
consumption of the available Zircaloy, as demonstrated in the 
FLHT-5 test. The phenomena of material relocation, although it 
did not terminate hydrogen production, was found to cause a 
temporary reduction in the production rate; however, this 
temporary reduction has little influence on limiting the total 
hydrogen released. The mechanism for reducing hydrogen 
generation is the removal of hot materials from the high 
temperature oxidation zone into a cooler zone. As the lower, 
and cooler, regions are heated as the oxidation excursion zone 
progresses downward, the hydrogen generation was found to 
return to full consumed conditions. During the tests, because 
little material relocated from the high temperature region to 
the steam-cooled region above the coolant pool, hydrogen 
generation continued until either termination of the test or, 
as in the case of FLHT-5, complete consumption of the available 
Zircaloy. Therefore, for severe accidents where steam 
production continues, only the Zircaloy below the coolant/steam 
interface would not be expected to participate in the 
production of hydrogen. 

Material Relocation 

The relocation of molten materials was tied to the passage of 
the oxidation burn front. The material relocation behaviour 
can be described as heterogeneous, with material melting, 
relocating, and reheating as the downward progressing oxidation 
burn front approached. No information was obtained on the 
material relocation during the upward burn because of the loss 
of bundle region thermocouples. The axial extent of the 
material relocation was generally within the spacing of the 
grid spacers, e.g. < 0.5m. This relocation distance was not 
great enough to remove significant quantities of material from 
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the high temperature oxidation region to the steam cooled 
region or the coolant pool; thus, oxidation and the 
accompanying hydrogen generation continued. 

Cohesive blockages were not formed at the bottom of the fuel 
bundle as were typically found in the short length SFD tests. 
The difference in the end state blockage formation was 
attributed to differences in test design and operation. The 
short length tests have intrinsic design and operational 
features that promote the formation of large cohesive 
blockages, particularly at the lower elevations. These 
features include large axial temperature gradients resulting 
from the short length high fission power levels and the design 
and operational features of the full length tests make the 
formation of large cohesive melts less likely: smaller fission 
power levels, relatively larger radial heat losses, and larger 
distances between the melt zone and inlet fixtures. 

While the effects of fission power level, radial heat losses, 
axial temperature profiles, and end effects all are 
inextricably tied to the material relocation phenomena observed 
in these SFD tests, quantification of each of these effects, 
particularly the difference in radial heat losses and fission 
to chemical power ratio, is not possible. It was concluded, 
however, that the difference in observed blockage in the lower 
elevation is due primarily to non-prototypic axial temperature 
profiles in the short length tests and the proximity of inlet 
fixtures. Other aspects of material relocation behaviour, such 
as the correlation of the oxidation burn front to the melt zone 
and the axial extent of the material relocation, were 
consistent between the full length FLHT tests and the short 
length tests. 

The following are general conclusions drawn from the four FLHT 
tests that have been conducted to date: 

* The axial extent of the oxidation-induced damage is 
dependent on the length of time at high temperature. 

* Essentially all exposed Zircaloy cladding would be 
oxidised and damaged in a protracted coolant boilaway 
accident. 

* No physical mechanisms exist that would terminate hydrogen 
generation during severe accidents aside from complete 
absence of steam or consumption of the available 
Zircaloy. 

* The relocation of molten materials can be described as 
heterogeneous, with material melting, relocating, and 
reheating as the downward progressing oxidation burn front 
approached. 
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3.2.4 LOFT-FP fINELÏ 

3.2.4.1 Programme Objectives 

Two severe accident related tests were performed, during 
1984-1985, Table 3.4. 

The objectives of LP-FP-1 /3.10/ were to: 

(a) Determine the system thermal-hydraulic response for 
initial and boundary conditions corresponding to a large 
break LOCA, leading to fission product release from the 
fuel gap region; 

(b) Study the fission product retention effectiveness of the 
ECCS of a German type 1300 MWe PWR. 

The objectives of test LP-FP-2 /3.11/ were to: 

(a) Provide core boundary conditions corresponding to a break 
in the Low Pressure Injection System (LPIS), leading to 
severe core damage; 

(b) Obtain transient fuel temperatures up to 2100K, and 
generate aerosols from failure of Ag/In/Cd control 
rods; 

(c) Determine the fractions of volatile fission products and 
aerosol released to and from the upper plenum, and the 
transport and retention in the primary system. 

3.2.4.2 The Test Facility and Test Conduct 

The facility was a 1/50 scale model of a commercial 4 loop PWR. 
It included /3.10/, an 'Intact Loop' simulating 3 loops of the 
PWR and a 'Broken Loop' consisting of one hot leg and one cold 
leg. These were connected to a Reactor Vessel and to the 
Blowdown Suppression Tank (BST). The core contained 1300 fuel 
rods of 1.67m active length, designed to commercial PWR 
specifications. 

For LP-FP-1, the Centre Fuel Module (CFM) contained 24 fuel 
test rods enriched to 6% (wt), 22 were pressurized cold to 2.41 
MPa and 2 fuel rods were not pre-pressurized. There were also 
11 guide tubes. A square Zircaloy liner enveloped the CFM and 
served as a flow shroud. The ECCS consisted of two 
accumulators one attached to each loop. 

For LP-FP-2, the CFM /3.11/ consisted of 11 control rod guide 
tubes, 100 fuel rods pre-pressurised cold to 2.41 MPa, enriched 
to 9.74% (wt), and 6 empty guide tubes. The CFM was separated 
from the outer fuel assemblies by a shroud of porous zirconia 
sandwiched between inner and outer Zircaloy liners. The CFM 
was supported by five Inconel spacer grids /3.12/. 
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To provide the break conditions, the 'Broken Loop' cold leg was 
flanged off, and a simulated LPIS line was connected to the end 
of the hot leg and discharged to the BST. 

3.2.4.3 Summary of Experimental Results 

3.2.4.3.1 LP-FP-1 

During the pretransient phase the test fuel attained a burnup 
of 1175 Mwd/MTU /3.13/, /3.14/. Following blowdown, heatup of 
the core resulted in the rupture of 8 enriched fuel rods at 
-325s. The maximum measured fuel temperature was 1210K /3.10/. 
The test was terminated at 345s by ECCS injection. 

Two unplanned accumulator blowdowns reduced the quantity of 
broken pins. The FP release fractions during the pin rupture 
and reflood phases were 0.8% and 0.2% in I and Cs respectively. 
During this time, more than 90% of total released noble gases 
were transported to the containment /3.14/ and about 10% of 
both I and Cs released were deposited on the upper plenum 
surfaces /3.14/. 

3.2.4.3.2 LP-FP-2 

In the pretransient phase, the CFM fuel attained a burnup of 
430 MWd/MTU /3.11/. The transient was initiated by a reactor 
scram and opening of the break lines. Fission products were 
first detected at 1200s. The ECCS was activated at 1766s by 
which time there was extensive bundle damage. Subsequent 
quenching and reflood followed. The CFM thermocouples failed 
at high temperatures. PTE /3.12/ indicated two blockages a 
lower blockage, above the lowest spacer, composed of eutectic 
metallic melts and fuel debris and an upper blockage, above the 
second spacer, composed of fuel rods surrounded by ceramic 
melt. Peak temperatures were estimated around 312OK. 
Extensive cladding ballooning and rupture occurred. Debris was 
present in the upper bundle. 

All control rod material above the second spacer was released. 
Approximately 15% of the fuel and 63% of the Zircaloy cladding 
and liner were liquefied. 1025g of hydrogen were generated. 
The reflood produced significant oxidation (around 80% of the 
total hydrogen was generated during the reflood) and a rapid 
temperature increase in the upper two thirds of the bundle 
/3.16/. 

Silver iodide is believed to have been the dominant form for 
the transport of fission products out of the core /3.15/. I 
and Cs were retained in intact fuel, but significant releases 
occurred in the ceramic melt regions /3.12/. 
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3.2.4.4 Discussion 

LP-FP-1 

The interest in this experiment is in the information obtained 
on the gap release to a high temperature vapour environment, 
the gap release that occurred during and as a result of 
reflood, and the fission product transport through and out of 
the primary coolant system during the refill. However an 
unplanned quench of the core limited the number of pin 
ruptures. This makes analysis of the results difficult. 

LP-FP-2 

Data from this experiment provide a wealth of information on 
severe accident phenomenology. The results provide important 
data on early phase in-vessel behaviour relevant to core melt 
progression, hydrogen generation, fission product behaviour, 
the composition of melts that might participate in core-
concrete interactions, and the effects of reflood on a severely 
damaged core. The experiment also provides unique data among 
severe fuel damage tests in that actual fission-product decay 
heating of the core was used. 

The experiment was particularly important in that it was a 
large-scale integral experiment that provides a valuable link 
between the smaller-scale severe fuel damage experiments and 
the TMI-2 accident /3.15/. The experiment exhibited distinct 
candling and flow blockage formation (both metallic and 
ceramic) that is consistent with TMI-2 behaviour. 

Concerning particular phenomena, data were obtained on the 
effect of control rods on material relocation, the melt 
sequence and axial stratification of materials, the lack of 
complete blockage formation and resulting steam starvation, 
the effects of reflood on core damage and hydrogen generation. 

In summary LP-FP-2 provides fuel damage data at larger scale 
compared with other bundle in-pile tests. There are features 
in common with the TMI-2 accident e.g. in the materials' 
interactions and distribution. Data from the reflood phase 
will be particularly significant. 

3.2.5 PHEBUS-CSD (CFA Cadarache) 

3.2.5.1 Programme Objectives 

The specific technical objectives for the series were to: 

a) study the phenomena involving Zircaloy oxidation by 
steam; 
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b) determine the magnitude and timing of hydrogen 
generation; 

c) study the chemical interaction of UO2 with liquid and 
solid Zircaloy; 

d) investigate the coolability of test bundles following 
various types of damage; 

e) study the behaviour of control rods at low system pressure 
and effect on neighbouring rods. 

3.2.5.2 The Test Facility and Test Conduct 

The PHEBUS-CSD tests performed between 1986-1989, Table 3.5, 
each contained a bundle of 21 PWR-type fuel rods cooled by a 
mixture of steam and hydrogen or helium for a variable period 
of time (few hours). 

The facility included: 

the driver core to supply the test fuel with nuclear 
power, all the tests were performed with fresh fuel. The 
maximum operating power in PHEBUS-CSD was around 15 MW. A 
boron steel screen was installed between the driver core 
and the test bundle to produce a flattening of the axial 
power profile around the mid-plane elevation; 

- the CSD loop to create the thermal-hydraulic conditions 
of an uncovered core; 

the bundle, composed of 21 PWR-type pins in a matrix 
with a 12.6 x 10"3 m pitch. Enrichment was 2.6%. The 
total fissile length was 0.8m. The lower part of the 
bundle was supplied with a controlled mixture of steam and 
hydrogen (or helium) superheated up to a temperature of 
about 120OK; 

- instrumentation. 

Fuel, cladding, shroud and flowing mixture temperatures were 
measured at different levels in the test section. In addition, 
other measurements (mass flow rate, pressure) concerning steam 
and hydrogen were also included and the composition of the 
outlet gas mixture was measured with a mass spectrometer. 

After the tests PTE of the bundle were carried out involving: 

- a non-destructive examination which gives the end state 
configuration of the bundle using X-ray radiography and 
gamma scanning; 

- a destructive examination which gives at different 
levels the thickness of material, cladding, fuel 
microstructure and the nature of the chemical compounds. 
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3.2.5.3 Summary of Experimental Results 

3.2.5.3.1 B9_ 

B9 was the first experiment of the PHEBUS-CSD Programme. The 
reference scenario was a small break LOCA associated with 
safety injection failure. 

The main characteristic of this test was a high steam flow rate 
and consequently low heat-up rate, to produce significant 
oxidation of the cladding before reaching the melting point of 
zirconium. To avoid clad ballooning, the upper plugs of the 
rods were provided with seals, to melt at about HOOK. 

The linear power was about 500W/m and the pressure was 
approximately constant (0.5 MPa). A slow decrease of the steam 
flow rate from 4 to 1 g/s (inlet temperature - 550K) produced a 
low cladding temperature heat-up rate between 1273 and 1800K 
(about 0.2K/s). An increase of the heat-up rate (max 5K/s) due 
to the steam-Zircaloy reaction occurred at temperatures between 
1800 to 2100K. The bundle was finally slowly cooled with 
helium. 

High temperatures (about 2100K) were obtained over a large part 
of the bundle (from 0.3 to 0.6m above the bottom of the fuel). 
PTE showed a very high oxidation rate in the hot zone. 
Cracking of the oxide layers due to the growth of zirconia was 
noted at some places. Melting of the upper grid (Inconel) 
occurred without chemical interaction with the cladding. The 
global geometry of the bundle was preserved. 

3.2.5.3.2 B9R 

This test was similar to B9 except in the cooling phase. In 
B9R, the bundle was rapidly cooled with steam. The test was 
performed in two attempts: 

In the first attempt the temperature reached 1773K. The 
bundle was then slowly cooled. Half of the cladding was 
oxidized in the upper region of the bundle. Released 
hydrogen significantly affected the thermal insulation of 
the shroud. 

In the second attempt, high oxidation heat-up rate and 
high temperatures (2123K) were obtained. There was a fast 
cool-down rate of about lOK/s. 

3.2.5.3.3 B9+ 

This test was similar to B9 but prolonged above 2100K beyond 
the Zircaloy melting temperature, and terminated before 
the zirconia melting temperature. 
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Phenomena addressed included; Zircaloy cladding oxidation, 
mechanical behaviour of a zirconia layer containing molten 
Zircaloy, dissolution of UO2 and ZrC>2 by molten Zircaloy and 
melt relocation. The test scenario included: 

a steam flow phase to obtain an oxide thickness axial 
profile, from a few percent at the bottom to 100% in the 
upper part of the fissile length; this was continued until 
just before reaching the melting of the remaining Zircaloy 
(2100K); 

- a helium flow phase where the power was increased to raise 
the temperatures up to 2700K; 

a helium flow cooling down phase, preserving the final 
bundle geometry. 

An important feature of the B9+ test was the feeding of the 
zirconia shroud pores with a flow of helium to avoid an 
uncontrolled change in thermal conductivity when hydrogen 
released from the Zircaloy shroud oxidation diffused in to the 
zirconia shield. 

PTE showed that a large amount of core material melted but 
globally the geometry of the fissile column lattice remained. 

3.2.5.3.4 Ç3 

The reference scenario was a prolonged total loss of steam 
generator feed water. The main characteristics were a high 
pressure level with a collapse of the cladding onto the fuel, a 
low steam mass flow rate inducing a low oxidation rate and a 
high hydrogen content. 

The expected phenomena included interaction between UO2 and the 
cladding at low oxygen content and interaction between -the grid 
material (Inconel) and the cladding. The linear power (700 
W/m) was adjusted to stabilise the maximum temperature (2000K) 
below the melting point of Zircaloy for 45 min. A small amount 
of steam (0.2 g/s) was injected just after the temperature 
reached 1370K (heat-up phase), to obtain a low oxygen content 
in the Zircaloy. The bundle was slow cooled using hydrogen and 
then helium to preserve the geometry obtained at high 
temperature. 

A large increase in the heat-up rate between 900 to 1400K was 
observed at the beginning of the heat-up phase. This was 
associated with a pressure decrease and hydriding of the 
Zircaloy cladding unoxidised at this time. 

PTE showed that the bundle degradation was mainly due to : 

a) chemical interaction between the fuel and Zircaloy; 
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b) chemical interaction between melted Inconel and un-
oxidized Zircaloy. 

The most significant material depletion occurred at the spacer 
grids, due to the Inconel/Zircaloy chemical reaction. A large 
amount of liquefied material (Inconel/Zircaloy) relocated to 
near the bottom of the bundle forming a 50% blockage of the 
channel. 

The major degradation of cladding occurred in the hot part of 
bundle due to the flowdown of (U, Zr;0) alloy. Finally, micro
analysis showed metallic inclusions in the remaining cladding : 
nickel and chromium due to the grids interaction, and (U; Zr) 
alloy. 

3.2.5.3.5 C3+ 

This test was similar to C3 except that the heat-up phase was 
prolonged above 2000K. The main objective was to study the 
degradation phenomena between molten Zircaloy and the fuel 
pellets. 

The experimental sequence was conducted in two distinct phases, 
oxidation and heat-up respectively. During the first phase the 
power was adjusted to obtain a temperature of 1600K. In the 
second phase the pressure was increased to 3.5 MPa and steam 
was replaced by helium in order to avoid the complicated 
phenomenology observed in the C3 test. The heat-up of the 
bundle to reach molten Zircaloy-fuel interaction was obtained 
by increasing the power. The maximum temperature measured was 
about 2400K. A total of 5.7 g of hydrogen was measured during 
the oxidation phase. 

PTE showed substantial melting of Zircaloy with relocation to 
two blockages, a lower to the outside of the fissile column and 
an upper, composed mainly of U-Zr-0 to near the lower grid. 
The channel had a 70% maximum blockage. 

3.2.5.3.6 AIC 

The objectives were to study the degradation process of control 
rods and the consequences on the degradation of the 
neighbouring fuel rods, at low pressure. 

One control rod was placed at the centre of the bundle. The 
pressure was 0.7 MPa, the steam mass flow rate was 2 g/s and 
the inlet temperature was 550K. The power was regulated to 
follow specified heat-up rates to a maximum temperature of 
2000K. At 2000K, the bundle was cooled with helium at a rate 
of 1 to 3K/s. No relocation of the Zircaloy occurred . 

During the heat-up phase, control rod failure occurred at about 
1700K near the melting point of the stainless steel inducing a 
large plugging of the outlet filter by cadmium aerosols and a 
rapid decrease of the power of the driver core due to the 
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displacement of Ag-In-Cd alloy. It is estimated that 
approximately 25% of the Ag-In-Cd alloy was ejected. 

PTE has shown that most of the Ag-In-Cd material relocated in 
the gap between the Zircaloy guide tube and the stainless steel 
clad. Some neighbouring fuel rods were attacked by the Ag-In-
Cd alloy at the rupture level. 

3.2.5.4 Discussion 

The PHEBUS-CSD tests provide information from the beginning of 
degradation up to the onset of relocation of core material, 
i.e., the early phase of degradation. The main processes 
observed included: 

1) clad/Inconel interaction (in B9 with high cladding 
oxidation, in C3+ with slight cladding oxidation, in C3 
with no oxidation); 

2) temperature escalation including hydrogen generation, from 
steam oxidation of the Zircaloy (kinetics slow in B9 and 
AIC, fast in B9R); 

3) UO2 fuel dissolution by Zircaloy (in C3 by solid Zircaloy, 
in C3+ by solid and liquid Zircaloy); 

4) ZrC<2 dissolution by molten Zircaloy (in B9+) ; 

5) failure of control rods and the subsequent effects of 
control rods material (AIC); 

6) embrittlement of the cladding under thermal shock and 
formation of debris (in B9 with a slow cooling down, in 
B9R with a fast cooling down); 

7) melting and relocation of material to form partial 
blockages (in C3+ and B9+). 

In spite of some limitation due to small scale (tests do not 
include natural circulation or large crucible formation) and 
some unplanned features e.g. changes in thermal conductivity of 
the thermal insulator and hydriding of Zircaloy, the PHEBUS-CSD 
Programme has provided a further useful data base for 
development of models and verification of computer codes. 

3.2.6 CORA (KfK) 

3.2.6.1 Programme Objectives 

The objectives of the CORA program are to investigate out-of-
pile the integral material behaviour of PWR and BWR fuel 
elements up to about 2673K. 
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Of special interest are the: 

a) oxidation behaviour and the critical temperature at which 
the temperature escalation starts as a result of the 
exothermal Zircaloy/steam interaction; 

b) fragmentation of embrittled fuel rods, particularly during 
cooldown and quenching; characterisation of the resulting 
debris; 

c) onset of liquid phase formation due to chemical 
interactions of the bundle components fuel rods, absorber 
materials, spacer grids and stainless steel structural 
materials with each other; 

d) influence of liquid phases and molten components on bundle 
damage progression; 

e) extent of UO2 and ZrC>2 dissolution by molten Zircaloy; 

f) relocation and solidification behaviour of liquid 
materials; 

g) extent of bundle blockage formation; 

h) coolability of the damaged fuel elements by simulation of 
a rising water level; quench behaviour; 

i) timing and magnitude of H2 generation; 

j) development of material behaviour models in combination 
with CORA and supporting separate-effects tests; 

k) quantification of safety margins presently existing in the 
safety systems of operating reactors, and to explore 
possibilities of ending a high temperature transient 
before it can lead to an uncontrolled core meltdown; 

1) performance of out-of-pile reference tests with the 
possibility to study many parameters for comparison with 
the limited number of in-pile experiments in the ACRR, 
NRU, PBF, and PHEBUS reactors. 

The CORA experiments have been performed under various boundary 
conditions. The parameters which have been varied are: maximum 
temperature, system pressure, initial heatup rate, rod internal 
pressure, steam supply, termination of the test (slow cooldown 
or quenching), bundle size, chemical conditions of the bundle 
components (as-received, pre-oxidised). Altogether 11 
experiments have been performed to date, starting from 
1987. 10 further tests are planned, as shown in the CORA test 
matrix (Table 3.6). In the tests the initial heatup rate was 
about 1 K/s, the steam flow rate was 6 g/s for PWR bundles and 
2 g/s for BWR bundles, the reflood rate was about 1 cm/s. The 
system pressure was, except for CORA-9, about 0.1 MPa. 
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3.2.6.3.3 CORA-5 

This was the first PWR bundle test with (Ag,In,Cd) absorber 
material. The experiment was carried out under similar 
boundary conditions as the previous CORA tests. The maximum 
temperature was about 2273K. 

After failure of the stainless steel cladding of the (Ag,In,Cd) 
absorber rod at about 1523K, due to eutectic chemical 
interaction with the Zircaloy guide tube, the liquid absorber 
alloy (melting point: -1073K) was released and distributed 
within the bundle. Molten absorber alloy interaction with 
Zircaloy is the reason for the low temperature damage 
initiation and progression to the Zircaloy guide tube and the 
Zircaloy cladding tubes. The resulting Zr containing metallic 
melt was able to dissolve part of the UO2 even below the 
melting point of the Zircaloy. After the test, the upper half 
of the bundle was free of any absorber alloy material, /3.22/. 

Besides the Inconel grid spacer, the (Ag,In,Cd) absorber 
material contributed substantially to the bundle damage 
progression. The various melts formed blockages within the 
bundle at different axial elevations, depending on their 
solidification temperatures. 

3.2.6.3.4 CORA-12 

The test bundle and test conduct were as for CORA-5 but with 
quenching of the hot bundle from the bottom by raising the 
water-filled quench cylinder. This simulated a rising water 
front; quench rate: about lcm/s. The maximum temperature was 
about 2273K. 

The quenching of the hot bundle resulted in an additional 
fragmentation of the oxygen-embrittled fuel rods and relocated 
solidified melts. The steam formed during quenching and the 
newly created metallic surfaces caused strong oxidation 
reactions. The heat produced by the exothermal Zircaloy/steam 
interactions lead to a renewed fast heatup of some bundle 
regions with a renewed melt formation and relocation even when 
the electric power had been shut off. As a result of the 
oxidation reactions during quenching, large quantities of H2 
were generated in a very short time, /3.22/, /3.23/, /3.30/. 

3.2.6.3.5 CORA-16 

This first BWR-type test was performed with 18 fuel rods (12 
heated and 6 unheated rods), two flow channel walls and a 
B4C/stainless steel absorber blade between the Zircaloy channel 
walls. The maximum temperature was about 2273K. 

First liquid phases were noticed in the central bundle region 
at about 1523K, as a result of eutectic interactions between 
B4C and stainless steel. The metallic B4C/stainless steel melt 
attacked the Zircaloy channel walls and destroyed them. Also 
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the Zircaloy cladding tubes were partially liquefied by the 
stainless steel components Fe, Cr, and Ni and UO2 fuel 
dissolution took place. The upper half of the B4C absorber 
blade and flow channel walls relocated during the test. The 
liquid materials solidified in the lower part of the bundle and 
formed extended coolant channel blockages. Beside the 
hydrogen generated CO, CO2 and CH4 were also measured in small 
quantities. 

3.2.6.3.6 CORA-15 

In this PWR-type test, the 25 fuel rods were pressurised with 
about 6 MPa argon to study the influence of ballooning and 
bursting of the fuel rod cladding tubes on damage progression. 
The maximum temperature was about 2273K. The rupture of the 
cladding tubes occurred within 150s between 923 and 1023K. Due 
to the deformation of the cladding, the temperature escalation 
and melt formation was restricted to the upper half of the 
bundle. In all other PWR tests, a temperature escalation also 
took place in the lower part of the bundle. The ballooning 
apparently prevented the relocation of molten material to the 
lower half of the bundle thus preventing temperature escalation 
in that region. 

3.2.6.3.7 CORA-17 

The BWR test bundle and test conduct were similar to that of 
CORA-16. The maximum temperature was about 2273K; the hot 
bundle was quenched with a rate of 1 cm/s. 

The physicochemical behaviour of the test bundle CORA-17 was 
comparable with CORA-16. The quenching of the bundle at the 
end of the temperature transient resulted in additional 
fragmentation of embrittled bundle components. As for the PWR 
test CORA-12, the quench lead to a renewed heating of some 
bundle regions accompanied by localised melt formation, and a 
strong increase in H2 generation over a very short period of 
time. 

3.2.6.3.8 CORA-9 

In this PWR-type test, the influence of a higher system 
pressure of about 1 MPa, compared to the usual 0.1 MPa, on 
damage progression was examined. The maximum temperature was 
approximately 2273K. 

The higher system pressure required a higher power input to 
initiate temperature escalation and to reach the desired 
maximum temperature. The overall damage at the bundle was 
similar to the other PWR tests; there was less blockage 
formation. The complete collapse of the Zircaloy cladding onto 
the fuel pellets did not occur as expected over the full length 
of the fuel pellets, but was present only locally. Apparently 
a much higher system pressure is required to get the complete 
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Inconel Grid Spacer 

In test bundles without absorber material (CORA-2 and CORA-3) 
fuel rod failure is initiated at the elevation of the Inconel 
grid spacer due to the formation of liquid phases as a result 
of eutectic interactions between zirconium and Inconel below 
1473K. Above 1773K the Inconel spacer is rapidly destroyed by 
a complete melt down within less than one minute (CORA-2). 
Zr02 layers on the outside of the cladding are able to delay 
the liquid phase formation and shift it to slightly higher 
temperatures but are unable to prevent it. 

Zircaloy Grid Spacer 

The chemical behaviour of the Zircaloy spacers is completely 
different to that of Inconel spacers. The upper grid spacer, 
which is located in the hot region, partially melts as soon as 
the melting point of as-received Zircaloy (2033K) is exceeded, 
and the molten Zircaloy contributes to the chemical dissolution 
of the UO2 pellets. The lower Zircaloy spacer is located in a 
rather cold region and functions as a catcher for relocated 
melts and fragments. 

Melting Of Zircaloy Cladding 

The cladding integrity is destroyed by eutectic interactions 
with Inconel or absorber materials resulting in liquid phases 
around 1523K and by the onset of cladding melting (>2033K). 
The molten metallic phases interact chemically with UO2 as 
well as with Zr02 and partially dissolve them. 

Melt Movement 

The relocation of melts occurs in the form of rivulets flowing 
down the rod surfaces ("candling") as well as in the form of 
droplets. Molten pools may accumulate and solidify in the form 
of massive blockages. 

High-Temperature Tests 

At higher temperatures of 2673K (CORA-3) compared to 2273K 
(CORA-2) the damage in the bundle is more severe: larger 
portions of the test bundle melt, relocate, and form larger 
blockage regions. More ceramic-looking material (U,Zr)02 is 
formed. 

Pellet Stack Integrity 

Pellet columns can remain in their original array, particularly 
when they are supported by cladding remnants or metallic melt 
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working as a kind of glue between the pellet interfaces and 
within cracks. 

Fuel Fragmentation 

Fragments of the cladding and fuel of different sizes can be 
found either entrained in solidified melts or on top of melt 
fragments. The smallest size appears as UO2 powder in the 
micron range on top of relocated melts (CORA-2). So, the fuel 
disintegration into fine particles must have occurred during 
cooldown. Fragmentation was found in both types of UO2 
pellets, annular and full pellets. 

Behaviour Of PWR Absorber Material 

The (Ag,In,Cd) alloy liquefies at 1073K inside the stainless 
steel cladding of the absorber rod. In the tests with PWR 
absorber rods the damage process starts at about 1473K, i.e. 
about 250K below the melting interval of steel. This is 
.presumably caused by an eutectic interaction with the Zircaloy 
of the guide tube as a result of contact between the materials 
due to an eccentricity established in the course of a 
temperature transient. 

The released (Ag,In,Cd) melt reacts eutectically with the 
Zircaloy guide tube and fuel rod cladding. The resulting 
multi-component metallic melt, which contains Zr, is able to 
dissolve UO2 already below the melting point of Zircaloy. 

Two kinds of melt are being formed in the experiments with PWR 
absorber material: (1) A ceramic melt of (U,Zr,0) and (2) a 
metallic melt comprising (Ag,In,Zr) and steel components. Due 
to the differences in solidification temperature the two melts 
are stratified in the way that the ceramic material overlies 
the metallic material. 

Behaviour Of BWR Absorber Material 

In the BWR-type experiment the damage progression started at 
about 1473K with the melting of the absorber blade (stainless 
steel) at the top of the heated region. The melting is caused 
by the eutectic interaction of the absorber material (boron 
carbide) with its cladding and the surrounding blade. These 
both are made of stainless steel. The failure temperature of 
1473K is clearly below the melting interval of steel and can be 
explained by the formation of eutectic phases between boron as 
well as carbon and the components of the steel. The boron 
carbide/steel mixture thereafter interacts eutectically with 
the Zircaloy of the channel box. Thus, the Zircaloy is being 
liquefied below its melting point, and the dissolution of UO2 
can be initiated earlier, also. The Zircaloy channel box is 
destroyed and disappears in the upper half of the bundle so 
that the melt is able to spread radially and relocate downward 
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to form coolant channel blockages in the lower part of the 
test section. 

Influence Of Quenching 

The quenching caused further fragmentation and an enhanced 
Zr/H20 reaction resulting in a temperature rise at the top of 
the bundle and in an additional hydrogen generation. Even some 
further meltdown of material in the upper bundle regions was 
observed due to additional exothermic Zr/steam interactions and 
the resulting high temperatures reached. 

General Conclusions 

Some general conclusions from the CORA experiments are as 
follows: 

* The CORA experiments demonstrate a large number of 
chemical interactions between the various materials in a 
LWR core causing low-temperature failures of the 
components between 1473 and 1573K. Particularly, when 
absorber material (of the PWR-type and BWR-type) is 
present, visible melts form as early as about 1473K. 

* The formation of low-temperature melts, however, also 
means earlier fuel dissolution which is of importance with 
respect to the release of fission products and the 
distribution of decay heat sources in a damaged nuclear 
core. 

* The partially complicated phase relations in the multi-
component fuel rod system are described in detail 
in Chapter 4.3.2, /3.24/. 

* The results from the quench test may indicate that core 
flooding could restart or increase an uncontrolled 
temperature escalation, combined with the renewed 
formation of molten material and a strong additional H2 
generation within a very short period of time. 

3.2.7 NSRR-RIA (JAERU 

3.2.7.1 Programme Objectives 

The objectives of the NSRR-RIA experiments were to: 

(a) investigate fuel failure behaviour under Reactivity 
Initiated Accidents (RIA) conditions; 
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(b) provide licensing criteria for LWR safety evaluation. 

3.2.7.2 The Test Facility and Test Conduct 

The NSRR was constructed at JAERI in 1975 and is a modified 
TRIGA-Annular Core Pulse Reactor. It can simulate the rapid 
energy insertion under RIA conditions by generating a power 
pulse up to 23,000MW for several milliseconds. The fuel rods 
undergoing the power excursion are contained in a test capsule 
within a loop and the test capsules and loops are designed for 
a wide variety of coolant conditions. Extensive parametric 
studies have been carried out in the NSRR programme to 
investigate fuel behaviour under a wide range of RIA 
conditions. 

3.2.7.3 Summary of Experimental Results 

Fuel failure modes and failure thresholds under RIA conditions 
have been determined using unirradiated LWR type fuel rods. 
Fuel rods containing 10% enriched UO2 pellets have been 
momentarily melted using an energy deposition of approximately 
1.884MJ/kg UO2. Capsules at typical LWR operating temperatures 
and pressures, a high temperature/high pressure capsule and a 
capsule with an observation window have been used. 

3.2.7.3.1 Influence of Water Corrosion 

Water corrosion of a PWR type rod is important for fuel safety 
especially during the advanced burnup stages. Experiments have 
been conducted to characterise the effect and influence of 
water corrosion on fuel failure threshold. Results showed that 
the failure threshold of the water-corroded fuel was reduced to 
0.502MJ/kg UO2• 887 tests have been conducted up to March 1990 
Table 3.7. These have included tests at atmospheric pressure 
with standard fuel, varying fuel design, varying cooling 
conditions, special fuel, fuel rod defects, and tests leading 
to severe fuel damage, tests allowing observation of fuel rod 
behaviour, irradiated cladding and other miscellaneous tests. 
Tests have also been carried out at high temperature and 
pressure. The failure mechanism of the water-corroded fuel was 
found to be cladding rupture. 

3.2.7.3.2 Investigation Of Pellet-Clad-Mechanical-Interaction 
(PCMI) and Departure From Nucleate Boiling (PNB) 

Extension of fuel burnup gives rise to cladding embrittlement; 
large transient cladding strain generated due to PCMI may lead 
to the failure of a fuel rod. PCMI may also cause DNB due to 
contact pressure between the fuel pellet and cladding tube. 
Detailed experimental research has been carried out to study 
the interrelation between PCMI and DNB phenomena under RIA 
conditions. In the NSRR experiments, local DNB was observed on 
the cladding surface in the energy deposition range between 
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0.419 and 0.586MJ/kg UO2 . Above that range the occurrence of 
DNB extended to the whole cladding surface along the active 
fuel region of the test fuel rod. Cladding strain measurements 
indicated that elastic deformation of the cladding occurred in 
the lower range but that plastic deformation occurred in the 
higher range. From analysis, it was found that PCMI is closely 
linked with DNB although the threshold energy depositions for 
occurrence of these phenomena were different. 

3.2.7.3.3 Tightly Pitched Bundle Experiments 

Experiments with tightly pitched rod bundles have been 
performed in various coolant conditions to establish safety 
criteria for RIA in a high conversion water reactor. 

The experimental results indicated that as the cross-sectional 
area ratio of the water to fuel decreased, the fuel energy 
threshold for DNB occurrence also decreased. However the fuel 
energy threshold for failure was similar to that in 
conventional water reactor bundles. An increase in coolant 
flow appeared to increase the failure threshold while an 
increase in rod internal pressure lowered the threshold. It 
was confirmed that the fuel failure threshold in a high 
temperature and high pressure system, as in a PWR, was the same 
as that in an atmospheric pressure system. 

3.2.7.3.4 Pre-irradiated Fuel Rod Tests 

The test programme involving pre-irradiated fuel rods is in 
progress. Under accident conditions the failure mode and the 
failure threshold for pre-irradiated fuel rods, are expected to 
be significantly different from those of unirradiated fuel rods 
due to irradiation induced embrittlement of the cladding, 
swelling of the fuel pellets, accumulation of the gaseous 
fission products in the free volume and other reasons. The 
effects of these factors on the fuel behaviour under accident 
conditions will be studied in this new test programme with 
various types of pre-irradiated test fuel rods (including both 
PWR and BWR types). 

To conduct the new test programme, modification of the NSRR 
reactor facilities was started in June, 1988, and all 
modification work was completed in 1989. Two tests with pre-
irradiated fuel rods were successfully executed in early 1990. 
It should be noted that in addition to retaining the original 
operating capability of steady state operation and pulse 
operation from the zero power condition, the NSRR reactor 
control system has been modified to allow high power operation 
(shaped pulse) and pulse operation from the high power 
condition (combined pulse operation). 
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3.4.7.4 Discussion 

The NSRR is the only research reactor in the world in which RIA 
experiments are being carried out. The experiments to date 
have been mostly with un-irradiated fuel. Experiments in the 
new test programme with pre-irradiated fuel rods will be more 
realistic. Two tests have been completed at low power level 
with pre-irradiated fuel. More tests will be performed in the 
future to provide data on the failure threshold for RIA 
conditions. 

It should be noted that one of the test capsules is equipped 
with a port for visual observation of the fuel failure process. 
Fuel melting and the subsequent relocation of molten material 
have been observed. 

Future tests will include a slow heatup transient, in addition 
to a power pulse to represent severe accident conditions in a 
light water reactor. The results will provide new 
understanding of in-vessel degraded core phenomena under RIA 
conditions. 

3.2.8 NIELS (KfK) 

3.2.8.1 Programme Objectives 

The objectives of the NIELS experiments were to investigate 
out-of-pile the fuel rod and small bundle behaviour of PWRs. 
The issues of special interest included the competition between 
pellet/cladding chemical interaction and cladding oxidation by 
steam, the influence of the exothermal Zircaloy/steam reaction 
on the uncontrolled temperature escalation, fuel dissolution by 
molten Zircaloy, the oxidation behaviour of molten Zircaloy, 
the fragmentation of the fuel rods and the refrozen melts by 
embrittlement due to oxidation and the influence of (Ag,In,Cd) 
absorber material and guide tubes. 

The test parameters studied and varied were: initial heatup 
rate, maximum cladding temperature and the influence of 
neighbouring fuel rods on temperature escalation and damage 
progression /3.25/-/3.26/. 

3.2.8.2 The Test Facility and Test Conduct 

The NIELS facility was constructed to perform single rod and 
small bundle experiments. The single rods and the bundle, 
composed of a 3x3 array of fuel simulators, were surrounded by 
an AI2O3 or Zircaloy shroud, respectively which was insulated 
with a ZrC>2 fibre ceramic wrap. The fuel rod simulator was 
made of a central tungsten heater of 6mm diameter, which is 
surrounded by annular UO2 pellets and the normal PWR Zircaloy 
cladding of 10.75mm outer diameter and a wall thickness of 
0.72mm. The maximum length used was 40cm. A steam flow of 1 
g/s was inlet to the bundle. The system pressure was about 0.1 
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MPa. Altogether 11 single rod tests, 2 bundle tests without 
absorber material and 6 tests with (Ag,In,Cd) absorber material 
were performed /3.25/-/3.26/. 

3.2.8.3 Summary of the NIELS Experimental Results 

The single rod and bundle experiments were performed up to 
about 2523K. The results of the tests show that the behaviour 
of the fuel rods at high temperatures is strongly dependent on 
the degree of cladding oxidation before the temperature 
escalation starts as a result of the exothermic Zircaloy/steam 
reaction. The starting temperature of the escalation increases 
with decreasing initial heating rate and can even be avoided at 
very small heatup rates. The formation of a thick protective 
Zr02 layer limits the reaction energy. There is no remarkable 
chemical interaction between the oxidised cladding and UO2. 
For fast heating rates, the runaway of the molten Zircaloy is 
the rate limiting process in the temperature escalation. A 
large amount of the UO2 pellets is dissolved by liquid 
Zircaloy. The resulting (U,Zr,0) melt decomposes into various 
phases on cooldown. In the bundle experiments the relocated 
melts form blockages of various sizes. In general, the bundle 
tests without (Ag,In,Cd) absorber material produced the same 
results for the temperature escalation and for fuel rod 
behaviour. In the presence of absorber rods with a Zircaloy 
guide tube, liquid phases form at much lower temperature 
(around 1523K compared to 2 073K) and therefore damage 
progression, melt and blockage formation is more pronounced. 
The failure temperature of the absorber rods depends in 
addition on the material of the guide tubes (Zircaloy or 
stainless steel). A stainless steel guide tube raises the 
failure temperature of the absorber rods to about 1623K, 
/3.25/-/3.26/. 

3.2.8.4 Discussion 

Seven important modes of material behaviour occurred during the 
NIELS bundle tests: 

temperature escalation, 
failure of the (Ag,In,Cd) absorber rods, 
Zircaloy cladding melting and UO2 liquefaction, 
melt interaction with steam, 
melt interaction with oxidised cladding, 
fuel and oxidised cladding fracturing, and 
blockage formation. 

3.2.9 SNL Out-Of-Pile Experimental Programme 

The primary objective of the test programme is to determine the 
way in which core materials relocate to the lower head of a 
BWR. This out-of-pile experimental programme investigates the 
response of the lower BWR core to the metallic melts which 
drain from the upper core regions during core melt progression. 
The facility used to perform the tests contains a tilting 
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inductive melt furnace used for preparing large metallic melts 
employed in the experiments. Conduct of an experiment involves 
the pouring of inductively prepared melts into pre-heated test 
fuel bundles in order to determine the transient response of 
the test bundle structures to the loads associated with the 
draining melts. 

Currently the experiments are focused on the behaviour of BWR 
core components and include control blades, fuel canister 
walls, fuel rods, and lower core plate. The experiments make 
use of prototypic materials in the test bundles. The 
inductively prepared melts are comprised of control materials: 
stainless steel and B4C, and may include some amount of Zr to 
represent dissolved fuel canister material. The melt mass is 
scaled to represent all of the molten material which drains 
into a given cross section of the lower core region. The melt 
delivery rate (pour rate) corresponds to the time required for 
the metallic components in the upper BWR core to melt. 

The experiments will determine the conditions where in-core 
metallic blockages occur in BWRs under anticipated station 
blackout conditions, and the extent of structural erosion or 
failure induced by the draining melts, e.g. core plate failure. 
The major test parameters are the lower core axial thermal 
gradient and the metallic melt composition. Test evaluation 
will make use of thermocouple mapping of the test bundle, video 
diagnostics and destructive post test examinations. 

3.2.10 Experiments on Fragmentation and Particle Size 
Distribution 

The experiments conducted to understand fuel-coolant mixing 
processes are very limited. Experiments conducted by research 
groups at Sandia National Laboratories, Argonne National 
Laboratory and elsewhere are discussed by Corradini in a review 
of vapour explosion experiments /3.27/. Data are available 
from molten fuel studies at Winfrith /3.28/ and also from the 
FARO fuel melt quenching programme /3.29/. Both programmes 
concentrated initially on Fast Reactor Studies: more recent 
work is aimed at Light Water Reactors. 

3.2.11 AECL Candu Experiments Relevant to LWRs 

Several components, of the AECL Research program on reactor 
safety research in support of CANDU reactors are also relevant 
to core degradation in LWR severe accidents. 

The out-reactor program on high temperature material properties 
includes work on emissivity of Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding in 
steam at temperatures between 1370 and 1920 K /3.32/, and fuel 
fragmentation on cooling in steam /3.33/. 
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The total emissivity of the fuel clad is a major factor in 
determining the radiant energy exchange from the fuel at high 
temperatures. Initial experimental measurements were made of 
spectral emissivity at 1.0 and 2.3 micron wavelengths, which is 
the wavelength range for maximum blackbody radiation intensity 
in this temperature range. The results show a rapid increase 
in emittance from an initial value of about 0.25 for unoxidised 
clad in argon, to between 0.8 and 0.9 during exposure to steam 
for about 120 s. It is expected that for the same conditions 
the total emissivity data for the clad will lie in the same 
range. Test methods are being developed to measure the total 
emittance of the clad as a function of time and steam oxidation 
temperature. 

The work on U02 fragmentation shows that it occurs in Zr-clad 
U02 samples which have first experienced U02/Zr interaction and 
are then cooled in steam. Metallographic examination revealed 
that the fragmentation process was intergranular in nature. 
The cooling cycle, as well as the time and temperature of the 
interaction period, influenced the severity of fragmentation. 
Fifteen minutes in steam at 970 to 1170 K resulted in 6% of the 
U02 weight in fragments less than 1 mm in diameter. The same 
exposure time on cooling at 570 to 670 K resulted in over 80% 
of the pellet weight disintegrating into particles less than 
1 mm in size. 

The first in-reactor test in the Blowdown Test Facility of the 
NRU reactor was completed in 1990 November /3.34/. This test 
used a trefoil assembly of three instrumented fuel elements, 
one of which had been previously irradiated to a burnup of 
about 130 MWh/kgU. The test consisted of a blowdown from full 
reactor power, a brief period of dryout during which the clad 
temperatures rose very rapidly to temperatures about 2570 K, 
and a cold water quench. Although the fuel assembly 
temperatures dropped momentarily as the steam flow increased at 
the quench front, they again increased to high values before 
the quench finally reduced the temperatures. This behaviour is 
similar to that observed in several of the CORA tests at KfK. 
On-line monitoring of fission products showed that the greatest 
activity release from the test assembly occurred during the 
rewet quench. Post-irradiation examination and analysis is in 
progress to characterise the fuel behaviour and fission product 
release during this test. The second and third tests in this 
series are scheduled for 1992 and 1993. 

3.3 RELEVANCE TO PLANT SEVERE ACCIDENT PHENOMENOLOGY 

3.3.1 Phenomena 

Table 3.9 summarises the phenomena exhibited by experiments in 
the major test programmes discussed earlier. 

All the bundle experiments show high temperature oxidation 
driven temperature excursion accompanied by material 
liquefaction, melt relocation and blockage formation. 
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The effects of interactions between grids, control rods (for 
both PWR and BWR materials), fuel rods and structures have been 
investigated in selected tests in all the major programmes. 
Chemical reactions occur at temperatures far below the melting 
points of the constituents resulting in liquid phase formation 
which contributes substantially to core damage progression. 

Tests have been carried out with either clad ballooning away 
from, or clad collapse on to the fuel. The implications on 
cladding oxidation, fuel liquefaction and blockage formation 
have therefore been investigated. 

The thermal-hydraulics conditions for the tests have been once 
through flows, either boil-down or prescribed steam flow. Thus 
the effects of natural circulation on events and the effects of 
flow bypass around blockages are not covered in these 
programmes. 

Of the bundle tests only L0FT-FP2 was driven by decay heat. 
The other bundle tests were either driven by a reactor, or 
electrically heated. Most of the tests have been carried out 
with fresh fuel. 

Certain bundle tests (PBF-ST, LP-FP-2, CORA-12 and CORA-13) 
have been quenched to investigate the degree of embrittlement 
under thermal shock, the effects on hydrogen production and 
also fission product release. A summary of these tests was 
given earlier in the report. More details are given in the 
references cited. Further quench tests are scheduled in the 
CORA programme for 1991 onwards, see Table 3.6. 

The ACRR-MP1 is the only late phase test performed. This 
involved debris bed melting and the formation of a molten 
ceramic pool over a crust. Further tests in this series are 
planned. Subsequent MP tests will examine extended ceramic 
melt progression into underlying crusts and intact fuel rod 
regions. 

3.3.2 Comparisons with TMI-2 

Only the initial stages of the TMI-2 melt-down phase have been 
addressed in the bundle in-pile tests. Some aspects of the 
late phase are to be addressed in the ACRR-MP series. 

Examination of the TMI-2 core-end state revealed a large 
blockage of previously molten core material in the lower core 
region. Relocation of molten material occurs in the bundle 
fuel damage tests, the material relocating downwards and 
freezing in the cooler lower core and the grids. 

The bundle tests exhibit stratification of material in the 
blockage regions according to their solidification 
temperatures. Lower blockage regions are more metallic, upper 
regions more ceramic. Similar distribution of material has 
been found in the TMI blockage lower and upper crusts. 
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Material from the TMI-2 blockage also has similar 
microstructure to that found in out-of-pile and in-pile 
experiments. 

A large debris bed with over-lying void region was found over 
the TMI central core blockage, thought to have been produced by 
operation of one of the pumps which essentially terminated the 
heat-up phase. This phenomenon is not exhibited in the small 
scale quench bundle tests. These tend to show freestanding 
columns of declad fuel pellets even following quench, albeit in 
distorted lattice geometry. 

3.3.3 Relevance to Accident Management 

The early bundle tests were primarily concerned with the 
phenomenology of damage of an uncovered core under relatively 
steam-starved conditions, representative of an unmanaged 
accident. 

The tests collectively provide data at different heatup rates 
above lK/s. The temperature excursion rate starting at about 
1500K depends on the extent of the initial cladding oxidation 
(prior to the temperature excursion). 

For accidents initiated during shutdown or at low decay heat 
levels, lower heat-up rates can be expected, and the data base 
is sparse in these circumstances. At low heatup rates 0.3K/s 
a temperature excursion may not take place and the Zircaloy 
would then be completely oxidised before reaching the melting 
point at 2033K. As a result U02 fuel liquefaction by molten 
Zircaloy may not take place which would cause smaller fission 
product release rates and requires much higher temperatures 
(3000K) before U02 melting and relocation occurs. 

For managed accidents, there is an important need to understand 
melt/water interactions including the coolability of debris 
beds. Selected experiments have been quench cooled but only 
from a highly oxidised state. The effect of flooding at 
various times and also at various rates have not been 
systematically investigated in the tests carried out to date. 

The relocation of the BWR absorber material B4C at rather low 
temperatures could result in recriticality and power 
generation during early phase core degradation if the core is 
flooded by unborated H20. Conservative calculations /3.31/ 
have shown that a power level of up to 20% nominal power may be 
possible. There exists a time window between B4C relocation 
and degradation of the core (formation of a rubble bed) which 
may be critical for flooding. 

The RIA programme provides data on fuel rod behaviour during a 
reactivity excursion as an initiating event. 
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS 

3.4.1 Phénomène» logy 

1) Melt relocation is a stage-by-stage process and occurs 
over a wide range of temperatures and times. 

2) The composition of the melt is different at different 
temperatures and times. 

3) The following interactions: 

(a) Inconel Spacer Grid/Zircaloy cladding; 

(b) Ag-In-Cd control rod material/Zircaloy guide tube 
(PWR); 

(c) B4C control rod material/Zircaloy stainless steel 
(BWR); 

(d) Stainless steel/Zircaloy; 

can lead to the formation of various low melting point 
material eutectics at temperatures far below the melting 
points of the components causing early melt relocation. 

4) Dissolution of fuel by molten Zircaloy causes melt 
relocation at temperatures over 1000K cooler than the 
melting point of U02. 

5) Blockage regions formed low in the core contain more 
metallic materials (Zr, SS, Ag) than blockages higher in 
the core which contain more ceramic materials (Zr02,U02). 

6) Significant hydrogen production continues at temperatures 
well above Zircaloy melting. 

7) Damage progression is strongly affected by steam 
availability. Less oxidation results in more severe 
damage. 

8) Clad ballooning has an important effect on cladding 
oxidation and blockage formation. 

9) Reflood leads to significant increase in hydrogen 
production, and also increased fission product release. 

10) The effects of natural circulation on events are not 
addressed in these programmes. The tests are of small 
radial scale with once-through flows. 
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Table 3.1 PBF-SFD Test Series 

TEST 

ST 

1.1 

1.3 

1.4 

ABSORBER 
MATERIAL 

-

-

-

Ag, In, Cd 

OTHER TEST 
CONDITIONS 

High flow, 
fresh fuel 

Low flow, 
fresh fuel 

Low flow, 
irradiated fuel 

Low flow, 
irradiated fuel 

DATE OF TEST 

Oct 29, 1982 

Sept 8, 1983 

Aug 3, 1984 

Feb 7, 1985 

Table 3.2 ACRR-DF and MP Test Series 

TEST 

DF1 

DF2 

DF3 

DF4 

MPI 

Future 
Tests 
Planned 

ABSORBER 
MATERIAL 

-

-

Ag-ln-Cd 

B4C 

OTHER TEST 
CONDITIONS 

High heating 
rate 

Low heating 
rate 

BWR geometry 

Debris bed 
geometry 

DATE OF TEST 

Mar, 1984 

Oct, 1984 

Nov, 1989 
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Table 3.3 NRU-FLHT Test Series 

TEST 

1 

2 

4 

5 

6 

OPERATING TIME 
FOLLOWING CLAD MELT 

< 1 min 

4 min 

3 0 min 

60 min 

FUEL 

Fresh 

Fresh 

Fresh 
1 irradiated rod 
actual gamma 
thermometer 

Fresh 
2 irradiated rods 
simulated gamma 
thermometer 

Fresh 
2 irradiated rods 
B4C control blade 

DATE OF TEST 

March 1985 

December 1985 

August 198 6 

May 1987 

January 1991 

Table 3.4 LOFT-FP Severe Accident Tests 

TEST 

LP-FP-1 

LP-FP-2 

ABSORBER 
MATERIAL 

-

Ag-In-Cd 

OTHER TEST 
CONDITIONS 

Low temperature 
12 00K. No damage 

High temperature, 
bundle damage 

DATE OF TEST 

Dec 19, 1984 

Jul 09, 1985 
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Table 3.5 PHEBUS-CSD Test Series 

TESTS 

B9 

B9R 

B9+(a) 

DOMINANT PHENOMENA 

CLAD OXIDATION + 
SLOW COOLING DOWN 

CLAD OXIDATION + 
FAST COOLING DOWN 

CLAD OXIDATION + 
MELTING OF THE 
REMAINING Zr,U02 molten 
Zr and Zr02 -molten Zr 
Interaction 

PRESSURE 

L 

L 

L 

OXIDATION 
RATE 

H 

H 

H 

MAX FUEL 
TEMP 

2123K 

2123K 

2723K 

DATE OF 
TEST 

Dec 3, 1986 

Apr 1/ 
Apr 14, 1988 

Jan 26, 1989 

C3 

C3+ 

AIC 

COLLAPSE OF THE 
CLADDING U-ZR ALLOY BY 
SOLID-SOLID CONTACT. 
Zr Spacers Material 
Interaction 

UO2 DISSOLUTION BY 
MOLTEN Zr 

EFFECT OF Ag,In,Cd ON 
CORE DEGRADATION 

H 

H 

L 

L 

L 

L 

2023K 

2473K 

2023K 

Oct 30, 1987 

Nov 24, 1988 

Jun 1, 1989 

H = HIGH 
L = LOW 

(a) This test is used for CSNI ISP-28. 
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Table 3.6 CORA Test Series 

Test 
No. 

2 

3 

5 

12 

16 

15 

17 

9 

7 

18 

13 
(a) 

29 

31 

30 

28 

10 

27 

25 

26 

24 

32 

Max 
Cladding 
Tempera
tures 

2273K 

2673K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

2473K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

2673K 

2673K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

2273K 

Absorber 
Material 

-

-

Ag.In.Cd 

Ag.In.Cd 

B4C 

Ag.In.Cd 

Ag.In.Cd 

B4C 

Ag.In.Cd 

B4C 

Ag.In.Cd 

Ag.In.Cd 

B4C 

Ag.In.Cd 

B4C 

Ag,In,Cd 

B4C 

B4C 

B4C 

B4C 

Ag.In.Cd 

Other Test 
Conditions 

UO2 refer, Inconel spacer 

UO2 refer, high temperature 

PWR-absorber 

quenching 

BWR-absorber 

rods with internal pressure 

quenching 

10 bar system pressure 

57-rod bundle, slow cooling 

59-rod bundle, slow cooling 

OECD/ISP; quench initiation at higher 
temperature 

pre-oxidised 

slow initial heat̂ -up (-0.3K/s), 
quenching 

slow initial heat-up (~0.3K/s), 
quenching 

pre-oxidised, quenching 

very high temperature, lower part of 
bundle in H2O 

very high temperature lower part of 
bundle in H2O 

10 bar system pressure 

fast heat-up, quenching 

steam-rich conditions, quenching 

quenching from the top 

Date of 
Test 

Aug 06 87 

Dec 03 87 

Feb 26 88 

Jun 09 88 

Nov 24 88 

Mar 02 89 

Jun 29 89 

Nov 09 89 

Feb 22 90 

Jun 21 90 

Nov 15 90 

Apr 11 91 

Plan'd 
July 91 

Initial heat-up rate: -lK/s; Steam flow rate, PWR: 6g/s, BWR: 2g/s; quench 
rate (from the bottom) ~lcm/s. 

(a) This test is used for CSNI ISP-31. 
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Table 3.7 NSRR-RIA Experiments 

TEST SERIES 

(a) Tests under Atmospheric Pressure 
1. Standard Fuel Tests 
2. Fuel Design Variation Tests 
3. Cooling Environment Variation 

Tests 
4. Special Fuel Tests 
5. Defective Fuel Rod Tests 
6. Severe Fuel Damage Tests 
7. Fuel Rod Behaviour Observation 

Tests 
8. Irradiated Cladding Tests 
9. Miscellaneous 

(b) High Temperature/High Pressure 
Capsule Tests 

(c) High Temperature/High Pressure Loop 
Tests 

T O T A L 

NO. OF 
TESTS 

123 
195 
116 

83 
144 
42 
30 

30 
6 

102 

25 

21 

887 

DATE 

Oct 1975 

Dec 1988 
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Table 3.8 NIELS Test Series 

TEST SERIES 

ESSI 

ESBU 

ABS 

NO. OF TESTS 

11 

2 

6 

SINGLE ROD/BUNDLE 

Single Rod 

Bundle 

Bundle including 
(Ag,In,Cd) 
material . 
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4. MATERIALS PROPERTIES DATA BASE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter considers the adequacy of the available materials 
properties database. Data are required from separate effects 
experiments for support of the integral experimental programmes 
discussed in Chapter 3, and for model development. 

4.2 REQUIREMENTS 

Over the various phases of a degraded core accident, many 
physical phenomena involve multi-component systems and are 
associated with high temperatures, or high pressures, /4.1/-
/4.2/. In addition, irradiation and oxidation and other 
chemical interactions can cause microstructural changes and 
will alter many properties of the materials. Thus, 
composition, temperature, pressure and the extent of 
irradiation, oxidation and other chemical interactions should 
be considered in the evaluation of material properties. 

During the core heat-up phase, basic thermal and transport 
properties of a hydrogen/steam mixture at high temperatures and 
pressures are needed to estimate the forced and natural 
convection heat transfer and gaseous diffusion limited metal 
oxidation in the uncovered region. At high temperatures, 
thermal radiation becomes a dominant heat transfer mechanism. 
Under this situation, radiation properties of steam, as 
functions of temperature, pressure and concentration, and 
radiation properties of metallic and oxide materials, as 
functions of temperature and surface conditions, should be 
considered. 

For fuel rod and structural materials, irradiation generally 
decreases the thermal conductivity and ductility, but increases 
the thermal expansion coefficient, yield strength and 
embrittlement, /4.3/ - /4.5/. On the other hand, oxidation 
tends to increase embrittlement and fusion temperature, but 
decreases the thermal conductivity and density. The effects of 
irradiation and oxidation have pronounced impacts on clad 
ballooning, rupture and fuel rod failure, and must be included 
in the evaluation of material properties. 

During the core melting and relocation phases, binary or 
ternary systems are generally formed, /4.6/. The composition 
and chemical state of the multi-component system alter the 
thermal and mechanical properties of the mixture. The solidus 
and liquidus temperatures, latent heat of fusion, density, 
thermal capacity and thermal conductivity, which are all 
functions of temperature and composition, play important roles 
in determining the freezing and melting processes of the core 
debris. The viscosity of the solution is also important for 
the calculation of flow-rate of the molten debris. 
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In determining the penetration tube failure and the global 
creep rupture in the lower head region, all mechanical 
properties of the structural materials, such as creep, tensile 
and yield strengths, should be evaluated as functions of 
temperatures and the degree of oxidation. The thermal 
expansion coefficients of carbon steel (lower head) and Inconel 
or stainless steel (penetration nozzle) which determine the 
binding stress should also be evaluated. These mechanical 
properties will affect the timing and/or the size of the lower 
head failure. 

The status of the database for only the most important 
materials (relevant to severe accidents) in current reactor 
designs is considered below. Thus the properties of materials 
such as hafnium and gadolinium, present in some new reactor 
designs, are not addressed. 

4.3 STATUS OF THE DATA-BASE 

4.3.1 Oxidation Kinetics 

At the high temperatures pertinent to postulated beyond design 
basis accidents in water reactors, oxidation in steam of 
Zircaloy fuel rod cladding and control rod guide tubes is 
particularly important both as a heat source and as a source of 
hydrogen, which may be released into the containment. The 
subject has been extensively reviewed /4.7/-/4.10/; the purpose 
of the current section is to summarise the conclusions reached, 
rather than to provide an exhaustive literature survey. 

The oxidation of stainless steel, present as control rod 
sheathing and reactor structural components is less 
significant, except at very high temperatures; reviews of this 
topic have also been carried out /4.8/, /4.11/, and the main 
findings are briefly presented. 

During certain reactor accident sequences, the UO2 fuel can 
become exposed to an oxidizing environment such as 
steam/hydrogen, steam or even air. In steam at atmospheric 
pressure, hyperstoichiometric UO2 (U02+x) is the highest oxide 
stable above 1323K, while U4O9 and higher oxides can be formed 
at lower temperatures. At high pressures in steam, the phase 
stability limits shift towards higher 0/U values, and oxidation 
beyond U02+x is possible /4.12/. Enhanced fission product 
releases can result through oxidation, in addition to 
degradation of the fuel as a consequence of large volume 
increases if U3O8 is formed. 

Volatilisation of UO2 is a process by which the condensed phase 
is vaporised due to the formation of a volatile uranium-bearing 
species. In oxidising conditions, incongruent vaporisation 
results primarily in the formation of gaseous U03. The 
volatilisation process can be rapid at high temperatures, and 
thus represents a possible mechanism for the release of low 
volatility fission products by a matrix stripping process. 
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4.3.1.1 Zircaloy Oxidation 

Oxidation of Zircaloy at high temperatures (>1253K) in steam 
produces a three-layer structure; an outer brittle layer of 
zirconium dioxide, an underlying brittle layer of alpha-phase 
metal stabilised against transformation into beta-phase by the 
presence of dissolved oxygen, and a beta-phase core, containing 
a smaller amount of dissolved oxygen. The cladding may oxidise 
similarly on the inner.surface, near the rupture site in 
ballooned cladding. The reaction is highly exothermic 
-586 kJ/mol), and this may lead to uncontrolled temperature 
escalation under conditions of poor heat transfer; typically at 
temperatures above about 1500K. The temperature dependence of 
the reaction is well described by an Arrhenius law. 

The rate-controlling mechanism is believed to be diffusion of 
oxygen anions through the anion-deficient zirconia structure 
/4.8/. The parabolic kinetics expected from this theory are 
obeyed above 1323K for weight gain, and for the thicknesses of 
the oxide and oxygen-stabilised alpha layer. Below 1173K 
approximately cubic kinetics are observed /4.13/-/4.15/ for the 
oxide layer; stabilised alpha-layer growth remains parabolic. 
This behaviour has been associated /4.15/ with the formation of 
monoclinic, rather than tetragonal, oxide. At long times 
(>30 minutes at temperatures of -1200K), transition to 
'breakaway' oxidation, with linear kinetics, is observed. A 
step increase in oxide layer growth rate, but not alpha-layer 
growth rate, is seen at 1853K /4.16/, this has again been 
associated with a change in the oxide phase, from tetragonal to 
cubic. There is little evidence at temperatures relevant to 
severe accidents of any dependence on pressure, material type, 
small amounts (<10%) of steam contaminants (e.g. nitrogen) on 
the reaction rate, although some inhibition of the reaction at 
high hydrogen concentrations (>50% partial pressure) has been 
observed /4.17/. However hydriding does not occur at high 
temperatures. 

Examples of measured parabolic rate constants expressed as a 
function of temperature are given in /4.15/, /4.16/ and /4.18/. 
The ORNL correlation /4.15/ is commonly used /4.10/ for best 
estimate calculations of severe accident transients, with the 
Urbanic/Heidrick correlation /4.16/ being used at higher 
temperatures. The AEA correlation /4.14/ is consistent with 
this approach, in the cubic/parabolic region. The Baker-Just 
correlation /4.18/, based on early experimental work employing 
fine zirconium wires heated in water, has been extensively used 
in licensing work. 

4.3.1.2 Stainless Steel Oxidation 

The stainless steel reaction is complex, with several species 
being present in the oxide layer, and data at high temperatures 
are sparse. At long times, greater than 6-28 minutes , above 
1273K, the kinetics follow parabolic kinetics; there is some 
evidence of an earlier linear phase /4.19/. Measurement of 
oxide layer thickness is complicated by foaming of the steel 
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/4.20/-/4.22/ above 1673K. The parabolic rate of reaction is 
compared in /4.19/ with that of Zircaloy; the rate of reaction 
for steel exceeds that of Zircaloy above 1425K. The heat of 
reaction, however, is about one-tenth that of Zircaloy, for a 
given mass gain. The most recent recommendation for kinetics 
and oxidation heat is given in /4.22/, but little quantitative 
data are available for hydrogen generation rates. 

4.3.1.3 Oxidation/Volatilisation Of UOo 

The oxidation of UO2 in air and in oxygen below 673K has been 
widely studied since the late 1940s because of interest in 
spent fuel dry storage programs. Studies at higher 
temperatures in air are more recent and also extensive. In 
contrast, UO2 behaviour in steam atmospheres has received 
relatively little attention. 

Bittel, Sjodahl and White /4.23/ (1969) used thermogravimetry 
to measure the isothermal oxidation kinetics of sintered disks 
in flowing steam in the temperature range 1158-2108K. Their 
measurements did not follow the reaction kinetics to 
completion, but instead terminated after about 25-50 percent 
fractional oxidation. Analysis of the kinetic data showed 
weight-gain-time relations in approximate agreement with 
parabolic kinetics; however, some of the longer tests showed 
that parabolic kinetics were followed by a period of reduced 
rates of oxidation. The parabolic rate constants could be 
summarised in an Arrhenius form within experimental errors. 
The assumption of oxygen diffusion in UÛ2+x as rate controlling 
during steam oxidation allowed Bittel et al to calculate 
chemical diffusion coefficients for oxygen over the temperature 
range of their experiments. The results showed an Arrhenius 
behaviour with a correlation coefficient of 98 percent. The 
variance in the data could not be explained by correlation with 
the surface to volume ratio of the oxide. This was interpreted 
to indicate that control of the oxidation rate was not by a 
limiting surface reaction. 

Another relevant oxidation study, by Carter and Lay /4.24/ 
(1970), reported the behaviour of UO2 in CO2-CO atmospheres at 
1173-1673K. They varied the CC>2/C0/inert gas fractions to 
produce final 0/U ratios of 2.01-2.14. They found that 
oxidation rates were proportional to the surface to volume 
ratio of the oxide of samples and the the (CO2+CO) partial 
pressure in (C02+C0+inert) gas mixtures. These observations 
were interpreted as oxidation rate control by the dissociation 
of CO2 to CO at the solid/gas interface. From analysis of 
their data, Carter and Lay developed an Arrhenius expression 
for the rate of stoichiometry increase, assuming that 
dissociation of CO2 was rate-controlling. 

Reaction kinetics in steam were also measured by Cox et al 
/4.25/ (1986). They reported kinetics from weight gain 
measured at room temperature of samples heated in flowing 
steam/argon at 1273-1923K. Parabolic rate constants were 
calculated; however, it was noted that the kinetics could be 
represented by parabolic behaviour only during the initial 
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period of oxidation. Rate constants from this study were in 
good agreement with those reported by Bittel et al. It was 
also observed that extended exposures to steam above 1623K 
produced significant weight losses from the oxidising samples, 
presumably by volatilisation of a uranium bearing species. At 
1773 and 1923K, the rates of weight loss by volatilisation 
kinetics were linear with time. 

Cox et al also measured the kinetics of UO2 oxidation in air, 
and reported a parabolic rate constant for growth of U4O9. 
They compared this rate constant at 1273K with the value for 
oxidation in steam at the same temperature (since the 
equilibrium composition in steam at 1273K is 11409), and found 
that the steam value was lower by a factor of 330. They 
interpreted this difference as evidence for rate control during 
steam oxidation by a surface reaction, as opposed to oxygen 
diffusion. On this basis, they used the expression from Carter 
and Lay to analyse the kinetic data from their experiments and 
those of Bittel et al. More recent data /4.26/ has extended 
the validity of this expression to as low as 1073K. At lower 
temperatures in steam, the kinetics are faster and l^Og is 
formed. 

4.3.2 Separate-Effects Tests; Chemical Interaction Of Fuel 
Element Components 

In parallel to integral experiments extensive separate-effects 
tests have been performed /4.27/-/4.37/. The objective of 
these experiments is to obtain information on typical 
microstructures of the various bundle components and the 
reaction products dependence on temperature and time and to 
determine quantitatively the extent of the chemical 
interactions between the bundle components under well defined 
test conditions. 

4.3.2.1 Chemical Interactions Between UO2 And Zircaloy 

4.3.2.1.1 Interactions Up To The Melting Point Of Zircaloy 

The chemical interactions between UO2 fuel and Zircaloy-4 
cladding up to the melting point of Zircaloy have been 
investigated under possible severe fuel damage (SFD) conditions 
/4.27/-/4.30/. Under these conditions a combined external and 
internal oxidation of the fuel rod cladding takes place due to 
a reaction with steam or oxygen on the outside surface and the 
UO2 fuel on the inside surface. These reactions result in the 
formation of oxygen stabilised a-Zr(O) phases, Zr02 and a 
(U,Zr) alloy. The tests were conducted in inert gas (1 to 80 
bar) /4.28/, /4.29/ or in an Ar + 25 vol.% oxygen environment 
/A.20/ with 10 cm long Zircaloy cladding specimens filled with 
stoichiometric UO2 pellets. The reaction kinetics have been 
studied with both isothermal /4.28/ and transient temperature 
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/4.29/, /4.30/ experiments up to 2273K. The annealing period 
varied between 1 and 150 minutes. 

The extent of the internal cladding interaction depends 
decisively on whether or not good solid contact between UO2 
and Zircaloy has been established. If solid contact exists, 
Zircaloy reduces the UO2 to form a-Zr(O) and uranium metal. 
The uranium reacts with Zr low in oxygen to form a (U,Zr) alloy 
rich in uranium. The (U,Zr) alloy, which is liquid above 
1423K, lies between two o-Zr(O) layers. The affinity of Zr for 
oxygen, which results in an oxygen gradient across the 
cladding, is the driving force for the reaction. The UC>2/Zr 
reaction obeys initially a parabolic rate law. The degree of 
chemical interaction between UO2 and Zr is determined by the 
extent of oxygen diffusion into cladding, and hence by the 
temperature, time and the oxygen uptake from the outside. 
Since the oxygen potential (partial pressure) on the outside 
(H2O) is higher than on the inside (UO2) of the cladding the 
UC>2/Zr growth rates decrease after some time and finally come 
to a stop. 

The external cladding oxidation with oxygen or steam results in 
the formation of a a-Zr(O) and a ZrC>2 layer. The reaction also 
obeys initially a parabolic rate law. 

After some time, the growth rates of the various phases 
increase due to the finite cladding wall thickness and the 
internal oxygen uptake from the UO2 /4.30/. The final stable 
reaction products are Zr02 and a ceramic (U,Zr)C>2 compound. 

The growth of the reaction layers can be represented in an 
Arrhenius diagram, /4.30/. The U02/Zr reaction occurs as 
rapidly as the steam/Zr reaction above about 1373K. The extent 
of the interaction is independent of the external pressure 
above about 10 bar at 1673K and 5 bar at 1973K. 

To describe the chemical interaction of solid Zircaloy with UO2 
fuel and oxygen a computer model, called PECLOX (Pellet 
Cladding Oxidation) has been developed for the calculation of 
the internal and external Zircaloy cladding oxidation /4.30/. 
The numerical model PECLOX solves the Fick and Stefan 
equations. It predicts the formation, growth and disappearance 
of the various interaction layers which form as a result of the 
chemical interactions of the Zircaloy cladding with the UO2 
fuel and oxygen or steam and it calculates the corresponding 
oxygen profiles as functions of temperature and time. In 
addition, PECLOX determines the expansion or shrinkage of the 
fuel rod geometry due to the chemical interactions. The 
diffusion of oxygen into the Zircaloy cladding is assumed to be 
the rate-determining step for the growth of the interaction 
layers. PECLOX has an option for limiting the oxygen flux on 
the outer cladding surface, for example, due to steam 
starvation in the coolant channel /4.30/. 
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4.3.2.1.2 Dissolution Of Solid UO2 By Molten Zircalov 

The solid UO2 fuel can be liquefied at temperatures far below 
(-1100K) its melting point by dissolution in molten Zircaloy. 
For this reason, the reaction kinetics of molten Zircaloy with 
solid UO2 have been investigated /4.31/, /4.32/. The liquid 
Zircaloy dissolves chemically the solid UO2 under formation of 
a metallic (Zr,U,0) melt which decomposes on cooldown into a-
Zr(0), a (U,Zr) alloy and, at higher oxygen concentrations, a 
ceramic (U,Zr)02 phase. The ceramic phase forms only at UO2 
concentrations of >35 wt.%. Molten UC>2/Zr mixtures of various 
U02/Zr ratios were prepared and the resulting microstructure 
(ceramic phase portion) has been used to quantify the extent of 
UO2 fuel dissolution in the separate-effects tests and in the 
integral CORA experiments, /4.31/. 

The dissolution-time dependence of the (U,Zr)02 phase portion 
is obtained for the various test temperatures and was used to 
quantify the dissolution process. The chemical interaction 
between UO2 and molten Zircaloy obeys a parabolic rate law. 
The dissolution rate is found to have an Arrhenius dependence 
on temperature, indicating that the rate controlling process is 
thermally activated with an unexpectedly high activation 
energy. The UO2 dissolution rate by molten oxygen-poor 
Zircaloy is shown as a function of the reciprocal temperature 
in /4.31/. Other results were obtained by using Zircaloy of 
different oxygen concentrations /4.32/. The dissolution of 
solid UO2 by molten Zircaloy has been described by models, 
/4.31/, /4.32/. 

4.3.2.2 Dissolution Of Solid Zr02 By Molten Zircaloy 

Molten Zircaloy cladding chemically interacts with both solid 
UO2 and solid Zr02 which is formed during heatup in an 
oxidising atmosphere. For this reason, it is also important to 
know the dissolution rate of solid Zr02 by molten Zircaloy. 
The liquid Zircaloy dissolves the Zr02 about 1000K below its 
melting point under formation of a(Zr,0) melt. Depending on 
the oxygen concentration of the melt it forms on cooling-down 
metallic oxygen stabilised a-Zr(O) and a ceramic Zr02_x phase 
/4.33/. The ceramic phase portion was used to quantify the 
extent of Zr02 dissolution. The dissolution obeys a parabolic 
rate law. The Zr02 dissolution rate by molten Zircaloy may be 
compared with the UO2 dissolution rate. The activation energy 
for both processes is very similar. The Zr02 dissolution rate 
is a factor of about 5 slower than the UO2 dissolution rate. 
The low-temperature liquefaction of both UO2 and Zr02 provides 
mechanisms for their relocation in a molten state much below 
their melting points. This will enhance core melt progression 
in a severe reactor accident. 
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4.3.2.3 Chemical Behaviour Of Inconel Spacer Grids At Higher 
Temperatures 

The CORA experiments showed by visual observation and 
temperature measurements that the Inconel spacer grid fails due 
to liquefaction below its melting point (around 1723K) as a 
result of eutectic reactions of nickel and other alloy 
components with zirconium. To determine the reaction kinetics 
and the onset temperature of liquid phase formation, 
interaction experiments between Inconel 718 and Zircaloy 
cladding have been performed between 1273 and 1673K, /4.34/. 
The Zircaloy cladding was used in the as-received condition and 
in the pre-oxidised (10, 20, 45, 100 micron oxide layer 
thickness) condition. An oxide layer on the surface of the 
Zircaloy can initially prevent the interaction with Inconel, 
but the oxide is rapidly dissolved in the Zircaloy at higher 
temperatures. 

The eutectic interactions between the Inconel 718 spacer grid 
and the Zircaloy cladding can be described by parabolic rate 
laws. Liquid phases form around 1273K and a fast and complete 
liquefaction of both components occurs above 1523K, about 200K 
below the melting point of Inconel. Only small amounts of 
Inconel are necessary to dissolve large amounts of Zircaloy. 

Thin Zr02 layers on the Zircaloy surface delay the chemical 
interactions of Zircaloy with Inconel, but cannot prevent them. 
The Zr02 layer must be dissolved before chemical interactions 
can take place. The required incubation period, also, depends 
on temperature and time. Dissolved oxygen in the Zircaloy, 
forming oxygen stabilised a-Zr(O), reduces the reaction rates 
with Inconel and shifts the liquefaction to higher 
temperatures. The reaction rates between Inconel and Zircaloy 
may be correlated with the reciprocal temperature for various 
oxide layer thicknesses: the thicker the initial Zr02 layer, 
the longer the incubation period. No interactions took place 
at 1273K for initial oxide layers > 20 microns for the maximum 
annealing times examined of up to 3 hours, /4.34/. 

4.3.2.4 Chemical Behaviour Of (Aq.In.Cd) Absorber Rods 

Compatibility experiments with the absorber rod reaction 
systems (Ag,In,Cd)/Zircaloy and Zircaloy/stainless steel have 
been performed between 1273 and 1673K with maximum annealing 
times of 60 mins, /4.27/-/4.35/. 

The (Ag,In,Cd) absorber alloy starts to melt at about 1073K, 
but this will not affect core degradation as long as the molten 
material is contained within the stainless steel (AISI 316) 
cladding. The chemical interaction between the absorber alloy 
and stainless steel is negligible. Failure of the stainless 
steel absorber rod cladding takes place as a result of either 
internal pressurisation (high Cd vapour pressure) or eutectic 
interactions with the Zircaloy guide tube (bowing of the rods 
at high temperatures). The released (Ag,In,Cd) melt can then 
interact with the Zircaloy guide tube, destroy it and then have 
access to the fuel rods. 
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The Zircaloy will be chemically dissolved by the absorber 
alloy. The dissolution of the Zircaloy can be described by a 
parabolic rate law. The dissolution rate is very fast; at 
1473K, it takes only about 50 s to dissolve a 1 mm thick 
Zircaloy layer. The (Ag,In,Cd)/Zircaloy reaction rates are 
plotted versus 1/T in /4.35/. 

As soon as solid state contact occurs between the stainless 
steel cladding and the Zircaloy guide tube, eutectic 
interactions take place which can be described by parabolic 
rate laws. Liquid phases form at around 1273K, and a fast and 
complete liquefaction of both components takes place above 
1523K. Only small amounts of stainless steel are necessary to 
dissolve large amounts of Zircaloy. The reaction rates are 
plotted in /4.24/; it can be seen that the system 
Zircaloy/stainless steel has the highest reaction rate of all 
systems examined at 1473K. 

Thin ZrC>2 layers (-10 microns) on the Zircaloy surface delay 
the chemical interactions of Zircaloy with the (Ag,In,Cd) alloy 
or the stainless steel, but cannot prevent them. The Zr02 
layer must be dissolved by the oxygen-poor Zircaloy before 
chemical interactions can take place. The required incubation 
period to dissolve the ZrC>2 depends on temperature and time. 
Dissolved oxygen in the Zircaloy, forming oxygen-stabilised a-
Zr(O), reduces the reaction rates and shifts the liquefaction 
temperature to slightly higher levels. 

With respect to the chemical behaviour of (Ag,In,Cd) absorber 
rods during severe reactor accidents, meltdown and relocation 
must be assumed to occur at temperatures around 1523K. The 
resulting melt destroys the Zircaloy cladding of the fuel rods 
and dissolves a part of the UO2, contributing substantially to 
fuel element degradation. Since UO2 fuel can be liquefied at 
temperatures as low as 1523K, this process has a strong impact 
on the release of volatile fission products. 

4.3.2.5 Chemical Behaviour Of B/,C Absorber Blades 

B4C (boron carbide) is used as absorber material in BWRs. The 
absorber blade consists of B4C pellets in stainless steel tubes 
which are contained in a four-bladed stainless steel assembly 
which forms the cross-shaped control element. The chemical 
reaction behaviour of B4C absorber material with 1.4919 
stainless steel (AISI 316) and Zircaloy-4 was studied in the 
temperature range 1073 - 1523K, /4.36/. The main results are: 

B4C absorber material in contact with stainless/steel Zircaloy-
4 will result in chemical interactions which can be described 
by parabolic rate laws. Above 1273K, the reaction zone growth 
rates x 2/t for the the B4C/stainless steel interactions are 
about two orders of magnitude larger than those for the 
B4C/Zircaloy-4 interactions. In the B4C/stainless steel 
reaction couple, the reaction kinetics becomes very rapid near 
1473K due to the formation of liquid phases. Beyond 1523K a 
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sudden and complete liquefaction of the compatibility specimens 
takes place. Complete liquefaction of the B4C/Zircaloy 
compatibility specimens occurs at about 1923K, i.e., at a 
temperature level 400K higher than that of the B^/stainless 
steel specimens. In both reaction systems the liquefaction 
occurs below the melting points of the components, due to 
eutectic interactions. 

4.3.2.6 Chemical Behaviour Of Burnable Poison Rods 

A mixture of alumina (AI2O3) and about 1.4 wt.% boron carbide 
(B4C) is used in some nuclear power plants as burnable poison 
rod material. B4C works as neutron absorber and reduces the 
initial high excess reactivity of fresh fuel rods. 

The chemical interactions between AI2O3 and Zircaloy-4 have 
been studied in the temperature range 1473K to 1773K /4.27/-
/4.26/. The interactions can be described by parabolic rate 
laws. The diffusion of oxygen into the Zircaloy is the rate 
determining step. The results are compared with oxygen-
diffusion data in oxygen-stabilised a-Zr(O). First liquid 
phases form around 1473K. Above 1773K the interactions are 
very fast and the reaction products formed are partially 
liquid, which results finally in a spontaneous complete 
liquefaction of the Zircaloy-4/Al2C>3 compatibility specimens. 
The low-temperature melt formation may be the reason that in 
the TMI-2 accident the upper end fitting regions of the 
burnable poison rod fuel assemblies showed increased damage. 
An Arrhenius equation for the chemical interactions of AI2O3 
with Zircaloy may be derived. The Zircaloy/Al2C>3 interactions 
are not influenced by the small amount of B4C, /4.37/. 

In a burnable poison rod fuel assembly damage initiation will 
be caused by the failure of the (AI2O3/B4C) rods containing. 
The resulting low-temperature melt is also able to attack 
chemically the UO2 fuel rods. After failure of the Zircaloy 
cladding of the fuel rods, the melt can interact with UO2 and 
dissolve it chemically even below the melting point of the 
Zircaloy (-2033K). Since AI2O3 and the U02 interact 
eutectically at about 2073K, an increased liquefaction of the 
UO2 has to be expected. 

4.3.3 Mechanical Properties 

The basic parameters controlling deformation and rupture of 
fuel rods are stress, strength and temperature, /4.38/. Clad 
ballooning occurs when tensile stress induced by the pressure 
difference across the clad thickness exceeds the clad yield 
strength. Fuel fragmentation occurs when a thermal shock load 
is imposed during core reflood. The fuel rod behaviour in a 
temperature transient is strongly influenced by the heat 
transfer mechanisms at the surface of the fuel rod, which in 
turn determines the spatial temperature distribution of the 
fuel element. The mechanical strength, structural integrity 
and corrosion resistance all decrease with increasing 
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temperature. Other factors which affect the mechanical 
properties are the constituents of the alloying element, 
oxidation during the transient and irradiation. 

A large number of experiments have been performed to determine: 

1) oxidation and embrittlement, and 

2) clad deformation and rupture. 

A review to 1986 is given in the State-of-the-Art Report, 
/4.9/. Most of the experiments were mainly concerned with the 
fuel rod behaviour and consequences of the accident. These 
tests investigated the burst temperature, burst pressure and 
strain profiles in a single or multi-rod system. For the case 
of embrittlement, criteria based on the fraction of the 
remaining beta phase, the extent of oxidation and the oxygen 
fraction in the beta phase, or thermal shock were developed. 
Most of the experiments did not involve the basic impact on 
mechanical properties, such as ductility, toughness and 
strength, under accident conditions. These mechanical 
properties indicate the ability of a structural element to 
withstand stresses imposed by external loading. However, some 
experiments did show the effects of irradiation and oxidation 
on the change of microstructures of the materials. Data bases 
on the effects of temperature, oxidation and irradiation on 
basic mechanical properties should be expanded and improved 
particularly at high temperatures. 

Some data should be forthcoming from the NRC/OECD TMI Vessel 
Integrity Programme Vessel Examination and lower head sampling 
is included in the scope of this programme. 

4.3.4 Thermo-Physical Properties 

Substantial data exist /4.10/, /4.11/ for the thermal 
conductivity, specific heat, density and emissivity of fuel up 
to the melting point. In general there is reasonable 
agreement among the data. There are many fewer data above the 
temperature of melting. Fuel viscosity data show considerable 
scatter. No data for the emissivity of molten fuel have been 
found. 

The basic thermo-physical data for Zircaloy are widely 
available at lower temperatures but fewer data exist at higher 
temperatures. Zircaloy conductivity has been measured 
experimentally up to high temperature, and heat capacity and 
density up to the alpha/beta phase transition temperature. 
However, these values at higher temperatures can be obtained 
from theoretical models. 

Pure zirconium oxide thermal conductivity has only been 
measured for the monoclinic phase, measurements in the higher 
temperature range may be relevant to severe accident 
applications. No experimental data exist above the melting 
temperatures, where again theoretical models can be used to 
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predict the properties. The characteristics of (Zr-O) mixtures 
can be obtained by interpolating the properties of pure 
Zircaloy and Zr(>2 • 

Few data exist on the viscosity of the (Zr-O) molten phase, 
again values for (Zr-O) mixtures are usually estimated by 
interpolating the properties of pure Zr and Zr02. There are 
no experimental data on surface tension. 

The fuel rod eutectic material database for thermal 
conductivity, specific heat, density, viscosity is limited. 
Current models are derived by interpolation from the individual 
phases. 

Data for the Ag-In-Cd alloy and B4C exist for the thermal 
conductivity, specific heat and density. For the molten phase 
viscosity data also exist. For other properties, e.g. vapour 
pressure, models have been developed for individual phases. No 
data have been found for thermo-physical properties of control 
rod eutectic materials. These properties may be interpolated 
from the data for individual components. 

Thermo-physical data exist for a range of stainless steels 
(e.g. control rod cladding, structural steels), Inconel and 
steel oxides. 

Thermophysical properties appear to exist for the basic core 
materials, but the database is more sparse for the oxides 
composites, eutectics etc. that are likely to form under severe 
accident conditions. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The detailed requirements for data have been highlighted above. 
The general conclusions are as follows: 

1) For analysis of core conditions various data involving 
multi-component systems at high temperatures and pressures 
are required. Much data are now available; some 
outstanding items are listed below. 

2) Basic thermal-hydraulic and thermo-physical properties for 
hydrogen/steam mixtures are available for code modelling. 

3) Thermophysical properties exist: density, thermal 
conductivity heat capacity for the basic core materials. 
The corresponding properties for composites, eutectics etc 
are less certain and are needed for determining the growth 
and failure of blockages. The viscosity of melts are 
needed for determining blockage formation etc. 

4) Adequate oxidation kinetics data exist for Zircaloy and 
Stainless Steel. The rate limiting process of U02 
oxidation in steam has yet to be resolved conclusively. 
This impacts the fission product release, and also the 
hydrogen production. 
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5) A wide range of separate effects tests have been performed 
to investigate the chemical interactions between the 
various core materials under high temperature steam 
oxidising conditions. Phase diagrams and kinetics data 
exist for the principal quasi-binary and ternary 
interactions. The database for multi-component systems is 
sparse, which impacts on prediction of the later stages of 
the accident. 

6) The mechanical behaviour of unquenched fuel rods under 
various accident conditions has been studied in a range of 
experiments. The database is adequate for unrecovered 
severe accidents. However the mechanical behaviour of 
fuel rods and blockages is not well understood under 
quench conditions, and therefore the database is not 
adequate for severe accidents involving reflooding of the 
core. 

7) The effects of temperature, oxidation and irradiation on 
the mechanical properties of other primary circuit and 
vessel structural material e.g. stainless steels (in 
particular carbon steel) and Inconel should be 
investigated further. Further data would aid the 
prediction of the primary circuit behaviour at 
temperature, particularly in assessing the likelihood of 
lower head failure. 

8) Limited data are available on material fragmentation and 
particle size distribution resulting from the quench of 
degraded fuel rods. However mechanistic models do not yet 
exist. Further data are needed for improved production of 
hydrogen and fission product release. 

9) Limited data on the interaction of melt and coolant in the 
vessel lower head are available from studies of TMI-2. 

10) A complete, openly available database including all the 
available data should be created, maintained and kept up 
to date. 
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5. REVIEW OF MAIN COMPUTER CODES 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Understanding of phenomena occurring during severe accidents in 
LWRs has become an important task in nuclear safety research 
since the accident at TMI-2. In numerous countries both 
experimental and analytical studies have been conducted in 
order to try to model these phenomena with sufficient 
confidence. These efforts have resulted in developing large 
computer codes. The final goals of these codes are to 
calculate reactor severe accident sequences from the onset of 
the accident until the release of fission products outside the 
containment. Regarding these computer codes nowadays, it 
appears that almost everywhere two complementary approaches are 
being adopted by severe accident analysts : first, use of 
integrated codes with simple engineering models for all the 
phenomena involved in the sequences. They are supposed to be 
fast-running codes used in applications that require extensive 
calculations such as parametric studies for evaluating accident 
management strategies. They aim at computing the whole 
sequence up to the release of fission products outside the 
containment and often at evaluating the off-site consequences. 
second, use of detailed mechanistic codes with sophisticated 
models for special parts of the sequences such as melt-
progression, fission product release and transport in RCS. 
They are complex and time-consuming codes often used to design 
experiments and to provide benchmarks on special topics for the 
integrated codes. They do not allow the whole sequence to be 
calculated. 

This two-tier code use is pursued because it is not possible 
with the current state of knowledge to model deterministically 
all aspects of severe accidents and because detailed 
mechanistic codes are almost impractical for parametric studies 
due to cost and complexity of calculations. 

This chapter of the SOAR, together with Appendix A, is a review 
of the current state of the main computer codes with emphasis 
on the In-Vessel Degraded Core (IVDC) models. IVDC concerns 
the state of the vessel from the core uncovery up to the vessel 
rupture or up to a stabilisation of temperature in the core. 
Then, it deals with analysis of the melt mass, the debris 
configuration connected with thermal-hydraulics in changing 
geometry, the temperature distribution, hydrogen production and 
thermal attack of the vessel. Sections 2 and 3 of this Chapter 
give brief descriptions of the main codes and tables of 
comparison of features of the main codes respectively. 
Detailed descriptions are given in Appendix A. 
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5.2 CODE DESCRIPTION 

Identification Of Main Computer Codes 

Integrated and detailed mechanistic codes for IVDC analysis can 
be characterised in the following general manner : 

Integrated Codes 

These are built with simple IVDC models oriented for 
reactor core analyses. - So, their validation against 
experimental results must be performed indirectly through 
detailed mechanistic codes. The integrated codes may be 
subdivided into two categories, the first and the second 
generation. The first generation corresponds to codes 
developed just after the TMI-2 accident with 
approximate physical models and with little flexibility 
and convenience for the users. The main code in this 
category is the STCP (USA). The second generation 
corresponds to codes developed a few years after the TMI-
2 accident with a better knowledge of physics of severe 
accidents due to the availability of the first 
experimental results in the domain and with the benefit 
of STCP user experience. Moreover there was a significant 
effort to improve code structure and numerics to obtain 
fast-running and flexible tools. The main codes in this 
category are BWRSAR (USA), ESCADRE (FR), MAAP (USA), 
MELCOR (USA) and THALES (JP). 

Detailed Mechanistic Codes 

Mechanistic codes often result from the merging of stand 
alone versions of the core module with a large thermal-
hydraulic code for the rest of the primary-secondary 
circuit. Core modules dealing with IVDC phenomena have 
often been developed in close connection with SFD 
experimental programmes and then used for pre- and post-
calculations of experiments. So, in contrast to the 
integrated codes, these tools are less well adapted for a 
full description of reactor vessel structures. 
Nevertheless, by taking full advantage of the large 
thermal-hydraulic code possibilities and flexibilities, 
detailed representations of whole plants or experimental 
facilities with modelling of complex phenomena such as 
condensation and water plug formation are possible. At 
present mechanistic codes are being developed to produce 
detailed reactor calculations. The main codes developed 
in that way are : 
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ATHLET-SA (FRG) -> for IVDC : KESS modules, 
for thermal-hydraulics : ATHLET 

CATHARE/ICARE (FR) > for IVDC : ICARE, 
for thermal-hydraulics 

SCDAP/RELAP5 (USA) > for IVDC : SCDAP, 
for thermal-hydraulics 

MELPROG/TRAC (USA) > for IVDC : MELPROG, 
for thermal-hydraulics 

CATHARE 

RELAP5 

TRAC 

Other detailed mechanistic codes dealing essentially with 
severe core damage and associated fission product release have 
been developed too ; they are stand alone tools with possible 
loose coupling with large thermal-hydraulic codes. KESS (FRG) 
and CORMLT (USA) are of this kind. The following sections give 
the range of applications, verification status, documentation, 
links with other codes and development status for the codes 
previously cited. According to their use in the CSNI member 
countries, detailed descriptions are given in Appendix A for 
ATHLET-SA, CATHARE/ICARE, ESCADRE, KESS, MAAP, STCP, MELCOR, 
SCDAP/RELAP5, THALES and short summaries are given for 
MELPROG/TRAC, BWRSAR and CORMLT. For completeness all relevant 
references to the codes are given at the end of Chapter 5. 

5.2.1 ATHLET-SA (FRG) (Version : Mod 0.1 Rel. M) 

5.2.1.1 Range Of Applications - Main Objectives 

The system code ATHLET (Analyses of Thermal-hydraulics of 
Leaks and Transients) is being developed by GRS. The 
field of application comprises the whole spectrum of 
operational and abnormal transients, small and 
intermediate leaks up to large breaks for PWRs and BWRs 
/5.1/. For the analyses of severe accidents with core 
degradation, an extended version ATHLET-SA (Severe 
Accidents) is being developed. In this version the 
thermal-hydraulic models of ATHLET are supplemented by 
models from KESS provided by IKE (see Section 5.2.4). The 
implementation of fission product release models (FIPREM 
/5.2/) and fission product transport models (TRAP-MELT 
/5.3/) is underway. 

5.2.1.2 Verification 

The assessment of ATHLET is being based on the analysis of 
a well-balanced set of separate effect tests, integral 
system tests and plant data. The assessment methodology 
distinguishes between the validation of individual code 
models and the assessment of ..the overall system 
simulation. The model validation will rely above all on 
the analyses of separate effects tests in full or at least 
in large scale facilities. This will provide a basis for 
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the quantification of uncertainties in simulation of 
physical phenomena expected to occur in the full scale 
geometry of a PWR or BWR . For ATHLET-SA the same 
verification strategy is advised. In co-operation with 
IKE, the validation of the individual models is performed. 
Then the assessment of the code system will be performed 
for different bundle geometries (BWR, PWR), test 
facilities (CORA, LOFT, NRU, PBF, PHEBUS CSD) or plant 
data (TMI-2) and scenarios (boil-off, steam-starved, slow 
cool down, quenching). At present the code is validated 
using data from CORA-2, CORA-9, PHEBUS CSD tests AIC and 
B9+. 

5.2.1.3 Documentation 

It consists of : 

a) input and output description (English) (/5.18/, 
/5.19/), 

b) description of all essential models in their physical 
and numerical aspects (German or English), and 

c) documentation of assessment calculations (German or 
English). 

5.2.1.4 Link With Other Codes 

In the framework of the simulator project, which is under 
development at GRS, coupling to containment codes will be 
possible. 

5.2.1.5 Development Status 

A three year project for ATHLET development was started in 
1990. It concentrates on the extension of the thermal-
hydraulic equation system and improvements in the numerics 
as well as on the implementation of core degradation 
modules (IKE), fission product and aerosol release and 
transport modules /5.20/. 

5.2.2 CATHARE/ICARE (FR) (Version : ICARE2 VI) 

5.2.2.1 Range Of Applications - Main Objectives 

The CATHARE/ICARE code is being developed at the Institute 
for Protection and Nuclear Safety of CEA (France). It is 
designed to predict the physical and chemical states of a 
LWR coolant system during severe accidents. The code is 
the result of merging the CATHARE/5.8/ (for the thermal-
hydraulics of the RCS), ICARE (for the core degradation) 
and TRAPF (derived from TRAP-MELT/5.3/ for the aerosols 
and fission products behaviour in the RCS) codes. This 
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short description deals with the ICARE2 code whose aim is 
to model the progression of reactor core damage including 
: core heat-up, loss of geometry by melting and 
embrittlement, relocation of materials, crucible formation 
and fission products release. ICARE works as a stand
alone code to describe both experimental facilities and 
the reactor core in severe accident conditions; at the 
present stage of development, in the case of reactor core 
calculations, ICARE uses boundary conditions provided by 
the CATHARE code. 

5.2.2.2 Verification 

During the development of the code, verification process 
are performed. These aims at checking the models of the 
code in different situations in order to verify that no 
major points have been omitted. The philosophy of the 
choice of available tests is as follows: 

a) tests with different bundle geometries to check the 
radiation model, 

b) tests involving separate models (SET) to check 
especially chemical reactions between materials, 

c) tests devoted to special conditions of core 
degradation (full steam-starved situation, control 
rod behaviour), and finally 

d) tests at different scales to check the model of 
melting and relocation associated with crucible 
formation. 

Following these principles, the code is being assessed 
on : 

PHEBUS CSD C3 : analysis of the interaction between 
UO2 and solid Zircaloy, 

PBF SFD ST : analysis of oxidation of Zircaloy by 
steam at high flow rate, 

CORA-5 : analysis of the influence of PWR 
absorber rod material on melt 
progression under severe accident 
conditions, 

PBF SFD 1.4 : similar to CORA-5 but in-pile and 
with different geometry, 

TMI-2 : whole core degradation in a NPP with 
crucible formation, 

French PWR : analysis of full steam-starved 
conditions (benchmark). 
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Moreover independent verification is being performed 
using data from all PHEBUS CSD tests. 

5.2.2.3 Documentation 

It consists of : 

a) a users manual with explanation of the input data and 
some examples of input data decks and restart 
capabilities, 

b) a code description with all the models described in 
their physical and numerical aspects, and finally 

c) a report with all the results of the developmental 
verification. 

Documentation is in English. 

5.2.2.4 Link With Other Codes 

At present, to perform calculations of a reactor severe 
accident sequence, ICARE2 is run in parallel with the RCS 
CATHARE code, i.e., without feedback between the two 
codes. It is foreseen that the next version of ICARE2 
will be added to CATHARE as an optional core module to 
compute simultaneously the core degradation and the 
behaviour of the rest of the RCS. So, the resulting 
CATHARE/ICARE code will provide boundary conditions for 
containment calculations. Moreover the whole ICARE2 code 
is being implemented into the ESTER code /5.33/. 

5.2.2.5 Development Status 

Current effort in 1991 was focused mainly on code 
documentation and code verification with implementation of 
new modules and improvements linked with feedback from 
users' experience. A new version (ICARE2 - V2) was 
released in mid-1991. The main development in 1992 will 
be the implementation of ICARE2 in the CATHARE code. Late 
phase degradation (debris bed, melting pool, fuel coolant 
interaction, vessel rupture) will also be analysed. 

5.2.3 ESCADRE (FR) (Version; VO) 

5.2.3.1 Range Of Applications - Main Objectives 

ESCADRE, French System Accident Analysis Codes for Water 
Reactors, is being developed at the Institute for 
Protection and Nuclear Safety of CEA (France). ESCADRE 
/5.34/ consists of several individual computer codes which 
were developed to assess various aspects of severe 
accidents in PWRs. ESCADRE links these various codes to 
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provide an analytical tool in the form of a semi-
integrated assembly of major modules, which can be used to 
predict the fission product transfers (release from 
damaged fuel, vapour and aerosol behaviour in the primary 
circuit and the containment, transport outside the 
reactor containment) on the one hand, and the core, 
primary system and containment thermal-hydraulics 
evolution (including the incidence of safeguard systems, 
ultimate emergency procedures and core debris concrete 
interaction) determining the fission product transfer 
kinetics on the other hand. The main ESCADRE objectives 
are : 

a) the assessment of radioactive release as far as 
nature, quantity and kinetics are concerned in order 
to validate the emergency plans, 

b) the analysis of the efficiency of the procedures and 
corrective actions in case of severe accidents, 

c) general risk surveys for PSA programs. 

5.2.3.2 Verification 

ESCADRE IVDC models are being validated mainly through SFD 
programs such as PHEBUS CSD, PBF, CORA and essentially by 
benchmarks provided by the CATHARE/ICARE core module (see 
section 5.2.2) which contains similar correlations for 
fuel degradation. 

5.2.3.3 Documentation 

ESCADRE documentation is mainly in the form of proprietary 
CEA reports. 

5.2.3.4 Link With Other Codes 

ESCADRE is a self-consistent system allowing the 
calculation of the whole severe accident sequence without 
any link with other codes. 

5.2.3.5 Development Status 

The code structure is being re-designed in order to obtain 
a flexible tool which will enable the use of the different 
ESCADRE modules in a stand-alone or in a fully coupled 
way. This is done using the management structure 
SIGAL(see section 5.2.2). Concerning IVDC development, 
activities are focused on the improvement of the 
melting/relocation model and of the vessel 
rupture/ejection of materials model. Moreover intense 
activity is devoted to physical verification in order to 
determine the code capabilities. 
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5.2.4 KESS (FRG) (Version : III) 

5.2.4.1 Range Of Applications - Main Objectives 

KESS is being developed at IKE Stuttgart (FRG). The KESS 
(/5.41/,/5.42/) code system predicts the most important 
in-vessel processes in a LWR in severe accident 
conditions. It addresses physical and chemical phenomena 
associated with core heat-up and degradation including 
debris bed behaviour as well as fission product release 
from the core region. Two different thermo-
hydraulic models are available within KESS: A 1-D model 
for the coolant channel or a 2-D model for the RPV region 
considering natural circulation. The present version is 
applied to bundle experiments and whole-core analysis. 
Selected modules of KESS are also being implemented into 
the ATHLET-SA code of GRS (FRG). 

5.2.4.2 Verification 

During the development of KESS the physical models have 
been checked on single effect tests, bundle experiments as 
well as PWR accident scenarios. For instance KESS modules 
have been applied to CORA (tests 2 and 5), PHEBUS CSD 
(tests B9, B9+, C3 and AIC), PHEBUS FP (benchmark FPTO), 
the TMI-2 benchmark and German PWRs. The validation of 
the natural convection module and the candling model is 
being performed on the basis of IKE experiments. The 
verification of the single modules and the code system 
will be continued in the framework of a new research 
project. 

5.2.4.3 Documentation 

For each model a code description is available in German. 
Brief documentation of the individual modules will be 
provided in English. An input description for each module 
is in preparation. 

5.2.4.4 Link With Other Codes 

The KESS core modules are implemented into ATHLET-SA. 
Selected modules will be implemented into the ESTER code 
system /5.33/. 

5.2.4.5 Development Status 

At present a working version of KESS is available. The 
research programme of the next three years mainly 
addresses verification aspects of KESS models and 
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contributions from ATHLET-SA verification. The 
improvement and extension of physical models will be 
continued leading to an improved KESS version at the end 
of 1992. This version will also be applicable to BWR and 
WWER reactors. 

5.2.5 MAAP (USA) fVersion : 3.OB — > BWR: Rev 7 and 
PWR: Rev 17) 

MAAP, the Modular Accident Analysis Program, was developed 
by FAI, and is the property of the private and public 
corporations that funded the IDCOR program. The current 
version is MAAP 3.OB. EPRI has had ownership since 1987. 
Maintenance and user support are funded by annual fees 
through the MAAP Users Group which was established by EPRI 
in 1987. Three annual meetings are held at present. 
Currently FAI is the maintenance contractor. 

5.2.5.1 Range Of Applications - Main Objectives 

MAAP is a fully integrated, stand-alone severe accident 
analysis code with parallel general BWR and PWR versions. 
MAAP/BWR models three containment/primary system designs, 
Mark I BWR/4, Mark II BWR/4, and Mark III BWR/6 along with 
specific versions for Swedish and Finnish BWRs. MAAP/PWR 
models four containment/primary system designs: Large Dry 
4 Loop Westinghouse, Ice Condenser 4 Loop Westinghouse, 
Large Dry 2 Loop B&W, and Large Dry 2 Loop C-E. MAAP 
models plant events ranging from normal operation through 
and including the in-vessel and ex-vessel progression of 
accident sequences. MAAP treats the thermal-hydraulic and 
fission product phenomena occurring in such accidents. 
The engineered safety systems and the auxiliary or reactor 
building are also modelled. A MAAP calculation is event-
oriented to model operator intervention and operator 
actions in a realistic manner. While MAAP considers 
thermal-hydraulic and fission product phenomena in the 
containment and reactor building, such phenomena are not 
discussed in this report. 

5.2.5.2 Verification 

An independent design review of MAAP 3.OB has been 
performed for EPRI to certify that MAAP 3.OB can be 
confidently used to calculate source terms arising from 
hypothetical severe light water reactor accidents and for 
use in IPE. Formal line-by-line verification of the BWR 
and PWR versions has also been carried out in an EPRI 
project together with additional validation of key models 
against relevant experiments. 

Numerous comparisons between MAAP and separate-effects 
tests, integral experiments, and actual plant transients 
and accidents have been performed according to a summary 
in an extensive table in the user manual. With regard to 
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IVDC models, the user manual itself summarises more or 
less briefly the following verification : 

debris coolability vs. small scale UK, KfK, EPRI, and 
ANL experiments, 

primary system natural circulation vs. Westinghouse 
experiments, 

core heatup and clad oxidation vs. detailed analysis 
with BWR/PWR HEATUP code, 

other IVDC verification is said to be found in the 
open literature and/or in IDCOR and/or in EPRI 
reports for the following models: 

debris fragmentation vs. small scale SNL, Ispra, and 
ALCOA experiments, small scale experiments by Buxton 
et al. and Higgins, and large scale LNG experiments, 

debris coolability vs. small scale UK, KfK, EPRI, 
ANL experiments, 

primary system natural circulation vs. Westinghouse 
experiments, 

core heatup and clad oxidation vs. PBF-SFD tests, 
LOFT FP-2 test, TMI-2 data , as well as detailed 
analysis with BWR/PWR HEATUP code. 

5.2.5.3 Documentation 

User manuals: MAAP 3.OB Users Manual Vol. 1. describes 
input data preparation, execution and output. MAAP 3.OB 
Users Manual Vol. 2, Part 1 and 2 treats the modular 
structure, the phenomenological modelling, and the 
numerical algorithms contained in the code /5.46/. User 
guides: User guides for MAAP 3.OB have been issued for the 
BWR and PWR containment/primary system designs defined in 
section 5.2.5.1 (/5.47/,/5.48/,/5.49/). 

5.2.5.4 Link With Other Codes 

MAAP is a stand-alone, fully integrated severe accident 
analysis code as stated in Section 5.2.5.1. However, for 
the preparation of the parameter file, results are needed 
from other specialised computer codes, e.g., for the core 
power distribution and the fission product inventory. 
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5.2.5.5 Development Status 

For MAAP 3.0B, improvements to the engineered safeguards 
model will be developed by the end of 1990. A thermal-
hydraulic qualification project has recently been carried 
out including comparison with RETRAN and RELAP 
calculations, as well as analysis of SEMISCALE experiments 
and plant transients. An NRC review of MAAP 3.OB for IPE 
applications in progress will be completed during 1991, 
including a comparison of MELCOR and MAAP 3.OB for 
selected BWR and PWR transients. 

A new version, MAAP 4.0, is being developed and is planned 
to be issued during the first quarter of 1993. MAAP 4.0 
will have more detailed core heatup and melt progression 
models, which account for the chemical interactions 
occurring between various materials in different 
temperature intervals, melt pool formation and melt 
relocation. MAAP 4.0 will be able to treat recovery of 
badly damaged core and RPV component structural failure. 
Refined modelling of the migration of core materials into 
the lower plenum, thermal and chemical interactions in the 
lower plenum and reactor vessel failure will be included. 
A BWR neutronics model is being considered for simulation 
of possible recriticality on reflooding due to control rod 
melting. MAAP 4.0 will have a generalized containment 
building model, and improved models for melt-spreading, 
debris-wall interaction, direct containment heating, and 
further improvements in the core concrete interaction and 
ex-vessel fission product release models. MAAP 4.0 will 
also be able to simulate flooding of the containment with 
an appropriate heat exchange between the RPV and the 
external water volume. Considerable improvements of the 
numerical stability of the time integration method will 
also be included. 

5.2.6 MELCOR (USA) (Version : 1.8.0) 

MELCOR is a fully integrated computer code that models the 
progression of severe accidents in NPPs from the 
initiating event through core uncovery, core damage, 
fission product release and transport through the RCS and 
containment and release to the environment /5.50/. It is 
being developed at SNL for the USNRC as a successor to the 
Source Term Code Package (see Section 5.2.8). 

5.2.6.1 Range Of Applications - Main Objectives 

MELCOR is a second-generation source term code, and it is 
designed to provide an improved severe accident/source 
term analysis capability relative to the older STCP . The 
results of MELCOR calculations will form the primary 
source term estimate as part of probabilistic risk 
assessment (PRA) studies for a nuclear plant. The 
accident progression information will be used to address 
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event tree questions, and the source term information will 
be used to formulate and benchmark parametric (secondary) 
source term models /5.51/. In terms of applications, 
MELCOR has been used to analyse station blackout sequences 
for the LaSalle, Grand Gulf, and Peach Bottom plants (all 
GE BWR designs). The Peach Bottom analysis is the most 
recent and includes comparison with STCP and sensitivity 
calculations /5.52/. The only PWR case analysed is the 
TMI-2 accident, as part of an ISP exercise /5.53/. In 
addition, MELCOR has been applied to simulate integral 
fuel damage experiments such as the PBF SFD 1.1 and 1.4 
tests (/5.54, /5.55/). 

The development emphasis for MELCOR has been focused on 
building a reasonably fast-running code capable of being 
used in parametric studies, rather than on detailed 
mechanistic modelling. However, mechanistic models have 
been included where possible. 

5.2.6.2 Verification 

The main assessment efforts by the developers have focused 
on containment and aerosol experiments. The only in-
vessel analysis performed by the development team is the 
TMI-2 accident standard problem. 

5.2.6.3 Documentation 

Currently, MELCOR documentation is limited to the 
following : MELCOR 1.8.0 Users Guide/Reference Manual, 
February 17, 1989 (Draft) and is available to authorised 
users of the code. However, documentation efforts have 
centred on finalisation of the MELCOR 1.8.0 summary report 
/5.50/. This report summarises the code developmental 
background, capabilities, architecture, modelling, user 
features, QA, assessment, and successful applications of 
MELCOR 1.8.0. In addition, work is beginning on 
Programmers' Guides for some of the key MELCOR 
phenomenological packages. 

5.2.6.4 Link With Other Codes 

MELCOR is a fully integrated code that models all phases 
of the accident progression and all regions of the plant, 
including the containment. However, the code possesses a 
utility package called External Data File (EDF), to allow 
a general means of communication with external files 
containing time history data. With this package, MELCOR 
could be used to model only the RCS and be linked to a 
containment code, such as CONTAIN /5.62/, or it could be 
linked to an in-vessel code, while being used to model the 
containment. As it stands, MELCOR can also be linked to 
the consequence code MACCS /5.63/. 
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5.2.6.5 Development Status 

The newest official version of MELCOR, MELCOR 1.8.0, was 
released in March 1989. This version has the capabilities 
to model both BWR and PWR plants. The BWR capability is 
more mature than the PWR capability. 

Current activities in the MELCOR development project are 
focused on documentation, user support and training, 
correction of coding errors, and increasing code 
robustness, evaluation of code strengths and limitations 
to assess the adequacy of current models for meeting 
MELCOR objectives and applications of the code in various 
analysis programmes. These applications have demonstrated 
the utility and flexibility of MELCOR and have also 
demonstrated some code limitations. A number of updates 
to MELCOR 1.8.0 have been made since its release in 
response to code problems. Peer review and technical 
assessment programmes are being initiated. 

Possible future developments planned/foreseen include: 
additional modelling covering the effects of circulation 
within a single control volume (as in the reactor core), 
direct containment heating, and the melting of ice (in ice 
condensers). 

5.2.7 SCDAP/RELAP5 (USA) (Version : Mod 2.5) 

The SCDAP/RELAP5 code has been developed by the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory (USA). 

5.2.7.1 Range of Applications - Main Objectives 

The SCDAP/RELAP5 code has been developed at the Idaho 
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for the USNRC 
/5.64/ to provide a best estimate predictive capability of 
the physical and chemical state of Light Water RCS during 
transients such as severe accidents, large and small break 
LOCAs, operational transients, ATWS, loss of offsite 
power, loss of feedwater, etc., in support of regulatory 
processes. Specific applications of this capability have 
been included as analytical support of experimental 
facilities such as LOFT, PBF, CORA and NRU. The 
SCDAP/RELAP5 code is the result of merging the 
SCDAP /5.65/, RELAP5 /5.66/ and TRAP-MELT /5.3/ codes, for 
modelling the coupled interactions that occur between the 
core, the RCS and the fission products during a severe 
accident. The SCDAP models describe the behavior of the 
core component, debris, and structures, throughout the 
vessel and RCS. The TRAP-MELT code models describe the 
behaviour of aerosols and fission products as they are 
transported and deposited along the surface of the RCS. 
The RELAP5 models describe the coolant thermal hydraulics 
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and transport of fission products, aerosols and non-
condensible gases. 

5.2.7.2 Verification 

Experimental analysis: All PBF SFD tests, L0FT-FP2, 
CORA (tests 2, 7, 9, 12 and 17) and DF-4. 

Plant applications: TMI-2 and Surry Power Plant(TMLB'). 

5.2.7.3 Documentât ion 

The documentation of SCDAP/RELAP5 code is composed of 
three volumes: 

a) code structure, system models and solution methods, 

b) user guide, and 

c) input requirements. 

5.2.7.4 Link With Other Codes 

Data interfaces are being developed by INEL that will 
allow SCDAP/RELAP5, and other codes such as MELCOR and 
CONTAIN to run in parallel on CRAY computers running under 
the UNIX operating system. 

5.2.7.5 Development Status 

Future releases of the code SCDAP/RELAP5 (M0D3) will be 
focused on : 

model development to support the application of the 
code to a wider range of plant designs and 
conditions, including material interactions, flow of 
metallic melts, reflood conditions and influence of 
cold walls, 

generation of non-CRAY versions of the code, 

- reduction of the cost of code analysis, 

- development of the M0D3 thermal-hydraulics models. 

5.2.8 Source Term Code Package (USA) (Version : Mod 1.1) 

5.2.8.1 Range Of Applications - Main Objectives 

The Source Term Code Package (STCP) was developed by 
Battelle Columbus Division for the USNRC. STCP consists 
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of several individual computer codes which were developed 
to assess various aspects of core meltdown accidents in 
LWRs. The STCP interfaces these various codes to provide 
an analytical tool, which can be used to predict the 
release of radioactive materials to the environment 
(source term) in a severe accident. The code package has 
four major components represented by the MARCH3, TRAP-
MELTS, VANESA, and NAUA/SPARC/ICEDF codes. The MARCH3 
(/5.79/,/5.80/) and TRAP-MELT3 /5.3/ codes treat thermal-
hydraulic and radionuclide transport processes in the RCS. 
The other components of the STCP are related to the 
phenomena that occur ex-vessel and will therefore not be 
discussed further in this report. The STCP is primarily 
intended to address accidents leading to complete core 
meltdown, however, it has also be used to treat events 
involving only partial core degradation. In addition, the 
code has been used to assess the minimum level of 
engineered safety feature operability required to mitigate 
various accident conditions. In general, the code is 
designed to cover an entire accident sequence, from the 
initiating event through core melting, vessel failure and 
the penetration of the containment basemat. The code is 
flexible and can model a variety of accident scenarios for 
a wide variety of reactor and containment designs /5.81/. 

5.2.8.2 Verification 

MARCH3 calculations were performed as part of the TMI-2 
Analysis Exercise /5.82/. A number of modelling 
enhancements to MARCH were necessary to interpret the 
accident. 

5.2.8.3 Documentât ion 

A user guide /5.79/ giving a general description of all 
the codes of the STCP, of the input data deck, and of the 
results of a sample problem is available. 

5.2.8.4 Link With Other Codes 

The four elements of the STCP perform calculations 
separately, but are coupled together by data transfer 
through interfacing procedures. The interfacing 
procedures employ either hand or computer manipulation of 
data. In most cases the data manipulations are automatic 
within the codes on either side of the interface. The 
data files written by one code are read by the next. The 
codes must be used in the order MARCH3, TRAP-MELT3, 
VANESA, NAUA/SPARC/ICEDF to permit the proper transfer of 
data. 
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5.2.8.5 Development Status 

No Plans For Further Development. 

5.2.9 THALES (JP) 

5.2.9.1 Range of Applications - Main Objectives 

The consequence of core meltdown accidents is evaluated 
by: 

a) analysing accident progression, 

b) determining fission product release and transport in 
the plant and the environment, and 

c) evaluating radiation exposure dose. 

The main objective of the THALES code is to analyse 
accident progression during meltdown accidents and to 
provide data for fission product release and transport 
analysis. The THALES code system is able to follow 
complete transients during the core meltdown accident, 
including PCS blowdown, RPV melt-through, core debris-
coolant interaction, hydrogen generation and burning, 
containment pressurisation and failure, and other 
phenomena under various accident conditions anticipated in 
various types of LWRs. The THALES physical models are 
basically simple and the emphasis is placed on 
representing overall accident progression by taking 
account of various interactions between these models. 
A large number of case studies are possible in PSAs. 

5.2.9.2 Verification 

Severe fuel damage experiments conducted at PBF have been 
utilised to verify the meltdown model of the THALES code. 
A number of calculations have been made in the past years 
for source term analysis of PWR and BWR. 

5.2.9.3 Documentation (/5.83/./5.84/./5.85/) 

5.2.9.4 Link With Other Codes 

At present in its latest version the THALES code system is 
a fully integrated code which allows the description of 
the whole accident sequence by itself. No link with other 
codes is necessary. 

5.2.9.5 Development Status 

The THALES development and application project was started 
in FY 1981 and has lasted five years. In parallel with 
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the code system development, the THALES codes have been 
applied to analyses of experiments, analysis of severe 
accident sequences, and evaluation of designs. 

5.3 CODE COMPARISON 

In this third part of Chapter 5 is given a code comparison 
including firstly a classification of the main codes with 
regard to the whole severe accident progression and secondly a 
comparison of the main features considered in these selected 
codes. 

5.3.1 Classification Of Main Codes 

The main topics which are to be treated to obtain a 
complete description of severe accident sequences are the 
following : 

thermal-hydraulics * 

core damage * 

release from fuel * 

transport of fission 
products/aerosols 

vessel failure * 

core debris/concrete 
interactions 

transport in 
containment 

IVDC processes) 

in the whole RCS including 
primary/secondary 

melting and relocation 

fission products and aerosols 

in the whole RCS 

mechanical and thermal 
rupture 

ablation of concrete and 
release of materials 

thermal-hydraulics, aerosols + 
direct containment heating 

Table 5.1 gives the classification of the main codes 
described in detail in Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.9. 

5.3.2 Comparison Of Main Code Features 

A direct comparison of the main possibilities and features 
considered in the selected codes is provided by tables 
giving codes/features cross-references. The main topics 
compared correspond to those used in the description of 
codes. Moreover, the present availability of each code at 
the IAEA data bank is also given in the Tables. To be 
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consistent with the several approaches adopted for code 
development and use explained in the introduction, the 
codes are regrouped in two packages, the integrated and 
the detailed mechanistic codes (Tables 5.2 and 5.3 
respectively). 

5.3.2.1 Integrated Codes 

In the light of Table 5.2, the following remarks 
concerning the IVDC models can be made regarding the two 
main phases of a severe accident : 

intact core geometry phase (before the beginning of 
loss of geometry due to melting and relocation). 
The models of the codes are almost all similar except 
for mechanics ; ESCADRE and MAAP-PWR model the rate 
of clad strain and thus evaluate ballooning and 
rupture of rods; the other codes use only user-
criteria. Concerning the degradation phase in intact 
core geometry, ESCADRE, MAAP and MELCOR allow 
representation of the whole internal structures of 
the vessel in an adequate and realistic manner; the 
other codes provide only a rough description. 

loss of geometry phase (up to vessel rupture). 
In general, the codes compute the processes of this 
phase using highly user dependent models, except 
MELCOR which simulates the main phenomena using 
semi-mechanistic models, especially for the melting 
and relocation of materials where fundamental 
thermal-hydraulics principles are applied. The only 
chemical aspects described in all the codes are the 
Zircaloy, Stainless Steel and Boron Carbide/steam 
oxidation interactions. 

Concerning validation, the codes(except MELCOR and to a 
lesser degree MAAP) do not provide the users with enough 
flexibility to model and analyse IVDC experiments. 
Finally it appears that, although all the codes are 
available for complete reactor severe accident analyses, a 
lot of work, regarding IVDC developmental verification is 
still to be done, to enable developers to provide user 
guidelines which will delimit the main physical 
capabilities of the tools. 

5.3.2.2 Detailed Mechanistic Codes 

Following the comparison in Table 5.3, it appears that the 
detailed mechanistic codes are built like the large 
thermal-hydraulics codes, i.e., with flexible and modular 
design in order to enable their validation on analytical 
and global experiments and finally their applications to 
reactor severe accident sequences. Regarding physics, the 
codes cover the major processes and the accident 
conditions of the early phase of the severe core damage 
with acceptable descriptions based upon sound physical 
principles. However, few codes have models to deal with 
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late phase degradation and even if they have some, these 
are only models added to the whole code with very loose 
coupling with the other models. Moreover many of these 
codes are still in development, not fully available for 
severe reactor accident analyses (except SCDAP/RELAP5) and 
up to now none of them have complete documentation of 
developmental validation including verification on small 
and large experiments and some results of reactor severe 
accident sequences. 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

This review of the main computer codes is encouraging in the 
sense that the two categories of codes defined in the 
introduction seems to fulfil in a good way the needs of the 
safety analysts, i.e., integrated codes are available for risk 
analyses and source term evaluation studies and detailed 
mechanistic codes available to design experiments, for 
verification of models on separate effects and integral tests 
and then usable for benchmarking the integrated codes. 
Moreover detailed mechanistic codes including modelling of 
thermal-hydraulics in the RCS (or offering the possibilities of 
linking with thermal-hydraulic modules) will provide, once 
fully developed, considerable capabilities for accident 
management studies. But to apply fully this strategy in taking 
advantage of the current understanding of severe accidents, (i) 
detailed codes have to be validated on the main experiments 
(see Chapter 3) and arranged to be easily practical for reactor 
analyses and (ii) integrated codes must become more flexible 
and more fast-running to facilitate PSA studies. 

The review shows also that the two-tier code strategy discussed 
in the introduction of this chapter provides adequate IVDC 
models for most of the phenomena in the early phase of 
core degradation. Nevertheless, concerning the late phase a 
lot of work needs to be done to evaluate the main phenomena, 
their importance and their consequences on the development of 
the severe accidents sequences. But the question of "How far 
is it needed to go in the detailed description of the late 
degradation phase in regard to the uncertainties and complexity 
of the involved phenomena?" remains. For the moment the late 
phase is described in all the codes with either simple models 
(often user-specified) or sophisticated models which are not 
yet fully operational. 
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6. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS AND COMPUTER CODES 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The link between experimental and analytical studies consists 
of code simulations of experiments. These simulations serve to 
design the experiments and to understand the processes taking 
place during the experiment and also to test and verify the 
codes and their modelling of the physical and chemical 
processes. 

To indicate which processes and phenomena are well understood 
and satisfactorily predictable, and which need improved 
modelling, the literature concerning test and accident 
simulations, published before the end 1990, has been reviewed. 

The review is restricted to the experimental facilities 
described in Chapter 3 and to the computer codes reviewed in 
Chapter 5 of this report. Taking into consideration the 
modelling capability of the codes and the processes simulated 
by the experiments the following key phenomena are considered: 

Thermal-hydraulics : 

Simulation of the fluid system, structures and boundary 
conditions; 

Bundle and core heatup: 

Verification of the temperature history and energy 
distribution; 

Bundle and core degradation: 

Modelling of cladding ballooning or collapse as well as 
melting, liquefaction, eutectic formation, relocation and 
resolidification; 

Hydrogen generation: 

Verification of the metal water reaction during heatup and 
cool-down or quenching; 

In-vessel natural circulation: 

Simulation of multi-dimensional flow in large volumes 
induced by natural convection or flow momentum. 

For completeness, some consideration will be given to the 
fission product aspects of the tests and calculations as 
follows, although this is not a main objective of the report. 
The only FP phenomena considered are: 
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Fission product release and transport: 

Verification of FP release from the fuel in the bundle or 
core region. Verification of FP and aerosol transport and 
depletion in the reactor coolant system, test section or 
sampling system. 

In the following sections the calculational results for each 
experimental test facility or accident are assessed as to what 
extent and in what way the key phenomena are simulated by the 
computer codes. Since the evaluation of the codes refers to 
their state at the time the simulation was performed, the code 
versions are listed if available. The assessment is summarized 
in the conclusion and represented in Table 6.1. 

6.2 CODE COMPARISON 

6.2.1 PBF-SFD EXPERIMENTS 

Post-test analyses including sensitivity studies of the four 
Severe Fuel Damage experiments (SFD ST, 1-1, 1-3, 1-4) have 
been documented. They are listed below with the computer codes 
used for the analysis: 

Test 

SFD ST 

SFD ST 

SFD ST 

SFD 1-1 

SFD 1-1 

SFD 1-1 

SFD 1-3 

SFD 1-4 

Organisation 

CEA, France 

INEL, US 

AEA, UK 

INEL, US 

AEA, UK 

JAERI, Japan 

INEL, US 

INEL, US 

Code 

ICARE2 

SCDAP 

SCDAP 

SCDAP 

SCDAP 

SCDAP 

SCDAP/RELAP5 

SCDAP/RELAP5 

Version 

VI 

V2 0 

V3 

V20 

Vll 

V18 

Ml 

Ml 

References 

/6.1/ 

/6.2/ 

/6.3/ 

/6.4/ 

/6.5/ 

/6.6/ 

/6.7/ 

/6.8/. 

The main phenomena analysed in these post-test calculations are 
the bundle heatup, cladding deformation, damage progression, 
melt relocation and FP release and transport. The SFD 1-4 
bundle incorporated a typical PWR control rod. 

6.2.1.1 Thermal-Hydraulics 

The initial coolant boiloff and bundle reflood (SFD ST and 1-1) 
was not simulated by the codes. As boundary conditions 
saturated water was fed at the lower end of the bundle to allow 
the simulation of a water level in the lower bundle region. 
With SCDAP/RELAP5 the argon inlet flow during cooldown was 
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simulated in tests SFD 1-3 and SFD 1-4. The revaporisation of 
reflux coolant due to condensed steam in the upper test train, 
which drained back into the bundle, was simulated by reduced 
fission power /6.3/. The depressurisation of the bundle 
coolant in test SFD 1-3 due to failure of the shroud Zircaloy 
inner liner was simulated in the calculation with SCDAP/RELAP5 
by a leak path through the shroud in the middle of the bundle. 
In this simulation flashing was predicted in the bottom of the 
bundle during depressurisation, which resulted in a complete 
dryout of the lower plenum. By contrast, the depressurisation 
had little influence on the measured liquid level. The 
overprediction of steam generation rate resulted in an over
estimated cooling of the lower bundle region. 

In most of the simulations, grid spacers as well as bundle 
bypass and potential flow paths in the porous insulation were 
not modelled. SCDAP and SCDAP/RELAP5 take the spacer into 
account by reducing the relocation velocity. With the SCDAP 
code it was not possible to model, for test SFD ST and 1-3, the 
steam generation due to melt relocation into the water at the 
bottom of the bundle. However, this steam generation was 
relatively small for test SFD 1-3 and 1-4 since most of the 
melt froze above the water level. 

The axial power profile depends on the water level and in test 
SFD 1-4 on the control rod material relocation also. This 
dependency was represented in the SCDAP/RELAP5 and ICARE 
calculations by using different discrete power profiles. A 
test-specific model is available in SCDAP to account for the 
water level dependency of the power profile. 

6.2.1.2 Bundle Heatup 

Due to the high flow rate (16 g/s) in test SFD ST the bundle 
heatup was essentially dominated by convection heat transfer, 
whereas in the other tests with low steam flow rate (0.6 g/s) 
radial heat losses dominated the heatup. 

Sensitivity studies have been performed to improve the 
modelling of the tests and to properly simulate the boundary 
conditions. This results in relatively well predicted fuel rod 
cladding temperatures up to thermocouple failure, i.e. during 
the initial heatup and in the beginning of the temperature 
escalation. Also the calculated peak bundle temperatures are 
in reasonable agreement with the maximum temperatures estimated 
by PTE. 

Larger deviations in fuel rod temperatures have been found in 
the upper bundle region after failure of the shroud inner 
liner. 
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6.2.1.3 Bundle Degradation 

Fuel rod cladding ballooning and rupture has been predicted 
well by SCDAP/RELAP5 for tests SFD 1-3 and 1-4. However, it 
was predicted too early by an early version of SCDAP for tests 
SFD ST and 1-1. 

In all calculations the attack on Zircaloy by molten Inconel 
was not simulated. Further, there were no models in the codes 
to permit coolant drag on solid or molten debris of fuel or 
clad. Consequently debris could not be transported upwards in 
the calculation, as was observed in test SFD ST. Unlike test 
SFD ST, the codes predict refreezing at the lower end of the 
bundle. However, the amount of liquefied or molten fuel and 
cladding was in agreement with experimental data for test SFD 
ST. The codes do not model the relocation of solid fragments. 
Further PTE is unable to differentiate between cladding that 
melted before and after relocation. As a result, quantitative 
comparison of measured and calculated cladding relocation are 
not possible for test SFD 1-1. For this test, fuel melting was 
underpredicted by a factor of four in the lower bundle region. 
Contrary to the experiment, fuel melting was predicted in the 
upper bundle region. 

For test SFD 1-3, the calculated fuel dissolution was in 
agreement with the experimental data. While ceramic melt was 
predicted only with reduced flashing due to dépressurisâtion, 
the location of the calculated melting was at higher elevations 
than shown by PTE results. 

For test SFD 1-4, the timing of initial control rod failure, 
metallic U-Zr-0 relocation and ceramic melt relocation was well 
predicted but the amount of fuel that was either dissolved or 
melted was underpredicted by the code by nearly a factor of 
five. As a result, the blockage formation was also under-
predicted. 

6.2.1.4 Hydrogen Generation 

With the proviso that the calculations ended before bundle 
reflood and that not all structures which possibly oxidise have 
been simulated, the hydrogen generation is reasonably predicted 
for test SFD ST. 

Deficiencies in the modelling of cladding oxidation and 
relocation limit the accuracy of calculated hydrogen generation 
for test SFD 1-1. The data indicate an overprediction of about 
4 0%. The same tendency is recognised for test SFD 1-3. For 
test SFD 1-4, there is a considerable difference between the 
calculated and measured hydrogen generation rates, although the 
total hydrogen generated agrees (calculated 87 g and measured 
86 +/- 12 g). The calculated hydrogen generation rate is 
consistent with the temperature history, steam starvation 
limit, and relocation process. 
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6.2.1.5 In-Vessel Natural Circulation 

Not relevant. 

6.2.1.6 Fission Product Release 

FP release of the SFD tests was analysed by INEL using the 
SCDAP modules CORSOR and FASTGRASS. 

Tests SFD ST and SFD 1-1 were performed with fresh fuel rods. 
The FP release from trace-irradiated fuel in these tests was 
small and highly over-predicted by CORSOR. Analyses with 
FASTGRASS provided more accurate estimates of release rates at 
higher temperatures (> 1700 K). Later in the transient, there 
was an apparent agreement between the FP measurements and the 
FASTGRASS predictions of integral release, despite there being 
no definite physical or chemical basis for the predicted 
release during the liquefaction and cool-down phases. 

Tests SFD 1-3 and SFD 1-4 were performed with high burnup fuel. 
All results were in reasonable agreement with the release rates 
measured during heatup. FASTGRASS calculations indicated that 
release rates for short- and long-lived species should be 
different due to their different location in the fuel grains 
(SFD 1-4). Both codes overpredicted the measured release rates 
during the high-temperature portion of the test, when 
significant fuel liquefaction and dissolution occured. Both 
codes failed to account for the sustained release measured 
during the cool-down phase of the test. 

6.2.1.7 Fission Product Transport 

The PULSE code has been used by INEL to analyse the FP and 
aerosol transport in the sampling system of tests SFD 1-1, 1-3 
and 1-4. This module was steadily improved to get agreement 
between calculated and measured data. The analyses have shown 
the dominant effect of tin aerosol which provides a seed for 
CsOH and Csl when these vapours get saturated, and that a 
strong negative feedback mechanism limits the aerosol mass 
density (0.1 kg/m3) and number density (-108 cm - 3), and that 
the surface roughness of the deposition rod and effluent flow 
rate are key parameters for depletion calculations. 

6.2.1.8 Conclusions 

Post-test simulations have been performed including sensitivity 
calculations to improve the modelling and verify the codes as 
well as to complement the test analysis. Early SCDAP versions 
have been used to design the PBF SFD tests. It is obvious that 
this code was highly adapted to this test series. 

In general the bundle heatup and cladding deformation are 
reasonably well predicted. Larger uncertainties exist in the 
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simulation of liquefaction processes, melt formation and 
relocation. All codes failed to describe the hydrogen 
generation and FP release during fast cooldown and quenching. 
This highlights that the processes and transport mechanisms are 
not well understood during fast temperature reductions 
in damaged bundles. 

Code 

MELPROG 
SCDAP 
MELPROG PWR 
SCDAP/RELAP5 

Version 

Ml. 3 
VI1 
Ml. 4 
M2 

References 

/6.9, 6.10/ 
/6.11/ 
/6.12/ 

/6.13, 6.14/ 

6.2.2 ACRR-DF Experiments 

Post-test analyses of two "Debris Formation" experiments (DF-1 
and DF-4) have been documented. They are listed below with the 
names of the computer codes used: 

Test Organisation 

DF-1 SNL, US 
DF-1 AEA, UK 
DF-4 SNL, US 
DF-4 INEL, US 

The main phenomena analysed in these post-test calculations are 
the core heatup, damage progression, melt relocation and debris 
formation. Test DF-4 was performed with BWR control rod 
material in consideration of BWR core geometry. 

6.2.2.1 Thermal-Hydraulics 

The single phase steam flow through the bundle was modelled as 
a one-dimensional flow through one channel for test DF-1 and 
through two parallel channels for test DF-4; to model the 
coolant flow around the fuel rods and within the channel box 
walls. 

With MELPROG, the flow within the control blade sheath was 
simulated also. Furthermore, a parametric study with two 
parallel channels was performed with MELPROG for test DF-1 to 
examine the flux self-shielding of two-dimensional flow. 

Adjustments to the steam inflow were made in the MELPROG 
simulation and to the bundle power in the SCDAP simulation of 
test DF-1 to take into account unexpected condensation and 
evaporation inside the porous Zr02 insulator, which affected 
the thermal conductivity of the insulation as well as the axial 
power distribution. 

6.2.2.2 Bundle Heatup 

Without taking into consideration the effects mentioned above, 
the fuel temperatures were underestimated in the lower bundle 
region. Better agreement was obtained by adjusting the 
boundary conditions. Overall, during the heatup period prior to 
material relocation, good comparisons were obtained with the 
measured temperatures, except at the very top or very bottom of 
the fissile zone where the temperature gradients were the 
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greatest. Also the temperature escalation due to oxidation was 
well predicted and the maximum peak bundle temperatures show 
good agreement with those estimated from metallurgical 
examinations. 

6.2.2.3 Bundle Degradation 

The interaction between Inconel of the grid and the Zircaloy 
cladding was not modelled in the documented simulations. The 
DF-1 bundle did not include control rods. Therefore, the 
liquefaction of metallic Zircaloy occured first, with 
relocation to the grid spacer. In the experiment much of the 
liquefied material was halted temporarily there, which caused 
significant fuel dissolution. Then a new relocation caused a 
blockage at a lower location where there was little 
dissolution. The MELPROG calculation predicted well the onset 
of melting and simulated the grid effects and the 
solidifications there, but not the second relocation due to 
program termination. The Zircaloy liquefaction before 
oxidation was well predicted by SCDAP, but the code 
underestimated the fuel liquefaction mainly in the upper bundle 
region. It did not simulate the grid, therefore less 
solidification inside the bundle was predicted. 

In test DF-4, the first degradation event was the liquefaction 
of the stainless steel (ss) clad and B4C control blade due to 
eutectic formation between clad and control blade materials. To 
account for this eutectic formation, the criteria for Zircaloy 
channel box melt relocation was modified in the SCDAP/RELAP5 
simulation. The fuel rod material relocation to the bottom of 
the bundle was well predicted. The MELPROG simulation could 
not treat the BWR specific structures properly but the code 
predicted fuel debris formation comparable with experiment. 

6.2.2.4 Hydrogen Generation 

MELPROG predicted well the hydrogen generation during test DF-1 
whereas SCDAP underpredicted it. SCDAP calculated relocation 
of Zircaloy into cold regions at the lower end of the bundle or 
below. 

Hydrogen generation results of both codes compare well up to 
the larger debris formation in test DF-4. The experimental data 
indicated less generation than under steam-starved conditions. 
This is related to steam flow bypassing the hot metallic debris 
bed regions. This mechanism was not simulated by the codes. 
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6.2.2.5 In-Vessel Natural Circulation 

Not relevant. 

6.2.2.6 Fission Product Release 

Not simulated. 

6.2.2.7 Fission Product Transport 

Not simulated. 

6.2.2.8 Conclusions 

Post-test simulations have been performed including sensitivity 
calculations to indicate uncertainties in the boundary 
conditions and the need for improvements in the modelling. 
Some adjustments to the boundary conditions resulted in better 
local description of bundle heatup and fuel degradation but it 
did not change significantly the overall hydrogen generation. 
Larger uncertainties exist in the simulation of degradation 
processes. The very complex structure of test DF-4 required 
alterations to the models to improve the simulation of 
radiation heat transfer and flow distribution in the complex 
structure of BWR-typical test bundle configurations. 

6.2.3 NRU-FLHT Experiments 

For the codes described in this report, there is no detailed 
documentation available concerning simulations of the NRU Full 
Length High Temperature (FLHT) tests. Post-test analyses have 
been performed with the SEFDAN code by JAERI /6.15/. The 
results show good agreement with the measured data for the 
cladding temperatures during slow heatup and with the timing of 
the temperature escalation as well as with the total amount of 
the hydrogen generated due to cladding outer and inner surface 
oxidation. Since the code is only available to JAERI, the 
comparison is not further discussed here. 

6.2.4 LOFT-FP Experiments 

Thermal-hydraulic (TH) and fission product (FP) data from the 
OECD LOFT test LP-FP-2 have been compared with computer 
simulations in the OECD LOFT project /6.16/. The participants 
of this exercise are listed below with the names of the 
computer codes used for the analysis: 
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Organisation TH Code Is) FP Code(s) 

VTT, Finland RELAP5/MOD2 
(*), Spain RELAP5/MOD2 STCP 

FASTGRASS-VFP 
ENEA, Italy SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD2 
JAERI, Japan - STCP 
INEL, US SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD1 STCP, PULSE 

FASTGRASS 
EPRI, US MAAP MAAP 
EIR, Switzerland RELAP5/MOD2 

(*) Spanish LOFT Consortium 

The main phenomena analysed in this exercise are the thermal-
hydraulic system response, core heatup, FP core release and FP 
transport through the upper plenum and Low Pressure Injection 
System (LPIS) line. 

6.2.4.1 Therma1-Hvdraulies 

The thermal-hydraulic response of separate components depends 
directly on a good overall model of the entire system. All 
calculations agree well with regard to the system pressure and 
primary mass inventory, since adjustments have been made to the 
Intact Loop Cold Leg (ILCL) break flow and LPIS flow. The 
drainage of the pressuriser, steam generator heat transfer and 
PORV flow have little or no effect on the thermal-hydraulics 
during the time of core degradation. With increasing steam 
superheating, deviations increase regarding the fluid and wall 
temperatures in the upper plenum and LPIS line. 

6.2.4.2 Core Heatup 

One group of post-test calculations predicts the beginning of 
core heatup very well, the other group fails to a great extent. 
The heatup rates agree in parts. The first group shows 
reasonable agreement with the measured cladding temperatures, 
the other hits the trend partly. 

6.2.4.3 Core Degradation 

Two calculations show clad swelling and clad strain to a great 
extent, which would result in complete ballooning and reduced 
flow to such an extent that steam starvation would prevent 
rapid clad oxidation. Therefore in one calculation clad 
swelling was limited. All calculations indicate clad rupture 
at the given time. 

At the time of control rod failure there is a large pressure 
difference between the inside and outside of the control rods. 
It is therefore hypothesised that, at that time, liquid silver 
was sprayed out of the rods in large amounts. This effect was 
not modelled as the codes only treat the release of materials 
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according to their own vapour pressure and do not model the 
consequent expulsion of other species. 

6.2.4.4 Hydrogen Generation 

Calculations of hydrogen generation agree to within about 25%. 
However, there are no quantitative data on the core-wide 
cladding oxidation with which to compare calculated values. 

6.2.4.5 In-Vessel Natural Circulation 

Due to large temperature differences across the core, mixed 
natural and forced convection may have taken place. Since 
precise measurements are not available, the accuracy of code 
predictions cannot be evaluated. 

6.2.4.6 Fission Product Release 

The initial fission product inventories predicted by the STCP 
module ORIGEN are in excellent agreement with the existing 
data. 

Fission product release has been analysed by using MAAP, the 
STCP module CORSOR and the SCDAP module FASTGRASS. Most 
calculations show large differences for the release fractions. 
The codes using empirical release rates overestimated the 
release of noble gases, Cs and I, by more than a factor of ten. 
One calculation with models which were more mechanistic, over
estimated these releases by a factor of about three. The other 
calculation over-estimated the release of noble gases by a 
factor of two, had agreement with experiment for the release of 
Cs and I, but under-predicted the release of Te by a factor of 
ten. 

6.2.4.7 Fission Product Transport 

Fission product transport was predicted by MAAP, the STCP 
module TRAPMELT and the SCDAP module FASTGRASS in the upper 
plenum, and by PULSE and the STCP module TRAPMELT in the LPIS. 
There is a relative agreement for deposition (relative to the 
release) in the upper plenum within a factor of two or three. 
The calculations under-predicted the deposition except for the 
Cs. Cs was overpredicted by two out of the three calculations. 

There is also agreement (relative to the core release) in the 
LPIS deposition within a factor of two or three, except for one 
calculation which over-estimated the deposition of iodine by a 
factor of six. 

Finally the source term to the blowdown suppression tank and 
containment relative to the CFM inventory was well predicted 
for the noble gases and I and partly predicted for Cs. One 
calculation under-predicted the source term of Cs and Te by a 
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factor of about 10 although in the same simulation the core 
release was over-predicted for these species. 

6.2.4.8 Conclusions 

In this comparison exercise the thermal-hydraulic simulation 
was quite good. Some codes predicted the core heatup, overall 
oxidation and hydrogen generation sufficiently well. 

The main uncertainties remain in the degradation processes, FP 
core release and FP chemistry. Nevertheless, the calculations 
agree in terms of dominant FP deposition processes. 

6.2.5 PHEBUS-CSD Experiments 

Post-test analyses of six Core Severe Damage (CSD) experiments 
have been performed and partly documented. They are listed 
below with the names of the computer codes employed: 

Test 

B9 
B9R 
B9 + 
B9+ 
B9+ 
B9+ 
C3 
C3 + 
AIC 
AIC 

Oraanisation 

CEA, 
CEA, 
GRS, 
CEA, 
IKE, 
CSN, 
CEA, 
CEA, 
CEA, 
GRS, 

France 
France 
FRG 
France (*) 
FRG 
Spain 
France 
France (*) 
France 
FRG 

Code 

ICARE2 
ICARE2 
ATHLET-
ICARE2 
KESS-3 
SCDAP 
ICARE2 
ICARE2 
ICARE2 
ATHLET-

-SA 

•SA 

Version 

VI 
VI 
0.1N 
VI 
VI 
Ml 
VI 
VI 
VI 
0.1K 

Reference 

IS.11/ 
/6.17/ 
/6.18/ 
/6.19/ 
/6.20/ 
/6.21/ 
/6.17/ 
/6.22/ 
/6.24,6.23/ 
/6.25/ 

( * ) 
CSD. 

in the framework of the Spanish-French Agreement on PHEBUS 

At the present time an OECD International Standard Problem 
(ISP-28) is underway to compare computer simulations against 
test B9+ measured data /6.26/. The objectives of the post-test 
calculations were the validation of radiation heat transfer, 
cladding oxidation, hydrogen generation and fuel pellet 
dissolution by Zircaloy. One test simulation (B9R) was chosen 
to study embrittlement criteria in rapid cooling down by steam. 
The AIC test was the only test with a control rod, but the 
spreading of molten control rod material in the bundle has not 
yet been analysed. 

6.2.5.1 Thermal-Hydraulics 

All tests have been performed with single phase gas flow 
composed of steam and hydrogen, or helium. The properties of a 
mixture of perfect gases with these components have been 
assumed in the KESS simulation. Since ICARE1 simulations are 
restricted to steam and hydrogen, the helium inlet flow has, in 
this case, been modelled by an equivalent hydrogen inlet flow. 
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ATHLET-SA cannot simulate noncondensibles up to now, therefore 
the helium and hydrogen inlet flows are approximated by 
equivalent steam inlet flows. Also, SCDAP has been modified 
to simulate the noncondensible flows. 

The fluid flow was modelled by one fluid channel or three 
independent fluid channels. Studies with interconnected fluid 
channels (TRAC, ATHLET-SA) showed only minor effect on the 
radial temperature differences across the bundle. With ICARE 
five different representative rods are simulated corresponding 
to their individual locality in the bundle, taking into account 
specific view factors for each rod. With ATHLET-SA and KESS 
two options have been applied: first, all rods are simulated by 
one representative rod and second, the bundle is simulated by 
three rings of rods. With SCDAP, three different 
representative rods have been simulated. 

Axially, ten to fifteen meshes have been chosen for thermal 
calculations. For relocation calculations a finer meshing has 
been used to improve the determination of blockages (test C3+). 
The Inconel grid spacers have not been modelled, except by 
increased friction and heat losses (ATHLET-SA and SCDAP). The 
shroud and shroud insulation have been modelled in cylindrical 
geometry with five to eight layers. Sensitivity calculations 
show that detailed modelling of the actual geometry of the 
shroud has no significant influence on the results, but the 
ZrC«2 conductivity of the shroud insulation and its filling gas 
are very sensitive parameters. Therefore, the increased heat 
conductivity of the insulation at the upper end of the test 
section has to be taken into account at the end of the 
transient. 

As an alternative boundary condition for the ISP-28, the 
temperature history of the outside of the shroud liner could 
also be applied. Using this boundary condition, an ATHLET-SA 
calculation was performed to establish an average shroud 
insulation conductivity which has been used in a subsequent 
calculation, modelling the whole shroud. The KESS calculations 
have also been performed with these two types of boundary 
conditions. 

6.2.5.2 Bundle Heatup 

In general the calculated bundle temperatures agree well with 
the measured data in the lower part of the bundle. The 
agreement of the temperatures in the upper part of the bundle 
is improved by adjusting the shroud heat losses. In contrast to 
this, the KESS simulation of B9+ including the whole shroud 
insulation, overestimated the bundle temperatures in the lower 
part of the bundle but predicted well the temperatures in the 
upper part. In the second stage of test B9R after the change 
from helium to steam flow, the temperature escalation at 
elevated temperatures could not be reproduced even under the 
assumption of double-sided cladding oxidation. The post-
irradiation examination shows for this stage completely 
oxidised cladding and substantial cladding deformation. In 
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test C3 hydriding of Zircaloy cladding resulted in an 
unexpected heatup rate of about 20 to 30 K/s from 900 to 
1400 K. This process, not modelled in the code, was simulated 
by increased nuclear power. In this test large temperature 
differences of about 120 K were measured between central and 
peripheral rods. This temperature difference could not be 
reproduced even with extreme modelling assumptions and is not 
really understood. For test C3+ a good simulation of 
temperatures was obtained during the heatup phase in helium. 

The heatup rate in the middle of the bundle is well predicted 
for the AIC test if a thermal conductivity of 90% relative to 
the Missenard correlation is chosen. The temperatures in the 
lower part are slightly overestimated and in the upper part 
under-estimated by 100 K at the beginning of the temperature 
escalation (3000s). This results possibly from the neglect of 
the time-dependent axial power profile. This varies due to 
relocation of control rod material, which was not modelled in 
the computer simulation. 

6.2.5.3 Bundle Degradation 

The Inconel grid spacers have not been modelled in any code 
simulations. The ATHLET-SA simulation did not model the 
liquefaction and melt relocation. Control rod materials were 
not modelled in the AIC test. With ICARE2 the dissolution of 
fuel pellets by molten Zircaloy was described by the binary 
diagram of Politis, or the Hofmann and the Kim/Olander models 
in test B9+ and C3+. The fuel pellet attack by solid Zircaloy 
was described by the Hofmann correlation in the high pressure 
tests C3 and C3+. 

The large cladding deformation observed in test B9R was not 
predicted. The reasons are not understood up to now. The 
eutectic formation due to attack on the fuel pellets by solid 
Zircaloy was over-predicted by the code in test C3, but the 
major damage due to cladding dissolution by molten Inconel was 
not modelled. Therefore, relocation processes were not 
reproduced sufficiently well. In test C3+ the prediction of 
relocated liner and cladding agrees well with PTE visual 
examinations. In this test two main blockages were observed, a 
lower one composed of metallic materials and an upper one 
composed mainly of ceramic materials arising from the 
refreezing of the U-Zr-0 mixture. The lower blockage is not 
calculated since the code does not model the grid spacers. The 
code predicts the upper blockage below the fuel column. 
However, the actual position of the upper blockage in the 
experiment was higher. 

6.2.5.4 Hydrogen Generation 

In test C3+ the measured hydrogen generation during the 
oxidation phase is one half of the code prediction. This 
discrepancy is not explained at present. For the other tests 
quantitative data of hydrogen generation are not yet 
available. 
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6.2.5.5 In-Vessel Natural Circulation 

To help understand the large rod temperature differences 
measured across the bundle, TRAC calculations have been 
performed by CEA. Due to the relatively high velocity induced 
by forced convection, no significant mixed flow due to natural 
convection flow effects has been observed. 

6.2.5.6 Fission Product Releases 

Not simulated. 

6.2.5.7 Fission Product Transport 

Not simulated. 

6.2.5.8 Conclusions 

Post-test simulations oriented to the PWR configuration have 
been performed including sensitivity calculations to indicate 
uncertainties in the boundary conditions and the need for 
improvements in the modelling. Adjustments of the bundle heat 
losses in the upper bundle region resulted in good prediction 
of bundle heatup and in general consistent simulation of the 
early stage of bundle degradation including oxidation, hydrogen 
generation and melt formation. Rod embrittlement, cladding 
cracking, and grid spacer effects as well as eutectic formation 
at low temperature need improved modelling. 

6.2.6 CORA Experiments 

Pre-test and post-test calculations of five severe fuel damage 
experiments have been performed and partly documented. They are 
listed below along with the names of the computer codes 
employed: 

Test Organisation 

2 
2 
2 
5 
9 
12 
15 

GRS, FRG 
IKE, FRG 
JAERI, Japan 
CEA, France 
GRS, FRG 
AEA, UK 
AEA, UK 

Code 

ATHLET-SA 
KESS-3 
SCDAP/RELAP5 
ICARE2 
ATHLET-SA 
SCDAP18 
SCDAP18 

Version 

O.IK 
VI 
1C22 
VI 
O.IK 
KfK 
KfK 

Reference 

/6.27/ 
/6.28/ 
/6.29/ 
/6.30/ 
/6.27/ 
/6.31/ 
/6.31/ 

The version SCDAP18 employed by AEA included modifications from 
KfK, Karlsruhe and AEA Winfrith to simulate the CORA heater 
rods and to improve the modelling of cladding deformation in 
imitation of the CANSWEL code /6.32/. At INEL, the recent 
version SCDAP/RELAP5 Mod 2.5 is being assessed against some 
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CORA tests /6.33/. There is also the OECD International 
Standard Problem 31 in preparation to compare computer 
simulations against test CORA-13. The OECD comparison report 
should be published in 1992. 

The objectives of the post-test calculations were the 
validation of radiation heat transfer, cladding oxidation and 
deformation, as well as the modelling of PWR typical control 
rods. Fast cool-down by quenching the bundle was not within the 
scope of the code simulations. Also, BWR typical bundle 
geometry and materials have not yet been validated. 

6.2.6.1 Therma1-Hydraulies 

All code simulations have been performed with single-phase gas 
flow composed of steam, argon and hydrogen. In ATHLET-SA the 
argon inlet flow is simulated by vapour under conservation of 
heat capacity flow and inactivation of the metal-water reaction 
(see Chapter 6.2.5.1). In ICARE2, in which only one non-
condensable gas can be simulated, hydrogen is converted into 
argon under conservation of volumetric flow. The quenching at 
the end of test 12 was not simulated. 

In general one fluid channel is used to simulate the bundle 
flow. Alternatively to this approach, three and four 
independent subchannels are modelled with ATHLET-SA and ICARE. 
The radial temperature profile is very flat, therefore the 
simulation with one fluid channel is sufficient. Beyond it, if 
the melt spreading is limited to the cross-section of the 
associated fluid cell (e.g. ICARE), too small fluid cells 
result in an unrealistic thickness of relocated material. 
Therefore the multichannel approach in ICARE was changed to a 
single channel in the later transient. With ATHLET-SA and 
SCDAP/RELAP5 the bypass flow between the shroud and the High 
Temperature Shield (HTS) as well as the cross-flow through the 
videoscope windows in the shroud have also been simulated. The 
flow split between bundle and bypass cannot be validated 
against the experiment because of lack of measured data. 
Therefore, calculations of the heatup of the fluid and steam 
availability for the metal-water reaction are subject to large 
uncertainty. The number of axial meshes ranges between 10 and 
25. The bundle consists of electrically heated and unheated 
rods. These have been simulated by one to six representative 
rods (ATHLET: 1 and 3, ICARE: 5, KESS: 1, SCDAP: 2). The 
control rods in tests 5, 12 and 15 has been modelled separately 
by one additional rod type. The structure of spacer grids are 
not modelled in the code simulations. Some codes take into 
account spacer effects by increased friction and heat losses. 

The axial power profile results from the temperature-dependent 
electrical resistance of the tungsten heater rods and 
molybdenum electrodes, the total power or current being given. 

The radial heat losses have been simulated in different ways. 
The whole insulation including the HTS has been modelled with 
ATHLET-SA and KESS. The shroud liner and insulation have been 
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taken into consideration with SCDAP and ICARE. Depending on 
the modelling, the boundary conditions used were the 
temperature at the outer or inner side of the HTS or at the 
outer side of the shroud insulation. Due to smaller heat 
losses compared with PHEBUS or PBF, the uncertainties in the 
heat conductivity of the shroud do not influence the bundle 
behaviour in CORA as strongly as in the other test 
simulations. 

6.2.6.2 Bundle Heatup 

In general the calculated bundle temperatures agree well with 
the measured data up to the point where significant relocation 
takes place and thermocouples fail. In the code simulations of 
test 2 and 9 the temperatures in the lower part of the bundle 
are overestimated and the temperature escalation in the upper 
part is rather underestimated. This might be caused by too 
small a heat loss in the axial directions and too little heat 
transfer to the fluid in the entrance region at the lower part 
of the bundle. Due to the positive feedback of the electrical 
heater rods, this reduces the heat generation in the upper part 
of the bundle. The ICARE simulation predicted the bundle 
heatup well, up to the onset of relocation. The SCDAP analysis 
predicted delayed temperature escalation even with a largely 
increased oxidation reaction. 

A sensitivity study with ATHLET-SA for the high pressure test 9 
was performed with the overall data taken from test 2 analysis. 
The heatup rate was lower and the temperature escalation 
significantly delayed compared with test 2, due to the higher 
heat capacity of the increased gas mass in the test section, 
which is in agreement with the test observation. 

6.2.6.3 Bundle Degradation 

The cladding deformation has been investigated in detail with 
the SCDAP analyses of test 12 and 15. The simulation of test 
12 has shown that the cladding strain was over-predicted. For 
test 15 it is shown that the ballooning was over-predicted due 
to too high an internal rod pressure and excessive creep 
deformation based on the MATPRO database, which describes a 
weaker cladding material than is used in CORA bundles. 
Furthermore, the heat transfer between heated and unheated rods 
was under-predicted at low temperatures (< 1000 K) in the 
ballooned region. A sensitivity study with SCDAP for test 9 
with high external pressure indicated cladding collapse which 
is in agreement with the test observations. The Zircaloy 
attack by Inconel or molten control rod material has not been 
modelled by the codes. 

The molten cladding and absorber material relocation predicted 
by ICARE is in agreement with the test results but the shape of 
the resolidified absorber material distribution has not been 
well calculated, partially due to the lack of grid spacer 
modelling and therefore to high candling velocity in this 
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bundle section (0.6 m/s). The need was recognised to improve 
the modelling of the ejection of absorber material, the 
chemical interaction between molten absorber material and 
Zircaloy, and the melt oxidation during slumping. 

6.2.6.4 Hydrogen Generation 

The comparison of calculated hydrogen generation with measured 
data was not possible for the earlier tests due to lack of 
qualified experimental data. Qualified data for the later 
tests have only recently been produced. 

6.2.6.5 In-Vessel Natural Circulation 

Natural convection takes place in the test section during the 
pre-test conditioning phase as indicated by ATHLET-SA analysis, 
but comparison with the existing flow pattern against 
qualitative data is not possible, since flow distribution 
measurements are not within the scope of the test series. 

6.2.6.6 Fission Product Release 

Not simulated. 

6.2.6.7 Fission Product Transport 

Not simulated. 

6.2.6.8 Conclusions 

Post-test simulations have been performed including sensitivity 
studies to verify the thermal-hydraulics, core heatup, cladding 
oxidation and deformation models of the codes as well as to 
understand the processes of eutectic formation, melting, 
relocation and resolidification in the early stage of core 
degradation. The code simulations show that the core heatup and 
oxidation is reasonably well predicted, but for deformation and 
relocation processes there is a need of further modelling 
improvement. The simulations are restricted to tests typical 
for PWRs, but excluded the reflood phase. The simulation of 
this phase is one of the main objectives of ISP-31. A further 
potential for code verification exists with the many CORA tests 
modelling BWR configurations. 

6.2.7 NSRR-RIA Experiments 

Post-test analysis of high temperature reflood experiments 
(tests 952 and 954) has been performed by JAERI with SCDAP 
/6.34/. The objective of the computer simulation was to 
understand physical and chemical phenomena during heating and 
quenching of fuel rods in these tests, e.g. oxidation, hydrogen 
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generation and cladding deformation. Since these tests had been 
terminated before severe fuel damage took place, the comparison 
is not discussed further here. 

6.2.8 TMI-2 Accident 

In order to focus TMI-2 studies within the OECD, the OECD in 
collaboration with the US DOE established a Joint Task Group 
/6.35/, /6.36/, /6.37/. The objectives of the group were to 
assess the capability of the severe accident analysis methods 
(e.g. benchmark the relevant codes) and by way of calculations 
of the accident sequence, to improve understanding of the 
accident. The participants in this analysis exercise are 
listed below with the accompanying computer codes and simulated 
accident phases: 

Organisation 

GRS, FRG 
VTT, Finland 
CEA, France 
ENEA, Italy 
JAERI, Japan 
JINS, Japan 
ECN, Netherlands 
UPM, Spain 
AEA, UK 
BCD, US 
EPRI, US 
FAI, US 
INEL, US 
SNL, US 

Code(s) 

ATHLET 
MAAP 
CATHARE/ICARE 
SCDAP/RELAP 
THALES 
SHAPE, MACRES 
MARCH 
MARCH 
MELPROG 
MARCH 
MAAP 
MAAP 
SCDAP/RELAP5 
MELCOR 

Version 

1.0C 
3.0 
Ml 
MO.47 

M3 
M3 
Ml 
3.195 
3.B12 
DOE 
Ml. 5 

Phase 

1 
1 - 2 
1 - 2 
2 
1 - 3 
2 - 4 
1 - 3 
1 - 3 
2 
1 - 3 
1 - 2 
1 - 3 
1 - 3 
1 - 2 

The main phenomena analysed in this accident were the thermal-
hydraulic system response, the core heatup and core degradation 
processes. 

6.2.8.1 Therma1-Hydraulies 

One group of codes (ATHLET, CATHARE, RELAP, MAAP, MARCH, 
MELCOR) simulates the entire primary reactor coolant system 
(RCS) including the pressuriser and steam generator secondary 
side. The other group (MELPROG, SCDAP, SHAPE) use the 
conditions at the reactor vessel (RPV) boundaries as boundary 
conditions. 

During phase 1 the thermal-hydraulic system response is 
determined by the flow rates into and out of the RCS and the 
heat transfer to the steam generator. The quality of the 
simulation of the system pressure and coolant inventory depends 
on the correct description of these boundary conditions. 
Missing measurements were replaced in some cases by trend data 
and by recommended simplified boundary conditions such that the 
correct overall system response was calculated. This yielded 
reasonable results for the system pressure and coolant 
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inventory during the first phase and the beginning of the 
second phase. Participants were also encouraged to adjust 
input data (or to carry out sensitivity analysis within the 
range of boundary condition uncertainty). It should be noted, 
however, that the successful simulation of Phase 1 (with the 
exception of the pressuriser water behaviour) is partly due to 
the relative ease of adjusting data to improve agreement in 
this phase. Larger deviations occurred during core heatup 
following the hydrogen generation. 

The simulation of pressuriser level is dependent on the correct 
modelling of the surge line. Most codes overpredicted 
pressuriser drainage in the time after RCS pump trip and the 
PORV block valve closure. Few codes predicted complete drainage 
after this time period. In some codes special modifications 
were carried out to avoid prediction of complete drainage. 

6.2.8.2 Core Heatup 

The onset of core heatup depends on the core liquid inventory. 
The heatup times predicted by the codes were within about 20 
minutes of each other. At the beginning most codes predicted 
very similar heatup rates. However, once oxidation started, 
the estimates spread. Most codes predicted cessation of 
oxidation during phase 2. This implies that metallic Zircaloy 
had been completely oxidised within or relocated away from the 
high temperature region of the core. 

6.2.8.3 Core Degradation 

There are no direct indications about the early core 
degradation processes. Therefore, no evaluation of these 
processes is possible. The codes could predict neither the 
reflood oxidation and mechanical interaction between the fuel 
and coolant nor the melt relocation late in the accident. 

6.2.8.4 Hydrogen Generation 

From accident data, a hydrogen generation of 300 kg was 
estimated during Phase 2 and 160 kg during Phase 3. The code 
predictions of hydrogen generation during phase 2 are spread by 
a factor of about 3 and none of the codes predict significant 
hydrogen generation during phase 3. 

6.2.8.5 In-Vessel Natural Circulation 

Two calculations attempted to assess the gas flow during phase 
2 in the upper plenum and the upper region of the core. In 
these simulations core temperature and hydrogen generation were 
calculated low compared with the average of the code 
predictions. However, the calculated trends are consistent 
with the accident data. 
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6.2.8.6 Fission Product Core Release 

Three phases have been analysed for the FP release (to take 
into consideration the different core conditions): 

a) fuel heatup (Phase 2), 
b) heated debris (Phase 3), and 
c) leaching from debris (Phase 4). 

During phase 2 the release rates had to be reduced by a factor 
of 10 to take into account the low burnup of the fuel. During 
phase 3, the temperature of the partly molten core was adjusted 
to limit the noble gas release. The release calculation 
predicted that 71% of the highly volatile FPs (caesium and 
iodine) would be released and 3% to 6% of the medium volatile 
FPs (ruthenium and strontium); the experimental data were 60% 
and 8 to 9% respectively. The FP concentration in the reactor 
coolant was correctly simulated except for krypton 
concentration which was significantly under-estimated. 

6.2.8.7 Fission Product Transport 

One simulation of the FP transport throughout the RCS to the 
containment has been performed. The total release to the 
containment during the short opening of the PORV block valve at 
the end of phase 3 agrees with measured data, whereas the 
containment dome radiation was significantly under-estimated 
prior to this time. 

6.2.8.8 Conclusions 

The analysis exercise provided a unique opportunity to test the 
capabilities of severe accident codes against a full scale 
prototypical severe accident. This exercise was not a "blind" 
code comparison. This circumstance as well as uncertainties in 
the boundary conditions and intermediate core conditions impede 
the evaluation of the quality of code simulations. In general 
terms: 

a) thermal-hydraulics and core heatup in the first two phases 
were satisfactorily calculated through the use of 
different simplifying assumptions; 

b) FP core release and FP depletion in the RCS were simulated 
by one participant; 

c) core reflood, debris generation and late phase melt 
relocation were not predictable. 
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6.3 CONCLUSIONS 

Taking into consideration the review of the computer code 
simulations, the abilities of the codes to predict the key 
phenomena might be assessed as follows (see Table 6.1): 

Thermal-Hydraulics: 

Most codes predict the thermal-hydraulics of boiloff and 
heatup well. The quenching of degraded rods at very high 
temperatures and the cooling of debris is not yet 
understood. 

Bundle and Core Heatup: 

In general the temperature increase is well predicted. 
Acceptable uncertainties exist in the determination of 
onset of temperature escalation due to metal-water 
reaction. The simplification of phase diagrams yields 
unrealistic temperature plateaus. 

Bundle and Core Degradation: 

Modelling mechanical cladding deformation requires a 
correct data base for material properties. Grid spacer 
effects are neglected in most simulations. Larger 
uncertainties exist in the modelling of interactions 
between control rod and cladding materials as well as 
between cladding and fuel. The understanding of 
embrittlement and the mechanical behaviour during 
quenching needs improvement. Relocation and refreezing 
processes are modelled simplistically. It also seems to 
be necessary to take grid spacer effects into account. 

Hydrogen Generation: 

During heatup the metal-water reaction and hydrogen 
generation are well predicted but uncertainties exist if 
ballooning, fast cool-down, or quenching take place or if 
reheating occurs after a time period with lower 
temperatures (generation of new unoxidised surfaces). 

In-Vessel Natural Circulation: 

The coupling between core degradation and in-vessel 
natural circulation cannot be assessed since suitable 
large scale experiments are not available. 

Fission Product Release: 

Fission product release from high burnup fuel during 
heatup is not adequately predicted for all the tests. 
Large uncertainties exist for trace irradiated fuel and 
during fast cool-down or quenching. 
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Fission Product Transport: 

The number of experiments that include core degradation as 
well as FP and aerosol transport, depletion and 
revolatilisation is rather small. The understanding of 
retention processes and chemical interactions needs to be 
improved. 

In general terms, the codes predict the early stage of core 
degradation well, including metal-water reactions for heatup 
rates of about lK/s and higher. The uncertainties increase 
with the complexity of metallurgical interactions. The codes 
are not able to simulate core degradation and hydrogen 
generation adequately in the later stages. There are very few 
calculations for the reflood phase and except for TMI-2 no 
simulation of molten pool formation and crust failure. 
Adequate models to describe these processes as well as melt-
coolant interactions and lower vessel head failure are not yet 
implemented in the codes. 

Only in a few calculations have the FP release and aerosol 
generation in the core, or FP and aerosol transport in the RCS, 
been simulated. The codes which simulate these processes use 
user input FP inventories and extremely simplified models to 
calculate FP release or FP and aerosol depletion. On the other 
hand, measurements of the release and depletion processes in 
these integral tests do not have sufficient resolution in space 
and time to provide a good test of the calculational results. 

Furthermore, it has to be stressed that almost all reviewed 
comparisons are related to bundles containing fuel rods only or 
to bundle configurations typical for PWRs. More experiments 
with bundle configurations typical to BWRs should be simulated 
to assess the code capability in modelling BWR scenarios. 

A systematic assessment of the codes including documentation of 
code deficiencies and error corrections or model improvements 
is strongly recommended. For this purpose a broad experimental 
database should be established. Production and use of a 
comprehensive, up-to-date standard database of material 
properties and interaction rates is recommended in order to 
reduce variation in code calculations due to user selection. 
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7. IMPLICATIONS FOR LIGHT WATER REACTOR CALCULATIONS 

7.1 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

The summary in the previous chapters of the current state of 
knowledge of in-vessel degraded core behaviour has shown areas 
of uncertainties, gaps in experimental knowledge, and 
deficiencies in code capability. However, severe accident 
calculations are being carried out for PSA studies and accident 
management analysis with the available computer codes and 
existing knowledge. These calculations are being used for 
decision making by regulatory bodies as well as for the better 
understanding of phenomena. The question arises, how are such 
calculations affected by the identified uncertainties? 

The importance of the calculational uncertainties for different 
phenomena and processes depend on how important the phenomena 
and processes are themselves. This in turn depends on the 
specific phases of specific accident sequences in different 
nuclear power plants. The ultimate measure of importance is 
the uncertainty in risk. 

In PSA studies, phenomenological calculations are done for the 
determination of success criteria for safety functions for the 
identified initiating events, the analysis of severe accident 
progression within the plant, and the analysis of off-site 
consequences. Accident management studies require calculations 
of the effects of various actions, such as 
reflooding/sprinkling of overheated or degraded cores, or 
primary system depressurisation. The current-approach is not 
to try to cover all these tasks with a single severe accident 
analysis code but to use two complementary types of code, as 
identified in Chapter 5: 

1. Integrated, fast-running codes with simplified models for 
all major phenomena and engineered safety features 
appearing in the sequences, modelling the entire sequence 
up to the release of fission products outside of the 
containment; 

2. Detailed mechanistic codes with sophisticated models for 
specific phases of the sequences such as in-vessel core 
melt progression, fission product release and transport in 
the RCS. 

For analysts, it is mandatory to have a thorough understanding 
of the code capabilities for each scenario to be analysed. 
They must be aware of uncertainties, missing models, and 
limitations for different phases of the scenario and to choose 
the appropriate level of modelling for the purpose. There is 
an appreciable time lag between experimental data gathering and 
theoretical modelling capabilities and the production of 
verified and validated computer codes available to and well 
understood by analysts. This time lag has to be bridged by the 
phenomenological knowledge and judgement of the analysts. 
Analysts must estimate uncertainties in their results and 
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justify them in terms of their codes, analytical methods and 
available experimental data. 

The purpose of Chapter 7 is to describe in broad terms the 
applicabilities and limitations of the codes to LWR 
calculations and to derive some general implications. The many 
similarities between codes in terms of capabilities and 
modelling (mainly due to the scope of the experimental 
database) make such broad statements possible. However, the 
reader is cautioned that there are many differences of detail 
between codes and this chapter must be read in the context of 
chapters 5 and 6. 

7.2 APPLICABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE CODES 

7.2.1 Thermal-Hydraulics Prior To Core Degradation 

In the early phases of severe accident sequences, prior to 
appreciable core heatup, the uncertainties are mainly 
related to approximations in the thermal-hydraulic 
modelling. In general, state-of-the-art thermal-
hydraulics codes are thought to be fairly adequate up to 
core degradation for the purposes of severe accident 
analysis . Thus there is considerable confidence in 
estimating thermal-hydraulics behaviour during this phase 
of PWR and BWR accidents. However, large scale integrated 
experiments such as LOFT, ROSA, BETHSY, LOBI and UPTF 
focussed mainly on design basis events (DBE) rather than 
on severe accidents. Thermal-hydraulic transients 
particular to severe accidents (for example, intentional 
system depressurisation or natural circulation in the 
reactor coolant system of a PWR) may need further 
investigation and code validation. Thermal-hydraulics 
behaviour prior to core degradation may influence later 
core melt in a crucial fashion. For instance, loss of 
water from the vessel will determine whether or not the 
lower region of the core remains submerged in a two-phase 
mixture. If it does, more steam is available and 
oxidation heat generation might be significantly higher 
than if it were not submerged. Natural circulation 
affects the temperature distribution in the core. This 
could influence the coherency and route(s) of melt 
relocation. 

Implications for LWR Calculations 

To reduce user-controlled uncertainties as far as 
possible, plant geometry data should be prepared with 
great care and user modelling options chosen from best 
practice for design basis calculations. When the code 
uses a simplified fluid model (e.g. simplified 
representation of the momentum equation) it should be 
benchmarked against state of the art thermal-hydraulics 
codes. Uncertainties need to be carefully assessed when 
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the transient goes significantly beyond the design basis 
experimental database. Factors affecting the mass of 
water in the vessel at the onset of core degradation and 
during core heatup (e.g. liquid holdup in the pressuriser) 
should be considered carefully and uncertainties 
assessed. 

7.2.2 Melt Progression 

7.2.2.1 Early Phase 

The early phase is characterised by localised 
processes. The core contains materials of widely 
ranging melting points/intervals. Core degradation 
is therefore a stage by stage process. A fairly 
small number of important material interactions 
strongly influence the gross features of the core 
degradation. These are well substantiated by 
experiment (Chapters 3 and 4). As described in 
Chapter 5, not even the mechanistic codes treat all 
of these interactions. In particular, some 
interactions giving rise to low temperature 
liquefaction are not modelled even by the mechanistic 
codes. Integrated codes use even simpler, highly 
parametric models for core melt progression, usually 
with recommended parameter values. The 
simplifications vary among the codes (see Chapter 
5). 

Implications for LWR Calculations 

The lack of certain low temperature liquefaction 
models for material interactions means that 
calculations of accidents where the time evolution of 
early phase core degradation is important must be 
treated with caution. This could affect accident 
management calculations (water added to a degrading 
core) and the timing of fission product releases 
(early fuel dissolution). The spatial distribution 
of materials at the end of early phase core 
degradation is also likely to be poorly predicted. 
In particular, codes without models for low 
temperature liquefaction and relocation of stainless 
steel - clad B4C control rods will tend to 
overestimate the amount of control material retained 
in a BWR core. This is non-conservative for 
recriticality considerations. 

Sensitivity studies and expert judgement must be used 
to assess uncertainties in LWR applications and 
whether code deficiencies are important. This will 
vary with the code, . the plant and the accident 
scenario. The assessment must recognise the ultimate 
purpose of the calculations (eg boundary conditions 
for late phase melt progression or for reflood of the 
degraded core). 
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The extensive database, including TMI-2, means that 
assessment against a wide range of experiments is 
possible for each code. This should be carried out 
in order to give as sound a basis as possible for 
assessments of uncertainties in plant calculations. 
For integrated codes, there should be additional 
benchmarking against mechanistic codes for 
representative plant accident sequences. 
Implications for plant calculations drawn from direct 
assessments against experiments must be carefully 
argued in view of the great flexibility and 
simplicity of parametric models. 

7.2.2.2 Late Phase 

The late phase of melt progression is characterised 
by large-scale processes. These include crust 
formation and failure, melt-pool formation and 
behaviour and the relocation of large amounts of melt 
and solid debris. Relocation of material into water, 
particularly in the lower head, affects steam 
generation, metal oxidation, hydrogen generation and 
core heatup. The characteristics of the debris bed 
in the lower head depend on melt/water interactions 
during the pour(s), the type of material involved and 
the timing and location of the pours. Debris 
coolability affects the mode and timing of vessel 
failure. 

Late phase melt progression may be affected by the 
failure of major structural components including core 
supports and retaining structures, primary circuit 
pipework and the RPV lower head. As well as direct 
thermal attack by high temperature core materials, 
natural circulation can transport large amounts of 
heat to structures. Natural circulation prior to 
vessel failure can increase core oxidation and 
hydrogen production through enhanced steam flow. In 
PWRs, natural circulation between the RPV and 
containment after RPV failure may enhance fission 
product release through oxidation of the fuel in 
atmospheric oxygen. 

Data in all these areas are sparse, as noted in 
Chapter 3. This is mainly a result of the large 
scale and expense of relevant experiments. Thus, 
code modelling is limited to parametric mechanistic 
models which rely for credibility mainly on the 
'reasonableness' of their modelling. TMI-2 is an 
important data point for showing what can happen in 
an accident. However, the severe limitations on the 
amount and quality of the data available during the 
late phase of core melt make it of very limited value 
for code assessment. 
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Implications for LWR Calculations 

The sparse database in this area means that all 
calculations are subject to large uncertainties which 
can be qualitative as well as quantitative. Plant 
applications should include extensive sensitivity and 
scoping calculations. All physically plausible 
scenarios should be considered rather than base 
conclusions on the results of one particular model. 
Calculations with substantially different models may 
be helpful, particularly in establishing or 
confirming trends. 

Where the implications for plant depend upon the 
outcome of competing processes, claims that one 
process wins must be very carefully justified. Such 
areas include the competition between the quenching 
of debris in the lower head and RPV failure, the 
threat to the primary circuit via natural circulation 
heating and RPV failure, lateral or downward failure 
of crusts around melt pools and the quenching or 
melting of debris beds in the core region. 

7.2.3 Hydrogen Generation 

The timing and extent of hydrogen generation are 
important factors affecting the threat to the 
containment. Hydrogen generation during early phase 
core degradation can be calculated fairly accurately 
against experimental data. However, as noted in 
Chapter 2, uncertainties increase substantially once 
Zircaloy melts, relocates and core geometry is lost. 
Data from several experimental programmes (Chapter 3) 
have demonstrated that hydrogen generation continues 
after melting and relocation. There appears to be no 
'cut-off temperature for hydrogen generation. 
Uncertainties in hydrogen generation (which are 
large) are mainly due to uncertainties in estimating 
the amount of metallic Zircaloy surface available for 
oxidation. 

Generation of hydrogen during reflood of a damaged 
core is important for accident management. The 
embrittlement and fragmentation processes which take 
place during quenching and which lead to the 
formation of new, exposed metallic surfaces are 
poorly understood and not yet modelled. 

Implications of LWR Calculations 

Uncertainties in hydrogen generation during early 
phase core degradation are likely to be fairly small, 
perhaps as little as + 30%. 

Quantitative estimates of uncertainty, however, 
should be supported by relevant calculations of 
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experiments. It must not be assumed that the same 
estimate applies to all accident sequences or plant. 

For hydrogen generation during late phase core 
degradation, it is recommended that hydrogen 
generation rates are scoped by varying the free 
metallic surface area between reasonable limits. 
Models, however, should be checked to ensure that 
other features (e.g. availability of steam, 
temperature cut-offs) are plausible and scoping or 
sensitivity calculations carried out as appropriate. 

Code predictions of hydrogen generation during 
reflood are not reliable. Scoping calculations are 
advised. In drawing implications for plant from 
sensitivity or scoping calculations, consistency 
between hydrogen generation during different phases 
must be maintained. For instance, the use of upper 
estimates of hydrogen generation for each phase of an 
accident might imply greater than 100% oxidation of 
Zircaloy, which is clearly unphysical. 

7.2.4 Quality Assurance of Codes 

Quality Assurance (QA) of computer codes is an important 
input to ensuring that the implications of specific LWR 
calculations are soundly based. All aspects of the 
development, maintenance and use are covered by 
QA. Standards of QA vary. A number of areas of concern 
or weakness have been highlighted by Chapters 5 and 6. 

(a) Developmental verification is weak or still to be 
done for all codes. This results in poor or non
existent user guidelines for most codes and 
inadequate specification of the capabilities and 
limitations of the code. In addition, many errors 
and numerical weaknesses remain in the codes, to be 
found by users. 

(b) User feedback is not properly organised for most 
codes, to the detriment of both code users and the 
quality of the code itself. Only for MAAP is there a 
user group for the exchange of user experience and 
input to code development, maintenance and user 
support. 

(c) Independent code validation is generally rudimentary 
and frequently refers to old versions of codes. New 
releases of codes, or updates to correct errors, are 
frequently not accompanied by information on how 
existing validation is affected by the code changes. 

(d) With large uncertainties, even at the 
phenomenological level and many alternative (or 
missing) models, it is important that the status of 
options and parameter values should be clearly known 
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by users. This should be covered in code 
documentation. Where options are included for back 
compatibility but improved models are available, this 
should be stated. Similarly, where a parameter can 
be varied across a wide range but only a part of that 
range is reasonable, this should be made clear in 
documentation or code input/output (preferably both). 
In very many cases, such information is not 
available. 

(e) Perhaps more than in any other area, the quality of 
the results of severe accident calculations and the 
implications drawn from them depend on the experience 
and competence of the user. This is substantiated by 
results from International Standard Problems. 
Differences arise from areas such as nodalisation, 
choice of material properties and selection of 
models. There is currently no measure by which the 
competence of a code analyst can be assessed. 

Implications for LWR Calculations 

LWR calculations that are to be used for decision 
making should be carried out with well defined, 
clearly specified and identified code versions. All 
code changes made during the course of the 
calculations should be justified and documented. 

Assessment and validation calculations used to 
support plant calculations must either have been 
carried out with the version of the code used for the 
plant calculations or the impact of any differences 
must be assessed. Reference to an assessment 
calculation with an unknown version of a code is of 
little or no value. 

Users should make every effort to meet and discuss 
experiences with other users and with code 
developers. This should be supported by management. 
User groups should be joined when they exist. 

Users of codes for LWR calculations should be 
properly trained both in the phenomenology of severe 
accidents and the use of the code. They should 
develop their judgement on modelling issues and 
interpretation of results by involvement in 
calculations of experiments, including International 
Standard Problems. 

Sensitivity studies should be carried out to 
demonstrate that results are stable to small 
perturbations in key parameters. In view of the 
possibility of subtle numerical effects due to 
interacting models, sensitivity to small variations 
in parameters that are not expected to be important 
should be considered. 
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Input decks should be prepared with great care and 
should be documented. The user should adhere to 
recommendations provided in code documentation 
regarding selection of optional models and parameter 
values or ranges unless there is good reason not to 
follow these recommendations. Modelling 
approximations, material properties and departures 
from recommendations should be justified and 
documented. 

7.3 SCALING 

Most models of in-vessel degraded core phenomena have been 
derived from data from small scale experiments. Experiments 
are usually very much smaller scale than power reactors. Even 
the LOFT facility, the largest ever used for a severe accident 
experiment, was 1/50 reactor scale (volumetric) and had a short 
core. Most experiments are also poorly scaled in one or more 
dimensions. For instance, fuel bundle degradation experiments 
may be scaled longitudinally but the small number of pins 
precludes radial scaling. One of the objectives of mechanistic 
code models is to integrate this non-prototypic database into a 
reasonable representation of a full scale, three-dimensional 
reactor. The scaling and dimensional limitations in the 
database cannot be ignored, however, in making use of the 
codes. 

Implications for LWR Calculations 

Scale effects must be taken into account when setting 
up a plant model. For instance judgement on the 
possible stages of full meltdown of a full length 
core should guide axial nodalisation. The optimum 
nodalisation may be very different from that for a 
short bundle only undergoing early phase core 
degradation. 

Similarly, dimensional effects must be taken into 
account. For instance the natural circulation of 
steam may be expected to take place in a full size 
reactor although not during a fuel bundle experiment. 
The radial nodalisation of the core must allow 
for this possibility. In addition, the radial power 
profile of the core affects the optimum radial 
nodalisation. This may be rather different from that 
for a fuel bundle where the radial temperature 
profile is dominated by heat losses through the 
shroud. 

Where the experimental database is poor, the 
representation of scaling and dimensional effects 
should be investigated by the use of detailed 
modelling codes where possible (eg. Computational 
fluid dynamics codes for 3-D steam flows). 
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Assessment of the results of plant calculations 
should always recognise the possibility that large 
scale and multi-dimensional effects may be poorly 
modelled. Comparison with TMI-2 data is a useful 
check for PWR calculations when the accident sequence 
is fairly close to the TMI-2 transient. 

7.4 SUMMARY 

Codes used for severe accident calculations are still in the 
developmental stage and need further effort, both in modelling 
and numerical methods, to describe a severe accident with 
confidence. The experimental database and TMI-2 suggest that 
early phase core degradation can be reasonable well predicted. 
However, in the late phase, uncertainties become so large that 
codes should be regarded as giving trends and qualitative 
results. 

Judgement based on experimental data, code assessment 
calculations and other plant calculations must be exercised at 
all stages in an LWR calculation. This starts at setting up 
the plant model, where modelling options must be chosen and 
scaling and dimensional effects represented, through to 
analysis of results. 

Calculations used for decision making must be carried out using 
identified and properly specified code versions. Assessments 
against experiments that are used to support the application of 
the calculations must have been carried out with the same 
version of the code or the impact of changes must be assessed. 

Uncertainties and sensitivities (which will be sequence, plant 
and code dependent) must be taken into account in plant 
calculations. 

The experience of the code user is an important factor in 
determining the quality of results and implications drawn from 
them. Management should encourage the acquisition of this 
experience through participation in code assessment activities, 
membership of user groups and contact with code developers. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

8.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The first main conclusion of this report is that there has been 
rather more technical investigation into the earlier phases of 
in-vessel core degradation than into the later phases. The 
surveys of both experimental and analytical programmes support 
this observation. This does not imply that the early phases 
are more important than the later phases. The great emphasis 
on investigations of the early phase reflects the facts that 
programmes have proceeded in a forward chronological direction 
through degraded core accidents, that the efforts in these 
areas have been extremely resource intensive, and that the 
outcomes of the earlier phases were needed to define, in part, 
the research needed for the later phases. The greatest 
phenomenological uncertainties now reside in the later phases 
and addressing these uncertainties is now an important issue. 

The second main conclusion is that experiments, modelling, 
data, and code development all support the fact that there is a 
generally good understanding of initial coolant boiloff, core 
heat-up, the early phases of hydrogen generation, and initial 
fission product inventory. 

The third main conclusion is that there is a poor understanding 
of late phase melt progression. 

The main experimental programmes that have been reviewed here 
include: the PBF/SFD programme and OECD/LOFT consortium at 
INEL, the Annular Core Research Reactor programme and the ex-
reactor experimental programme at SNL, the Full-Length High 
Temperature series of tests at the NRU reactor at Chalk River, 
the severe fuel damage programme in the PHEBUS reactor at 
Cadarache, the CORA and NIELS programmes at 
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, and the Nuclear Safety 
Research Reactor experimental programme at JAERI. With the 
exception of the Melt Progression (MP) series at Sandia, all of 
the above programmes address early phase core degradation (up 
to initial blockage formation). The MP experiments start with 
an initial blockage and investigate subsequent phenomena. In 
addition, the programme at JAERI on the Nuclear Safety Research 
Reactor is the only one that now addresses reactivity insertion 
accidents. 

Some of the key observations from the experimental programmes 
are given below: 

1) All of the experiments that involved rod bundles showed 
high temperature, oxidation driven, temperature excursions 
accompanied by material liquefaction, melt relocation, and 
blockage formation. 

2) Chemical reactions among core materials resulting in 
extended liquid phase formation occur at temperatures far 
below the melting points of the constituents. 
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3) The phenomenology of quenching of degraded fuel rod 
bundles resulting in strong hydrogen production is poorly 
understood. Some experiments have investigated the 
effects of quenching on the mechanical behavior of the 
core materials and on hydrogen generation. However, the 
effect of water flooding has not been systematically 
studied (e.g. flooding rates, core state and temperature 
at time of quench). 

4) Blockages formed low in the core are more metallic than 
blockages formed higher in the core which tend to be more 
ceramic. 

5) The bundle tests do not address radially varying 
phenomena, such as blockage growth and the steam flow 
rates correspond to low flow steaming conditions. 

6) One area that can be singled out for its lack of adequate 
modelling and experimental validation is in-vessel natural 
circulation. This is particularly a problem since scale 
and prototypicality considerations, which are always 
issues even for intact cores, are further exacerbated by 
the time evolution of the geometry and heat source 
distribution that is characteristic of a degrading core. 

7) The uncertainties in the boundary conditions of 
experiments are large and must be considered in the use of 
the experiments for model assessment. 

8) The uncertainty of measured or estimated temperature or 
relocation data increase with temperature and degradation 
in the experiments. 

9) Relocation of B4C control rod material has been observed 
at low temperatures and this may have implications for 
recriticality in BWRs. 

10) There are relatively few BWR experiments compared with 
PWR, although many phenomena occurring in PWR experiments 
are relevant to BWR. This leads to greater uncertainties 
in BWR core degradation phenomenology and modelling. 

The existing data base for materials properties has been 
reviewed and the general conclusions are as follows: 

1) Data involving multi-component systems at high 
temperatures and pressures are needed to describe degraded 
core conditions. Much of these data are now available; 
some outstanding items are given below. 

2) Basic thermal-hydraulic and thermo-physical properties for 
hydrogen/steam mixtures are available for code modelling. 

3) For basic core materials, data exists for densities, 
thermal conductivities, and heat capacities. For reaction 
products (including eutectics) that are formed upon core 
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degradation, few data properties are available and have 
large uncertainties. 

4) Data on oxidation kinetics for Zircaloy and stainless 
steel are adequate. However, the rate limiting process of 
UO2 oxidation has not yet been published. 

5) Phase diagrams and kinetics data exist for the principal 
quasi-binary and ternary systems, but the data base for 
multicomponent systems is less complete and not 
sufficient. 

6) For the mechanical behavior (ballooning and collapse) of 
unquenched fuel rods, the data base is adequate for 
unrecovered accidents. However, the mechanical behavior 
of degraded fuel rods under fast cooldown or quench 
conditions is not well understood. 

7) Additional data are needed at high temperatures on the 
mechanical properties of primary circuit and vessel 
structure materials and the effects of oxidation and 
irradiation. 

8) Some data on molten core/coolant interactions are 
available from TMI-2, but the data base for material 
fragmentation and the distribution of fragment sizes is 
limited. 

9) A complete, openly available database including all the 
available data should be created, maintained and kept up 
to date. 

The review of computer codes that are used to describe in-
vessel degraded core conditions has revealed that two 
categories of codes are in use by safety analysts. The first 
category includes the integrated codes which are used in PSA 
and in source term evaluation studies. The codes reviewed in 
this category include STCP, MELCOR, and MAAP, (all from the 
USA), ESCADRE (France), and THALES (Japan). The second 
category of codes is the detailed mechanistic type with 
sophisticated models for special parts of the accident 
sequences. These codes can be used for verification of models 
against separate effects tests or integral tests or for the 
design of experiments. They can then be used to benchmark the 
integrated codes. These codes reviewed here are ATHLET-SA 
(Germany), CATHARE/ICARE (France) and SCDAP/RELAP5 (USA). 

To utilise fully a two-category strategy for the codes, the 
detailed codes need further validation against experiments and 
the integrated codes need to become more flexible and fast 
running for PSA purposes. The review has found that among the 
codes, adequate models exist for the early phase of 
degradation, but that uncertainties increase for the late phase 
phenomena. These include: chemical interactions between 
materials; transitions from highly oxidised or declad fuel 
pellet stacks to debris geometry; crust formation and 
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integrity; quenching and long-term coolability; fuel-coolant 
interactions; mode of vessel rupture and debris ejection. 

With regard to the comparison between mechanistic codes and 
experiments, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1) Most codes adequately predict boiloff and heatup, but fast 
cooldown or quenching of degraded fuel rods or blockages 
at high temperatures is not well understood. 

2) Uncertainties in the determination of the onset of 
temperature excursions due to metal water reactions are 
acceptable. 

3) Large uncertainties exist in the modelling of the 
interactions between control rods and cladding material. 

4) Grid spacer effects are not included in most computer code 
simulations. 

5) Hydrogen generation is adequately predicted during heat-
up, but large uncertainties exist for hydrogen generation 
during fast cooldown or if reheating occurs after a period 
of time at lower temperatures. 

6) The coupling between core degradation and in-vessel 
natural circulation effects cannot be assessed since 
suitable large-scale experiments are not available. 

7) The fission product release during heat-up from fuel 
are not adequately predicted for all test conditions. 
Large uncertainties exist for trace irradiated fuels and 
for fast cooldown and quenching events. 

It should be noted that almost all reviewed comparisons are 
related to bundles containing fuel rods only or to bundle 
configurations typical of PWRs. More comparisons for bundle 
configurations typical of BWRs are needed, although many 
phenomena occurring in PWR experiments are relevant, to BWR. 

Codes used for severe accident analysis are still in the 
developmental stage and need further effort to be able to 
describe a severe accident in a light water reactor with 
confidence. However, experiences gained from the TMI-2 
accident and extensive research efforts on degraded core 
phenomena lead us to believe that the early phase melt 
progression is reasonably described by the codes. However, in 
the late phase of melt progression, the level of 
uncertainty becomes large and the codes give only rather 
qualitative results. In general, the uncertainties will depend 
on the accident scenario and plant. They must be carefully 
assessed, considered and taken into account when making use of 
code calculations. 
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8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

1) With regard to early phase core degradation, the Phebus 
and CORA ISPs should be completed. An ISP based on the 
NRU FLHT-6 test should be undertaken as it would be a BWR 
ISP and use full length rods (both new to severe accident 
ISPs). Further ISPs for early phase with high heatup 
rates are not needed at the moment. 

2) CSNI should consider an ISP for early phase core 
degradation with low heatup rates such as would occur in a 
severe accident initiated from shutdown or low power. 

3) If data can be made available, an ISP should be carried 
out on in-vessel natural circulation. 

4) More effort needs to be placed on late phase core 
degradation, CSNI should encourage code development and 
the carrying out of well designed experiments focused on 
reducing key uncertainties. An ISP should be carried out 
once a suitable experiment becomes available. Particular 
attention should be paid to the formation and behaviour of 
crusts and melt pools, as well as to threats to the lower 
head and modes of vessel failure. The latter would need 
interaction between PWG2 and PWG3. 

5) CSNI should encourage the participation of code users in 
ISPs as well as code developers and research workers. 

6) The production of a CSNI validation matrix for severe fuel 
damage is recommended. Tables included in this report 
should be a starting point. 

7) CSNI should encourage the production, maintenance and use 
of a comprehensive, internationally accepted database of 
qualified and assessed materials properties and 
interactions. 

8) CSNI should consider producing state of the art reports in 
the areas of fission product release and transport, beyond 
design basis and severe accident thermal-hydraulics and 
molten fuel-coolant interactions. 

9) Degraded core quench is an important issue in a number of 
areas (e.g. core reflood, coolability of debris in the 
lower head, molten core-concrete coolability, accident 
management). An expert meeting to bring together workers 
in all these areas should be considered. 

10) CSNI should continue to encourage high standards of 
documentation for codes, experiments and code assessment 
studies. This would assist in developing international 
concensus on the state of the art and reduce the risk of 
error in the use of the information by researchers, in the 
production of safety cases and in regulatory assessments. 
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11) This state of the art report should be updated in three or 
four years time to establish whether significant progress 
has been made in areas where there are currently important 
gaps in the experimental database or in areas where 
modelling needs to be improved. 
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APPENDIX A 

DESCRIPTIONS OF DEGRADED CORE MODELLING IN COMPUTER CODES 

COMMON FORMAT FOR CODE DESCRIPTION 

A.X - CODE X VERSION Y 

A.X.I - Code Structure 

A.X.1.1 - Code Architecture 

A.X.1.2 - Solution Concept 

A.X.1.3 - Programming and Computation 

A.X.2 - Physical Models 

A.X.2.1 - Thermo-Fluid Dynamics 

A.X.2.2 - Core and Structures 

A.X.2.3 - Heat Transfer 

A.X.2.4 - Melting and Relocation of Materials 

A.X.2.5 - Chemical Reactions 

A.X.2.6 - Heat Generation 

A.X.2.7 - Mechanics 

A.X.2.8 - Debris Bed 

A.X.2.9 - Fuel-Coolant Interaction 

A.X.2.10- Vessel Rupture and Ejection of Materials 

A.X.2.11- Fission Products and Aerosols 
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A.l ATHLET-SA (FRGÏ (VERSION : MOD 0.1 REL. M) 

A.1.1 Code Structure 

A.1.1.1 Code Architecture 

The ATHLET-SA structure is highly modular in order to 
include a large range of models and to offer an 
optimum basis for further development. The basic 
modules correspond to the five types of processes to 
be simulated: 

a) thermo-fluid dynamics (TFD), 

b) heat transfer and heat conduction (HECU), 

c) core heat-up and degradation (HEAT), 

d) neutron kinetics (NEUKIN) and 

e) general control simulation (GCSM). 

Other independent modules (e.g., large models with 
own time advancement procedure) can be coupled 
without structural changes in ATHLET by means of a 
general interface. 

A.1.1.2 Solution Concept 

ATHLET-SA has a strict separation of the solution of 
the steady state and the transient conditions. The 
transient calculation may either start from the 
steady state conditions or restart from a previous 
transient calculation. 

Steady-State 

The steady-state conditions are iterated by explicit 
algebraic equations in the following structure: 

a) determination of heat sources for the fluid 
system, 

b) iteration of stationary fluid conditions, 

c) calculation of temperature distribution and heat 
conduction in the core and in the structures, 

d) calculation of reactivity coefficients, and 

e) control of energy balance with adjusted heat 
sources and sinks for the fluid system. 
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Transient Solution 

The transient solution is dominated by the time 
integration method FEBE used for the thermal-
hydraulic problem /5.4/. It provides the solution of 
a general non-linear ODE system of first order, 
splitting the set of differential equations into two 
subsets, the first subset being integrated 
explicitly, the second subset being integrated 
implicitly. Generally, the fully implicit option is 
used with ATHLET. Linearisation of the implicit 
subset is done numerically by calculation of a 
Jacobean matrix. The FEBE module uses a variable 
time step, variable order (>2) method in order to 
advance the solution from one time level to another. 

The other models are integrated depending on the 
feedback to the thermal-hydraulic problem: 

The HEAT module performs the integration for 
each time substep of FEBE. 

In general, the HECU module performs the 
integration over the whole time step when the 
solution of the thermal-hydraulic problem for 
this time step is completed (loose coupling). 
As a second option, a simultaneous solution of 
thermal-hydraulic and heat conduction in the 
structures is possible. The different equation 
systems of the TFD, HEAT and HECU modules are 
coupled by the convective heat flux between the 
rods or structures and the fluid and by the 
radiation heat flux between core and core 
surroundings. 

The coupling of the neutron kinetics module and 
blocks of the GCSM can be chosen as tight 
coupling with integration for each time substep 
or as loose coupling with integration once per 
time step. 

A.1.1.3 Programming And Computation 

ATHLET is composed of about 600 subroutines with a 
total of 90,000 statements written in FORTRAN 77. 
The extension to ATHLET-SA comprises an additional 
240 subroutines with about 18,000 statements. The 
system code has been developed on AMDAHL. It is 
implemented also on IBM, CRAY and VAX. At given time 
points and at the end of a computer run ATHLET-SA can 
produce restart data sets on tape or disk. For a 
restart run a limited modification of flowpath 
network and of system parameters is possible. For 
each time step plot data sets can be written to tape 
or disk. Different tools for post-processing in 
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conjunction with a graphic post-processing module are 
available. 

A.1.2 Physical Models 

ATHLET-SA consists of the system code ATHLET, specific 
modules out of KESS and additional interface routines. 
The code version ATHLET/Mod 1.0 was released in 1988. It 
comprises the models of the contributing codes ALMOD and 
DRUFAN in a new structure and with reorganised input. 
Detailed descriptions of the models included in the 
contributing codes can be found in (/5.5/,/5.6/,/5.7/). A 
comparative study between them is presented in /5.8/. 
Here only a basic characterisation of the code will be 
given. The physical core models of KESS are described in 
Section A.4.2. In the following paragraphs the 
description will be restricted to the verified models. 

A.1.2.1 Thermo-Fluid Dynamics 

General Model 

There are several options in ATHLET concerning the 
thermo-fluid dynamics simulation coming from the two 
contributing codes. 

The fast running fluid dynamic models (obtained 
from the ALMOD code) are a three-equation model 
for the calculation of the fluid transport and 
dedicated component models for the pressuriser 
and steam generator. The three-equation models 
include the balance equations for mass, energy 
and momentum in single and two-phase flow. As 
far as the spatial discretisation of the 
balance equations is concerned two methods are 
available : the second order method ASWR 
(Asymmetric Separated Region Weighted Residual) 
with Split-Matrix /5.9/ and the finite 
difference method IMMB (Integrated Mass and 
Momentum Balance). There is no interface 
available between the fluid-dynamics of ALMOD 
and the core degradation module, at present. 

A more detailed thermo-fluid dynamics model is 
the four-equation model from the DRUFAN code. 
It consists of the conservation laws for 
vapour mass, liquid mass, overall energy, and 
overall momentum. The relative velocity 
between liquid and vapour is determined by a 
drift flux model. Thermodynamic non-equilibrium 
between liquid and vapour is considered, 
assuming the non-dominant phase (by mass 
fraction) to be saturated. The lumped 
parameter method is used for spatial 
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approximation. The mixture level is modelled by 
a non-homogeneous control volume. The 
simulation of fluid flow in parallel channels is 
possible with and without cross flows between 
the channels. 

The extension of the equation system to a second 
energy equation and additional mass equations for 
hydrogen and other non-condensible gas components is 
underway. The absorption and dissociation of the 
fluid are neglected. 

Numerics And Boundary Conditions 

The finite volume technique is used for the spatial 
discretisation with staggered mesh. The result is a 
set of ODE in time which are solved by the FEBE 
module. For the initial state, only the minimum 
amount of physical properties need to be input. 
Possible boundary conditions are pressure, enthalpy, 
heat sources, heat sinks, inflows and outflows at any 
point of the fluid system. For the flexible 
representation of the control, trip and auxiliary 
systems (BOP Systems) a high level simulation 
language is available in the General Control 
Simulation Module (GCSM). The user can model control 
circuits or simplified fluid systems by connecting 
basic functional blocks (e.g., switch, adder, 
integrator). 

Coupling To Other Modules 

The TFD module interacts with other modules via the 
heat fluxes across the system boundaries. If large 
changes occur during a time step, the time step size 
is reduced based on the error control of FEBE. 
Regarding the availability of steam for Zircaloy 
oxidation, a simplified tracking of hydrogen 
generation in the core region allows simulation of 
steam starvation. 

A.1.2.2 Core And Structures 

HECU Module 

A heat conductor model is available for the 
simulation of heat conduction in structures, fuel 
rods and electrical heaters. It permits the user to 
assign heat conduction slabs to all thermal-
hydraulic cells of the modular TFD network. One-
dimensional temperature profiles can be simulated for 
plates as well as for hollow and full cylinders in 
the radial direction. Axial conduction and melting 
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are not considered. In the heat conductor up to 
three material zones can be modelled with gaps 
between the material zones. For further 
discretisation, a material zone is divided into a 
problem-dependent number of layers. Heat generation 
can be considered in material zones. The heat source 
may come from neutron kinetics, oxidation or given by 
the GCSM. The heat conductor can be adjacent to one 
fluid cell with any boundary condition at the other 
surface or it can be placed between two fluid cells. 
Furthermore a heat conductor can simulate a lower, 
upper or radial core surrounding, which interacts 
with the HEAT module via radiative heat transfer. 

HEAT Module 

To simulate core degradation processes fuel rods have 
to be simulated by the HEAT module. One 
representative fuel rod is simulated by a stack of 
cylindrical elements modelling the fuel pellets and 
the cladding. At the lower and upper end, fuel plugs 
are modelled. The axial power profile is 
either given by input or calculated in the case of an 
electrical heater rod. To simulate the power profile 
across the core, different rods can be modelled, each 
one representing a radial section of the core or test 
bundle. Several representative rods can be coupled 
to one fluid channel. Radiative heat losses to the 
core surroundings, which are modelled by the HECU 
module, are taken into account: 

a) in the radial direction for the outermost non-
molten ring meshes, 

b) in the axial direction for all non-molten rings 
meshes. 

The radiative heat transfer between the rods is 
calculated in radial and axial directions for all 
non-molten meshes. The radial temperature 
distribution in the fuel rod is solved implicitly; it 
is dependent on gap heat transfer,fluid temperature, 
heat transfer coefficient between cladding and fluid, 
heat sources and all heat fluxes due to radiation and 
axial conduction. The heat sources take into 
account: 

a) nuclear or electrical heat generation in the 
rod, 

b) chemical reaction between the cladding and the 
fluid. 

Except for the fluid temperature, which is given for 
the end of the time substep, all properties, heat 
transfer coefficients as well as heat sources and 
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heat fluxes are calculated with the temperatures at 
the beginning of the time substep. 

A.1.2.3 Heat Transfer 

Conduction 

The heat conduction depends on the temperature 
distribution, material properties and shape factors. 
The material properties are given as temperature-
dependent input values or calculated by built-in 
functions. The shape factors are given by the 
geometry of the heat conductors or rods at initial 
conditions. 

Convection 

The wall heat transfer model contains a package of 
heat transfer correlations for natural and forced 
convection in single-phase liquid and vapour flow, 
for subcooled and saturated nucleate boiling, pool 
and transition boiling, stable film boiling, laminar 
and turbulent film condensation. Furthermore 
correlations for the evaluation of critical heat flux 
and minimum film boiling temperature are available. 
For the heat transfer between wall and superheated 
vapour flow, the maximum value of the correlations 
for forced turbulent (Mc Eligot), forced laminar 
(Hausen) and turbulent free convection flow is 
taken. 

Radiation 

The radiation heat transfer between the rods and 
between rods and core surroundings is based on view 
factors, emissivity and surface temperatures. The 
view factors in the bundle are calculated for a 
triangular or square lattice of the rods 
(/5.10/,/5.11/). To consider that the radiative heat 
flux between two representative rods has to pass a 
given number of rod rows, the radiative heat transfer 
is transformed into the product of an artificial heat 
conductivity, which depends on the average 
temperature, and the temperature difference of the 
two adjacent representative rods. The view factors 
between core and core surroundings /5.12/ are based 
on single cylinders and plane surfaces. Changes in 
the outer rod radius and relocation are taken into 
account. Structure surfaces are assumed to be gray, 
diffuse emitters and absorbers with constant 
emissivity as input data. The absorption and 
emission of the fluid are neglected. 
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A.1.2.4 Melting And Relocation Of Materials 

At present a simplified stop-and-go model is 
implemented. The beginning of relocation depends on 
the percentage of total melt in the mesh, composed of 
fuel and cladding. The percentage of melt depends on 
the input data of the solidus and liquidus 
temperatures, the heat capacity and the enthalpy 
increase of the mesh. Further input values are the 
factor for retention of molten fuel rod material in 
the mesh after slumping, the subcooling temperature 
difference for refreezing and a factor for maximum 
relocation in the meshes below the molten meshes. 
The implementation of a candling model is underway. 

A.1.2.5 Chemical Reactions 

The HEAT /5.13/ and HECU /5.14/ modules treat the 
chemical reaction between superheated steam and 
Zircaloy. The oxidation is described by empirical 
parabolic rate equations for the oxide layer 
thickness or oxide mass increase. The model offers 
the selection of one out of 17 different sets of 
coefficients for different temperature ranges. 
Commonly used are the rate equations based on 
Hofmann/Uetsuka, Urbanic/Heidrick, Cathcart, 
Leistikow and Prater/Courtright. The oxidation is 
limited by the amount of available steam and the 
remaining Zircaloy and it is stopped if the liquidus 
temperature is reached. Implementation of a more 
advanced diffusion model is underway. 

A.1.2.6 Heat Generation 

Nuclear Power 

The power generation is either calculated by the 
neutron kinetics module for the total core or given 
by the GCSM for each radial core section or for the 
whole core. Axial and radial power profiles are 
given by input data. In the HEAT module, the power 
is generated in the fuel. In the HECU module, the 
material zone of power generation is given by input. 

Electrical Power 

The positive feedback between temperature and 
resistance of electrical heater rods has been treated 
according to the model developed at KfK /5.15/ for 
the simulation of the CORA bundle. The power 
generation is given by the GCSM as a boundary 
condition for each radial core section. The axial 
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power profile results from the temperature 
distribution in the heater rod. 

Automated Control Model 

The GCSM /5.16/ provides any kind of power control. 
In general time histories are given for the total 
power or for the power of core sections. Furthermore 
it is possible to control the power depending on the 
physical state of the core or core sections. 

A.1.2.7 Mechanics 

The mechanical fuel rod model /5.17/ describes 
cladding deformation by means of pellet cladding 
contact (high pressure case) or ballooning (low 
pressure case). Cladding rupture is assumed if 
maximum stress/strain limits are exceeded. Also 
fragmentation of (partly) oxidised cladding is 
considered by means of empirically derived 
embrittlement criteria. The model includes the 
thermal and fission gas induced expansion of fuel. 

A.1.2.8 Debris Bed (Not Available) 

A.1.2.9 Fuel-Coolant Interaction (Not Available) 

A.1.2.10 Vessel Rupture And Ejection Of Materials 
(Not Available) 

A.1.2.11 Fission Products And Aerosols 

For fission products and aerosols: 

a) release, one FIPREM model based on empirical 
rate constants, similar to the CURSOR approach, 
is implemented; the second FIPREM model based on 
diffusion (see Section A.4.2.11) will be 
implemented in 1992 after its developmental 
verification, 

b) behaviour in the RCS, the TRAP-MELT code will 
be used, the coupling is underway. 
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A.2 CATHARE/ICARE (FR) (VERSION : ICARE2 VI) 

A.2.1 Code Structure 

A.2.1.1 Code Architecture 

ICARE2 uses a special data organization technique 
called SIGAL (in French : Structure Informatique de 
Gestion et d'Accueil de Logiciels) which allows the 
management of all the calculations, i.e., 

a) the dynamic memory management to optimise the 
use of the central computer's memory, 

b) the memory organisation library to handle and to 
modify SIGAL data bases stored in the central 
memory, 

c) the data reader and data checker to analyse 
input data deck, 

d) the analyser program to interpret special users' 
statements in order to perform all manipulations 
of SIGAL data bases, and finally, 

e) the self-governing graphic program to post-
process results. 

A.2.1.2 Solution Concept 

The ICARE2 code structure consists of a small driver 
program that calls the main modules (i.e. fluid-
dynamics, thermal behaviour of core and structures, 
melting and relocation of materials, chemical 
reactions) and handles the time step control. The 
numerical scheme of the main physical modules is as 
implicit in time as possible, but the coupling 
between them is generally explicit. The global time 
step is controlled by checking the energetic error 
induced by the coupling. The data exchanges between 
the modules are performed through SIGAL the data 
base; this logic, combined with the modular structure 
of the code, makes possible independent development 
of new modules which after self-governing tests can 
be easily introduced into ICARE2. 

A.2.1.3 Programming and Computation 

ICARE2 is composed of about 30,000 statements written 
in FORTRAN 77, so it can be implemented in any 
mainframe supporting this language. Restart 
capabilities are processed with the SIGAL analyser 
program which is designed to directly access the 
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ICARE2 data to add, delete, modify or recover any 
type of information. Concerning the graphic post
processing, the users can plot and draw any suitable 
calculated values by combining the possibilities of 
the SIGAL analyser and the graphic post-processing 
program. 

A.2.2 Physical Models 

The intersection between the space meshing and a structure 
or a fluid generates structure and fluid meshes. In 
ICARE2, the spatial meshing is an axial grid. In the 
radial direction, the meshing is obtained by the 
definition of several different structures (at present 
only cylinders) and independent monodimensional fluid 
channels (without cross-flows). A metallic structure mesh 
can be composed of several materials. Ideal mixtures of 
materials simulate alloys or eutectic compounds : physical 
properties of mixtures are therefore linear functions of 
the individual materials. 

A.2.2.1 Thermo-Fluid Dynamics 

Model 

The thermal-hydraulic model of ICARE2 is derived from 
the ID two-phase flow model of the CATHARE1 code, 
without the liquid phase available but with some 
improvements enhancing the study of severe fuel 
damage transients : 

The gas phase flowing into a channel is a 
mixture of steam and hydrogen with the 
diffusion of the hydrogen in the steam taken 
into account in the hydrogen mass balance 
equation. It is assumed that steam and 
hydrogen have the same temperature and velocity 
at each node (one momentum and one energy 
balance equation for the mixture). 

The geometry changes due to flow down and 
relocation of molten materials as well as a 
changing number of convective heat and mass 
transfer exchanges with walls are considered. 
In a blocked mesh by refrozen materials, the 
fluid volume and cross-sections used to solve 
fluid equations remain always greater than 
minimum values given in input data. 

The radial temperature gradient in the core can 
be approached with multi-channel modelling. 
This treatment is done without any cross-flow 
between the parallel channels but with inlet 
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mass flow rates redistribution according to the 
occurrence of independent flow blockages. 

Numerics And Boundary Conditions 

The set of four balance equations is discretised with 
a finite difference scheme using axial staggered 
meshes and a fully implicit technique; this 
discretisation leads to a non-linear system solved by 
the Newton-Raphson iterative method. In the case of 
stand-alone use of the code, the boundary conditions 
are generally pressure at the core outlet, gas 
temperature as well as steam and hydrogen mass flow 
rates at the core inlet. 

Coupling With Other Modules 

In order to avoid numerical problems in the case of 
large consumption of steam, the hydraulic module is 
implicitly coupled with the chemical reactions module 
(such as Zircaloy and stainless steel oxidation). 
The oxygen flux required in unlimited steam 
conditions (parabolic oxide layer growth) by each 
oxidised structure is known during the time step. A 
starvation model may limit, if necessary, the 
available oxygen flux at the wall. If stainless 
steel and Zircaloy react simultaneously with steam, 
the mass supplied to each metallic mesh is 
proportional to the mass requested by each of them. 
In the case of a mesh blocked by refrozen materials, 
the oxidation processes are assumed to be interrupted 
in this mesh. 

A.2.2.2 Core And Structures 

The conservation of energy for the metallic 
components is written in a lumped form. The solution 
is obtained assuming that heat sources due to 
nuclear, chemical and candling processes are explicit 
while exchanged heat due to conduction, convection 
and radiation are semi-implicit in time (implicit 
temperature, other values explicit). These non
linear equations, because of heat transfer radiation 
(temperature to the power of four) and non-constant 
heat capacity with temperature, are solved by an 
iterative Newton method. The phase change and the 
corresponding latent heat of the materials are taken 
into account during iterations. 
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A.2.2.3 Heat Transfer 

Conduction 

A thermal resistance is computed for each face of a 
metallic mesh. It is a function of the geometry as 
well as the average thermal conductivity in the 
direction associated with the face. This latter 
value depends on the thermal conductivity of the 
materials in the mesh and on their geometrical 
arrangement (stratified or perfectly mixed). 

Convection 

The convective wall to fluid heat transfer is 
expressed in the usual general form with the Nusselt 
number chosen as the maximum value of the four flow 
regimes: 

a) laminar forced convection (bundle 
configuration), 

b) turbulent forced convection (Groeneveld-
Delorme), 

c) turbulent forced convection (Dittus-Boelter), 
and finally 

d) free convection (Rohsenow-Harnett). 

Radiation 

A two-dimensional radiation hêat transfer model for 
bundles and large reactor cores is available. It is 
based on the Hottel's method /5.21/ and takes into 
account the non-isotropic aspect of the reflected 
flux linked with the convex geometry of the fuel rods 
and shrouds /5.22/. 

Modelling And Assumptions 

Each numerical cell (called an enclosure) corresponds 
to an axial region composed of several structures and 
fluid meshes. The fluid (mixture of steam and 
hydrogen) is considered as an homogeneous, non-
scattering, emitting and absorbing medium. Structure 
surfaces are supposed to be gray, diffuse emitters, 
absorbers and reflectors. However, only a fraction 
of the flux reflected by a surface is considered to 
be isotropic and the remaining fraction is sent back 
to the emitting surface independently of the view 
factors. 
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General Formulation Of Heat Exchange 

The energetic balance of radiative power in the 
enclosure leads to a set of linear equations, the 
solution of which gives the total-interchange areas 
between structures and fluid /5.23/. These values 
are used to express the radiative net power for 
structures and fluid : 

P = 2 sT S. (T.4 - T 4) 
* i=l,N i * i * 

Absorption Bv The Coolant 

The transmissivity of the gas between walls, used in 
the balance equations, is expressed in each spectral 
absorbing band (5 for water vapour) using the 
statistical Goody-Mayer model /5.23/. According to 
the numerical spectral integration chosen, either a 
computation of total interchange areas in each 
spectral band is performed (real gas option) or only 
one calculation in the total spectrum of these 
quantities is done (gray gas option). 

Geometric Aspects 

Geometric mean beam lengths are estimated with an 
analytical formula /5.22/ while view factors are 
computed using the Hottel's crossed-string method 
/5.23/. In the case of a large core, a specific 
formulation for view factors between concentric rod 
rings is used. Moreover changes in geometry are 
ignored. View factors concerning experimental 
bundles such as PHEBUS CSD, PBF and CORA are defined 
in the code for standard configuration of the rods 
(geometric symmetries). In addition, an automatic 
view factor calculation is possible for any bundle by 
a simple description of the relative position in 
space of the rods in the input data deck. 

Numerics 

The total interchange areas are computed according to 
a time interval given in the input data. During the 
solution of the energy balance equation of a 
structure mesh, these quantities are explicit while 
the 'temperature to the power of four' is implicit. 
The stability of the calculation is ensured with this 
numerical choice. 
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A.2.2.4 Melting And Relocation Of Materials 

A mixture (molten or dislocated material) can only 
flow downwards if it is no longer enclosed by compact 
materials. The materials movement can take place 
either in an axial level (the so-called radial flow 
model) or downwards from an axial level to another 
(the so-called candling model). 

Radial Flow Model 

The radial movement, with an infinite velocity, of 
dislocated mixtures from one structure to another 
is possible at the same level and allows, for 
instance, the placing of dislocated fuel pellets on 
to Zircaloy cladding or Ag-In-Cd on to absorber guide 
tubes. The code therefore computes the relocation 
of a mixture containing solid debris. 

Candling Model 

This model is applied after the radial flow model 
during a time step and assumes a constant candling 
velocity (default value 0.6 m/s). The candling 
module solves the mass transport of mixtures from the 
top to the bottom, with possible mass freezing in 
axial levels deduced from the solution of heat 
transfer equations in which phase changes are 
considered. In addition, the available fluid volume 
in an axial mesh where candling occurs, limits the 
amount of flowing materials in order to preserve this 
volume as positive. 

Numerics 

Models of displacement of materials modify the mass 
and chemical composition of the structures. During 
this process, the associated heat transfer due to 
conduction and enthalpy exchanges linked to mass 
transport are taken into account during the solution 
of energetic conservation by the thermal module which 
computes structure temperatures at the end of the 
time step. 

A.2.2.5 Chemical Reactions 

Chemical Reactions With Steam (Oxidation) 

Oxidation of Zircaloy and stainless steel are 
treated. The amount of oxygen mass flux available 
for these two reactions is computed by the thermal-
hydraulic module taking into account the maximum 
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value requested by each oxidation reaction (value in 
unlimited steam conditions). Therefore, the 
oxidation modules are called twice during a time step 
: the first time to inform the hydraulic module of 
the maximum oxygen mass flux needed, and the second 
time to deal with oxygen diffusion within 
metallurgical layers according to the oxygen mass 
flux that the hydraulics can provide to oxidise the 
structures. 

Zircalov Oxidation By Steam 

In the case of unlimited steam conditions, the 
oxidation is governed by diffusion processes and is 
represented in the code by correlations giving 
zirconia layer growth and total oxygen mass gain (in 
alpha Zircaloy and zirconia) by parabolic 
correlations : Biederman, Leistikow, Cathcart-Pawel 
and Urbanic-Heidrick (/5.24/,/5.25/,/5.26/) 
correlations are optional. The oxygen consumption in 
the zirconia phase is related to layer thickness 
variation assuming the formed oxide to be 
stoichiometric; the oxygen consumed in the alpha 
Zircaloy phase is deduced. The layer thickness of 
the alpha Zircaloy phase is then obtained assuming 
the oxygen atomic fraction to be constant in this 
phase. This constant value may be given in input 
data (20% by default). Under limited steam 
conditions (oxygen flux at wall less than the amount 
required for parabolic layer growth), it is assumed 
that available oxygen supplies preferentially the 
alpha Zircaloy layer for its growth. 

Stainless Steel Oxidation 

As for Zircaloy the process is governed by oxygen 
diffusion. Mass fractions of iron, chromium and 
nickel of the stainless steel are input data. During 
the process of oxidation, spinal FeCr2n4, wustite 
Fe0.947°/ chromic oxide 0^03, and nickel oxide NiO 
are produced and assumed to be perfectly mixed. 
Moreover, the oxidation of the wustite to magnetite 
Fe304 can take place when all the stainless steel has 
been oxidised in a mesh. Only oxygen mass uptake is 
given by parabolic correlations concerning 304L, 
ferritic N 1.4914 and austenitic N 1.4970 stainless 
steels /5.27/. The energy released per kilogram of 
stainless steel reacted is about ten times lower than 
the same energy involved in Zircaloy oxidation. 
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Chemical Reactions Between Materials 

Interaction Between UO2 And Solid Zircalov 

The contact between the cladding and the fuel, which 
may occur during high pressure transients, leads to a 
chemical interaction if the contact is good and the 
temperature sufficiently high (greater than 1473 K). 
The U02 reacts with beta Zircaloy to form an U-Zr 
alloy located between two layers of alpha Zircaloy 
(Zircaloy containing oxygen). The reduction of the 
fuel by Zircaloy is assumed to stop when the prior 
beta Zircaloy of the cladding is consumed. The 
growth rates of these 3 layers are estimated using 
parabolic correlations established by Hofmann 
/5.28/. 

U02 Dissolution By Molten Zircalov 

At present, this chemical interaction is modelled in 
the code with three different physical approaches. 
Two models are time dependent and the third model is 
based on instantaneous equilibrium in the mixture 
U-Zr-O. This compound results from the dissolution 
of UO2 by molten Zircaloy and is assumed in the code 
to be an ideal mixture of solid UO2 particles and 
liquid Zircaloy. 

Hofmann Model 15.291 

According to experimental work of Hofmann, the 
process is considered to be diffusion controlled 
(parabolic correlation) after a short incubation 
period in which the mass fraction of UO2 reaches 
0.358 in the U-Zr-0 mixture. 

Kiro-Olander Model /5.30/ 

Kim and Olander have shown that when the fuel surface 
is vertical the dissolution phenomenon is convection 
controlled. The model proposed by these authors 
consists of the solution of a transport equation 
giving the UO2 concentration in the U02~Zr mixture. 
An equilibrium value of this concentration, obtained 
by an Arrhenius formulation, can not be exceeded in 
the mixture. 

Politis Diagram Model /5.31/ 

The last model for UO2 dissolution by molten Zircaloy 
available in ICARE 2 assumes that the UO2 equilibrium 
concentration in the U02~Zr mixture is reached 
instantaneously. The solubility limit curve giving 
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this concentration as a function of temperature is 
taken from the pseudo-binary phase diagram of Politis 
or given as an input data. 

A.2.2.6 Heat Generation 

Nuclear power axial and radial power profiles as 
well as power history (total or per mass unit) are 
input data. The code computes at the beginning of a 
calculation the power generated per mass unit at an 
axial level. Then, during the transient, this value 
is used to generate the nuclear power in a structure 
mesh as a function of its mass of UO2. 

Electrical Power 

A specific module allows the calculation of 
electrical power generation in facilities such as 
CORA. It assumes that the electrical current is 
supplied in parallel heated rods, each of them 
composed of several conductive structures in series. 
Total power in the bundle, total current intensity 
and potential difference through the bundle are the 
three input options. 

Automated Control Model 

This model (Proportional Integrator Derivator module) 
allows the automatic power history calculation in 
order to fit, at a given location, on a desired 
structure temperature evolution. Location and 
temperature evolution are input data. 

A.2.2.7 Mechanics 

Only thermal expansions are taken into account : no 
specific module, allowing stress and ballooning 
calculations, is effective at present. However, a 
simple loss of integrity model leads to define the 
following three possible physical states for a 
material : 

a) compact, 

b) cracked, and 

c) dislocated. 

The change from one state to another is performed by 
users through input data criteria (if no criteria are 
defined, all the materials stay in the same physical 
state during all the transient unless they melt); 
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these criteria concern physical parameters of the 
materials such as temperature, layer thickness, 
temperature evolution with time or a given time of 
the transient, and may be combined together. The 
input threshold values for these parameters may be 
either minimum or maximum values. The concept of 
cracked state acts essentially for internal cladding 
oxidation by the channel steam and for the fission 
products release from fuel into the channel. 

A.2.2.8 Debris Bed (Not Available) 

A.2.2.9 Fuel-Coolant Interaction (Not Available) 

A.2.2.10 Vessel Rupture And Ejection Of Materials 
(Not Available) 

A.2.2.11 Fission Products And Aerosols 

The CORSOR-M model /5.32/ is proposed in the code to 
simulate the release of forty species of fission 
products and structural materials from a core 
containing fuel and control rods. When the cladding 
becomes cracked, a small fraction of the volatile 
fission product species lying in the gap is released 
in the channel and, after this event, the release of 
fission products is expressed by empirical laws of 
Arrhenius type. Aerosols and fission products 
behaviour in the RCS is computed by the TRAPF code 
(French version of TRAP-MELT - physically and 
numerically improved). 

A.3 ESCADRE fFR) (VERSION ; V0) 

A.3.1 Code Structure 

The general ESCADRE concept concerning the treatment of an 
accident sequence consists of calculating the beginning of 
the sequence (i.e. up to the beginning of core uncovery) 
with the CATHARE code, and the core degradation phase up 
to the attack of the core support plate (including the 
description of the primary circuit evolution) with the 
VULCAIN code. The bottom head problems, including the 
core support plate behaviour, are treated by the CALEBU 
code. The fission products (FP) behaviour is computed by 
the code package: PEPIN (FP library), INVCO (FP core 
inventory), VULCAIN, AEROSOLS/CIRCUIT and SOPHIE (FP 
release from the fuel, FP transport in the primary circuit 
in the form of vapours and aerosols). For the containment 
phenomenology analysis, the ESCADRE modules are : JERICHO 
(thermal-hydraulic containment behaviour), WECHSL (core 
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debris-concrete interaction), EMICOR (FP release from the 
outside RPV core debris); AER0S0LS/B2 (aerosol behaviour 
in the containment) IODE (iodine behaviour) and ANTARES 
(dose rate in the containment due to FP). 

The radiological impact of FP on the containment outside 
environment is also computed (atmospheric and hydrological 
diffusion). This code assembly is currently used for 
French safety studies (/5.35/ to /5.37/). 

A.3.1.1 Code Architecture 

VULCAIN is used as the thermal-hydraulic driver for 
ESCADRE. The connections with other codes are derived 
from post-processing files. VULCAIN input * data are 
provided by the CATHARE code (thermal-hydraulic 
information) on the one hand and by INVCO (FP core 
inventory data) on the other hand. VULCAIN performs the 
calculations of : 

the thermal behaviour of the core, 

the fission product and control rod material release 
kinetics, 

the primary system thermal-hydraulic conditions , and 
notably gas and wall temperatures, gas flowrates 
(required to calculate vapour and aerosol retention 
in the primary system), together with mass and energy 
discharge of steam/hydrogen at the break. 

The core collapse is computed by a VULCAIN subroutine 
called ECROUL. It calculates the core meltdown phase with 
loss of geometry and mixture of melting compounds, and the 
material relocation. Furthermore, the bottom head 
phenomena are handled by the CALEBU code. 

A.3.1.2 Solution Concept 

The VULCAIN subroutine is a mathematical treatment of the 
conservation equations. The energy and mass transfer 
equations are solved explicitly ; however in order to 
avoid numerical instabilities, cross-flows are treated 
implicitly. The management of the time step is an 
automatic procedure. 

A.3.1.3 Programming And Computation 

All ESCADRE modules are written in the FORTRAN 77 
programming language. ESCADRE was originally developed on 
the CRAY system, but can be run on SUN and IBM computers, 
too. 
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A.3.2 Physical Models 

The VULCAIN code was designed to assess the behaviour of 
the reactor vessel during an accident. The main 
phenomena taken into account are : 

heat and mass transfer in the core and the primary 
system including fluid/structures and 
structure/structure transfers, 

- accumulator discharge, 

- phenomenology of material degradation (chemical and 
mechanical aspect), 

- release of materials from the control rods, 

release of fission products from the fuel. 

A.3.2.1 Thermo-Fluid Dynamics 

In the default dataset used to make a standard VULCAIN 
run, the primary system is represented by two loops, one 
comprising a break and the other simulating the two 
undamaged loops. Each loop is divided into a set of seven 
or eight control volumes with the hot legs connected to an 
upper plenum volume and the cold legs to a downcomer 
volume. Ten control volumes are used to model the 
pressuriser relief line, from the pressuriser surge line 
to the relief tank. The code design, recently reviewed, 
allows the description of any reactor coolant system 
(safety injection system, secondary side . . . ) . This is 
needed to provide valuable thermal-hydraulic information 
for the FP behaviour study, especially in the case of 
containment by-pass scenarios (V-LOCA, . . . ) . The core is 
modelled in a cylindrical geometry with 2D noding. 

The main characteristics of the thermo-fluid dynamic model 
are that: 

- in the uncovered part of the core, axial multi
channel thermal-hydraulics, with cross-flows between 
the channels is considered (before core collapse), 

the steam-hydrogen mixture is assumed to be ideal, 

the calculation of the swell water level is 
determined by Wilson or Cunningham-Yeh correlations 
(user option), 

- the hydraulic areas are corrected according to 
thermal and mechanical cladding deformations, 
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steam condensation in the steam generators and 
recovery of the condensed water into the downcomer 
or the upper plenum volume are calculated, 

the system pressure is calculated by means of an 
overall mass balance in the primary circuit, 

non-condensible gases are taken into account in the 
modelling of the transfer between the primary and 
secondary sides. 

A.3.2.2 Core And Structures 

Intact Geometry Phase 

A detailed representation of fuel rods, control rods and 
internal structures of the reactor pressure vessel is 
possible. Fuel rods are modelled by using three distinct 
layers, i.e., UO2, gap and Zircaloy cladding. Balance 
thermal equations are solved for each layer. For the 
modelling of heat transfer in the gap (between the fuel 
pellet and the cladding), two options are considered : 
open gap and closed gap. In the open gap option the heat 
flux is a combination of a convective flux (Ross-Stoute 
model) and a radiative flux. In the closed gap option, 
the heat transfer coefficient takes into account a contact 
resistance based on the formalism of primary vacuum 
thermodynamics (mean free path greater than a 
charateristic dimension of the gap, i.e., a few 
micrometers in the closed gap). Control rods are modelled 
by using a thermal balance equation applied to an average 
material (absorber, stainless steel and Zircaloy). 

The modelling of internal structures is performed as 
follows : 

In the lower part, (bottom head, grid plate and core 
support plate), for every component, a thermal 
balance equation is solved using an average 
temperature for the component and a convective heat 
transfer within the fluid. 

In the core region, (core barrel, thermal shield and 
vessel), a thermal conduction calculation is 
performed for each component. 

In the upper part, (core upper plate, control rod 
mechanisms, guide tube support plate and upper 
head), the modelling is identical to that used for 
the lower structures, with a radiative flux 
contribution from structure to structure. 
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Degraded Geometry Phase 

A lumped parameter approach is used to compute the thermal 
behaviour of melting and relocated materials. 

A.3.2.3 Heat Transfer 

In VULCAIN, the convection heat transfer from the fuel 
rods to the gas mixture is computed using classical heat 
transfer correlations of forced convection (Dittus-Boelter 
in turbulent flow, and Rohsenow-Choi in laminar flow) and 
natural convection (MacAdams correlations). This 
convective flux is associated with a radiative flux. In 
the core lattice, the radiative exchanges from ring to 
ring are calculated with smoothing functions based on the 
discrete radial temperature profile. The radiative 
exchanges between the fuel rods of the external ring and 
the core barrel and vessel are taken into account. The 
net radiative flux exchanged between fuel cladding and 
steam flow is considered in the fluid energy balance. The 
radiative exchanges between the upper part of the core and 
the upper plenum volume are also calculated. 

A.3.2.4 Movement And Relocation Of Materials 

The purpose of the ECROUL subroutine is to compute the 
loss of initial geometry and possible formation of a crust 
in the core, initiated by material relocation (melting of 
control rods and fuel cladding, and slumping of fuel 
pellets). The ECROUL calculation is triggered when a fuel 
node reaches the clad melting point. Core blockage due to 
meltdown is largely input-controlled especially for the 
crust refreezing in the lower part of the core. The 
residual nuclear power is linked to the fuel pellet 
movements in the core. Fuel melting occurs in the quasi-
debris bed supported by the crust. The crust formation is 
controlled by the residual water above the core support 
plate. Its material composition is mainly control rod 
stainless steel and refreezing absorber alloy mixed with 
Zircaloy and fuel pellet fragments after relocation. 

A.3.2.5 Chemical Reactions 

The Zircaloy cladding oxidation by steam (exothermic 
reaction with hydrogen generation), is calculated with the 
Cathcart, Baker-Just or Urbanic-Heidrick models 
(/5.25/,/5.26/); the oxidation law is selected in the data 
deck by the user. Interaction between uranium oxide and » 
solid Zircaloy cladding is calculated with the Hofmann-
Politis model /5.38/. 
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A.3.2.6 Heat Generation 

The axial and radial profiles of residual nuclear power in 
the core are described in the data deck by the user and 
the power decrease is calculated by VULCAIN. The 
additional heat generation due to the oxidation of the 
Zircaloy cladding by steam is taken into account in the 
energy balance. 

A.3.2.7 Mechanics 

In the calculation of the mechanical behaviour of the fuel 
rods in the initial geometry the deformation mechanisms 
taken into account are: 

a) thermal expansion, 

b) tensile deformation, and 

c) creep with ballooning. 

The gap pressure is taken into account in the calculation 
of the deformation field. The creep model is derived from 
available test results of the French EDGAR fuel 
experiments. 

A.3.2.8 Debris Bed (Not Available) 

See A.3.2.10 (CALEBU Code). 

A.3.2.9 Fuel-Coolant Interaction (Not available) 

See A.3.2.10 (CALEBU Code). 

A.3.2.10 Vessel Rupture and Ejection of Materials 

The CALEBU code (external to VULCAIN) aims at calculating 
the late phase of core degradation, possibly up to core 
debris-concrete interactions in the cavity. Core support 
plate damage and vessel failure(if a core debris fraction 
is slumped into the vessel) are treated by the code. The 
phenomena included are the partial melting of the core 
support plate, the core debris slumping into the lower 
head (with the associated nuclear power fraction 
transferred into the bottom head), the thermal attack of 
the bottom head by the slumped core debris and the erosion 
of stainless steel at the core debris-vessel interface. 
The calculation of the bottom head failure occurrence 
takes into account the mechanical and thermal strains 
in the tensile phase (the Tresca criterion is used). For 
the calculation of the temperature distribution in the 
core debris-vessel system, a convective regime based on a 
Rayleigh number in the molten part of the core debris 
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15.23/ is considered. The loss of residual water in the 
bottom head by vaporisation is accounted for. At the time 
of slumping, the core debris quenching is calculated using 
the Zuber correlation for the heat transfer between the 
core debris crust and water. After quenching, the crust 
energy balance takes into account the roughness of the 
core debris-vessel interface and the crust porosity (low 
value of thermal conductivity). 

A.3.2.11 Fission Products And Aerosols 

Fission products release rates versus temperature are 
evaluated using semi-empirical laws introduced in VULCAIN. 
These laws derived from the CORSOR/5.32/ model are being 
assessed on the French HEVA program /5.40/. The 
computation of the FP transfer in the primary circuit is 
performed by two other ESCADRE codes namely SOPHIE for 
vapours and AEROSOLS/CIRCUIT for aerosols. 

A.4 KESS (FRG) (VERSION : III) 

A.4.1 Code Structure 

A.4.1.1 Code Architecture 

KESS consists of independent modules with data exchange 
through a common database. So-called module-sequences 
handle the module calls, provide data supply and 
management. The post-processing tools have access to the 
same database. They serve to analyse the computational 
results. 

A.4.1.2 Solution Concept 

RSYST /5.43/ (developed by the University of Stuttgart) is 
used as the informatic structure for KESS. It provides 
the above-mentioned features. Modules are linked 
explicitly within each common time step. If necessary, 
modules use an implicit solution scheme and micro time 
steps internally. 

Steady-State 

Steady-state is obtained by performing a transient 
pre-calculation at the beginning of the heat-up phase. 

Transient-solution 

Each computation starts with a mandatory set of modules 
(basic fuel rod and thermo-hydraulic models). Dependent 
on physical states and calculation case ,additional 
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modules are activated. The core model of KESS is based 
on a representative fuel rod description. These rods 
represent all fuel rods in one radial zone. The core 
region is subdivided into an arbitrary number of radial 
zones and axial levels with a typical grid of 20 times 30 
meshes. Unequal mesh dimensions are possible. A 
procedure for time step control is under development. 

A.4.2 Physical Models 

A.4.2.1 Thermo-Fluid Dynamics 

1-D Flow Model 

In KESS a steady-state channel model is available. The 
model predicts the water level decrease in the core and in 
the RPV during the heat-up phase and the flow of a 
vapour/gas mixture in the coolant channel. It has been 
extended to consider additional gas components in the 
mixture gas and to allow for super-heated inlet flow, 
which is required for the analysis of bundle experiments. 
In the 1-D model the mass and energy equations are solved 
for a fluid mixture (steam plus hydrogen plus 
non-condensible gases). No momentum equation is taken 
into account. The heat transfer coefficients are 
determined by Sieder-Tate or Dittus-Boelter 
correlations for laminar or turbulent conditions, 
respectively. If required, independent parallel coolant 
channels can be specified. Convective heat flow from the 
shroud surface into the outermost fluid channel is also 
considered. 

2-D Flow Model 

The 2-D flow model FRECON /5.44/ describes gaseous free 
convective flows, adopting a porous medium representation 
of the core geometry in a quasi-continuous approach. The 
geometry of the main RPV structures is taken into account 
by means of locally defined porosity, friction and heat 
transfer properties. The model considers the conservation 
equations of mass, momentum and energy within the fluid 
volumes. Steady-state and transient versions are 
available. 

Coupling With Other Modules 

The core model provides local clad surface temperatures 
and H2-flow generated by clad oxidation. In the 
relocation phase the changing geometry parameters are 
considered in addition. The fluid model provides in turn 
the gas temperatures, heat transfer coefficients and the 
amount of steam available for clad oxidation. 
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A.4.2.2 Core and Structures 

In a representative fuel rod, mass and energy balances are 
separately performed for the clad and fuel material in 
each mesh. Processes considered are 

a) volumetric heat source, 

b) oxidation power, 

c) 2-D heat conduction, 

d) gap heat transfer, 

e) radiation between adjacent rods and to the 
surroundings, 

f) fuel dissolution by liquefied Zircaloy, and 

g) relocation of molten fuel and Zircaloy. 

The control rod model is treated as an additional 
representative rod. Its physical model is similar to the 
fuel rod model but with its own mass and energy balance. 
Additional models for representative BWR structures 
(absorber plate, channel box wall) are under development. 
All models are supplied with adequate material properties 
derived from MATPRO routines /5.45/. For the radial 
surrounding of the core region, the transient 2-D heat 
conduction equation is solved for cylindrical elements 
composed of multi-layer materials including radiation 
across gaps. 

A.4.2.3 Heat Transfer 

Processes considered are convection (material 
surface/fluid) and radiation between material surfaces. 
Radiation is described for rod bundles in the radial and 
axial directions. Absorption of radiation energy in the 
fluid is not considered at present. Radiation heat 
transfer to the surroundings is described for concentric 
cylinders. A separate model exists for the description of 
radiation in large cavities in the late phase of the 
accident. The model includes energy absorption in the 
gas. 

A.4.2.4 Melting And Relocation Of Materials 

Two relocation models exist for fuel and control rods, a 
simplified stop-and-go model and an advanced candling 
model. The former treats axial relocation of a certain 
portion of molten material and refreezing if a temperature 
criterion is reached. The candling model describes the 
movement of molten material in a liquid film along the 
outer clad surface. The transient, 1-D model solves the 
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conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy for 
the flowing film. Crust formation is also included by 
means of an energy balance for the phase boundary (crust 
surface). Interaction between different rods is not 
accounted for at present. 

A.4.2.5 Chemical Reactions 

KESS treats chemical reactions between steam and Zircaloy 
(oxidation) as well as between Zircaloy and U02 
(dissolution). The oxidation is described by empirical 
correlations taken from the literature or, alternatively, 
by solution of the transient 1-D diffusion equation for 
oxygen transport, radially within the cladding. The 
dissolution model considers melting of Zircaloy material 
on the inner clad surface, radial movement of the 
dissolution front in a diffusion-type process, and 
limitation of fuel dissolution by oxygen saturation of the 
melt. The mass and energy balance is solved for the 
liquefied region. The composition of molten material in 
one zone is assumed to be homogeneous. 

A.4.2.6 Heat Generation 

The decay heat sources are locally distributed according 
to the axial and radial profiles. The heat sources are 
adjusted due to fission product release. For bundle test 
facilities an electrical heater rod model was developed. 
The effect of temperature dependent resistances and 
consequently changes in axial power distribution are 
considered. In order to follow a given temperature 
history, a module for power control is also available, 
e.g., for application to bundle test conditions. 

A.4.2.7 Mechanics 

The model describes cladding deformation by means of 
pellet-cladding contact (high-pressure case) or ballooning 
(low-pressure case). Cladding break-up is assumed if 
maximum stress/strain limits are exceeded. Also 
fragmentation of (partly) oxidised cladding is considered 
by means of empirically derived embrittlement criteria. 
The model also includes the thermal and fission gas 
induced expansion of fuel. 

A.4.2.8 Pebrjts ped 

A 1-D, two phase model exists. It describes the thermal 
behaviour of the solid phase (debris particles) and the 
thermo-hydraulics in the gas phase. It solves the mass 
and energy equation and uses a special form of the 
momentum equation (Darcy law). A transient 2-D two-phase 
version is under development. 
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A.4.2.9 Fuel-Coolant Interaction (Not Available) 

A.4.2.10 Vessel Rupture And Ejection Of Materials 
rNot Available) 

A.4.2.11 Fission Products And Aerosols 

Two models are available for fission product and aerosol 
release (FIPREM) : one is based on empirical rate 
constants similar to the CORSOR approach /5.32/, the 
second is focused on the description of fission product 
release from the fuel rods accounting for the successive 
steps of fission product transport /5.2/, that is: 

a) fuel grain and pellet diffusion, 

b) flow in fuel-cladding gap to rod openings, 

c) mass transfer into coolant channel, 

d) liquefaction-induced release, 

e) release from degraded core regions, and 

f) release of absorber rod vapours. 

The most relevant changes in fuel rod behaviour affecting 
fission product release/retention are taken into account. 
Also, fission product chemistry in the coolant channel is 
considered in a chemical equilibrium model or a reaction 
kinetics model. 

A.5 MAAP (USA) (VERSION: 3.OB — > BWR: REV 7 AND PWR; REV 17) 

A.5.1 Code Structure 

A.5.1.1 Code Architecture 

MAAP has a modular structure. Each MAAP version, MAAP/BWR 
and MAAP/PWR, consists of a main program, which directs 
program execution, and four levels of subprogram: 
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a) the high level (executive) subroutines, 

b) the system and region subroutines, 

c) the phenomenology subprograms, and 

d) the property and utility subprograms. 

A.5.1.2 Solution Concept 

The models within MAAP are based generally on first-
principle physics. However, MAAP is intended to be a 
relatively small, fast-running code. Therefore, an 
extremely detailed description has not been attempted of 
all the processes which can occur in the primary system 
and containment during a degraded core accident. The core 
melt progression, melt migration, and fuel-coolant 
interaction models are simplified. A simplified 
correlation-based aerosol physics approach is used which 
is based on more detailed models and experimental 
observation. 

MAAP/BWR calculates the thermal-hydraulic and fission 
product variables at each time step for all of the BWR 
plant regions: reactor vessel, containment (pedestal, 
drywell, and wetwell), and the reactor/auxiliary building. 

MAAP/PWR performs similar calculations for all of the PWR 
plant regions: primary system (reactor vessel, steam 
generators and loops, and pressuriser), containment 
(cavity, upper and lower compartments, ice condenser), and 
auxiliary building. A fixed control volume nodalisation 
is used, except for the auxiliary building. The user 
specifies the number of nodes in the core heatup model, 
and an arbitrary auxiliary building topology. 

MAAP solves a set of lumped parameter, non-linear, first-
order, coupled, ODE in time. An explicit, first order, 
Euler integration technique is used. The time step 
control is based on maximum allowable fractional changes 
in certain variables. A typical MAAP run has time steps 
ranging between 0.005 seconds and 20 seconds. 

A.5.1.3 Programming And Computation 

The source language is standard FORTRAN 77. MAAP 3.OB has 
been run on numerous computers: VAX minicomputers, DEC 
workstations, CDC Cyber, IBM mainframes, CRAY, PRIME, 
AMDAHL, SPERRY, UNISYS, APOLLO workstations, 386 PCs with 
co-processors. Plant-specific data which will not change 
from one run to another are contained in the MAAP 
parameter file. During execution MAAP reads case-specific 
inputs, such as accident initiators and operator actions 
or changes of parameter file entries, from a separate 
input file. MAAP can restart execution from a restart 
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file on which entries are written at input-specified 
intervals and at program interventions. The restart can 
have new program intervention conditions, new operator 
actions, and even changes to the input parameter file. 
Plotted variables may be stored in plot files at time 
intervals which vary under program control to assure the 
resolution of rapidly fluctuating phenomena. 

A.5.2 Physical Models 

A.5.2.1 Therroo-Fluid Dynamics 

The BWR version calculates the mass and energy balance for 
four sub-volumes in the reactor pressure vessel: the 
primary system gas volume, core, shroud head and separator 
water phase, downcomer water phase, and lower plenum water 
phase. Boiling due to flashing and heat transfer from 
fuel and structure is considered for all water volumes. 
Zero void fraction is assumed in the lower head. The core 
and downcomer void fractions are obtained from a special 
quasi-steady state correlation. The core void fraction is 
also assumed for the shroud head, standpipes, and 
separators. Different two-phase levels are calculated for 
the downcomer and core side. A simplified quasi-steady 
momentum balance solution gives the recirculation flow 
rate. The core is divided into a maximum of eight equal 
area core channels and the by-pass channel with individual 
two-phase levels. 

The BWR primary system model for the natural and forced 
convection gas flow nodalises the vessel into eight 
control volumes: core, shroud head, separator, upper head, 
upper downcomer, lower downcomer, recirculation loop, and 
lower head. Available gas flow paths depend on clearance 
of downcomer, lower head, and recirculation nodes. After 
LOCA clearance and/or vessel failure and bottom head 
drainage, circulation of gas between containment regions 
and RPV nodes is also calculated. Recirculatory flows 
between the RPV and containment after vessel failure are 
an important contribution to fission product release. The 
BWR primary system pressure, gas temperature, and water 
temperature are calculated using the entire vessel as a 
control volume assuming thermodynamic equilibrium between 
liquid and steam. 

The PWR primary system is divided into fifteen nodes. The 
vessel nodes are core, upper plenum, reactor dome, and 
downcomer. Two loops are modelled to account for 
asymmetry due to the pressuriser or broken loops. Each of 
these loops is divided into hot leg, hot leg tubes, cold 
leg tubes, intermediate leg, and cold leg. There is also 
a pressuriser node. The core has a separate nodalisation 
scheme with up to 70 nodes. Core-upper plenum natural 
circulation is modelled for design-specific geometry of 
flow patterns set a priori based on the results of 
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available detailed hydrodynamic calculations and 
experiments. Counter-current gas flows from the core exit 
to the steam generator and back are modelled and validated 
against experiments. 

Initially, when the system void fraction is smaller than 
an input value, or while the main coolant pumps are 
operating, the gas and water phases are assumed intimately 
mixed. In this case, the primary system is assumed to 
have a spatially constant, homogeneous void fraction. 
Flow rates are then treated using an homogeneous two-phase 
model. Later, the PWR primary system water and gas phases 
are assumed separated. 

Water pools are separately accounted for in the PWR 
unbroken and broken loop intermediate legs, and in the 
downcomer node. The downcomer water pool includes the 
water located in the cold leg nodes and in the lower head. 
All water not contained on the cold sides of the primary 
coolant loops and the downcomer is treated as being in the 
core water pool. The mass of water in other nodes (e.g., 
hot legs) is calculated algebraically from the total core 
water mass. Water flows between primary system subnodes 
are adjusted so as to result in water masses corresponding 
to the average void fraction. Energy exchanges between 
nodes are calculated so as to keep the pools at the same 
temperature. Just after phase . separation, free 
communication between the individual water pools in the 
PWR primary system usually is possible. Later, the water 
pools are treated as distinct. 

In the calculation of the PWR primary system pressure and 
average water and gas temperatures, thermodynamic 
equilibrium is assumed if the phases are mixed. If the 
system is solid the pressure is set equal to the 
pressuriser pressure. If both the pressuriser and the 
primary system are solid, the pressure is calculated by 
considering the "excess volume" of water which exists over 
what the system could have if it was saturated. If the 
phases are separated the primary system pressure and 
average gas temperature are calculated, given the gas 
volume, mass and energy. 

A.5.2.2 Core And Structures 

In the BWR core heatup model, the core is divided into a 
maximum of 8 radial regions and 10 axial nodes, a maximum 
of 80 equal nodes in total. A common node temperature is 
calculated for the fuel rods (UO2 and cladding) and the 
canisters in each node. The spacers are ignored. The 
control blades are modelled as a heat sink in each node. 
In the PWR core heatup model, the core has a maximum of 7 
radial regions and 20 axial nodes, a maximum of 70 equal 
nodes in total. Only the heatup of the fuel rods is 
considered, while other components such as spacers and 
control rods are ignored. Other structural components in 
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the primary system are modelled as two-dimensional slab 
heat sinks with five longitudinal and up to five 
transverse nodes. The BWR version has 11 heat sinks: core 
shroud, top guide, shroud head, standpipes and steam 
separators, steam dryers, upper head, upper downcomer 
wall, lower downcomer wall, recirculation loop, shroud 
support, and bottom head. 

The PWR version has 19 heat sinks in the primary system: 
lower core barrel, upper core barrel, upper plenum 
internals, dome plate, dome wall, vessel wall, unbroken 
hot leg, unbroken hot leg tubes, unbroken cold leg tubes, 
unbroken S/G shell, unbroken intermediate leg, unbroken 
cold leg, broken hot leg, broken hot leg tubes or vertical 
hot leg part (B&W), broken cold leg tubes, broken S/G 
shell, broken intermediate leg, broken cold leg, and 
pressuriser shell. The pressuriser surge line temperature 
is also calculated. 

A.5.2.3 Heat Transfer 

In MAAP/PWR, mechanistic heat transfer is used for covered 
core nodes. In MAAP/BWR, after reactor scram the latent 
heat of the fuel, input as full power seconds, will be 
transferred to the coolant. In both codes, the fuel 
temperature is set equal to the coolant temperature for 
never uncovered or quenched nodes. For uncovered nodes, 
convective heat transfer to the gas is calculated 
accounting for conduction in the pellet and convective 
heat transfer from the cladding to the gas. Radiative 
heat transfer radially between adjacent nodes and to the 
core barrel is calculated. In MAAP/BWR, convective heat 
transfer from the node to the control blade is 
calculated. 

Melted nodes are assumed to transfer heat upwards and 
downwards to adjacent nodes which are not completely 
melted. Adjacent melted nodes in the same channel are 
assumed to obtain the same temperature. Adjacent melted 
nodes in different channels exchange no heat mutually. 
Radial heat transfer from a melted node to an adjacent 
node which is not completely melted is modelled as 
convective heat transfer from the melt to a crust and 
radiative heat transfer from the crust to the adjacent 
node. Convective heat transfer between coolant or gas and 
a heat sink is calculated for different covered heights on 
the two sides. The decay heat of deposited fission 
products is modelled. Heat radiation from core shroud to 
lower downcomer wall is calculated. MAAP/BWR also models 
heat radiation between standpipes/separators and upper 
downcomer wall, and between shroud support and lower head. 
Heat losses from outer heat sinks to containment through 
the primary system insulation are calculated. It is 
notable that heat losses around the insulation are also 
modelled, and far exceed losses through the insulation, 
influencing revaporisation. 
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A.5.2.4 Melting And Relocation Of Materials 

The core materials (UO2, Zr, and ZrC>2 ) are assumed to form 
an eutectic which melts at a user-specified temperature 
with a user-specified latent heat. The melt flows to a 
lower node, mixes with the lower node material, and may 
refreeze temporarily. As more core material melts, 
refreezes, and remelts, an increasing number of core nodes 
become completely melted. When the bottom node in a 
channel is fully melted, all the melt in the channel 
migrates, gravity-driven, to the lower core plate, and 
from there to the lower head. Ablation of the core plate 
is modelled. Separate BWR control blade melting and 
relocation is modelled using a user-supplied melting 
temperature (default value = 1500K). 

A.5.2.5 Chemical Reactions 

Chemical Reactions With Steam 

Hydrogen generation by oxidation of Zircaloy in a steam 
environment is calculated according to the Cathcart 
parabolic rate equation below 1850K and the Baker-Just 
equation for higher Zircaloy temperatures. Several limits 
are imposed on the oxidation rate, e.g., the availability 
of steam or unoxidised Zircaloy. An input parameter, 
FCRBLK, controls the effect of blockage on Zircaloy 
oxidation and release of non-volatile fission products in 
a channel, and of melting on node oxidation, as follows: 

FCRBLK = 1 

Irreversible local Zr oxidation cutoff at node melting. 
Irreversible channel steam flow blockage. Zr oxidation 
stopped. Non-volatile fission products release reduced 
by saturation vapour pressure limit and reduced bulk flow. 

FCRBLK = 0 

Irreversible local Zr oxidation cutoff at node melting 
(default). BWR: steam flow blockage, only if node is 
full. PWR: steam flow blockage, only if the node porosity 
is less than an input value. 

FCRBLK = -1 

BWR only: No blockage/no local cutoff. For FCRBLK=0, Zr 
oxidation stops at local melting, but saturation 
limitation of non-volatile release is overridden. The 
oxidation surface area increases by an input factor at 
clad failure. MAAP/PWR calculates Zr oxidation of core 
material relocated to the bottom head and adds hydrogen 
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produced during the whole quench period in one timestep 
for simplicity. MAAP/BWR does not model such oxidation. 

Chemical Reactions Between Materials 

There are currently no models for interactions between 
materials (U02/Zr, ZrC^/Zr,... ) . 

A.5.2.6 Heat Generation 

The fission power is assumed constant at its initial value 
until reactor scram occurs. For ATWS cases, however, the 
fission power is initially correlated to the recirculation 
pump runback or coastdown curve. Thereafter the fission 
power is obtained according to two optional correlations 
for fission power versus pressure and downcomer boiled-up 
level, or an input curve for fission power versus 
downcomer water level. After reactor scram the fractional 
decay heat is calculated according to the ANSI/ANS 
Standard. A correction factor for fission product 
activation is applied as a function of irradiation time, 
initial enrichment atom ratio, exposure, and time after 
shutdown. The decay heats of the two short-lived 
actinides, U-239 and Np-239, are calculated. The decay 
heat correlation is valid for up to 72 hours after 
shutdown. The fraction of decay heat supplied by 
materials tracked by the fission product model is 
calculated separately. The remaining fraction is tracked 
as "non-volatile" heat which moves with the core materials 
as they melt. Decay power from fission products in the 
primary system is applied to surfaces of heat sinks (with 
no loss of accuracy compared with more sophisticated 
methods). The heat of Zircaloy oxidation, including 
convective transport of steam and hydrogen, is added to 
the clad. 

A.5.2.7 Mechanics 

Ballooning is calculated in MAAP/PWR by integrating the 
rate of clad strain at each node. The value of strain is 
used to define the heat transfer area, Zr02 thickness, gas 
flow area, etc. Ballooning can continue until the clad 
fails due to exceeding an ultimate stress criterion, or by 
exceeding a user-specified failure temperature at some 
axial location on the pin. Failure of the cladding also 
initiates fission product release. MAAP/BWR assumes clad 
failure and fission product release when an input clad 
temperature is exceeded. 

A.5.2.8 Debris Bed 

On reflood, MAAP/PWR assumes fuel lattice collapse due to 
embrittlement if an input fraction of oxidised cladding is 
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exceeded. A debris bed with an input porosity is formed 
in the available core volume. 

A.5.2.9 Fuel-Coolant Interaction 

MAAP/PWR assumes that water from external Upper Head 
Injection accumulators either quenches the core from the 
top (default) or floods the core from the bottom according 
to an input event code. MAAP/BWR similarly models top 
quenching due to core spray or overhead injection and core 
flooding due to water injection in the downcomer. 

The top quenching model assumes that a uniform quench 
front descends channel-wise until it evaporates completely 
or until it reaches the water pool level. The rate at 
which water can enter is governed by a counter-current 
flow limitation. Water can accumulate above the core to 
an input height above which it spills over to the bottom 
head volume. The bottom flooding model assumes film 
boiling heat transfer with an input coefficient until the 
node (fuel) temperature falls to within 10 K of the pool 
temperature. Intact lattice geometry is assumed. 

The core debris melt flow is assumed to accumulate in the 
lower plenum as a melt pool with no permanent 
fragmentation and rapid quenching. The heat transfer rate 
off the top of a debris bed with an overlying pool of 
water is calculated as the maximum of Kutateladze's flat 
bed critical heat flux and the combination of film boiling 
and radiation heat transfer across a vapour film. Droplet 
fluidisation heat transfer rate provides the upper limit. 
The melt pool also transfers heat to, and develops a crust 
on the bottom head and the control rod guide tubes. The 
heat which is transferred to the wide upper part of the 
control rod guide tubes is assumed to be retransferred to 
the water on the inside and lead to boiling in the lower 
plenum. 

A.5.2.10 Vessel Rupture And Ejection Of Materials 

In MAAP/BWR, the lower CRD tubes are regarded as solid, 
perfectly conducting, rods immersed in a hotter medium. 
To compensate for neglecting the core debris phase change 
at crust formation on the rods, its initial temperature is 
raised by an amount equivalent to the latent heat of 
solidification. When the rod is calculated to reach the 
melting point of steel, the lower CRD tube is assumed to 
fail and its penetration through the reactor vessel opens. 
The number of damaged CRD tubes is input. Melt is driven 
through the penetrations by the hydrostatic pressure 
difference. Radial heat flux from the flowing, molten 
core debris is assumed to supply sensible and latent heat 
to ablate the holes. MAAP/PWR assumes that the in-core 
instrument tube penetrations fail with input-specified 
number, time delay, and initial radius of the failed 
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penetrations. In a PWR without lower vessel head 
penetrations (e.g., a CE design), the user specifies an 
effective time delay and initial radius. 

A.5.2.11 Fission Products And Aerosols 

The fission product and structural release models in the 
BWR and the PWR versions are quite similar. The only 
essential difference is that MAAP/PWR accounts for control 
material (Ag, In, and Cd) release due to the high 
volatility of these materials. Release of structural 
materials Sn and Mn is considered for BWR and PWR. Either 
the steam oxidation model of Cubiciotti or the NUREG-0772 
correlations may be selected by the user to calculate the 
release rate of volatile fission products, i.e., Xe, Kr, 
Cs, I, and Te. For non-volatile fission products Kelly's 
correlations are used to calculate the release rates. 
Twelve fission product groups are tracked by MAAP 3.OB: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Xe,Kr, 
Csl, 
Te02 , 
SrO, 
M0O2 , 
CsOH, 

7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 

BaO, 
La 20 3, 
Ce02, 
Sb, 
Te 2, 
uo2. 

The initial inventories are calculated from input data 
for: 

Xe, Kr, I, Rb, Cs, Sr, Ba, Y, La, Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Sb, 
Te, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Np, and Pu. 

MAAP assumes that caesium and iodine combine to form Csl 
and that the excess caesium forms CsOH and that both are 
volatile. Release of the volatile materials are governed 
by the release correlations only. There are no mass 
transfer limitations. MAAP has however an option to 
assume tellurium to be bound in the clad as telluride. 
Tellurium will then follow the core melt and can first be 
released during core-concrete interaction. Releases of 
structural materials are always limited by their vapour 
pressure and thus the bulk flowrate. Releases of non
volatile materials are limited by their saturation vapour 
pressure. Deposition of fission products, except noble 
gases, in the vessel (except in the core) occurs through 
vapour condensation or aerosol deposition. Aerosol 
deposition is calculated for diffusiophoresis and, from 
non-dimensional correlations, for gravitational 
sedimentation and thermophoresis. The non-dimensional 
correlation for inertial impaction is not used for the 
primary system, but is used in the containment and reactor 
building. Condensation or evaporation of volatile fission 
products to/from deposited layers is calculated by use of 
temperature dependent vapour pressure correlations and the 
ideal gas law. Aerosols are assumed to evaporate to keep 
the gas saturated with fission products. Resuspension of 
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deposited aerosol particles is negligible based on 
experiments performed during IDCOR. Fission products 
carry their decay power wherever they go, and equilibrium 
between vapour, aerosol, and deposited material is 
maintained in all primary system (and containment and 
auxiliary building) nodes. Thus, revapourisation is 
modelled as a physical consequence of these features. 

A.6 MELCOR fUSAÏ (VERSION ; 1.8.0Ï 

A.6.1 Code Structure 

MELCOR is executed in two parts. The first part is a 
program called MELGEN, in which the majority of input is 
specified, processed, and checked. The second part of 
MELCOR is the MELCOR program itself, which advances the 
problem through time, based on the database generated by 
MELGEN and any additional MELCOR input. 

A.6.1.1 Code Architecture 

MELGEN and MELCOR share a structured, modular architecture 
that facilitates the incorporation of additional or 
alternative phenomenological models. This structure 
consists of four primary levels. The top level, called 
the executive level, consists of subroutines that 
coordinate the execution of various processing tasks and 
control the overall calculation sequence; these routines 
make up the Executive package. The next level is composed 
of the database manager routines. These routines pass the 
required portions of the MELCOR database to the third 
level, which contains the various modules or packages. 
Each package models a well-defined group of closely 
related phenomena or performs a well-defined special 
function. The fourth level consists of routines 
performing utility-level functions, such as matrix 
inversion, ODE integration, or transfer of mass and energy 
between packages. 

A.6.1.2 Solution Concept 

The problem is initialised in MELGEN, while MELCOR 
calculates the transient solution. MELCOR execution 
involves a setup mode, during which the database is read 
from the restart file and any additional input is 
processed, and a run mode, which advances the simulation 
through time, updating the time-dependent portions of the 
database each cycle and periodically writing the updated 
data base into the restart file. 

The heart of MELCOR is, of course, the run mode. 
Advancement across the executive level time-step actually 
proceeds in three stages, with a loop over all active 
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packages in each stage. The first stage allows all 
packages to initialise any interface or communication 
arrays needed by other packages during the advancement. 
The second stage performs the time advancement for each 
package, any of which may elect to subcycle across the 
executive level time-step using smaller steps. A package 
may also elect to call for a fallback, in which case the 
executive level will repeat the entire current cycle with 
a smaller time-step. The third stage of the advancement 
allows each package to examine the complete results of 
calculations performed by other packages during the second 
stage; if calculated changes are excessive, a fallback may 
be called for at this point. 

A.6.1.3 Programming And Computation 

The code has been programmed using ANSI FORTRAN 77. It is 
highly portable and is being used on VAX/VMS, UNIX, CRAY 
CTSS, NOS, PC-DOS, and other computer systems. The 
restart capability developed for MELCOR is extremely 
flexible. Each restart dump in the restart file contains 
all parts of the problem database necessary to restart 
MELCOR and continue the calculation. Restart dumps are 
generated by MELCOR at intervals specified by the users, 
based on either simulation time or CPU time, and at the 
end of the calculation. Special restart dumps are also 
generated at key events, such as vessel or containment 
failure. 

A.6.2 Physical Models 

MELCOR contains a number of physics packages or modules 
which model all essential phenomena and plant features. 

A.6.2.1 Thermo-Fluid Dynamics 

Thermal-hydraulic behaviour is modelled in MELCOR in terms 
of control volumes and flow paths in the Control Volume 
Hydrodynamics (CVH) and Flow Path (FL) packages. No 
formal distinction is made between the RCS and 
containment; the same models and solution algorithms are 
used for both and the resulting equations solved 
simultaneously. 

All hydrodynamic materials reside in control volumes, and 
include two-phase water and an arbitrary number of 
non-condensible gases; not included are the core 
structures or debris, fission products, aerosols, or water 
films on heat structures. Liquid and gas phases are 
assumed to separate under gravity within a control volume 
to form a "pool" beneath an "atmosphere". The separation 
need not be complete; the pool may be a two-phase bubbly 
mixture (but may not contain non-condensible gases), and 
the atmosphere may contain liquid droplets referred to as 
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"fog." So, the hydrodynamic volume is divided among pool, 
gaseous atmosphere, and fog, with a pool surface assumed 
to be a horizontal plane. A control volume has no 
internal structure and is characterised by a single 
pressure and two temperatures, one for the pool and one 
for the atmosphere. In addition to the hydrodynamic 
volume, a control volume may also contain "virtual 
volume," associated with non-hydrodynamic material (in 
some other physics package) that occupies space but is 
subject to relocation (e.g. core materials). 

Calculations performed in other packages in MELCOR may 
lead to sources and sinks of mass or energy in control 
volumes or to changes in the volume available to 
hydrodynamic materials, which are imposed as boundary 
conditions. Mass and energy source/sinks include 
radionuclide decay heat, heat transfer to or from the core 
and other heat structures, water from condensation or 
evaporation of aerosol droplets or films on heat 
structures, and oxidation chemistry (modelled as a water 
sink and a hydrogen source). Virtual volume and, 
therefore, hydrodynamic volume is modified as 
non-hydrodynamic materials are moved into or out of a 
control volume by their controlling packages. Changes in 
available volume result from such phenomena as candling 
(relocation of molten core materials by downward flow 
along fuel rods) and core collapse. 

Control volumes are connected by flow paths through which 
the hydrodynamic materials may move without residence 
time, driven by a simplified two-fluid momentum equation. 
Each control volume may be connected to an arbitrary 
number of others, and parallel flow paths (connecting the 
same pair of volumes) are permitted. No restrictions are 
imposed on the connectivity of the network built up in 
this way. Mass and energy are advected through the flow 
paths from one volume to another in response to solutions 
of the momentum equation. No volume, mass, or energy is 
associated with a flow path itself, and heat structures 
are not allowed to communicate directly with the material 
passing through a flow path. Therefore, the effect of 
advection through a flow path is to remove mass and energy 
from one control volume and to deposit it directly into 
another control volume. 

The governing equations for thermal-hydraulic behaviour in 
MELCOR are the two-fluid conservation equations of mass, 
momentum, and energy. The ODE are solved in a linearised-
implicit finite difference form. 

A.6.2.2 Core And Structures 

The Heat Structure (HS) package calculates one-dimensional 
heat conduction within an intact, solid structure and 
energy transfer across its boundary surfaces into control 
volumes. The modelling capabilities of heat structures 
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are general and can include pressure vessel internals and 
walls, containment structures and walls, fuel rods with 
nuclear or electrical heating, steam generator tubes, 
piping walls, etc. Fuel rods are normally treated in the 
core package. A heat structure may have a rectangular, 
cylindrical, spherical, or hemispherical geometry. 

Finite difference equations are used to approximate the 
heat conduction equation within a heat structure and at 
its boundary surfaces. These equations are obtained from 
an integral form of the one-dimensional heat conduction 
equation and boundary condition equations utilizing a 
fully implicit numerical method. Volumetric power terms 
appear when an internal power source is defined. Its 
spatial dependence is user-specified and may vary for each 
mesh interval. Its time dependence is given by a user-
specified tabular function. 

Each heat structure has two boundary surfaces: left and 
right for rectangular geometries or inside and outside for 
cylindrical, spherical, or hemispherical geometries and 
can have one of a variety of boundary conditions : 
adiabatic, convective, specified heat flux, and specified 
surface temperature. If a convective boundary condition 
with calculated heat transfer coefficients is specified, 
then an extensive set of correlations is 
available. 

Radiation heat transfer from a heat structure surface to 
the boundary volume pool is calculated during boiling. 
Radiation heat transfer can also be specified between a 
heat structure surface and the boundary volume atmosphere. 
Two options, an equivalent band model and a gray gas 
model, are currently available. The result of 
partitioning a heat structure into N temperature nodes is 
a tri-diagonal system of N equations. The solution of 
this system is obtained using the standard solution 
algorithm for a tri-diagonal system of linear equations. 

A degassing model is provided for the release of gases 
from materials that are contained in heat structure mesh 
intervals. Input may be provided, for example, to 
represent the release of water vapour or carbon dioxide 
from concrete as its temperature increases. 

A.6.2.3 Heat Transfer 

The HS package described earlier is used to calculate the 
thermal response of structures (both in- and ex-vessel), 
except for the reactor core and related structures in the 
lower plenum. The core (COR) package treats all important 
modes of heat transfer within the core as well as fission 
power generation, metal oxidation, debris formation, and 
relocation of core and structural materials during 
melting, candling, and slumping /5.56/. Lower head 
heatup, failure, and debris ejection are also modelled. 
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From a heat transfer standpoint, the COR package modelling 
generally uses a less-complicated, lumped parameter 
approach, compared to the detailed finite-difference 
approach used in the HS package. 

The core and lower plenum regions of the reactor vessel 
are divided into a user-specified number of concentric 
radial rings and axial segments; a particular ring and 
segment define a core cell. Each cell may contain one or 
more of six component types. Five possible intact 
components are modelled : 

a) intact (rod-like) fuel, 

b) cladding, 

c) other structures (e.g., control rods or guide 
tubes), and for BWRs, 

d) & e) canister walls, split into two parts : one part 
adjacent to the control blade and another part 
that is not. 

Particulate debris is modelled as a possible sixth 
component. Heat transfer and oxidation processes are 
modelled separately for each component. Conglomerate 
debris (i.e., core material that has melted and 
resolidified) is modelled as an integral part of the 
component onto which it has resolidified, which may be any 
one of the six listed above. 

Conduction 

Axial conduction is calculated in all structural 
components by standard techniques, although it is 
generally not significant. At the liquid level interface, 
however, a sharp temperature gradient may exist and 
conduction can be an important contributor to steaming. 
Therefore, an approximate analytical model has been 
implemented to more closely approximate the true 
temperature gradient, which can be much steeper than that 
calculated for coarse grids by simply dividing the 
temperature difference by the cell spacing. Conduction 
radially across the fuel pellet and the fuel-clad gap is 
calculated assuming a parabolic temperature profile across 
the fuel, negligible clad thermal resistance, and a 
constant user-specified gap thickness. An effective total 
gap conductance is calculated that includes the effect of 
radiation across the gap and allows the user a great deal 
of flexibility through the incorporation of a conductance 
term specified by a user control function. 
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Convection 

Convection to gases is treated by a set of standard 
correlations for the Nusselt number /5.57/ for laminar and 
turbulent flow for both forced and free convection. For a 
single large control volume interfaced with many core 
cells, a simple model based on the volume mass flow rate 
and inlet temperature is used to estimate the local 
temperature variation within the volume and to obtain 
appropriate fluid temperatures adjacent to a given core 
cell. For liquid-covered portions of the core, a simple 
boiling curve taken from MARCH 2.0 (see section 5.2.8) is 
used to express the heat flux as a function of temperature 
and pressure over ranges of nucleate and film boiling. A 
radiative component is added to the film boiling heat 
transfer coefficient. 

Radiation 

Thermal radiation among components within a cell, across 
cell boundaries, between the outermost components in 
neighbouring cells, and from components to steam is 
modelled as exchange of radiation between individual pairs 
of surfaces with an intervening gray medium. The model is 
constructed along the description provided in Kreith 
/5.58/. Surface and steam emissivities are evaluated by 
routines adapted from MARCON 2.IB /5.59/. View factors to 
model the effects of surface orientation and component 
self-shielding are implemented as user-specified 
parameters. An intricate logic network is used to model 
the changes in geometry during melt progression. Energy 
radiated from the outermost and uppermost core cells to 
boundary heat structures (e.g. to the core shroud or upper 
plenum structure) is transmitted as a boundary condition 
to the HS package. 

A.6.2.4 Melting And Relocation Of Materials 

A model is included in the COR package to calculate the 
downward flow of molten core materials and the subsequent 
refreezing of these materials as they transfer latent heat 
to cooler structures below, a process termed "candling". 
Layers of conglomerate debris are formed on lower cell 
components, which may lead to flow blockages and molten 
pools. The candling model is semi-mechanistic, based on 
fundamental thermal-hydraulic principles but incorporating 
user-specified refreezing heat transfer coefficients. The 
model is adaptable to either film flow or rivulet flow by 
appropriate adjustment of these refreezing coefficients. 

Molten mass is relocated downward in stepwise fashion 
until it has all refrozen in one or more lower cells. The 
volume occupied by refrozen material is tracked, and flow 
blockages are allowed to form whenever the available 
volume in a cell is completely filled. When candling 
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material reaches a flow blockage (or the lower head), the 
molten material is simply equilibrated with the component 
above the blockage. A simple model has also been 
implemented to allow transport of secondary materials, 
such as Zr02 or UO2, via the candling process, and thus 
simulate in crude fashion the dissolution of UO2 in molten 
Zircaloy. The user may specify relocation of a secondary 
material along with the melt as either an input fraction 
of the molten mass or in proportion to its existing 
fraction within a component. 

Particulate debris is formed from the collapse of intact 
fuel rods whenever the clad metal thickness reaches a 
user-specified minimum thickness, corresponding to a loss 
of structural strength to support the fuel bundle above. 
Particulate debris is characterised by an average particle 
size and an average porosity, both of which are also user-
defined. Relocation of debris downwards by gravitational 
settling is modelled by logical processes (instead of rate 
processes) through consideration of available volume and 
underlying support constraints. 

A.6.2.5 Chemical Reactions 

Chemical Reactions With Steam 

Oxidation of both Zircaloy and steel for all component 
surfaces by solid-state diffusion through the oxide layer 
is modelled by standard parabolic kinetics. The rate 
equation is integrated analytically over a time-step 
assuming a constant temperature (hence constant rate 
coefficient) for the component. For Zircaloy, the rate 
constant is evaluated from the correlation by Urbanic and 
Heidrick /5.26/, while for steel, the rate constant is 
evaluated from the parabolic correlation by J. White 
/5.60/. For low steam concentrations, gaseous diffusion 
may limit the reaction rate, so a mass transfer 
coefficient obtained by heat-mass transfer analogy is 
calculated and used if the conditions are appropriate. 
For BWR cores, oxidation of both sides of the canister 
wall (which may be exposed to differing steam 
environments) is modelled. The B4C-steam reaction model 
from MARC0N2.1B /5.59/ has been implemented and is used 
whenever the steel control blades in BWR cores begin to 
melt. The generation of H2, CO2, CO, and CH4 gases are 
calculated by the model, as well as the generation of 
B2O3» which is passed to the Radionuclide Package as an 
aerosol. 

Chemical Reactions Between Materials 

There is currently no modelling of interactions between 
materials (IK>2/Zr, Zr02/Zr,... ) . 
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A.6.2.6 Heat Generation 

The total core decay heat is set up via input to the Decay 
Heat package. In general, the user specifies the type of 
reactor to be modelled, the problem time at which the 
reactor shut down, the power level at which the reactor 
was operating, and the type of decay heat correlation to 
be used. If the Radionuclide (RN) package is not active, 
the decay heat is distributed along with any fission power 
according to axial and radial power density profiles 
specified in core input. When the RN package is active, 
the decay heat is distributed throughout the plant in 
proportion to the radionuclide distribution as determined 
by the RN package. The initial distribution of 
radionuclides must be specified to RN by the user. 

For ATWS sequences or for fission-powered experiments, 
whole-core fission power may be calculated either directly 
from a user-defined control function or as a function of 
liquid level using the Chexal-Layman correlation. The 
power is distributed (and added to decay heat) in the COR 
package, as explained above. Note that the fission heating 
or even electrical heating as in out-of-pile experiments 
can be specified via a tabular function of power 
versus time in the Decay Heat package, if its behaviour 
with time is known. 

Another source of heat generation is the oxidation 
reactions. For this, the reaction energies are calculated 
from the enthalpies of the reactants and products. All 
the reaction energy from Zircaloy and steel oxidation is 
deposited in the component being oxidised except the 
energy used to heat the steam to the component 
temperature. 

A.6.2.7 Mechanics 

There is no explicit model for clad ballooning in MELCOR. 
Cladding rupture is modelled to occur when either the clad 
temperature exceeds a given threshold temperature (default 
= 1173 K in the code) or the clad melts. 

Particulate debris is formed from an intact component 
whenever a collapse criterion for that component is met. 
This criterion for fuel rods is a user-specified minimum 
cladding metal thickness, corresponding to a loss of 
structural strength to support the fuel bundle above. 
Particulate debris thus formed is characterised by an 
average particle size and an average porosity, both of 
which are also user-defined. Relocation of debris 
downward by gravitational settling is modelled by logical 
processes (instead of rate processes) through 
consideration of volume, porosity, and support 
constraints, and performed instantaneously. Relocation of 
intact components is also treated whenever lower 
components which normally provide support are eliminated 
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by melting or failure. A current limitation is that no 
distinction is made between failure mechanisms for 
different types of structures or varying mechanical 
loadings. Failure of the core plate (or any steel 
structure providing support) is triggered whenever the 
component temperature reaches a user-specified temperature 
corresponding to zero yield strength. 

A.6.2.8 Debris Bed 

The relocated core material may eventually collect on the 
lower head if all intermediate barriers (e.g., lower core 
plate) fail. This debris bed may consist of conglomerate 
and particulate debris as well as a molten pool if all of 
the relocated material has not refrozen. Convection and 
conduction heat transfer from the debris bed to the lower 
head and its penetrations (if any) is modelled 
parametrically using user-specified heat transfer 
coefficients and conduction areas. Lateral movement of 
debris across radial ring boundaries is not modelled. 

A.6.2.9 Fuel-Coolant Interaction 

Currently, MELCOR can treat only the mixing phase prior to 
a steam explosion for a low pressure molten fuel pour from 
the reactor vessel into the cavity below. 

A.6.2.10 Vessel Rupture And Ejection Of Materials 

The user can define up to three penetrations (e.g., 
instrumentation tubes or guide tubes) in each radial ring 
of the lower head, specifying their mass and surface area. 
Heat transfer from the debris to the lower head and its 
penetrations is modelled parametrically using user-
specified heat transfer coefficients. The lower head 
thickness can be divided into as many as 2 0 finite-
difference nodes, the top node communicating thermally 
with both the penetrations and the debris. The debris 
height is calculated and used to determine the area of 
contact with the penetrations. 

Failure of the lower head is assumed to occur whenever 
the temperature of a lower head node or penetration 
reaches a critical temperature defined by the user. Upon 
failure, molten mass is ejected through an opening at a 
rate calculated from the pressure difference, flow area, 
and user-specified loss coefficient. Ablation of the 
failure opening is modelled by calculating the heat 
transfer to the lower head by flowing molten debris. The 
model also allows solid debris to be ejected with the 
molten material at the user's option. 
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A.6.2.11 fission Products And Aerosols 

The release of fission products from core fuel is modelled 
using either CORSOR or CORSOR-M /5.32/. Depending on user 
choice, these release rates can be modified to be a 
function of the component surface area to volume ratio as 
compared to the ratios in the CORSOR experiments. 
Released fission product masses may exist as aerosols 
and/or vapours, depending on the vapour pressure of that 
material class. If the mass in a phase is greater than 
the saturation value for the fission product vapour, the 
excess vapour mass is converted to aerosol mass. 

The aerosol dynamics portion of the code is based on the 
MAEROS computer code /5.61/. MELCOR does not calculate 
resuspension of deposited aerosol mass. However, 
condensation and evaporation of fission product 
vapours from heat structures and aerosols is calculated. 
Aerosols and fission product vapours can deposit directly 
on surfaces, such as heat structures and water pools. In 
addition, aerosols can agglomerate and settle. 

A.7 SCDAP/RELAP5 fUSAl rVERSION ; MOD 2.5) 

A.7.1 Code Structure 

A.7.1.1 Code Architecture 

The architecture of SCDAP/RELAP5 /5.67/ code is based upon 
that developed for RELAP5, SCDAP and other large codes at 
INEL. The top level of the architecture, input and output 
processing and transient control uses a combination of 
structures based on the RELAP5, SCDAP and TRAP-MELT codes. 
SCDAP code based logic advances the calculation involving 
the representative core components, debris behaviour and 
radiation heat transfer and advances the convective heat 
transfer calculation for those structures or the debris 
associated with the SCDAP models, but the logic for 
convective heat transfer is derived from RELAP5. The 
fission products deposition solution logic was completely 
reorganised from that of the TRAP-MELT code and now it 
follows the pattern established by RELAP5, although the 
logic of the lower level subroutines still has 
recognisable TRAP-MELT features. The hydrodynamics of the 
integrated code was replaced by the RELAP5 hydrodynamics 
(as for the convective heat transfer models). The 
radiative fluxes are then computed using network models of 
SCDAP /5.68/. SCDAP/RELAP5 is coded in a modular fashion 
using top-down structuring. 
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A.7.1.2 Solution Concept 

Steadv-State 

The top level structure of the code SCDAP/RELAP5 permits a 
transient steady-state block to handle the transient and 
steady-state option. The steady-state option determines 
the steady state condition if a properly posed steady-
state problem is presented. Steady-state is obtained by 
running an accelerated transient until the time 
derivatives approach zero. Thus, it is very similar to 
the transient option with the difference that it contains 
a convergence testing algorithm to determine the steady-
state or to quantify the divergence from steady-state. It 
is important to note that hydrodynamics properties such as 
pressure, density and flow distributions would adjust very 
quickly but the thermal effects would occur more slowly. 
Hence, to reduce the time required to reach a steady-state 
condition, the steady-state option artificially 
accelerates the heat conduction by reducing the heat 
capacity of the conductors. 

Transient Solution 

The flow logic based on the RELAP5 code determines the 
overall transient time step, evaluates the trip logic and 
advances for RELAP5 heat structures, hydrodynamics, 
reactor kinetics and the control systems. The time step 
control module determines the time step size, controls 
output editing, and determines whether transient 
advancement should be terminated. 

The heat structure model advances heat conduction transfer 
solutions using the previous time step reactor kinetics 
power and previous time step hydrodynamics conditions for 
computing the heat transfer coefficients. The control 
module provides the capability of simulating typical 
control systems and consists of several types of control 
components. Each component defines a control variable as 
a specific function of time-advanced quantities. 

The SCDAP module drives the discrete components of SCDAP 
code heat transfer module, and slumping of core materials 
into the lower plenum. It advances all the SCDAP 
calculations with the only exception being the debris 
model. 

A.7.1.3 Programming And Computation 

SCDAP/RELAP5 is written in the FORTRAN 77 language and is 
implemented on CRAY, CONVEX, CYBER, IBM, VAX, FACOM 
computers and various types of workstations (SUN, DEC, 
APOLLO). The whole code is maintained under a strict 
quality assessment required by INEL, and is submitted to a 
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strict configuration system that provides a record of 
changes using an update processor. 

A.7.2 Physical Models 

A.7.2.1 Thermo-Fluid Dynamics 

The thermal-hydraulic models are provided by RELAP5 and 
describe the RCS response during the accident initiation 
and degradation. The hydrodynamic model uses all the 
capability of the RELAP5 code, one-dimensional, non-
homogeneous and non-equilibrium thermodynamic, two fluid 
approach. Six phasic conservation equations together with 
the state equations and the constitutive relations 
are solved via a semi-implicit numerical scheme /5.66/. 
These conservation equations are modified by including a 
source or sink term to treat transport of hydrogen, 
fission products and aerosols. Additional conservation 
equations for mass are included in the code for solutes 
and non-condensibles. The state properties are functions 
of coolant mixture composition with properties tables 
extending above the melting temperature of UO2. 

Interphase Mass Transfer 

The interphase mass transfer is modelled according to the 
thermo-dynamic process, interphase heat transfer regime, 
and flow regime. After the thermo-dynamic process is 
decided, a flow regime map is used to determine the phasic 
interfacial area and to select the interphase heat 
transfer correlation. 

Reflood Heat Transfer 

A special reflood model is designed specifically to 
analyse the reflood process, which occurs normally at low 
pressures and low mass flow rates. 

A.7.2.2 Core And Structures 

The energy conservation equation for structures defines 
effective properties of the materials and an effective 
volumetric heat generation for the heat conduction in each 
volume element. These effective properties are 
approximated by a volumetric averaging technique based on 
a parallel and series resistance concept. When the 
temperature becomes near to a phase change, the equivalent 
heat capacity cannot be represented by a smooth function, 
in this case the effective heat capacity is defined using 
an integral transformation technique which introduces the 
enthalpies within the heat conduction element in order to 
evaluate effective volumetric heat capacities. Heat 
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structures provided by RELAP5 permit the calculations of 
the heat transferred across solid boundaries of the 
hydrodynamics volumes. Heat structures are assumed to be 
represented by one-dimensional heat conduction in 
rectangular, cylindrical and spherical geometries. 
Temperature dependent, thermal conductivities, and 
volumetric heat capacities are provided in tabular form. 

A.7.2.3 Heat Transfer 

Conduction 

This model uses a finite element method approach, 
considering effective properties of materials and heat 
generation to treat the effects which concern the multiple 
material layers and heat generation sources. The Galerkin 
method is used to generate the stiffness matrix, and for 
the time variation a backward difference scheme is 
employed. The global matrix equation, formed by the 
contribution of all elements of the solution domain, 
accounts for the boundary conditions in different 
regions. 

Convection 

A boiling curve is used in the SCDAP/RELAP5 code to govern 
the selection of heat transfer correlations. In 
particular, the heat transfer regimes modelled are 
classified as pre-CHF and post-CHF regimes. Condensation 
heat transfer is also modelled, and the effect of non-
condensible gases is taken into account. 

Radiation 

The SCDAP radiation heat transfer model is based on the 
net radiation method for enclosure /5.10/. Each 
representative bundle is treated as an individual 
enclosure and the basic equations are solved to find the 
heat exchanged from rod to rod and with other structures 
present in the configuration. The coolant absorption is 
represented by discrete absorption bands wavelength 
spectra. The emissivity of the surface is computed as a 
function of the oxide layer thickness and the surface 
temperature. The emissivities and absorptivities of the 
coolant are calculated as a function of pressure and 
temperature of steam. The view factors are evaluated 
using the crossed string method /5.68/ and the mean path 
lengths are computed by simple analytical formulae 
/5.69/. 
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A.7.2.4 Melting And Relocation Of Materials 

Coupled integral equation of mass, momentum and energy for 
the relocating liquefied materials are solved explicitly 
to describe the meltdown of components. The LIQSOL model 
calculates the meltdown and fuel relocation and performs 
these calculations in three steps : 

determination of the location where the cladding and 
fuel have been liquefied, 

- determination of any location where cladding oxide 
shell is breached, and 

calculations of the movement of liquefied cladding 
and fuel material that flows through the breach and 
down the outside surface of fuel rod; freezing of the 
material to form a blockage. 

The failure criterion for the oxide shell (Zr02) is 
defined by the code user through input giving the 
temperature of ZrO£ failure and the fraction of cladding 
oxidised. Ag-In-Cd molten material relocates when the 
steel clad tube melts, or is breached. Molten absorber 
material moves as a film on the outside of the guide tube 
and freezes when the guide tube temperature is 2 00 K lower 
than the solid temperature of Ag-In-Cd material. The code 
considers downward movement of BWR control rod molten 
material based on an incompressible viscous film flow 
model, and since melting is not implicitly calculated, the 
actual temperature is recalculated through balancing the 
internal energy and heat of fusion of the material. The 
grid spacer model removes the grid as an obstruction when 
the grid temperature reaches the melt temperature of the 
grid material. The grid is only modelled as an 
obstruction for debris regions or flow of liquefied 
material. 

A.7.2.5 Chemical Reactions 

Chemical Reactions with Steam 

The oxidation model of the code calculates Zircaloy 
oxidation under conditions including high rate oxidation 
which is strongly coupled to the Zircaloy temperatures. 
The code solves firstly for the layer growth and secondly 
for the resulting temperatures taking into account the 
heat of oxidation. Zircaloy oxidation is modelled using 
the parabolic rate equations developed by Cathcart-Pawel 
/5.25/ for temperatures lower than 1850 K and by Urbanic-
Heidrick /5.26/ for higher temperatures. The influences 
of steam availability, change of geometry and Zircaloy 
melting are considered. Stainless steel oxidation is 
modelled also, by using the parabolic rate kinetic 
correlation developed by J. White /5.60/ considering the 
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chemical reaction involved. The weight gain of stainless 
steel and FeO layer growth are computed by MATPRO /5.45/. 
Boron carbide control rod oxidation in BWR cores is 
modelled too. 

Dissolution Of UO2 By Molten Zircaloy 

The liquefied zirconium dissolves the UO2 that it 
contacts. The dissolution begins at the outside surface 
of fuel pellets and propagates as a front inwards towards 
the fuel centre line. It uses the Hofmann model /5.29/ 
for calculating the transient dissolution of UO2. The 
saturation dissolution is modelled by the MATPRO 
subroutines. The calculated amount of fuel dissolution is 
limited to the maximum solubility determined by the 
ternary phase diagram of the U-O-Zr compound. 

Dissolution Of Zr02 By Liquefied Zircaloy 

If the temperature is below a user-specified value, no 
dissolution occurs. If the temperature is greater than 
the user specified value and the extent of cladding 
oxidation is less than the user specified value, complete 
dissolution of Zr02 occurs instantaneously. 

A.7.2.6 Heat Generation 

Nuclear Power 

When running RELAP5 without the SCDAP core behaviour 
models, the reactor kinetics capability can be used to 
compute the power behaviour in nuclear reactors. Power is 
computed by using a point kinetics approximation. This 
model computes the prompt fission power and the power 
decay. The SCDAP core behaviour model computes the total 
nuclear heat by using the nuclear boundary conditions: 
prompt average nuclear heat and axial and radial peaking 
factors. The axial peaking factors can be modified during 
the transient. It also includes a model for locating the 
radial position of fuel rod axial peaking factor due to 
axial material relocation. 

Electrical Power 

A SCDAP/RELAP5 option permits modelling of simulated rods, 
heated electrically and used in particular in CORA tests. 
This model computes the axial electric power profile as 
function of a specific resistance, nodal geometries and 
temperatures, and total input power /5.15/. 
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A.7.2.7 Mechanics 

Cladding mechanical deformation is calculated for both 
axisymmetric and local asymmetric ballooning and collapse 
rupture of fuel rods using models based on FRAP-T6 /5.70/ 
code. In the beginning of analysis the axisymmetric 
ballooning deformation model is used for each rod group, 
and it is similar to the model available in the FRACAS 
code /5.71/. The ballooning cladding deformation model is 
replaced by the localised deformation model if certain 
conditions are satisfied, such as if the cladding of fuel 
rod group has not failed. The localised model consists of 
two sub-models developed for FRAP-T6 code. These sub
models are: 

the Zircaloy cladding shape of failure sub-model 
(BAL0N2 /5.72/, and 

a probalistic flow area reduction sub-model (FAR1) 
/5.73/. 

The failure criteria for fuel rods compares the hoop 
stress with the corresponding failure stress calculated by 
MATPRO in order to determine whether or not the cladding 
has ruptured. 

A.7.2.8 Debris Bed 

During severe accidents in LWRs, damage occurs that can 
change the reactor core geometry from the initial array to 
a deep debris bed located in the bottom of the vessel. 
Models to predict the progression of reactor core damage 
have been developed and included in the code. The debris 
model uses a general finite element method in two-
dimensions for a porous body /5.74/. Natural convection 
heat transfer at the pool boundaries is modelled. The 
user input option permits definition of: 

a) up to five nodal regions, and 

b) the debris bed conditions or the material relocation. 

The debris model calculates changes in the core 
configuration. As damage progresses, it also calculates 
the heatup and progression of melting in damaged regions. 
It is considered that the reactor core can change into 
three basic configurations : 

a porous debris bed, or 

non-porous debris supported by intact fuel rods 
extended radially across the core, or 
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a molten pool formation and growth supported and 
contained by non-porous debris. 

A.7.2.9 Fuel-Coolant Interaction 

The degree of interaction of slumping material with water 
through which it falls is defined by the code user. If 
the user defined : 

no interaction between slumping material and water, 
the slumping is considered to fall as an intact 
stream and there is no heat transfer of internal 
energy from slumping material to water, 

interaction between slumping material and water, the 
material is considered to break up into small 
particles and transfer all its internal energy to 
water, it may generate a large amount of steam 
increasing the pressure in the reactor vessel. 

A.7.2.10 Vessel Rupture And Ejection Of Materials 

The creep rupture module of SCDAP/RELAP5 calculates the 
creep damage of the reactor vessel and piping as a 
function of stress, temperature and time. Two theories are 
applied in the calculation, Larson-Miller /5.75/ and 
Manson-Haferd /5.76/. The materials that can be modelled 
are: A-508 class 2 Carbon steel, 316-Carbon steel and 
Inconel-600. The model of lower plenum debris calculates 
the heatup of the vessel wall so that the time at which 
the vessel lower head ruptures by melting can be 
determined. 

A.7.2.11 Fission Products And Aerosols 

SCDAP/RELAP5 models the release of fission products from 
the fuel to the gap using a combination of theoretical 
models developed by Rest /5.77/ to treat Xe, Kr, Cs, I, 
and Te from solid fuel, and empirical fractional release 
to treat the less volatile species. The theoretical model 
based on FASTGRASS code version 50531 /5.78/ is used to 
predict the behaviour of fission gas in UO2. Once the 
fission products are released to the gap another model 
determines the release from the gap to coolant. 
Subsequent release from the fuel gap through the cladding 
failure site is based on models that include a burst and 
diffusion release component. The burst component 
describes the release when the cladding initially fails, 
the diffusion component describes the time-dependent 
release of the remaining Cs and I. Release of less 
volatile fission products is based on the CORSOR-M /5.32/ 
model. 
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Aerosols and fission products behaviour in the RCS is 
evaluated by using a model derived from the TRAP-MELT code 
/5.3/. 

A.8 SOURCE TERM CODE PACKAGE (USA) (VERSION : MOD 1.1) 

A.8.1 Code Structure 

A.8.1.1 Code Architecture 

MARCH3 and TRAP-MELT3 have been designed to be run in 
conjunction with each other. MARCH3 serves as the 
thermal-hydraulic driver and TRAP-MELT3 treats fission 
product and aerosol transport in the primary system. 
MARCH3 consists of several major subroutines together with 
a large number of supporting subroutines and functions. 
BOIL is the major subroutine which performs the primary 
system calculations. It evaluates heat generation and 
transfer within the core, thermal-hydraulics and 
pressurisation of the primary system, melting and 
subsequent slumping of the core material into the vessel 
bottom head, and the reaction of metals with water in the 
core and bottom head. BOIL calls subroutine HEAD to 
perform the heat transfer analysis between the core debris 
and the reactor vessel bottom head and to calculate bottom 
head failure. The subroutine AXIALC contains models for 
the explicit treatment of BWR control rods and channel 
boxes. 

Detailed information predicted during a MARCH3 calculation 
and a summary of major events are contained in two output 
files. MARCH3 also provides two output files containing 
fission product release and transport data for input to 
the TRAP-MELT3 code. 

A.8.1.2 Solution Concept 

MARCH3 does not have a rigorously mathematical treatment 
of the conservation equations. As the code generally 
models transients occurring over a very long time period 
with relatively slowly varying parameters, a quasi-steady 
state approach is used and mass and energy conservations 
are solved explicitly. However, numerical restrictions 
are frequently applied to limit the rate of change of 
physical quantities during periods when rapid changes are 
predicted. Generally, mass and energy can be reasonably 
conserved for all physical processes if sufficiently small 
time-steps are selected. 
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A.8.1.3 Programming And Computation 

With one exception, both MARCH3 and TRAP-MELT3 are written 
in the FORTRAN 77 programming language, ANSI Standard 
X3.9-1978 (full subset). The only exception is the use of 
the Namelist free format input. STCP was developed on the 
CDC system. However, the code has been used successfully 
in other systems, such as IBM, VAX, and CRAY-1. 

The code does not have a restart capability. However, as 
it is a relatively fast-running code, it was not 
considered necessary to provide this option. 

A.8.2 Physical Models 

A.8.2.1 Thermo-Fluid Dynamics 

The primary system in the MARCH3 code is modelled as a 
single volume, which is partitioned into a gas (steam and 
hydrogen) region and a water region. The geometry of the 
primary system is defined by several input parameters, 
including the initial gas volume, the water area and 
height, and masses of water below the core and in a "dead
end" volume. The dead-end volume represents water which 
becomes isolated from the core during meltdown, because of 
the configuration of the primary system. These input 
parameters are used to compute the initial water mass in 
the primary system and the collapsed water level based on 
a single mass balance. 

The primary system thermal-hydraulic modelling involves 
relatively simple calculations of the water region mass 
and energy balance, the system pressure, water boiling 
rate, and the primary system leak rate. All computations 
are based on quasi-steady state assumptions. 

The water mass is determined by the balance between the 
inlet and outlet flows during a time-step. The inlet 
flows include the ECC injection rate, condensation 
(reflux) rate of steam in steam generators, and other 
sources such as the coolant pump flow or makeup/letdown 
flow. The outlet flow consists of the steam boil-off rate 
and the water leakage rate at the break area and relief 
valves. The energy content of the water is computed by a 
quasi-steady energy balance involving energy transferred 
to water from the core region, from structures in the 
reactor vessel, and from the enthalpy associated with all 
inlet and outlet water flows. All potential energy 
sources in the core region (such as decay heat, heat 
radiated from the fuel above the mixture level, heat 
conducted along the fuel rods into the water, heat from 
quenching the core material during reflood, and heat from 
core debris in the bottom head after core slumping) are 
modelled. 
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The system pressure is calculated assuming ideal gas 
behaviour. The gas mass is determined by a quasi-steady 
balance of inlet and outlet flows during a time-step. The 
temperature in the gas space is calculated by assuming 
perfect mixing of the gases from the core with those in 
the gas space. The gases released from the core region 
can transfer heat to structures in the gas space before 
entering the gas volume. 

MARCH3 does not model two-phase (liquid-steam) flow from 
the primary system through a break or the relief valves. 
Only liquid (subcooled and saturated) or gas (saturated or 
superheated) flow can be modelled. The orifice flow and 
critical flow are computed and the smaller of the two is 
used as the break flow rate. 

A.8.2.2 Core And Structures 

In MARCH3, the reactor core is divided into radial rings 
and axial rows. The maximum numbers of nodes are 10 and 50 
for the rings and rows, respectively. Each node has a 
normalised power factor specified by the user. For a PWR, 
the core is assumed to consist of fuel rods and coolant 
flow channels. Structural materials and control rods are 
not included in the PWR core model. However, for the BWR 
core model the channel boxes and the control rods are 
modelled separately from the fuel rods. The fuel pellet 
and cladding are lumped together and therefore only an 
average fuel temperature is calculated for each node. A 
similar lumped parameter treatment is also applied to the 
channel boxes and control rods in the BWR core model. 

The energy balance for a fuel node in the gas covered 
region includes consideration of the decay power, heat 
from metal water reaction, axial heat conduction, 
convection heat transfer to gases in the flow channel, and 
radiation heat transfer to other rods, structures outside 
the core, and to water. Axial heat conduction is included 
only in the PWR core model. 

In the water-covered region of the core, the fuel 
temperature is calculated by assuming all of the decay 
heat is transferred to the water. A simple heat transfer 
coefficient is used in the model. However, when the 
system pressure changes rapidly (e.g., during reflood), 
additional numerical restrictions are applied to limit the 
heat transfer rate from the fuel to water during a time-
step. The energy balance for the channel boxes and 
control rods in a BWR core is similar to the fuel rods 
model with the exceptions that decay power is removed and 
the metal-water reaction for iron is added to the 
governing equation. 
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A.8.2.3 Heat Transfer 

In the PWR model, heat transfer between various materials 
include : 

a) convection and radiation from fuel rods to steam and 
hydrogen flowing through the channel, 

b) radiation from a fuel node to adjacent radial nodes, 

c) radiation from top nodes in the core to structures 
above the core, 

d) radiation from fuel nodes above the mixture level to 
the water pool, and 

e) radiation from nodes on the outer core periphery to 
the core barrel. 

For the BWR model, additional heat transfer mechanisms are 
accounted for : 

a) convection in the channel box/control blade region, 
and 

b) radiation between the fuel rods and channel boxes, 
and between the channel boxes and control blades. 

The convection heat transfer from fuel rods to gases is 
computed using standard heat transfer correlations. For 
Reynolds number greater than 2300, the well-known Dittus-
Boelter correlation for turbulent flow is used. For 
smaller Reynolds numbers, a laminar flow correlation 
including the entrance effect is selected. The user can 
also select a natural convection correlation. 

The radiation heat transfer from fuel rods to gases is 
also computed by the radiative heat transfer coefficients. 
The coefficient is estimated by a two-body radiation 
exchange model which involves the emissivities and 
temperatures of the gas and fuel. In-core radiation 
includes radiation between adjacent core nodes, from core 
to structures above the core, to the core barrel, and to 
the water pool. Each radiation mode is represented by a 
parallel-plate model, in which the radiating view factor 
is unity and the emissivities of the two adjacent surfaces 
are grouped to form the radiation exchange factor. 
Effective emissivities for axial and radial radiation in 
fuel bundles and to structures and water pool are 
recommended. For the BWR core, the radial radiation 
between the fuel rod, channel box, and control blades at a 
given nodal position are accounted for, but axial 
radiation between different nodal positions is not 
included. Radiative heat transfer to the water pool 
includes the contribution from the partially uncovered 
axial node and from the node immediately above. Radiative 
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heat transfer to the upper structures is from upper core 
nodes only. The core barrel is modelled as a single mass 
receiving radiation from only the outer radial node. Heat 
radiation between the core barrel and the vessel wall is 
not modelled. 

A.8.2.4 Melting And Relocation Of Materials 

Core relocation models are incorporated in MARCH3 for the 
purpose of scoping potential relocation patterns. The 
models are not phenomenological in the sense that 
relocation is not based on calculations of stress levels, 
creep rates, or flow rates of molten materials. Fuel and 
cladding melting are not assumed, a priori, to cause 
channel blockage or stop metal-water reaction; rather 
blockage is largely input-controlled. Fuel movement is 
triggered when a fuel node reaches the melting point of 
the core and absorbs additional energy equal to the latent 
heat of fusion. When certain input conditions relative to 
the extent of melting are satisfied, molten core material 
may fall out of the original core region and interact with 
water in the lower part of the reactor vessel. There are 
three core meltdown models which can be selected by the 
user through input data. Two of the meltdown models 
assume temporary retention of portions of the molten fuel 
in the core as a continuous region. One model assumes the 
molten fuel falls into the bottom head as it melts. 

Meltdown Model A 

In meltdown model A, it is assumed that a molten region 
forms in the core and grows downward in such a manner that 
the average temperature of the region remains just at the 
melting temperature. This model maximises the downward 
movement of the molten pool. According to the model 
assumptions, if the molten region moved downward any 
faster, it would resolidify. In model A, each radial 
region is treated separately with no mixing between radial 
regions. 

Meltdown Model B 

In meltdown model B, growth of the molten region is in 
effect upward. The upward growth should be pictured to 
actually result from material falling from above the 
molten region. The amount of solid material falling into 
the molten pool is sufficient to keep the homogenised 
temperature of the molten pool at the core melting point. 
Within the model B molten region, it is assumed heat may 
be transferred radially if the average temperature of a 
radial power region exceeds the melting temperature. When 
the top nodes in the core are melted, it is assumed that 
additional heat may be radiated to the support structures 
above the core. Models A and B yield similar results for 
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core-meltdown fractions below about 50 percent. However, 
for larger core melt fractions, model A results in faster 
core heatup. In model A, the more rapid downward 
progression of the molten region generally results in an 
increased metal-water reaction when the molten region 
intercepts the water level. 

Meltdown Model C 

In meltdown model C, it is assumed that when a fuel node 
melts, it immediately falls into the water in the bottom 
of the pressure vessel. The large boil-off rates obtained 
under these assumptions result in high heatup rates, due 
to the cladding-steam reaction. Early dry out of the 
reactor vessel may also be predicted. Model C is not 
considered by the code developers to give a realistic 
picture of meltdown. 

Gradual Slumping 

The meltdown models also provide for gradual dropping of 
molten material into the lower head. Gradual dropping or 
slumping is initiated when the extent of core melting 
satisfies certain conditions specified by the user. These 
gradual slumping models are applied to meltdown models A 
and B and employ some of the model C features. Gradual 
slumping into the bottom head requires that the total core 
melt fraction exceed a user specified input fraction. 
Then, if a core node in a radial region at a specified 
axial elevation is melted, all of the melted nodes in the 
radial region are assumed to fall into the bottom head. 
Core nodes in the region which are not melted will remain 
in the core region. Thus, it is possible for the model 
to predict, for example, that the top and bottom nodes may 
remain in the core (if solid) while the central region 
falls out (if molten). Finally, when the core melt 
fraction exceeds another user specified fraction, the 
total core, including both the molten and remaining solid 
nodes, is assumed dropped into the bottom head. At this 
time, the debris is assumed to begin to heat the bottom 
head as well as the water in the head. 

The channel box and control blade meltdown calculations 
(prior to slumping into the bottom head) are performed in 
a manner analogous to that described above. The boxes and 
blades have their own melting temperatures (user-input) 
which may be different from that of the fuel. However, 
the slumping of box and blade material into the bottom 
head is controlled by the corresponding fuel rod node. 
When a fuel rod node falls into the bottom head, the 
corresponding box and blade nodes also fall into the head. 
The box, blade, and fuel rod nodes at a given position are 
assumed to remain thermally coupled (through radiation 
heat transfer) after melting. Box or blade melting is 
assumed physically to not move the molten material. 
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A.8.2.5 Chemical Reactions 

Chemical Reactions With Steam (Oxidation) 

Chemical reactions between zirconium and steam, and 
between iron and steam are modelled in the uncovered 
portion of the core. Metal/steam reactions below the 
water level are not modelled, except for those core nodes 
that slump into the bottom head. Thus, reflood at high 
temperature or molten core region will cause the 
metal/steam reaction to be terminated below the mixture 
level. 

In the uncovered core region, the zirconium/steam reaction 
rate is given by the minimum of a solid-state diffusion 
rate and a gaseous diffusion rate. The solid-state 
diffusion rate is described by a parabolic law. Three 
empirical correlations- namely, Urbanic-Heidrick, Baker-
Just, and Cathcart (/5.25/,/5.26/) are available to the 
user through an input flag. For the gaseous diffusion 
limited oxidation rate, the code provides two correlations 
for either laminar or turbulent flow (defined by the 
Reynolds number). In both flow regions, a hydrogen 
blanketing factor is applied to limit the zirconium/steam 
reaction rate. The hydrogen blanketing factor is related 
to the ratio of steam partial pressure to total pressure. 
In computing the zirconium/steam reaction, the code 
further checks that the calculated reaction rate does not 
increase the rod temperature above the input cut off 
temperature. The zirconium/steam reaction cutoff 
temperature is an input variable indicating the 
termination of the oxidation reaction due to change of 
zirconium surface area and steam availability as a result 
of core melting and relocation. 

In a BWR core, the Zircaloy channel box oxidation is 
calculated using the solid-state diffusion limited Baker-
Just or Cathcart correlation. No hydrogen blanketing 
effect is included. The iron-steam reaction modelled for 
the control blades is also described by a parabolic law. 
Fe3C>4 is assumed to be the only product of the reaction. 
Both the zirconium/steam and iron/steam reactions may be 
stopped in molten nodes by input parameters. The user can 
select the input parameters to stop the metal/steam 
reaction in nodes above the lowest melted node to simulate 
the effect of flow channel blockage or to stop the 
reaction in a melted or melting node to simulate the 
potential loss of metallic surfaces. These models are 
parametric in nature. 

Input options allow the user to: 
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a) stop the reaction during slumping after the 
total core reaction reaches a given input value, or 

b) force the total core reaction to a given value. 

The second option may produce distortions in the spatial 
distribution of cladding oxidation. The distortion 
results from coding which redefines the input cladding 
thickness, and then forces the oxidation in the redefined 
thickness to completion. 

Chemical Reactions Between Materials 

There is no modelling of interactions between materials 
(U02/Zr, Zr02/Zr,...). 

A.8.2.6 Heat Generation 

The MARCH3 code models heat generation due to metal/steam 
reactions and fission product heating. The resulting 
volumetric heat generation rate is used to estimate the 
fuel rod (or channel box) heating rate and steam enthalpy 
change associated with heating from the fluid temperature 
to the fuel rod (or channel box) temperature. Fission 
product decay heat is calculated using the 1979 ANS 5.1 
Standard. Core power may also be supplied by an optional 
input decay heat table or by input parameters to simulate 
ATWS sequences. 

A.8.2.7 Mechanics 

MARCH3 does not have a mechanistic treatment of clad 
ballooning and failure, embrittlement of the fuel rod and 
the formation of a debris bed in the core region. 
However, the effect of blockage due to clad ballooning or 
fuel relocation on hydrogen generation is implicitly 
treated in the core meltdown model . This treatment is 
parametric in nature and subject to large uncertainty. 
Clad failure, which causes the onset of fission product 
release from the fuel, is implicitly assumed in the CORSOR 
model /5.32/. The value of 1173 K is taken to be the 
average temperature for cladding failure. 

A.8.2.8 Debris Bed 

MARCH3 provides options for a user to compute the core 
debris-water interaction from a debris bed in the reactor 
bottom head. After the core debris slumps into the bottom 
head, the code assumes the formation of debris bed. The 
dryout heat flux of the debris bed is considered as the 
limiting factor for steam generation. Three semi-
theoretical debris bed models are available in the code: 
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- The Dhir-Catton model is developed based on the 
vapour-channel approach. The debris bed can be 
classified as deep or shallow according to the vapour 
channel formation in the bed. The density difference 
between the liquid and vapour phase acts as the 
driving force for the penetration of the downward 
coolant. The vapour is assumed inviscid. 

The Lipinski model is based on a two-phase fluid 
counterflow through a porous medium. The 
conservation equations include the capillary, 
gravitational and viscous effects for both liquid and 
vapour phases. The momentum equations permit a 
smooth transition from Darcy's law for laminar flow 
to the Burke-Plummer equation for turbulent flow. 

- The Ostensen model is based on flooding correlations 
for large particles and turbulent flow. 

These models show that the dryout heat flux is a function 
of particle size, bed depth, porosity and the system 
pressure. Parametric studies revealed large differences 
in the predicted dryout heat flux among these models. In 
general, predictions from Lipinski model agrees better 
with experimental data over a large range of particle 
sizes. 

A.8.2.9 Fuel-Coolant Interaction 

When a molten core node drops into the bottom head, the 
zirconium cladding in the node, which is generally 
partially oxidised, may react further with the water in 
the bottom head. This reaction is calculated for each 
node for the time-step in which it falls into the head. 
The calculation assumes that all materials in a node drop 
into the bottom head and form spherical particles. 

The spheres are assumed to be made up of a central core 
with zero, one, or two shells surrounding the core. All 
of the uranium oxide is assumed to be in the core of the 
spheres. The core may also contain zirconium and 
zirconium oxide. The location of the zirconium and the 
zirconium oxide within the sphere is specified by input 
variables. These variables can be made to simulate 
homogeneous particles. 

The oxidation reaction is assumed to take place in any 
layer which contains zirconium that has not been 
completely oxidised to zirconium dioxide. The rate at 
which the oxidation front advances in any mixture that 
exists in the sphere is assumed to be the same as that 
which would exist in pure zirconium (i.e., the reaction 
rate is given by the smaller of the gaseous diffusion rate 
and the solid-state diffusion rate). The heat released 
when the material being oxidised is not pure zirconium is 
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multiplied by the volume fraction of zirconium that exists 
in the alloy being oxidised. 

In general, the hot particles eventually cool as the 
thickness of the oxide layer builds up. When the sphere 
temperature drops to 13 66 K , the oxidation calculation is 
ended. The iron-steam reaction is not modelled for the 
spheres in the bottom head. 

The oxidation of channel box Zircaloy in the bottom head 
is neglected when the BWR core model is used. 

A.8.2.10 Vessel Rupture And Ejection Of Materials 

MARCH3 models heating and gross failure of the bottom head 
due to the slumped core debris. Heating of the bottom 
head from the slumped core is delayed until : 

a) the fraction of the core melted reaches a specified 
input value (default value is 7 5%), 

b) the temperature of the second lower grid plate 
exceeds a user specified failure temperature (default 
is 1672 K). Prior to reaching the specified criteria 
for core slump, bottom head heating occurs only by 
convection from the water in the head. 

When the criteria for core collapse are reached, the 
total core, including both melted and solid fuel 
materials, is assumed to be relocated in the next time-
step into the bottom head. The bottom of the core debris 
is assumed to be in contact with the head, and the top of 
the core debris may be covered with water. Heating of the 
bottom head wall and evaporation of water takes place 
simultaneously. 

The bottom head heatup model assumes one-dimensional heat 
transfer with a uniform wall heat flux. The conduction of 
heat into the vessel wall is modelled using the concept of 
thermal penetration distance. An interface temperature is 
established assuming perfect contact between the core 
debris and the bottom head wall. The thermal front moves 
into the head wall with a velocity proportional to the 
head thermal diffusivity. 

The thermal penetration can cause the melting of the 
vessel wall. The molten portion is then included in the 
total mass of core debris. In the heat balance analysis, 
it is assumed that the reactor vessel is insulated on the 
outside and that the core debris separates the head wall 
from any water which may be present. The thermal 
penetration distance and the head temperature are used to 
compute the tensile strength in the bottom head. The 
vessel pressure and the weight of debris plus the mass of 
the bottom head itself are used to compute the stresses 
acting on the head wall. The bottom head is assumed to 
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fail if the total tensile stress exceeds the tensile 
strength at any location. The bottom head is considered 
as a hemisphere joined to a cylinder. The critical 
locations considered in the head failure model are the 
points of maximum stress. With this gross failure model, 
the core debris along with a user-specified fraction of 
the non-molten head are assumed to be relocated to the 
reactor cavity. However, MARCH3 contains no modelling of 
this relocation process. At the time of head failure, all 
water, steam and hydrogen remaining in the pressure vessel 
are added to the containment atmosphere. 

An optional model in the code allows leakage of gases and 
water, but not the debris prior to the gross head failure 
predicted by the above logic. Leakage starts when the head 
temperature at a user-specified wall thickness exceeds 
1144 K. The hole size and elevation are determined by 
input parameters. The model is attempting to simulate the 
potential failure of penetration tubes. This optional 
model also allows a gross head failure by an input flag 
when the temperature at the pre-specified wall thickness 
reaches 1144 K. Thus, the user can make the bottom head 
fail prior to satisfying the criteria of stress/strength 
comparison. 

A.8.2.11 Fission Products And Aerosols 

In MARCH3, fission product release from fuel rods and 
aerosol release from control rods are predicted by the 
CORSOR model. An improved version, called CORSOR-M, is 
also included in the code. This latter version has the 
Arrhenius form of the release coefficients and is the 
default (preferred) version of the code; it makes use of a 
more physical description of the release process, although 
it is still quite simple and does not account for any 
interactions among species nor for any effects of changes 
in geometry of the releasing node. 

The radionuclide and inert aerosol transport in the RCS is 
treated by the TRAP-MELT3 code . TRAP-MELT3 assumes the 
RCS can be represented by a set of control volumes with 
internal structures in which vapour and aerosol behaviour 
is computed. 

A.9 THALES (JPÏ 

A.9.1 Code Structure 

A.9.1.1 Code Architecture 

The THALES program is a highly modularised code system. 
Its structure combines both the THALES member codes and 
the supporting libraries. Of the member codes, THALES-PM 
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and THALES-BM are for in-vessel analysis of PWRs and BWRs, 
respectively, and THALES-CV is for ex-vessel analysis of 
both PWRs and BWRs. The THALES-M code is for analysing 
core heatup and used as a subcode of THALES-PM and -BM. 

A.9.1.2 Solution Concept 

A steady-state calculation needs to be performed to 
establish initial conditions for each transient 
calculation. A fully explicit method is adopted for the 
transient calculation in the THALES code. 

A.9.1.3 Programming And Computation 

The THALES code is composed of 40,000 statements written 
in FORTRAN 77 for the FACOM-M780 computer at JAERI. A 
core memory size of approximately 1 Mbyte is required for 
execution of the code on this computer. 

A.9.2 Physical Models 

Although THALES is based on simple physical principles, 
realistic models are employed for phenomena having 
important roles during accident progression, e.g., thermal 
-hydraulic models in the RCS, a slumping model for molten 
fuel, and water behaviour model in the containment. A 
generalised program library, LOGIC1, was developed which 
can handle automatic system actuations, failures of 
components and structure and operator interventions in a 
systematic manner. Only physical models dealing with IVDC 
phenomena are discussed in this report. 

A.9.2.1 Thermo-Fluid Dynamics 

Progression of a core melt accident both in BWR and PWR is 
strongly influenced by the inventory of coolant in the 
system, especially the existence of a mixture level 
consisting of liquid and vapour in the primary system. 
Therefore a special modelling and analysis technique is 
used in the THALES-PM and -BM codes to estimate accurately 
mixture levels in the PCS in the case of the PWR and in 
the RCS the case of the BWR. The PCS or RCS is divided 
into control volumes representing, in the case of a 
reactor accident simulation, the whole circuit by a 
reactor core, an upper plenum, a steam dome, a downcomer, 
lower plenum and two recirculation loops. A mixture level 
is assumed in each of the control volumes where a gas 
region and a liquid region are considered separately and 
void separation within the liquid phase is calculated 
based on a relative velocity model. A counter-current 
flow model can be applied at the junction connecting 
control volumes. 
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The THALES code calculates system pressure, mixture level, 
gas and/or liquid temperature in each control volume and 
flow rate at each junction with the assumption of uniform 
system pressure and thermal equilibrium in each control 
volume. In addition to the phenomena generally modelled in 
other codes, THALES-CV code includes models for pool 
flashing and relocation of molten core. 

The L0GIC1 program library was developed to treat 
systematically the occurrences of events during an 
accident. With the help from L0GIC1 library, the THALES 
codes can treat automatic system actuations, failures of 
components and structures, and operator interventions. 

A.9.2.2 Core and Structures 

Heat transfer between the component materials and coolant 
is solved by applying a backward implicit method. 

A.9.2.3 Heat Transfer 

Core Heatup Model 

This model treats one-dimensional heat transfer between 
fuel rods including pellet and cladding, debris and 
coolant. Fuel rods within the core are divided into 
several groups considering the distribution of heat 
generation in the core, and each fuel rod is further 
divided into several axial segments. For the fuel 
segments below the mixture level, heat transfer to coolant 
is calculated by neglecting the temperature rise of the 
coolant. Above the mixture level, the heat transfer 
between the fuel segments and the steam flow, which is the 
result of boiling of coolant below the mixture level, is 
considered for each fuel rod group. The steam generated 
by boiling is distributed to each fuel rod group so as to 
be in proportion to the fuel rod number in each group. 

Heatup Models For Core Support Plate And Bottom Head 

A one-dimensional heat transfer model is used for heatup 
of the core support plate and bottom head. The model 
treats the heat transfer separately depending on the 
timing of core slumping onto the support plate and the 
bottom head. In this model, core debris is treated as a 
cluster of particles with uniform radius given by input 
and the temperatures of core debris and that of the 
support plate are represented by one point, respectively. 
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Heat Slab Model 

A one dimensional heat slab model is provided for 
representing structures in the primary system except for 
the core, support plate and bottom head. The geometry of 
a heat slabs is rectangular. Heat slabs can be located 
within any control volume. The model assumes that a heat 
slab is divided into two regions, i.e., below and above 
the mixture level, that the temperature of each part is 
represented by one point and that the temperature 
variation within a fluid is negligible. 

A.9.2.4 Melting And Relocation Of Materials 

Movement and relocation of molten materials within a core 
region are represented by one of seven meltdown models 
included in the THALES-PM and THALES-BM codes and based on 
a'stop-and-go' principle. The selection of the melt 
progression models and melt temperature are given by the 
code user as input data. 

A.9.2.5 Chemical Reactions 

Chemical Reactions With Steam (Oxidation) 

The Baker-Just equation is used and the model is applied 
only for the reaction caused by the steam flow in the core 
region. The potential reaction in the region below the 
mixture level and in core debris is not taken into 
account. For the intact cladding nodes, oxidation is 
considered only at the outer surface of the cladding. For 
the debris node, the same equations as used for intact 
nodes are adopted, assuming that the cladding shape is 
unchanged after node failure. 

Chemical Reactions Between Materials 

There is no modelling of interaction between materials 
(U02/Zr, Zr02/Zr,...). 

A.9.2.6 Heat Generation 

The fission product decay heat is calculated by Shure's 
equation, assuming no fission product loss. The actinide 
decay heat is calculated by the equation used in SCORCH-
B2, assuming infinite irradiation. 
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A.9.2.7 Mechanics 

Ballooning and rupture of cladding are not taken into 
account. Core blockage due to meltdown is not modelled. 

A.9.2.8 Debris Bed 

(See Section A.9.2.4, Melting and Relocation of 
Materials.) 

A.9.2.9 Fuel-Coolant Interaction 

The current version of the THALES code does not have a 
model for fuel-coolant interaction. 

A.9.2.10 Vessel Rupture and Ejection of materials 

The bottom head is assumed to fail when one of the 
following conditions is met during the transient: 

a) the bottom head temperature reaches the failure 
temperature THFAIL (input), 

b) the bottom head temperature TH at the previous time 
step is higher than the bottom head fragmentation 
temperature THFRAG (input) and water is present in 
the bottom of the pressure vessel at the current time 
step, and 

c) the stress loaded to the side wall of the bottom head 
exceeds the yield stress of the bottom head. 

If the bottom head is calculated to fail, the bottom head, 
the core debris on the bottom head and the heat slabs 
specified are assumed to be homogeneously mixed, to form 
core debris with uniform temperature and to all fall into 
the reactor cavity. 

A.9.2.11 Fission Products And Aerosols 

Fission product and aerosol release from fuel to coolant 
is calculated based on NUREG-0772 model in the PREART code 
which uses the results of thermohydraulic calculations by 
the THALES code. Fission product behaviour in the RCS is 
calculated by the ART code which is at present integrated 
in the THALES code system. 
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A.10 OTHERS 

In this section BWRSAR, MELPROG/TRAC and CORMLT are briefly-
described. 

A.10.1 BWRSAR (USA) 

The Boiling Water Reactor Severe Accident Response 
(BWRSAR) code has been developed at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory (ORNL) for best estimate severe accident 
calculations for BWR (/5.86/, /5.87/). BWRSAR determines 
response of the primary system and primary containment 
during the period of the accident sequence following core 
uncovery. BWRSAR is based upon MARCH 2.0 (see Section 
5.2.8 STCP), but employs the ORNL BWR Severe Accident 
Technology (BWSAT) programme BWR models. The code 
structure of BWRSAR is similar to that of MARCH 2.0. 

The major features of the in-vessel models of BWRSAR 
include representation of: 

a) heat transfer to all in-core structures including 
channel boxes and control blades, 

b) the effect of safety/relief valve actuations, 

c) structural/steam reaction chemistry effects, 

d) progressive relocation of core structures including 
candling of the fuel rod cladding, 

e) failure of the core plate and formation of a debris 
bed in the reactor vessel bottom head, 

f) bottom head dryout and reheating of the quenched 
debris, 

g) failure of the bottom head penetrations, and 

h) the time dependent egress of molten core debris from 
the reactor vessel. 

Concerning IVDC verification, portions of BWRSAR are 
extracted and combined with experiment specific 
representations of test geometries for use in pre-test and 
post-test analyses of BWR experiments such as DF-4 (ACRR), 
FLHT-6 (NRU), and the continuing series of BWR tests in 
the CORA facility. 

Development of BWRSAR was initiated in 1980 as part of 
the SASA programme at ORNL. All BWRSAR models have been 
provided to the formal NRC code development programmes for 
independent assessment and incorporation into the 
developing MELCOR code (see Section 5.2.6 MELCOR). The 
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first version of the BWRSAR code was released in 1989, 

A.10.2 MELPROG/TRAC (USA) (Version ; Mod 1) 

The MELPROG code has been developed at Sandia National 
Laboratories under DOE contract for the USNRC, Severe 
Accident Assessment Branch. The general purpose of the 
code is to provide for an accident sequence occurring in 
LWRs a description of: 

a) the state of the reactor core and surrounding in-
vessel environment as a function of time, 

b) the disposition of core materials (in particular, 
fission products) contained within the reactor 
coolant system boundary as a function of time, and 

c) the state of the debris that enters the containment 
if the reactor vessel fails. 

MELPROG/Modl /5.88/ is a modular system of tightly coupled 
subcodes that follow the behaviour of the coolant, core, 
and structural materials within the reactor vessel during 
an accident. Each module is an independent subcode that 
communicates with the others in a numerically explicit 
fashion through a driver routine. The modules are: 

a) the FLUIDS module, providing a two-dimensional, 
compressible, four-field treatment of all material 
motion (except rod candling and debris bed 
relocation), 

b) the CORE module, describing all aspects of rod heat-
up, oxidation, cladding failure, fuel component 
candling and blockage formation within the core, 

c) the STRUCTURE module, treating the mechanical and 
thermal response as well as failure of all non-core 
structures, 

d) the RADIATION module, providing two-dimensional 
radiation heat transfer between all materials within 
the vessel, and 

e) the DEBRIS module which forms rubble beds from 
degraded structures and describes the bed heat-up and 
attack on adjacent structures. 

MELPROG/Modl may be run either in stand-alone mode or 
coupled mode with the TRAC-PFl/Modl thermal-hydraulic code 
/5.89/ which uses the same fluid dynamics solution 
technique as the MELPROG FLUIDS module. The coupled mode 
allows the two-code systems to be linked together in a 
numerically implicit method and provides MELPROG with the 
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boundary conditions necessary to accurately follow any 
severe accident sequence on LWRs. It further provides 
MELPROG with the capability to correctly model a wide 
variety of operator actions and plant specific features. 

MELPROG/TRAC has not had a lot of validation against 
experimental tests; the major calculation performed is a 
complete, coupled mechanistic analysis of the entire 
reactor coolant system during a ?WR station 
blackout (TMLB') /5.90/. The development of MELPROG/TRAC 
is stopped and USNRC has decided to use all important and 
relevant technology of this code as stand-alone models. 

A.10.3 CORMLT (USAÏ (Version : VI) 

The CORMLT code (EPRI) is a mechanistic methodology for 
predicting heatup, liquefaction, and relocation of reactor 
vessel internals during severe accidents in PWRs. 
Functionally, CORMLT treats the progression of such 
accidents from the point at which core dryout begins to 
the stage at which core debris is ejected from the fuel. 
Additionally, CORMLT offers a (limited) capability for 
assessing recovery strategies for arresting severe 
accidents. Hardware at present accommodated in the code 
includes: 

a) in-core material (fuel/control rods, guide tube 
thimbles, grid spacers), 

b) core peripherals (baffle plates, core barrel, thermal 
shield, vessel wall, support tie/plates), 

c) upper plenum internals (support rods, guide-pipes, 
control rod drive spiders, etc.), and 

d) ex-vessel structure (hot legs, steam generators). In 
principle, CORMLT is a stand-alone code; however, 
(boundary) conditions are required at the cold leg 
nozzles of the vessel. 

Also, the treatment of RCS thermal-hydraulics is at 
present limited to predictions of the thermal response of 
intact hot-leg steam generator loops for Westinghouse 
designs. Following initial documentation of the status of 
CORMLT code development /5.91/, substantial further work 
was undertaken: 

a) to provide a mechanistic capability for treating 
relocation of molten materials, and 

b) to enable prediction of release, transport, and 
retention of volatile fission products. 

In addition, simple models were added for accommodating 
recirculating flow of steam/hydrogen mixtures through U-
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tube steam generators within intact loops of Westinghouse 
plants. 

So the general description of the current status of CORMLT 
models, associated computer code and the scope of CORMLT 
code predictions is the following. The physical phenomena 
that are modelled in the CORMLT code consist, primarily, 
of simultaneous heat and mass exchange between convecting 
flow (effectively) binary mixtures of steam/hydrogen and 
adjacent structural materials, under conditions wherein 
changes in geometry are taking place owing to relocation 
of materials. Heat sources for driving these phenomena 
include fission-product decay power together with 
exothermic reaction energies associated with steam 
oxidation of vessel metallics. Owing to non-uniform 
heating of RCS components, variations in barometric head 
are induced which may give rise to natural circulation. 
Currently, such flows are estimated by means of simple 
force balances over postulated recirculating flow 
patterns. Changes in geometry are predicted via a mix of 
heuristic arguments (conditions for melt ejection) and 
mechanistic models (relocation under gravity). For a given 
geometry, CORMLT models for predicting heatup and 
degradation of RCS materials involve the following 
considerations : 

a) two-phase level swell is assumed to be radially 
uniform, 

b) gas-side flow patterns are taken as uni-directional, 
radially-symmetric (recirculating flow within vessel) 
or counter-flowing (loop flows between upper plenum 
and inlet plena of steam generators), 

c) local rates of flow, for given flow pattern and 
system pressure, are obtained from control-volume 
analyses subject to inlet flow conditions, 

d) heatup of RCS internals is treated via heat/mass 
exchange between local structure and adjacent flows 
of steam/hydrogen mixtures subject to fission 
product decay power, steam oxidation of metallics, 
radial/axial heat conduction, and thermal radiation, 

e) oxidation of vessel metallics (including stainless 
steel) is governed by parabolic rate kinetics 
subject to mass transfer resistances in adjacent 
gas-side flows, 

f) release of volatile fission products is prescribed by 
means of empirical expressions. Fission product 
transport in convecting gas-side flows considers 
self-heating effects as well as deposition and 
revolatilisation on/from structural surfaces. 

Since the above treatment involves implicit coupling of 
transient non-linear algebraic equations, the numerical 
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methods of solution utilised by CORMLT reflect state-of-
the-art techniques (e.g., quasi-linearisation or 
successive substitution). Where possible, explicit 
solutions for "second order" phenomena (e.g., axial heat 
conduction within fuel/control rods) are calculated in 
advance of a given time-step. 

CORMLT models for analysis of melt relocation and 
calculation of changes in geometry include the following 
provisions: 

a) liquefaction of structural species is treated via 
user-specified melting points. The release process 
for ejection of molten material into flow channels 
is controlled by input parameters. 

b) relocation of molten materials is governed by 
candling flow-models, with provision for treating: 

different flow regimes, 

interfacial mass transfer, 

- reconfiguration of the fission products source 
term, 

quenching in water-covered regions, and 

formation of channel flow blockages and 
associated debris beds. 

c) gross slumping of molten material into the bottom-
head involves options for: 

- re-melting of any local crust, or 

shear induced failure of the core support 
plate. 

d) debris bed coolant interaction within the bottom-head 
consists of particulate flow through water (or 
steam) and formation of a growing rubble bed. 

Not presently considered are such phenomena as: 

a) low-temperature dissolution of Zircaloy cladding by 
Inconel grid spacers, 

b) hold-up of melt flows by grid spacers, 

c) oxidation of metallics during melt relocation, and 

d) coarse/fine scale dispersion of molten materials 
during slumping into bottom-head water. 
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ADDENDUM (NOVEMBER 1991) 

Core degradation is an active research field. Since January 
1991 (which was the cut-off date for experiments and code 
developments to be included in this State-of-the-Art Report) 
further experimental research has been carried out or 
initiated. Much of this addresses major uncertainties or gaps 
in the experimental database identified in this report. 
Important activities include: * 

OECD/USNRC TMI Vessel Investigation Project: Planned extension 
to March 1993, to include examination of damaged lower head 
structures and failure mode analysis. 

CEC/USNRC FARO tests: Melt attack on lower head and melt -
water interaction using simulant molten core (U02 thermite). 

CSNI International Standard Problems: ISP-28 (Phebus-CSD) and 
ISP-31 (CORA) proceeding satisfactorily. An ISP based on NRU 
test FLHT-6 to be started in 1992. 

KfK: CORA tests at low heatup rate and with high temperature 
quench are being carried out. 

USNRC: ACRR-MP in-pile late phase melt progression tests being 
considered. 

Paul Scherrer Institute (Switzerland): Start of CORVIS 
experiments to simulate melt attack on the lower head (using * 
iron/alumina thermite). 
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